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Abstract 

This thesis examines the impact of the use of the single transferable vote (STV) 

electoral system by the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Manitoba. From 1926 through 

1955, Aiberta used the Hare system m Edmonton and Calgary while using alternative 

voting (AV) m rural areas. Manitoba used the Hare system in Winnipeg fkom 1920 to 

1953 and AV in rural Manitoba fiom 1927 to 1953. The adoption of STV was motivated 

largely by the concems of the Progressive movement which was influential in the 

Canadian prairies at the time. 

STV proved to be a workable electoral system in the two provinces. Neither the 

Hare system or AV had much effect on voter hiniout or the number of candidates: it did 

seem to result in an increased rate of ballot spoiiage, particularly in Alberta because of its 

stringent ballot marking provisions. The Hare syaem resulted in more proportional 

electoral outcornes than were the case when plurality was used in the three cities. in 

Manitoba, the adoption of the Hase system was accompanied by a fragmentation of the 

party systern It is difncult to anniute this to the adoption of STV as Edmonton and 

Calgary did not experience a çimilar phenornenon. AV in the rural areas of both provinces 

had a negligile impact on both proportionality and the party system 

Despite the non-partisan c-e of both provinces, voters geoeraily did not take 

advantage of the fieedom of choice given to them by the STV ballot, largely rearïctine 

themsehres to party slates while votmg. In Alberta and Manitoba, those parties that were 



best able to retain their supporters' transfers were more effective at converthg their 

support into legislative seats. 

Alberta's Social Credà government abandoned the STV syaem primarily because 

of increasing opposition skiU at using STV to defeat govemment candidates. in Manitoba. 

the repeal of STV was overshadowed by more pressing representational concerns. 

particularly the underrepresentation of W i e g  in the provincial legislature. 

The study concludes that the effects of electoral syaems are not straightfonvard 

or mechanicai, but are mediated and shaped by social structure. 
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Chapter One 

The Single Transferable Vote, Provincial Poütics, and the Comparative Method 

In 1955, the govemment of Manitoba passed arnendments to 6s Election Act 

which changed the province's electoral system to a single-member plurality system A 

year later. the govemment of Alberta followed suit and passed a new Election Act for 

Alberta that restored the single-member p1urality syaem in that province as weU. These 

two pieces of legislation marked the end of an era in Canadian politics: the use of single 

tramferable vote (S W) in provincial politics. Manitoba had adopted STV in 1920: 

Alberta had done the same in 1924. For over thirty-he years, this ununial f o m  of 

proponioual representation (PR) had been in use; afier 1956, al1 the provinces used the 

plurality d e  to determine electoral winners. 

It is suiprising how quickly this penod of electoral reform has faded fiom 

memoq. It is very rare to corne across a reference to either province's experimeotation 

with alternatives to the plurality rule. in the realm of contemporary politics. public 

opinion. and recent memory, few people seem to remember that there was a time wben 

elections were fought in some parts of Canada by other electoral formulas. For example. a 

recent article on an impending municipal election m Edmonton tried to place the city's 

electoral law in a broader comparative context. The reporter, Bill Sass, described the 

operation of "preferential bdoting" (the alternative vote) in Australia. He went on to 

express amazement at the complexity of the electoral system used in Australia: 'Zeave it 

to the Aussies to use a system that might befuddle a university accounting department. "1 

Bill Sass 'Exercise the fieedom to make your choice," The Edmotitot~ Jourtial 
16 October 1995, B 1. 



The ironic thing about the article was that the rural areas of Amerta used this very systern 

during Alberta's experiments with STV. In fact. the system used in provincial electioos in 

Edmonton between 1924 and 1956 was even more complex than that descnied by Sass 

as the same principle was extended to a large multi-rnember constituency. This is but one 

example of how the electoral experiments of Canadian provinces have fàded fiom popular 

memory. 

What is even more nuprishg is the extent to which these experiments have faded 

fiom academic memory as weU. There is virtually no academic work that deals directly 

with the use of STV in Albexta and Manitoba. In addition, many works on provincial 

politics ignore the potential role that STV might have played m shapmg electoral politics 

and the party systems in these provinces. A good example is a work by three prominent 

Canadian political scientists who examined provincial poiitics in Canada f?om the 

standpoint of "representative democracy? Despite the fact that electoral systems are the 

central mecbanisms that translate citizens' preferences for who is to represent them into 

reality, and thus are central to the problem of representative democracy. Komberg 

Mishler. and Clarke completely ignore the Alberta and Manitoba expenences in tlieir 

work. They discuss the role of the plurality electoral syaem in distorthg the translation of 

votes into seats and, hence, in exacerbating single party dominance in Canadian poiitics. 

They go on to claim ail provinces have used the plurality d e  exclusively except for the 

1952 and 1953 eiections in British Columbia.3 They are correct about British Columbia 

which used STV for those two elections, but Komberg, Mishler. and Clarke completely 

miss the nine elections in Manitoba and the eight elections in Alberta that used STV. The 

Man Komberg, William Mishler, and Harold D. Clarke, Represetztutive 
Democracy i r ~  the Canadian Provinces (Scarborough: Rentm-Ha& 1 982 ). chapter 1. 

Komberg, Mishler, and Clarke, 112. 



ironic thmg about their discussion is tbat the book ends with a discussion of possible 

inaitutional reforms that would improve the representative and democratic character of 

provincial govenunent in Canada. One of the r e f o m  they discuss is proportional 

The problem in Canadian poiitical science is not a lack of appreciation for the 

important role that electoral systems play in Canadian politics in general and in shaping 

party politics in particular. In 1 968. the Canudia~i Jourrul of Political Scieme pubiished 

an mmiential article by Alan Cairns which drew carefiil attention to  the ways that the 

single-mernber plwaiity system has infiuenced Canadian pany politics. Cairns pomted to 

the way the electoral system distorted party standings in the House of Commons and 

encouraged party poiicy, campaign strategies, and voter perceptions of parties to become 

skewed dong regional lines.' Cairns' argument has shaped much of the subsequent work 

on electoral systems in Canada. as researchers either attempt to refùte it6 or update its 

argument.' Another important itream in the Canadian literature on electoral systems lias 

focused on possible reforms to the Canadian electorai system. This concem became 

especially prominent in Canadian political science around 1979- 1980 when successive 

federal elections produced regionally unbalanced caucuses for the goveming panies: Joe 

Komberg, Mishler, and Clarke, 275-277. 

5 Aian C. Caims, "The electoral syaem and the party syaem in Canada. 192 1 - 
1965." Camdian Jourrial of Political Scierice 1 ( 1968): 55-80. 

See, for example, J.A.A. Lovhk, "On analysing the impact of the electoral 
system on the party system in Canada," Canadian Joiirmf of Political Science 3 ( 1 970): 
197- 5 16, and Cairns' reply: "A reply to J.A.A. Lovhk, 'On analyshg the impact of the 
electoral system on the party system m Canada,"' Camdian Journal of Political Scieme 
3 (1970): 517-521. 

Nelson Wiseman, "Cairns revisited - the electoral system and the p a q  system 
in Canada,'' in Paul W. Fox and Graham White, eds., Politics: Catzada, 7th. ed. (Toronto: 
McGraw-W Ryerson, 1991), 265-274. 



Clark's Conservative minority governent  in 1979 had few representatives fiom the 

province of Quebec while Pierre Trudeau's Liberal govemment m 1980 came with o d y  

two caucus members nom western Canada. Many analysts pointed out the role that 

Canada's single-member plurality system played m this situation and a number of political 

scientists, most notably William h e ,  studied and proposed refomis to the Canadian 

electoral system8 Whatever the fauhs of Canadian political science, inattention to the role 

of the single-member pluralïty electoral system m influencmg the shape of pany 

cornpetition m Canada is not one of them 

Provincial experiences with electoral reform 

The root of the lack of attention @en to provincial electoral syaems seems to lie 

in a larger problem in the study of Canadian politics and govemment: a neglect of 

provincial politics. While there is a healthy and vibrant Literame on Canadian federalism 

political scientists have devot ed relatively M e  enerw to the study of the politicai 

expenencei of the Canadian provinces. This is surprishg as Tupper and Gibbins note. for 

Canadian political science is bill of 'hcessant assertions about the political social and 

* William W e .  Dues Ca~iada Need a New Elecioral Systern ? (Kingston: hait ut e 
of htergovemmental Relations. 1979); David Elton and Roger Gibbins. Elecrord 
Re form: 7he T h e  zs Pressing, the Need fs Now (Calgary: Canada West Foundation. 
1980); John C. Courtney, 'Reflections on reforming the Canadian electoral system" 
Catzadian Public Adrni~zistration 23 ( 1980): 427-457; William Lrvine. "A review and 
evaluation of electoral system reform proposals." in Peter Aucoin. ed.. It~stitt~tiotiaf 
Re fomfor Representative Goverment (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1 985 ). 
71- 109. More recently, see Michael Cassidy, 'Taimess and aability in Canadian elections: 
the case for an alternative eiectoral syaem" @.p.: 1992), John Hiemstra and Harold 
Jansen, ''Getting what you vote for," in Mark Charlton and Paul Barker, eds., 
Crarscurrents: Coritemporary Politicai Issues, 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: Nelson. 
forthcoming), Leslie Seidle, "The Canadian electoral systern and proposals for refonn" in 
A. Brian Tanguay and Alam-G. Gagnon, eds., Canadian Parties in Transitio~z. 2nd. ed. 
(Scarborough: Nelson, 1995), 282-306; Nick Loenen, Ciîizemhip andDemocracy: A 
Case of ProportiomI Representation (Toront O: Dundurn, 1 997), and a sp ecial issue of 
Poficy Options devoted to electoral reform, vol. 18, no. 9 (November 1997). 



econornic significance of contemporary provincial go~ernments. '~ Funhennore. upon first 

bemg introduced to federalism, most students of political science leam that federalism 

dlows for innovation and e~perimeutation.~~ In the audy of Canadian politics, howe\.er. 

political scientists have generally not seriously examined the exp erimentation of Canadia 

provinces. 

This oversight is readily apparent in the area of electoral syaems. As mentioned 

earlier? there is a large and hea1thy literanire on the national electoral system and its 

possible re fom This is nirprising, &en the relative lack of innovation at the national 

level. Canada has used a single-member plurality electoral system throughout its hiaory. 

except for five dual member districts m 192 1, four dual member districts between 1 9 1 5 

and 1930 and two dual member districts which remained in use fiom 1935 until the 

redistribution of 1966. Except for this veiy limiteci use of dual member districts. Canada 

has adbered strictly t o  single-member districts and has never once altered the electoral 

formula fiom the p1wality system 

This is in contras to the comparatively wide variety seen in provincial politics. 

There is a long hinory of innovation and experimentation with electoral law and 

representational practices at the provincial level in Canada. Three provinces (Alberta. 

Manitoba. and British Columbia) have used preferential voting inaead of the plurality 

electoral formula. Almoa ail provinces have experimented with multi-member districts 

and other methods of changing the institutional implementation of representation. 

AUan Tupper and Roger Gibbins, eds., Goverrmerir mrd Politics itr Alberta 
(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, l9%!), viiî. 

l0 Mark O. Dickerson and Thomas Fianagan, Arr htroductio~z to Governmenr & 
Politics: A Conceptual Apprmch, 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: Nelson, 1990), 252. 

T.H Qualter, The EIection Praess bz Ca& (Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1970). 
118. 



In the Atlantic provinces, a key consideration has been the need to balance the 

representation of different reiigious groups, usually Protestants and Catholics. in the 

provincial legklatures. AU four Atlantic provinces have daiated fiom the single-member 

plurality electoral system in order to deal with this concem. Prior to 1933. two-thirds to 

three-quarters of Nova Scotia 's provinciai election districts elected two represent atives: 

the remahhg districts elected anywhere fkom 3 to 5 members." Rand Dyck notes that 

Nova Scotia's political parties usually would nominate a Catholic and a Rotestant 

candidate in districts with a relatively equai balance between the two groups. l 3  While 

single-mernber districts came to domhate Nova Scotia's legisiature after 1 93 3. a few 

dual-member districts remained in use untd the 1978 provincial election. 

New Brunswick's electoral system has a h  seen the extensive use of multi- 

member districts. From Confederation until 1974, most districts elected fiom two to £ive 

members. This enabled political parties in New Bnuiswick to present balanced slates of 

candidates wtùch represented the linguistic and reiigious diversity of the province. The 

Liberals and Conservatives did nut have to worry about this in relatively homogeneous 

constituencies. but in ethnically and religiously heterogeneous areas. both parties 

nominated carefully weighted combinations of French Cathoiic. English Protestant. and 

English Catholic candidates. Since multi-member plurality districts tend to eiect slates of 

l 2  Qualter. 120. 

l 3  Rand Dyck Provincial Polirics it2 Cartada. 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: Rentice- 
Hall, 1996), 135. 

Edmund A. Aunger, Itz Search of P olitical Stabzlig: A Conrparotive Sm@ of 
New Bmmwick utid N o r t h  Ireland (Montreal: McGill-Queen 's University Press. 
198L), 144-146. 



candidates fkom one party,I5 it was important for parties to reflect accurately the 

dominant groups in the province m their slates of candidates. This way. the MLAs fiom 

each constituency would represent the linguistic and religious dniersity of their district. 

Furthemore, this enabled New Brunswick's govemhg party caucuses to be 

representative of  the dominant groups in society. 

Prince Edward Island was the last province to eli-ate dt i -member  

constituencies in Canada, having decided to adopt single member diarias in 1994. This 

W e m  was the aftermath of the bicameral provincial Iegklature which PEI maintained 

d e n  it joined Canada in 1873. In 1893, the province merged its Legislative Council (the 

upper house) mto the Lepisiative Assembly. From that point on. each electoral district 

continued to elect both a Councillor and an As~ernbIyraan.~~ It shodd be noted. however. 

that the electoral districts did not h c t i o n  as true dual-member constituencies. The 

Assemblyman and Councillor ran on different ballots: they did not compete agains each 

other. Voters c a s  one vote on a lin of candidates for the position of Assemblyman md 

one vote on a List of candidates for the position of Councillor, rather than two votes fiom 

a lia of candidates for both positions. Although traditionalinn is a frequently noted 

feature of the province's political ~ u h u r e . ~  tradition is not the only reason that PEI 

maintained dual member districts for so long. As in other Atlantic provinces. maintainine 

a balanced religious representation m the provincial legislature and Party caucuses has 

15 See P.J. Fitzpa* 'New Brunswick: The Politics of Pragmatism" in Manin 
Robm. ed.. Camdza~r Provirrczai Politics (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall 1972). 1 18 for a 
demonstration of this pomt in the 1967 provincial election in New Brunswick. 

l7 Ian Stewart, 'Rince Edward Irland: 'a damned queer parliament."' in Gary 
Levy and Graham White, eds., Provincial and Territorial Legislahrres r» Camiia 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989). 16- 1 7. 



been an important goal Dual member districts dowed parties to nominate a Rotenani 

for one position and a Catholic for the other position.18 

Newfoundland has used mdti-member districts on a more limited basis than its 

Atlantic neighbors. When the province joined Confederation m 1949. it had three dual- 

member ciimicts; by the 1956 elenion. only one district eleaed two membed9 That 

district, Harbour Main, was s p h  up for the 1975 provincial election and Newfoundland 

has used sinde-member districts exc~usively since that t h e .  Newfoundland 

accommodated its religious diver* primarily through the drawing of electoral 

boundaries. Before Newfoundland jomed Confederation. it was the practice to try to draw 

the electoral boundaries so that each electoral district would contain a majority of people 

belonghg to one religious denornination. Population mobihy made this increasingly 

clifficult. After Confederation. premier loey Smaihvood reWed the goal and attempted to 

provide representation according to a "one-third. one-third. one-third" d e .  where the 

province wodd draw electoral boundaries to provide relatively equal represeotation for 

Roman Catholics. Anglicans. and bœothers.'zO This praaice of affirmative geqmandering 

contmued until 1974-75 .2 l 

While all of the Atlantic provinces ha ï e  experimented with multi-member 

constituencies. none has deviated fiom the plwality d e  and used proponional 

representation in provincial elections. The overarching goal was to anempt to provide a 

balance m the representation of various religious groups in provincial legklatures. The 

l 8  Dyck 96. 

l9 Quaker, 121. 

20 Susan McCorquodale, 'Hewfoundland: the ody  living father's realm" m Manin 
Robin, ed., C a d i m z  Provincial Pdirics ( Scarborough: Rentice-Hail 1 972). 1 5 0. 

21  Dyck, 51. 



representational mechanimis used to accomplish th% goal focused on accommodatiug 

religious disagreements and representation within parties. rather than between parties. 

Religion, m other words, was to be a matter of mtraparty rather than mterparty 

accommodation. Prop ortional representation fomulae focus on ensuring fair and 

equitable distrr'bution of parliamentary seats between parties, an issue which. in this 

context, was less relevant than the nomination strategies of the established parties. Lf 

religious lines significantly dhided political parties m Atlantic Canada. then some fonn of 

proportional representation would probably have been a relevant reform 

In contras to Atlantic Canada, central Canada has been relatively unadventurous 

with its electoral systems. Quebec has always used a single-member plurality electoral 

system The ody  unusual feature of Quebec's eleaoral system was the protection of 

Enghsh-speaking minority ridings in Quebec in section 80 of the original BNA An? 

Quebec is, however, the only province m recent years to consider senously the adoption 

of a syaem of proportional representation. M e r  having received considerably fewer srats 

than their &are of the popular vote entitled them to in the 1970 and 1973 elections. the 

Parti Québecois set up a Ministry of State for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform. In 

1982. the Ministry proposed a party list f o m  of proponional representation and in I 98 4. 

a commission chaired by Quebec's Chief Electoral Officer recommended a similar refonn 

The reform movement quickly M e d  out as disagreements between the cabinet. caucus. 

and extra-parliamentary party surfaced.'-' Ontario has not been very innovative in it s 

electoral law either, having replaced its last few dual-member districts with single-member 

- 

22 Dyck, 233. 

'3 H e q  Milner, 'legislators' intereas versus Biformed political participation : 
lessons f?om Quebec 1982-84 about the prospects for electoral reform ùi Canada." paper 
presented to the annual meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association. Calgary. 
1994, 5-7. 



districts d e r  the 1923 provincial e l e ~ t i o n . ~ ~  It has never used anything but the plurality 

rule in docating seats for its provincial legislature. 

The moa innovative region of the country in electoral institutions has been the 

West. AU four western provinces have experimented with multi-member districts. Three 

of the four provinces have used the single transferable vote m provincial elections at some 

point m th& histories. Saskatchewan has been the leaa adventurous of the four western 

provinces, never having used anythmg but the plurahty formula. While it has not 

experimented witb changes to the electoral formula, Saskatchewan has made use of multi- 

member districts to represent its largest cities, a familiar pattern on the Canadian Prairies. 

From 192 1 to 1948, Regina, Saskatoon, and Moose Jaw were al1 two-member districts. 

In the 1952 election, Regina was a three member distict, whüe the other two cities 

continued to hc t ion  as dud member districts. In 1960. RegHia elected four members. 

Saskatoon three. and Moose Jaw two. in 1964. Saskatoon elected five members. Moose 

Jaw sent two members to the legislature. while Regha consiaed of two dual-member 

districts and two single-member districts. 25 

B a i &  Columbia has experimented with its electoral mechanimis f?equentIy. Dyck 

argues that 'Yhe British Columbia electoral system has probably had more distinctive 

features than that of any other p r o ~ i n c e . ' ~ ~  From its ha provincial election. BC used 

muhi-member districts and the province used dual member districts as recently as 1986. 

During the course of the 1986 election campaign, however, then premier Bill Vander 

25 Dyck, 448 disagrees with Quaker, 1 L 9 on this pomt. Qualter suggests that 
Regina elected three members m 1948, but Saskatchewan's Chief Electoral Office reports 
ody two members elected fiom Regina m that election, confirming Dyck's daim See 
Saskatchewan, Chief Electoral Office, Provzncial Eiectiom in Sarkatchewm 1905- 1 956 
(Regina, 1987). 

26 Dyck, 588. 



Zalm promised to elimmate the r e m h g  dual member districts.t7 In the elections since 

199 1, British Columbia has used single-member diarias. While the use of multi-member 

constihiencies is not unusual among the Canadian provinces, British Columbia is one of 

only three provinces to aiter its electoral formuIa. In the 1952 and 1953 provincial 

elections, BC used the single transkable vote. Moa of the districts in 1952 and 1953 

eleaed one member - the use of STV m those districts was a simple application of 

alternative voting. In the multi-member districts m Victoria and Vancouver, each seat had 

its own ballot and had its own iist of candidates. Voters in the three member district of 

Victoria City, for example, cast their votes on three separate bailots - A B, and C. The 

returnhg officers used alternative voting counting niles to determine the +er in each 

baUot.28 

The politics of the use of STV m British Columbia are very mteresting. The 

Liberal and Conservative parties settied on S W  to contain the N e  of the Cooperative 

Commonwealth Federation (CCF) in the province. î h e  Liberal/Conservative coalition 

instituted STV across the province, in single and multi-rnember districts. The leadership 

of the Liberal-Conservative coalition felt that STV wodd allow Liberal voters to use their 

second preferences to support Conservatives and vice versa. This aaempt at partisan 

manipulation of the electoral law backnred on the coalition, however. Increasing 

animosity between the two coalition Pamiers led voters to choose the Social Credit Party 

with their second choices, rather than the other older Party. CCF members. too, expressed 

their dislike for the coalition and used their second preferences to vote for Social Credit. 

27 Nonnan J. R a  'The right to vote and inequality of voting power in British 
Columbia: the jurisprudence and poiitics of the Dixon case," in John C . Courtney, Peter 
M a c h o n ,  and David E. Smith, eds., Drawing Boundories: Legislutures, Courrs. a d  
Electoral Values (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1 W2), 13 1. 

28 British Columbia, Elections British Columbia, Electord Histoty of British 
Columbiu 1871-1986 (Victoria, 1988), 5. See election results on pp. 22 1-262. 



The Social Credit party won a minority Maoiy in 1952 and. in the election of 1953. won 

a majonty of the seats.zg T'he party used its majority to amend the province's electoral la\\ 

to abolish STV and reaore the plurality formula which British Columbia has used ever 

While British Columbia's electoraf innovations have received the most academic 

attention, probably because of the drarnatic role which the adoption of STV played in the 

rise of the Social Credit p;uty to power, the province of Manitoba is the true pioneer in 

electoral system refom m Canada and m North America. While a few municipalities in the 

United States and Canada adopted STV prior to 1920, Manitoba was the nrst province or 

state to use STV for elections to its legi~lature .~~ in the Spring of 1920. the provincial 

legislatue adopted STV for use in the city of Winnipeg's election of members to the 

l eg i s l a t~ re .~~  Winnipeg was one large constituency with a district magnitude of ten. that 

is, the city elected ten MLAs. The districts outside Wmnipeg continued ?O elect singie 

members ushg the pluralrty rule. The election later in 1920 and m 1922 used STV to elect 

the representatives fiom the provincial capitol. in 1924. the legislature again amended its 

Electiorz Act to use STV m the single-member districts a s  ~ e l l . ~ ~  The province made 

29 Dyck 606; Alan C a b s  and Daniel Wong, "Socialism, federalism and the B.C. 
party syaems 1933- 1983," in Hugh G. Thorbum. ed., Party Politics iri Catzada. 6th ed. 
(Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 199 1). 474-477; H.F. Angus. "The British Columbia 
election. June, 1 952," Canadiun Jourrzuf of Ecorzomics and Political Science 1 8 ( 1 9 5 2 ): 
5 1 8-525: David J. Elkins. Tolitics makes strange bedfellows: The B .C. Party system in 
the 1952 and 1953 provincial elections," BC Studies, no. 30 ( 1976): 3-26. 

30 Clarence Gilbert Hoag and George Hervey Hailett. Proportioriol 
Representatiori (New York: Macmillan, l926), 275-277. 

31 Srurures of Manitoba, 1920, c. 33. 

32 Starutes ofManitoba. 1924, c. 15. M.S. Donnelly, The Govenmenr of Mat~itoba 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1963), 76 confùses this amendment with the 1920 
amendment and erroneously States that 1924 was when STV was adopted in Manitoba. 



minor changes to the eleaoral system periodically, but the basic fkamework of multi- 

member STV in Winnipeg and single-member STV (the alternative vote) outside the 

capitol remained in place through five provincial elections. In 1949, amendments to the 

Electzori Act divided Winnipeg mto three districts - Winnipeg North, Centre, and South 

- each with a magnitude of four. Its neighbouring city of St. Boniface elected two MLAs 

to the provincial legislature. The 1949 legislation made no changes to the electoral 

f o n d a  as STV remained in use for al1 constituencies. The elections of 1949 and 1953 

used this new arrangement. In 195 5, the provincial govenunent once again amended its 

election legislation and established single-member d i a k t s  across the province. Most 

sigmficantly, the newty amended EZection Act read: The returning officer shall ... declare 

to be duly elected that candidate who ... is found to have obtained the largea number of 

votes.''33 The plurality rule replaced STV as the electoral formula. Since 195 5. the 

province of Manitoba bas continued to elect its members of the legislature by the plurality 

rule in single-member districts. 

if Manitoba "experirnented earlier and with more alternatives than did other 

p r o ~ i n c e s , ' ~ ~  Alberta is not far behind. It was the firn province to ailow muaicipaliries the 

option of using STV for elected bodies. Calgary was the first city to use S N  for 

municipal elections in Canada.35 For provincial elections. Alberta lagged only slightly 

behind Manitoba in adopting STV. Alberta began with an orthodox single-member 

plurality electoral syaern In the 1909 provincial election, Calgary and Edmonton each 

elected two members according to the plurality d e ;  that i s  each voter chose two 

candidates and the two candidates with the most votes won the election. In 19 13. Calgary 

33 Statutes of Manz~obcl, 1955, c. 16, S. 28(c)(S ). 

34 Dyck, 387. 

35 Hoag and Hailett, 223-226, 276. 



elected only one MLA. For the wartime election of 19 1 7, the province revened to single- 

member districts. but MLAs senhg  in the amed forces automatically retained their seats 

in the legislature without having to face re-election. Furthemore, nurses and soldiers 

fiom Alberta elected two special representatives. In 192 1, Calgary and Edmonton each 

elected £ive members wMe the city of Medicme Hat eleaed two. AU elections, urban and 

rural. used the plurality d e  in 192 1 .36 in 1924, Alberta passed new election legislation 

which maintained multi-member districts for the two large cities. Except for a few minor 

changes to electoral boundaries and the conversion of Medicine Hat £iom a dual to a 

single-member district, the single-member districts m the rest of the province remained. 

AU of the electoral districts used STV.-" Between 1926 and 1955, the province held eight 

elections under these d e s .  During this period, there were minor revisions to the electoral 

fiamework. the mon siguficant of which were the minor aherations in district magnitude 

for Edmonton and Calgary. As Table 1 shows. Edmonton and Calgary elected between 

five and seven members during this period. Only in the 1952 and 195 5 elections did the 

two cities elect different numbers of representatives. in 1956. the province passed ueu 

election legislation which removed STV Eom Alberta's statutes. The Social Credit 

govemment replaced STV with the plurality systern and single-member districts 

throughout the province.38 This ended Alberta's lengthy experimentation with STV at the 

provincial level. 

36 Thomas E. Flanagan, "Statistical synopsis of Alberta elections." in Carlo 
Caldarola, ed., Society und Pobtzcs il1 Aiberta: Research Papers (Toronto: Methuen. 
1979)' 372. 

3' Statures of Alberta, 1924, c. 34; J. Paul Johnston, "The smgle transferable vote 
in Alberta provincial elections," paper presented to the annual meetings of the Amencan 
Political Science Association, Chicago, 1992, 7; Flanagan, 372; Dyck 5 19. 

'8 Statutes of Alberta, 1956, c. 15; Johnston, 34; Bob Hesketh, "The abolition of 
preferential voting in Alberta," P ruzrie Forum 12 ( 1987): 123- 143. 



Table 1 

District Magnitude in Edmonton and Calgary, 1926-1 955 

Election Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 

- 

Edmonton 
5 
6 

It is quite clear that tbe Canadian provinces have been relatively innovative in their 

representational practices and electoral systems despite the lack of academic attention. AU 

provinces except Quebec have used multi-member constituencies at some point in their 

histories; moa have continued to use them until quite recently. Only three provinces have 

made changes to their electoral formulae and have deviated from the pluralih rule. British 

Columbia, however, ody used S N  for two elections. Fwthermore. although BC used 

STV in multi-member districts, it applied the formula on separate ballots. essentially using 

the alternative vote. The two provinces which have been the moa innovative in their 

electoral syaeuis have been Manitoba and Alberta. Both provinces used STV throughout 

their provinces. Both used STV in relatively large multi-member districts in their large 

cities. Both provinces used STV over a long period of time, aUowing for reasonable 

generabtions to  be made about its effects in the two provinces. Furthemore. as 

Appendix A documents, the electoral records for both provinces have been presen-ed for 

this period, allowing extensive quantitative analysis. 

Research strategies 

While Alberta and Manitoba are mterestmg cases in their own right. the particular 

circumstances of their use of S N  make them ideal candidates for comparative study . In 



particular, they are suitable for the "comparable cases" strategy of comparative research. 

Arend Lijphart succinctly desenies the basic problem of comparative research as 'man y 

variables, smali number of cases.'qg In social science, trying to determine relationships 

between variables is a dtffidt endeavour because of the large number of variables which 

might corne into play. For example, if a researcher is interested in exploring the 

relationship between electoral systems and party systems, he or she faces the problem that 

electoral qstems are merely one among many variables which might play a role in 

determinhg the shape of party systems: social structure, ideas, and the character of the 

governing institutions are jua a few of the other possible variables that rnight be factors 

along with electoral systems. It is diflicult to hold all of the other variables conaant 

because of the W e d  number of cases available for study. 

Snidies of electoral systems have tended to follow one of two paths. The fkst is 

that of intensive case studies of how electoral systems interact with the politics of 

panicular countries. Individuai case midies have certain inherent advantages. Most 

notably. they provide oppomrnities for researchers to explore the cornplex relationships 

between variables in historicaily concrete  situation^.^ Intensive case studies are able to 

provide more nuanced explanations of socio-political developments. The article by Cairns. 

mentioned above. is a good example of such a study. Cairns explores the relationship 

between the electoral system and regionalism in Canada in a way that a research design 

incorporating large numbers of cases might not be able to do. Case audies. howeïer. 

have their weaknesses. It is ofken H c u l t  to get beyond the particulanties of a case and 

try to son out which variables are affecting each other. In the case of Cairns' seminal 

39 Arad Lijphart, ' C o q  arative politics and the comparative method," Anierka~r 
Political Science Review 65 ( 1 9 7 1 ): 68 5 .  

Charles C. Ragin, The Coniparative Method: Moving Beyod Qualitative ami 
Quantitative Strategies (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1 98 7 ), chap ter 3. 



article, it is difficult to determine how much the single member plwality electoral system 

causes regionalism m Canada and how much federalisq parliamentary democracy. or 

Canadian social structure leads to regionalism 

The other predominant approach m the research on electoral syaem is the large 

statisticanjr oriented study. In studies such as these, the researcher gathers data fiom as 

many relevant cases as possible. Analysis usuaiiy mvoives tryhg to determine 

relationships between variables that stand up across a variety of ~ e a m g s . ~ ~  The classic and 

most Muential studies of electoral systems and their effeas have tended to be statistically 

oriented studies. Douglas Rae's fàmous work on the political consequences of electoral 

systems uses this rnethodology. More recently, Lijphart has tried to update and take 

m e r  many of Rae's claims, but he employs essentialiy the very same methodol~g)r.~ 

This type of andysis has provided many usefùl insights and has clarifïed our 

understanding of the relationships between key variables. They do, however. form only 

broad generahtions, often relying on sirnp-g a~sumptions.~~ Such large midies lose 

much of the nuance found m case studies. 

The comparable cases strategy is an attempt to provide a middle gound benreeii 

these two approaches. It attempts to control for as many variables as  possible throu@ 

carefùl selection of cases. By selectiug cases that hold certain relevant variables constant. 

a researcher can effectively control for the effect of those variables and focus on the 

variables of interest? For example, if a researcher suspects that the structure of the 

'" Ragin, chapter 4. 

42 Douglas Rae, 73e Polzticol Consequerices ofElectoral L m s ,  2nd. ed. (New 
Haven: Yale University Ress, 197 1) ; Arend Lijphart, ElectoraI Sysrems orid Par- 
S'stem (Oxford: M o r d  University Ress, 1994). 

Arend Lijphart, 'The comparable-cases strategy in comparative research." 
Comparative Politicol Studies 8 ( 1 975): 163- 165. 



legislative institutions may, dong with electoral systems. affect the character of pan'. 

systems. a comparable cases research strategy will lead him or her to select cases which 

have as similar legislative institutions as possible. in order to control for that variable and 

focus on the relationshrp between electoral systems and party synems. As Lijphan points 

out. ab-national units are especiaily appropriate cases for the comparable cases 

nrategy45 Sub-national units like provinces are especiaUy likely to have similar 

mstitutional structures and they &are a broader cultural and political conten. Thur we 

are iikely to h d  a higher degree of Smilarity than we would h d  ifwe lunited the use of 

the comparative method to national units. 

Manitoba and Alberta provide excellent cases for a comparable cases comparative 

study. Alberta adopted STV o d y  four years afier Manitoba: both provinces abandoned 

STV and revened to a single-member pIuralay electoral system within a year of each 

other. In other words. the time fiame is Mmiaily identical. Funhermore. the panicular 

way both provinces used STV is very Zmilar. Both Alberta and Manitoba used S n /  in 

multi-mernber constauencies m their large cities. In the m a l  areas. Alberta used S 7 T  in 

single-rnember districts for the entire period under consideration: Manitoba did not use it 

for the 1920 and 1922 elections. Except for a few minor Merences. both provinces used 

essentially the same electoral Ian+ 

Manitoba and Alberta are also highly simiiar in their broader mstitutional 

structures. Mon comparative snidies are between countries with ail kmds of mstimtional 

differences which can have Z@cant implications for the polaics of the respective 

corntries. This is not a Sgnificant problem m this case. Both AIbena and Manitoba had 

45 Lijphart, 'The comparable-cases strategy," 1 67. 

In the debate over Aiberta's STV legislation m 1924, Alberta's üFA 
govemment admhed that their legislation was basically the same as Manitoba's laws. See 
Chapter 2. 



and continue to have basicaliy the same mstitutional structures: responsible cabinet 

govemment m a Westmmaer style legislative a s se rnb l~ .~~  in moa significant respects. the 

provinces are highly comparable. The one area in whkh they dinered at the time is in their 

socio-economic structures. Manitoba's economy was considerabiy more diverszed and 

developed than was Alberta's. Wmnipeg's position as the most important metropolis in 

western Canada at the t h e  gave Manitoba greater variety m economic activity, 

containing some features of prairie economies. but also some features of its eastem 

neighbour, Ontario.48 Alberta's economy was more dependent on staples production such 

as wheat.49 As a resdt. the class composition of the two provinces is distinct. 

Furthemore, Alberta and Manitoba attracted different types of immigrants with distinct 

ideological patterns. As Nelson Wiseman demonstrates, Manitoba resembles Ontario 

while the innuence of Amencan immigrants in Aiberta gave that province a distinct 

identity?O Aiberta and Manitoba thus m e r  in their socio-ecoaomic compositions. 

A comparative study o f  Alberta and Manitoba thus presents the oppottunit)' to 

observe the effects of an institutional change (the adoption of a new electoral -stem) 

introduced into essentiaily similar poiitical institutions operating in different socio- 

economic contexts. As nich. this cornparison fûnctions as what Skocpol and Somers 

47 See Dyck 392-396 and 523-528 for a bnef overview of the institutional 
evolution of the two provinces. 

48 Dyck 374-376: W.L. Morton. Manitoba: A History. 2nd. ed. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, l967), chapters 13 and 16. 

J9 C.B. Macpherson. Democracy in Alberta: Social Credir and the Par5 Si-ireni. 
2nd. ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962), 10-20. 

5O Nelson Wiseman. "The pattern of prairie pokics." m Hugh Thorbum. ed.. P o r ~ .  
PoNtics i ~ i  Cmtada. 7th. ed. (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1996). 433-43 6.440-443. 



descnie as "the pardel demonstration of theory."" It wiU enable us to see whether the 

reliitionships between electoral systems and features of party systems that large scale 

-dies of electoral syaems have developed bear up m a detailed examination of these hr-O 

cases. 

There is an implict third case m this stt.dy as well: the Republic of ireland. Much 

of what political scientists know about STV cornes fiom the experience of Ireland. one of 

only nvo nations m the world to use STV m its lower house of parliament. Malta. the 

other nation which uses STV, has not been the subject of much snidy?Z Australia uses 

STV in single member districts for elections to its House of Commons and STV in multi- 

member districts for its Senate elections. but the idiosyncratic elements of Australian 

electoral law limits the broader comparative value of Australian elections.53 By contrast. 

there is a relatively large body of literature on the effects of STV in Ireland. As a result. 

the Irish case is the source of much of the empixical evidence on S N .  This leaves open 

the possiiility, however. that much of what we attnbute to STV may m fact be due to 

Theda Skocpol and Margaret Somers. ''The uses of comparative h inon  in 
rnacrosocial inquiry." Comparative Studies in Societ) mid Histoq* 22 ( 1980): 176. 

52 See Wolfgang Hirczy de Mmo, 'Malta: STV in a two-party syaem" paper 
presented to the conference on Elections in Auaralia. Ireland, and Malta under the Single 
Transferablc Vote, Center for the Study of Democracy. University of California. h i n e .  
1996. for a rare discussion of the operation of STV in Malta. 

53 Uniike Ireland Malta, Alberta, or Manitoba, Australian electoral law in national 
and mon provincial elections requires that voters mdicate a full set of preferences and 
allows panies to mdicate a predetermhed preference ordering for elections to the Senatr. 
See Ben Reiliy and Michael Maley, "Single tramfierable vote and the alternative vote 
compared," paper presented to the conference on Eleaions in Austraiia. Ireland and 
Malta under the Single Transferable Vote, Center for the Study of Democracy. University 
of California. b ine ,  1996 for a discussion of these unique features. See also Jack F. H. 
Wright, "Australian experience with rnajo&ypreferrntial and quota-preferential systems." 
in Bernard G r o h  and Arend Lijphart, eds., Electoral Lmvs und their Politzcol 
Corrrequences (New York: Agathon, 1986), 124- 138. 



other features of the Irish political syaem or it socio-economic coniposition. By testing 

the conclusions about STV derived fiom midies of its use m Ireland agamst the evidence 

m Alberta and Manitoba, we can hopefully sort out the effects of the electoral system 

fiom the specific idiosyncrasies of Irish poiitics and society.54 

While the comparative midy d focus on the cases of Alberta and Manitoba. 

there is another way to conceive of comparable cases. Each province also consins of 

three smaller cases - the province with plurality. with STV. and reverting back to 

plural@. Each time penod can fùnction as a separate case. with one significant variable 

changed each t h e :  the electoral system Properly speaking, this is also an example of a 

comparable cases ~ t r a t e g y . ~ ~  Comparing Aibena with STV to the penod m which Albena 

did not use STV is a comparison of two highly M a r  cases. There is. of course. one 

relevant variable besides the electoral system which diaerentiates the NO cases: hinon. 

At times, this can provide mconvenient problems and limitations on the comparability of 

one case to the other. Manitoba has a number of serious limitations. Between the 19 15 

and 1920 elections. the adoption of STV in Winnipeg was only one of three sipificant 

changes to electoral law. in that t h e  period. the province of Manitoba aliowed for 

advance voting for people who could not vote on efectioa day because of their 

emplopent and. even more sigrilficantly. the province extended the fianchise to women. 

" Lijphan. "The comparable-cases stratep." 168- 169. criticizes Douglas Rae for 
his over-reliance on ireland for his understanding of STV and suggeas that Rae overcome 
the 'Mole nation bias" and include cases like the Tasmanian lower house and the 
Auaralian Senate which provide opportunhies to midy the effects of STV in larger 
district magnitudes. The same argument appiies to midying h e  Alberta and Manitoba 
cases. 

55 Lijphart, "Comparative politics," 689. See Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. 
Stanley, fiperirnental ami Quasi-Experirne»~ai Deszgm for Research (Chicago: Rand 
McNally, 1963), 6- 12 and 37-43 for a discussion of the methodological issues and 
limitations m this type of comparison. 



The 1920 election is not just the 6rst which used STV: it was also the kst election iii 

which a class of workers wbo may previously have been unable to vote was able to 

participate. This is a relatively small number of people. however. The extension of the 

fianchise to women was a more signincant event in that it significantly altered the 

composition of the electorate. When examinkg the 1920 Manitoba election resdts for the 

city of Winnipeg, it is not ciear if the Werences fiom the pre- 1920 elections are due to 

the adoption of STV or due to the extension of the fianchise. Besides the changes to 

electoral Iaw, the province experienced another event which may ümit the comparability 

of the penod prior to adopting STV to the period m which STV was in use: the Winnipeg 

General Strike. This event increased the salience of class politics in Manitoba in general 

and in Wmnipeg in particular. This again raises problems m interpretbg the eiection 

r e d t s  after 1920: if there is increased support for labour candidates in that election. is 

that due to their improved prospects under STV or is that due to the increased salience of 

class issues in the eleaorate? Fortunately. the presence of the Albena case enables us to 

control for these specific histoncal circumnances. Alberta adopted STV weU afier it 

adopted universal sdEage and aaged one provincial election under plurality with women 

voting and running as candidates before it nMtched to STV. Furthemore. the General 

Strike took place in Winnipeg. not Alberta. and although it was an event of national 

sienificance. it Wrely did not have as profound an effect as it had in Manitoba. 

Furthemore, Alberta's first election under STV did not take place untii 1926. weU afier 

the General Strike. providmg a convenient *'cooling off' period fiom an academic point of 

view. 

ïhere are other limits to this midy as well, inherent in the cases. Most 

signifïcantly. the most extensive use of STV m the two provinces happened m Edmonton. 

Calgary, and Winnipeg, the largest cities. Those three places used STV with multi- 

member districts and m those major cities, the contrast with pluraiity was moa starli. 



Both Amena and Manitoba. however. engaged m signincant urban underrepresentation. 

WÏnnipeg contahed a third of the population, but averaged about 18% of the seats in the 

provincial l eg i s l a t~ re .~~  According to Dyck the two large Alberta cities were 'hororiousl~ 

underrepresented" as the parties in power tried to enhance their electoral prospects by 

ovenepresenting their predominantly rural support base m the proMncial legislaturr.~' As 

a result, the effects of STV on the province's electoral resuits become washed out and 

los m the larger election resuits for the province. This necessitates considering the three 

cities sepmtely. While we may not see the effects of STV on the province's electoral 

results and party system as a whole, we should see the effects when considering the three 

cities ~eparately.~8 This is an unforninate consequence of the speci£ic character of the 

cases mvohed, but some researchers have suggested similar approaches for cases with 

similar problems. Lijphart has niggeaed studying the Irish use of STV by sub-d~ding the 

country into three sectors: those with 3-member. Cmember. and 5-mernber districts and 

observing ciifferences between t h e d 9  As Lijphart argues, this requires a broader vieu of 

comparative study that overcornes the bias towards considering nations. 

A fùrther limitation mherent in these cases has to do with the fact that these are 

provimral cases and not self-mflicient. Provincial parties are not closed entities: their 

couterparts in other provinces may influence them or. more iikely. federal parties ma) 

affect them A nice feature of these cases is that the parties in power through mon of the 

penod in both provinces - the United Farmers ofAlberta and Social Credit in Albena 

57 Dyck, 5 19. 

5* See Appendices B and C for provincial election results for Manitoba and 
Alberta, broken d o m  between mal areas and the major cities. 

59 Lijphart, 'The comparable-cases strategy," 169. 



and the Liberal-Progressives in Manitoba - did not have duent ia l  federal counterpans. 

Furthemore, this effect (if it exists) will Eely be relatively constant between the penods 

and provinces Hi question, so it should be of negligible impact. The possibility exias. 

however, that provincial party systems may not be comparable to party systems at 

national levels, which may limit the comparability of the effects of STV found in these 

cases with the effects fowid in national party systems elsewhere. It is possible. however. 

that developments in the party systems of sub-national units may also signdïcantly 

Muence national party systems and that no one has explored this relationship. 

While these limitations in cornparison are real and relevant, comparative politics 

deals wah real cases in the real world. As much as social scientias may wish it. there are 

never perfect cases which provide laboratory-like conditions for companson. There are 

always iittle idiosyncrasies that may affect the mterpretation of results. Comparing the 

three periods in each province with each other and with the expenence in the other 

province provides as close to an ideal comparative situation as can be reasonably 

expected in the real world. This comparative study brings two cases with virtually 

identical institutional configurations introducmg the same electoral system changes at 

almoa the same tirne. It provides the oppominity to examine the effects of the shifts in 

the electoral system and replicate the renilts m two dinerent socio-economic conteas. To 

some extent, many of the limitations descnbed above are also present in the more 

aatiaically oriented examinations of electoral systems. AU types of idiospcratic factors 

and specific circumstances may influence the development of party syaems. These 

circumstances are less obvious in the large number of cases involved in such midies. but 

are aill relevant and have an efEect. Smaller cornparisons such as these procide an 

oppormnity for a more nuanced consideration of nich effects. To some extent, they 

provide some of the benefits of the case study method, but apply them in a more 

analyticaiiy rigorous fiamework. 



Skocpol and Somers argue that different types of comparative inquiry work 

together to aid in our understanding of socio-political phenornena. Comparative work that 

is macro-analytical focuses on the relationship between variables and helps to develop 

general theory fiom s p e s c  hypotheses. Studies that apply the theory in different 

hisioncal circul~lsfances c m  show that the theory provides a fh.idùi way to understand 

and explain specific cases. They can also show how contexts alter the way m which a 

hypothesized rehtionship between two variables unfolds, thus showing the iimits to 

theory and perhaps suggesting other variables that may play a role. This may generate 

new hypotheses that macro-analytic comparisons can mcorporate.a The key point is the 

dialogue between the general - theorized relationships between Mponmt political 

variables - and the specific, the way m which these relationships work thernselves out in 

concrete contexts. It is to this dialogue that rhis midy seeks to conmiute. 

Conclusion 

This study will examine the use of the single transferable vote by Alberta and 

Manitoba and its impact on the party systems of the two provinces. The h e m  of this 

study is a comparative examination of the impact of STV on elections in Alberta and 

Manitoba. Chapter 3 examines the mechanics of the operation of the STV electoral 

syaem It explains how the system operated in the w o  provinces. and studies the effects 

it had on mechanical aspects of elections? nich as voter turnout and ballot spoilage. 

Chapter 4 considers one of the classic topics in -dies of electoral systems - their 

irupact on proportionality. Chapter 5 addresses another controversy in electoral syaems 

research, the relationship between electoral systems and the number of political parties. 

Chapters 6 and 7 examine some of the electoral mechanisms that are unique to STV. 

particularly the fieedom it @es voters to choose candidates f?om any combination of 

Skocpol and Somers, 196- 197. 



parties. These chapters wiU consider the eaent to which voters in Alberta and Manitoba 

took advantage of this eeedom and the ability of parties to use the electoral system 

effectively and successfùily. 

These central chapters are bracketed by two others that attempt to place this midy 

in its hisioncal context. Chapters 2 and 8 consider the politics of electoral reform in 

Alberta and Manitoba. Chapter 2 will look at the politics of the Progressive era and 

examine how both provinces adopted essentially similar electoral regimes. Cbapter 8 will 

try to understand why both provinces abruptiy ended their use of STV d e r  thn ty -he  

years of experience with it. Chapter 9 will draw conclusions h m  this study and make 

suggestions for fùture research. 

The snidy of Alberta and Manitoba's electoral systems can contriiute to Our 

understandmg ofthe impact of STV. Very few countries in the world have used STV: 

Alberta and Manitoba add valuable new cases to a &on List. These two provinces will 

enable us to test some of the conclusions nom other studies of STV in settings other than 

Ireland, Malta. or Auaralia. This study also attempts to contribute to efforts to correct an 

omission in the study of Canadian politics: the neglect of Canada's provincial 

govemrnents. Ahhou@ most provinces have toyed with alternatives. none rejected 

eaablished electoral practice as decisively as these two provinces. Alberta and Manitoba's 

abandonment of the plurality systern in favour of preferential voting in the 1920s was the 

moa dramatic hovation m a colourful history of experirnents with representational 

practices by Canada's provinces. 



Chapter Two 

From Plurality to Proportional Representation 

The electoral reforms that Manitoba and Alberta mtroduced between 1920 and 

1924 were the most clramatic changes to provincial electoral sydems m Canadian hinory. 

Both provinces rejected the plwality electoral system that had been dominant in al1 

provinces and in federal politics and adopted a system that had never been tried in a 

Canadian context except for some uses m municipal pokics. This radical change in 

eiectoral practice is important to explain, particularly because it challenges the perception 

of Canadian conservatisn when it cornes to electoral systems. 

Alberta and Manitoba provide interesthg cases in which to examine the politics of 

electoral reform Although both reforrns happened shortly after World War 1. these 

reforms took place as a pan of normal politics, oot crisis politics as is ofien the case n i t h  

changes to electoral sys tem~.~  This chapter will examine the politics of electoral reform in 

Alberta and Manitoba. In both provinces, the ideas of the Progressive movement 

influencecl the adoption of STV. Despite the widespread support for proportional 

representation evident in Alberta and Manitoba, both provinces decided to limit the Hare 

system to the major cities and use the majorharian system of alternative voting in rural 

David J. EUrins, "Electoral reform and political cuhure," in Malcolm Alexander 
and Brian Mgan,  eds., Comparative Political Stzcdies: A trsîralia and Callada 
(Melbourne: Pitman, 1 W2), 59-7 1. 

Patrick Dunleavy and Helen Margetts, 'Understanding the dynamics of electoral 
reform," IntemtzonaI Political Science Revzew 16 (1995): 10- 1 1. 



areas. A cornmitment to the ide& of the Progressive movement collided witb partisan 

considerations to produce the hybrid electoral system used in both provinces. 

The Progressive movement 

The dominance of agriculture m the prairie economy meant that f m e r s  would be 

an important force m both provinces. The first two decades of the twentieth centun. saw 

the increase of political consciousness and organization by farmers in the West. By the 

early 1920s, the RogresSve movement, as the fanners' movements were known. 

dominated politics m the Canadian prairies. Accordmg to  W.L. Morton's classic study of 

the Progressives, there were two central themes of the movement. First. the farmers were 

cxitical of Canadian economic policy, particdarly the tariff protection of central Canadian 

mdustry. Second, the f m e r s  sought to subven the character of Canadian pany poli tic^.^ 

ï h e  farmers were cntical of the parties' essential similarity on major policy questions. 

rigid party discipline, and campaign f~nance.~ William Inine, a leadmg representative of 

the Progressive movement, wrote of the 'inoral degeneration of the party syaem. "' 
Over the course of the 19 LOS. the Canadian Council of Agriculture developed tbe 

Farmers' Platform, a senes of policy prescriptions that descnbed exactly what the farmers 

wanted. The first platform, developed in 19 10. dealt only with economic policy. The 

second revision ( 19 16) introduced a oumber of non-economic elements to the platfonn 

incluàing the initiative, referenda, and recaii, reforrn to election hance legislation. 

abolition of patronage. and extension of the fianchise to women. The 19 19 version \vas 

3 W.L. Morton, 7Xe Progressive Purîy in Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1 967), 288-29 1. 

4  MORO^, Progressive Par& 29 1. 
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the most sigruficant, as it guided the Progressives in Ottawa. as well as the LEM in 

Manitoba and the UFA m Alberta. It contamed a longer list of political reforms designed 

to '%ring about a greater measure of democracy m govemment." One of these refomis 

was proportional representation6 

Coinadhg with the adoption of proportional representation as a plank in the 

fàxmers' platfonn was a series of articles in the Grain Growers ' Guide. a publication that 

served as an unofficial mouthpiece of the Progressive m~vement .~  Whiie the Guide had 

canied articIes on the single uansferable vote for years, the number of editorials and 

articles on STV mcreased dramaticaUy in 19 19. Editorials repeatedly endorsed STV and 

called for its adoption m provincial legislatures and in parliament. The essence of the 

Guide's argument was that STV would elect legislatures more representative of the 

electorate's opinions. One editorial summarized this argument: "If OUT institutions are to 

be t d y  dernocratic, they must be tnily ~epresentative.'~ A number of longer articles 

carried detded descriptions of the operation of the STV syaem9 The Gziide also 

published a number of articles which expIained why S W  was a desired reform and how it 

fit h to  the broader Progressive political philosophy. A key argument was that 

proportional representation would auow greater minority representation. One article 

described STV as 'a protest against the political extinction of the r n i n ~ n t y . " ~ ~  While the 

Morton, Progressive Party, 297-3 05. 

Morton, Progressive Parîy, 1 5 .  

13 Grain Grmers ' Guide, 5 November 19 19, p. 6 .  
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Ropssives '  primary motivation was a desire for more accurate representation. ir was 

obviously a particular concem for them because under plurality they had to build up a 

cntical mass m one discria before they could elect any representatives. In the words of 

W.R Wood, whose Guide aiticle was also part of a iarger publication on the Farmers' 

Platform: '%'a progressive movement arises it must practicayl wait till it has secured a 

majonty in some one member constituency before it can have any direct repre~entation."~~ 

The Progressives also hoped that S N  would reduce patronage by discouraging 

politicians f?om trying to %uy" their distrias. Smce proportional representation reduces 

the impact ofthe swing vote m consîituencies, the Progressives hoped that PR would 

reduce the impact of pokicai "machines" that tned to use patronage and spending to 

cause votes to swing. I 2  Authors m the W e  also believed that STV would give voters 

more independence and fkeedom, thus reducing partisanship. l 3  They felt that the adoption 

of PR would encourage parties to take more distinct stands on issues, as they could b i t  

their appeals to voters with whom they are m agreement. Wood argued that PR would 

lead to a "greater emphasis upon the great ftndamental questions and elimination of petty 

and personal issues."14 Fmdy, Ronald Hooper. the secretary of the Proportional 

Representation Society in Canada. wrote that PR would give politicians grearer secunty 

of tenure. allowing them to develop greater sIriUs and be more effective legislators. l 5  

l 1  W.R Wood, 'Froportional representation," Grain Gruwers ' Guide. 2 July 
19 19. 23: see also Yates. 40. 

l 2  Ronald Hooper. 'Electoral justice by P.R ." Grain Grauers ' Guide. 23 June 
1920, 10; Charles A. Bowman, 'Proportional representation," Grahi Gruwers ' Guide. 3 
December 19 19. 38; Wood, 26. 
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The Progressive movement thus strongly advocated proponional representation. 

The bers saw STV as a way to end the t'undamental Uflfaimess of the conversion of 

votes h t o  seats, thus ensuring that lepisiatures more accurately reflected the opinions of 

the people. More @on@ for the Rogressives, however, STV was a way to deal with 

the itls of party-dominated politics STV, they believed, would reduce patronage and 

comption and would reward and encourage the mdependence of voters and their 

representatives. It is no surprise, then, that the federal Progressives used their position in 

Ottawa to promote STV on any possile occasion.16 The Progressives' position as the 

third party doomed these efforts in federal politics to faihire, however. In provincial 

politics. the fànners' movement was more ianuential and much more successfùl in 

realizing its goals. 

Manitoba 

In Manitoba, the Liberals rather than the farmers directly initiated electoral refom 

The Noms Likral governent took office m 19 15 afier the resignation of the scandal- 

tamted Roblin Consemative goveniment which had govemed the province for 15 years. A 

coalition of reform minded groups propelled the Liberals to office. The Liberals adopted 

elements of the Iegislative programme of the Direct Legislation League. tax refom 

proponents. niniagettes, the Temperance movement. the Social Sen-ice Council. and 

elements of the social gospel movement. l7 This reform platform won the Liberals the 

endorsement of many ofthese goups and helped to propel the p a q  to a landslide c i c t o ~ .  

in the 19 15 provincial election. 

l 6  Morton, Progressive P w  159, 180. 
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While in power, the Liberals implemented an ambitious legislative program and 

Manitoba became a leader m social and polmcal reform The Liberals mtroduced 

temperance, extended the vote to women. made primary education compulsory. limited 

the workmg day to eight hows. passed legiskition enabling the use of the mechanisms of 

direct democracy, reformed the province's election legiçlation, and implernented a number 

of reforms m the areas of labour and agriculture. i 8  In return for their support. the Liberals 

delivered the desired policies to their supporters. Morton concludes: ''the reform 

movement made the Liberal party its inaniment and brought it to power m Manitoba.''19 

Proportional representation was not a part of the Liberal electoral platform in the 

19 14 or 19 1 5 elections. The Liberals promised wornea's su5age. direct legislation. and 

laws againn corruption in e l e c t i ~ n s . ~ ~  but PR was not a significant priority for the Noms 

government. It was. however. an important matter for elements ofthe Liberals' electoral 

coalition. As pan of the Liberals' efforts to eliminate electoral comption. the legislature's 

committee on election laws held public hearings in 19 16 on reforming the province's 

electoral laws. The comminee dealt primarily with more mundane maners such as 

compulsory voting, educational tests. election expenses. the roles of oficial agents. and 

polling hours.Z1 A number of the people who appeared before the commhtee. however. 

used the opportunity to promote proportional representation. 

in the first public meeting. S.J. Farmer appeared before the committee as an 

unofficial representative of the Direct Legislation League. and asked the committee to 

- - -  - -  
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consider proportional representation. He noted the disproportionality of electoral results 

m recent Canadian provincial elections and urged the legislature to consider adopting 

some form of proponional representation. Farmer mdicated that he fàvoured S W  over 

list systems of PR An unofficial representative of the Women's CMC League also urged 

the commatee to consider PR as did a representative of the Trades and Labour Council. 

Three representaiives of the Social SeMce Council also appeared at the first meeting and 

gave a ringhg endorsement for proportional representation, arguing that "there is a v e q  

strong and growing and very general feeling that the principle itself is right .'O The 

representatives of the council argued that. ahhougb the ballots rnight ttake longer to count. 

it was weii worth the effort for more fàir resufts. Arthur Puttee. a representative of the 

Council, strongly argued that the end of two-party pohics m Manitoba would make PR 

necessary; he also argued for a reiativeiy large district magnitude m order ro ennue more 

proportional resuhs. When questioned by AB. Hudson. the attorney general and chair of 

the legisLative cornmittee. Puttee argued that the phuality synem discouraged panies fiom 

famine and earnhg representation iL the legislature. He argued that a lower number of 

parties was "anificial and the remit of ... election iaw rather than the nate of public 

opinion." Puttee concluded: 'There would be more mterens and those in te res  would be 

better represented." Some of the commktee members expressed concem that PR would 

make effective govemment inqossiile. The proponents of PR argued that ifpublic 

opinion was split in a way that made a majority government impossible. the legklature 

should refleect it. Rev. Salem Bland, a Methodin miniaer and one of the leadmg social 

gospel proponents, argued that PR would "unquestionably' destroy party government and 

suggened that this wodd be "an expression of a higher aate  of mutual development. so 

that party g o v m e n t ,  which is a chimsy eqedient, will pass away."The consensus of 

those appearing before the first public meethg on election Law was clearly behind the 

adoption of STV; the only dissenhg voices were some of the govenunent members of 



the committee. Despite the terms of reference of the committee. much of the first public 

meeting centred on PR leading Rev. Harhess of the Social Service CounciI to declare: '-1 

had not anticipated that there wodd be so much discussion along this Proponional 

Representation LSie at this meeting." 22 

The second public hearing of the committee featured r e m  visits of some of the 

people who had appeared at the first meeting. In his second appearance, Harkness argued 

that PR aliowed representation of "every substantial group m the community" and the 

Mure to provide adequate representation would cause unrest. Harkness proposed that it 

might be too early to implement PR but urged the govemment to study the matter and 

adopt STV as soon as it is feasble. D.W. Buchanan of the Smgle Tax League appeared 

before the cornmittee and urged 'kery strongly" that STV be Wntten mto the new election 

law "as the most complete and scientSc system of Proportional Representation yet 

devised." Buchanan argued that STV would provide for clean elections. make MLAs 

more mdependent of party h e s ,  and end gerrymandering. His key concem was that SW 

would end the "dis&anchisement of the minoriy.'?J 

The third public meeting featured representation ~ o m  the Winnipeg business 

community and the first dissenthg voices on proportional representation. A.L. Crossin of 

the Winnipeg Board of Trade defended the two-party system and concluded: -'I cannot 

see there is much to be gained fiom Proportional Representation." He expressed concem 

about the possible multiplication of political parties and other dhisions in the legislature. 

J.H. Ashdown, also of the Board of Trade, argued that PR would lead to the 

politickation of ethnic divigons in Manitoba. F. J. Dixon. a member of the legislature and 

22 Cornmittee on EIection Laws, 24-25, 28, 39-56. 

23 Cornmittee on Election Laws, 77-78, 84-85. 



STV supp0rter,2~ challenged this argument. He argued that the plurality syaem was more 

likely to cause ethnic d e  because blocs of ethnic support codd be "'swing" votes in 

single member districts. Puttee of the Social Service Council addressed the PR queaion 

once again and argued that it was the most important possible reform to the electoral 

system and argued that the opponents who appeared before the committee were 

dimisshg STV in a "cutsory way." He argued that Ashdown's criticism was without 

ment because, mtemationdy, plural societies such as Switzerland were the very countnes 

leading the move to proportional representation. Puttee decried the plurality systern as a 

'%lot on democratic govenunent" and suggeaed: 'Wyou are going to have a 

representative legislature, why not take mems to have one.'?' 

In the end, the cornmittee recommended that the govenunent study STV for a few 

years because there was, in the opinion of the committee, "very iittle conception .. . of 

what Roportional Representation means.'16 The goverment's election legislation dealt 

with disclosure requirements for business contributions, limits on campaign spending. and 

matters such as the use of vehicles on election day and proxy ~ o t i n g . ~ ~  It is clear from the 

transcnpts of the public hearings of the cornmittee. however, that the Liberals' electoral 

coalition was solidly behind STV. Representatives of the social gospel movement. the 

Direct Legislation League. Single Tax League, Social SeMce CounciL labour. and the 

m a g e  movement all came out in favour of S N  as a badly needed reform The only 

24 Dixon, in fact, wrote an article on the use of STV in Lethbridge for the Graiir 
Growers ' Guide: F.J. Dixon, 'Referential baUot used by Lethbridge voters," Grui~i 
Growers ' Guide, 15 A p d  1915, 8. 

25 Committee on Election Laws, 133, 137-138, 141-142, 160-166. 
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defenders of the existing electoral system were representatives of Winnipeg's business 

comufllty. 

The extent of discussion about proportional representation at  the c o d e e  

hearings mdicates the degree to which STV was "in the air" m Manitoba, panicdarly 

among members of the reform movement. Rumours abounded throughout the ! 9 1 5- 1 920 

Manitoba legislature that the govemment would adopt PR for Wmnipeg.28 Fmally. on 22 

March 1920, just before the legiçlature prorogued the Noms govemment introduced the 

bill that brought proportional representation to Winnipeg. There was little opposition in 

the provincial legislature; the bill passed second reading without debate. The attorney- 

general who nitroduced the bill msisted that the Liberals had not mtroduced PR for 

political advantage, but for the general improvement of Manitoba's electoral law. He 

explahed the workings of the bill to the legislature after which it was voted on and passed 

to comminee without debate.lg The bilI worked its way through cornmittee and third 

readmg and received royal assent on 27 March 1920, the day the legislature prorogued. 

The legislation passed through the Iegislarure quickly partly because of  the Liberals' large 

majority m the iegislature, but also because proportional representation was 

uncontroversial. The Winnipeg Evenirzg Tribune let the mtroduction of  PR pass mirhout 

editorial comment. The Manztoba Free Press was self-congratulatory about the 

application of PR, noting that it had consistently argued m favour of STV and now 

Manitoba had implemented it for use in municipal and provincial politics. They noted 

Manitoba's leadership in electoral matters and argued that it was only a matter of time 

before ail jurïçdictions m Canada used PR The Free Press saw the introduction of STV in 

28 Bowman, Troportional represe~tation~" Grain Gravers ' Gude.  3 
1919, 38. 
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Winnipeg as the firn aep to its use in the rea of the province.30 The Grairi Grmvers ' 

Guide also agreed that it would not be long before the entire province used STV. but 

agreed with the govemment that it was 'probabiy wise" to use STV on a trial bans in 

Winnipeg before using it throughout Manitoba.31 

The reform coalition that propeUed and sustamed the Noms govemment in office 

thus appears to have pushed the Liberals to adopt proportional representation. It does not 

seem that the Liberals were attempting to manipulate electoral rules for their own 

advantage. When the Liberals passed the PR legislation, they controiled four of the six 

Winnipeg seats. F.J. Dixon, a fiequent supporter of govemment initiatives, held one of 

the seats they did not control; in fact, the Liberais did not even run a candidate against 

Dixon in 19 15? In essence, the Liberals controlied five of the six seats in the city afier 

the 19 15 election. They eamed almost half of the popular vote which means that the 

introduction of PR would likely not have been to their partisan advantage. The Liberals 

had benefited fkom a leading party bonus which the plurality system typicaiiy _&es to 

dominant parties. 

Of course, the Liberals were not fighting the 19 15 election over again. but were 

lookmg ahead to the 1920 election, with the increased saiience of class politics and rishg 

support for labour candidates. Some academic commentators have argued that PR was a 

way of preventing labour's çtrength from g r ~ w i n g . ~ ~  There is some evidence for this a s  

- - - -  
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labour candidates did win a plurality of the vote in 1920 which niggeas that their seat 

totals would have been higher under the plurality syaem Much of labour's support. 

however, was persona1 support for F.J. Dixon, who r a .  for the Dominion Labor Party in 

1920; he won a plurality of nippon in 13 of the 18 polling Furthemore, Duon 

was given a preference ordering on 80% of the ballots cast m 1 92035 and a signiticant 

portion of his surplus bailots transferred to non-labour candidates after he was elected? 

If the 1920 election had been conducted under the plurality d e ,  Dixon's votes would 

ody  have been earned by him in his constituency. It is not clear, then, that labour's 

performance would have been much better, particularly mice Winnipeg's class divisions 

are du, geographicaily skewed, with Winnipeg's North and Centre areas containinp a 

much higher proportion of working class people than the relatively affluent South. 

Furthemore, labour had generally been supportive of the move to PR as subsequent 

debates over electoral refom in Manitoba revealed. It is also ~ W c u l t  to argue that the 

Liberals were directing this reform against labour as the Liberals also faced a threat fiom 

farmer candidates who ran for the &a time in 1920. [fthe Liberals were using PR to 

f i apen t  their opposition, it seems Likely that they would also have eaended it to the 

rural areas to minimize the political strength of famers. While seKmterest rnay have 

played some role in the Liberals' adoption of PR m 1920, it seems ükely that it was 

primarily motivated by the reform programme the Liberals had implemented upon taking 

office in 1915. 
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The General Strike also appears to have rnotivated the Liberals to some extent. A 

royal commission on the causes of mduarial unrea in Winnipeg leading up to the strilie 

had concluded that the problem lay partly in the madequate structures of representation: 

the commission argued that PR might have prevented some of the problems that caused 

the General Stxike. The attorney general cited this commission in introducmg the bill for 

second r e a ~ h g ? ~  In January 1920, the premier and the attorney general Msited Hooper of 

the P.R Society in ûttawa to seek his advice on whether a more proponional electoral 

system would be a valuable reform in the aftermath of the ~tr ike .3~  

While the adoption of proportional representation m Winnipeg was a widely 

supported meanue, the same cannot be said for the adoption of alternative voting in rural 

Manitoba. The Liberais were re-elected in 1920, this t h e  with a minonty government. 

The 1920 election saw a tremendous breakthrough for labour and farmer candidates 

which ate into two of the pillars of Liberal party support. The Liberals controlled only 2 1 

seats of the 55 in the Manitoba legislature. As a result, it was difficult to pass 

controversial legislation as was seen in the attempts of the Liberals to extend electoral 

reform to rural areas. A Free Press editorial camied the first hint of the Liberal plan on 17 

Febmary 192 1. one week afier the throne speech opened the first sestion of the new 

legislature. The Free Press pointed out that one-quarter of MLAs had won election with 

less than a majority of the voters in their constituencies. They argued that the 

multiplication of parties seen in Manitoba meant that the plurality system was outdated 

and that the province needed a new electoral syaem that would be able to deal with tiuer- 

comered contests. The Free Press suggeaed the alternative vote for single member 

37 Manitoba Free Press, 24 March 1920; WNinpeg Everiirig Mbzoie. 24 March 
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districts as a way to deal with these problems.39 Furthemore. a meeting of the United 

Farmers of Manitoba had passed a resolution favoring the adoption of AV in rural 

Manitoba. The govenunent mtroduced a biu to implement AV to rural Manitoba in mid- 

March, citing the UFM's request. On 15 March, the debate on second reading of the bill 

began and it carried on intermittently over two weeks. Labour representatives raised the 

main objection to the bill and argued for the extension of PR to rural Manitoba as weii. 

They contended that the goal of PR was increased minority representation while AV was 

decidedly majoritarian. John Queen of the Social Democrats argued that it was againa the 

interest of workers and claimed that the Liberals were tiymg to Limit the friture electoral 

success of the fàrmers in rural Manitoba. thus presewhg the position of the Liberals and 

Conser~atives.~~ Taylor, the Conservative leader, also opposed the legislation. but for 

dflerent reasons. He argued that there was little need or public desire for AV. The 

farmers in the legislature were split on the meanire. some noting the WM's request for 

AV. others expressing concem over the added complexity and potential multiplication of 

candidates. 

The vote on second reading was a dramatic one. It initialiy appeared that the 

govenunent had lost the vote on the bill by one vote and would have to seek a dissolution 

of the legislature. htemipting the celebrations in the opposition benches. F.J. Dkon 

complained that his vote in favour of the motion had not been counted; a subsequent 

check of the records indicated this was the case and that the vote on second reading was 

tied, the fia t h e  in Manitoba's histoiy that this had happened. The Speaker had to break 

the tie and voted in favour of the measure, diowing it to proceed to the committee 

39 Manitoba Free Press, 17 February 192 1. 
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pl~ase.~l  in committee, Social Democrat John Queen moved to stnp all references to AV 

fkom the bill. The comminee vote was decidedly against AV, and the ody  item lefi in the 

192 1 election bill was a clause extendhg the time between nomination day and election 

day by three d a y ~ . ~ ~  The Tribune's gossipy '?n the Legislature" cohimnist argued that 

MLAs womed about their political finires hsd killed the bill and suggested that they bad 

gutted the bill m committee maead of on third reading to prevent the govanment from 

fig 13 

The AV bill enjoyed solid editorial support. The Grain Grmers  ' Guide ran two 

editorials endorshg the ~ 1 a . n . ~  The Free Press argued that opposition to the bill was no< 

well founded, suggestmg that Manitoba was not ready for the fidl application of PR 

desired by labour. The editorial argued that while proportional representation was clearly 

more desirable, AV was the next best thhg and "'surely a great deal more democratic than 

the existing ~ y s t e m ' ~ 5  It suggested that AV was a aep toward the application of PR 

throughout the province. The Tribune took a similar editonal stance, arguing that the AV 

bill was 'hot open to reasonable criticism" It was more pessimistic about PR arping 

that it was too dBcult to apply PR in rural areas. The editorial claùned that AV was 'ilie 

natural correlative" of PR in rural Manitoba.j6 Both the Triburre and the Free Press 

agreed that the bill's defeat in committee was a temporary setback and that the 

4 Munztoba Free Press, 3 1 March 192 1; Wirtrrzpeg Evenitrg Trzburre. 3 1 March 
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govenunent would Wtely remtroduce the legislation m some form in the legislature's ne17 

T'hose editorials proved to be prophetic as the Noms goverment reintroduced the 

AV bill in the second session of the legislature. The partisan situation of the 192 1 

legislame was essentially unchanged and the debate over AV m 1922 echoed the earlier 

debate. The Liberais htroduced the bill m the Mandoba legislature about a month into the 

session. The impetus for the AV bill, they argued, was a UFM resolution calhg for AV in 

single-member constituencies. The Liberals' plm received strong editorial endorsement 

fiom the Free Press. They noted that the UFM had supported AV unanimously at its 

convention and that the principle had wide public support. The editorial argued that the 

pluraiity system was merely a "lottery" which resulted in an unrepresentative legi~lanire .~~ 

Once again, labour vociferousiy opposed the move. Labour MLA William Ivens 

argued that the adoption of AV wodd be a blow to labour and f m e r  candidates as the 

strict ballot marking provisions that considered any bailot marked with an 'X" to be 

spoiled would particularly hit voters who were less e d ~ c a t e d ? ~  The central thma of 

labour's criticism was that proportional representation would be much more fair. To that 

end. A.E. Smith. a labour MLA from Brandon introduced a resolution that would exqend 

the Hare syaem to rural Manitoba. This resolution had the nippon of a number of MLAs. 

particularly fiom the labour side. Dixon noted that the Smith resolution was more tme to 

the ü F M t s  request as the UFM wanted the Hare system in grouped constituencies and the 

alternative vote as a 1 s t  resort ifit was necessary to mamtain Sngle member diarict~.'~' 

47 Manitoba Free Press. 13 April 192 1; Wituzipeg Evenirig Tribtrtie. 2 1 April 
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John Queen added a M e r  dimension to the debate d e n  he argued that ail 

representation systerns were flawed as long as Winnipeg continued to be 

underrepresented m the legislature. Queen proposed a redistribution cornmittee to deal 

with Manitoba's malapportionment prob1em3 In the end, the leguianire defeated both 

ths Smith and Queen resohrtions. 

The independent h e r  members of the house expressed a different set of 

concems: rnany seemed to prefer the plurality method, despite the UFM resolution. 

Matthew Stanbridge, a member kom St. Clements argued that the old-line parties wanted 

to use AV to protect themsehres fiom the fànners' movement. He clairned that. as an 

MLA elected by less than a major@ of his constituents, he was a panicular target of this 

legislation. Dmytro Y a h c h a k  of Emerson argued that AV would encourage too many 

independent candidates and lead to unacceptably high numbers of spoiled ballots." Many 

farmers also opposed the Smith resolution. arguing that it was the product of  urban 

Manitoba and misread the intentions of the UFM resolution.'" 

&en this opposition fiom both sides in a minority govemment situation. pundits 

predicted that the AV bill was going to have difnculty passing? The Free Press wei$ed 

in with an editonal urging the adoption of the alternative vote. arguing that mon 

Manitobans favoured it and that legislators should discuss it in a 'rion-partisan spirit." In a 

" Mariitoba Free Press. 15 February 1922; WNuiipeg Evenirzg Tribune, 15 
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note of political fatalism the Free Press said that AV would be one of the first acts after 

the UFM took power a n y ~ a y . ~ ~  

In the end, other political events m the province overtook the AV bill. On March 

14, the Liberals l o a  the confidence of the legislature and Premier Noms offered his 

resignation to the lieutenant govemor. The complicatmg factor was that the legislature 

had not yet passed its nipply bill. A i h s ,  the lieutenant govemor, wrote a letter to Noms 

asking him to reconvene the legislature and pass the mpply b l  dong with "such meanires 

as  are inoperatively required for both the public service, and other matters if'there be 

common consent."56 He agreed to dissolve the legislature and issue the w n t s  for an 

election afler the legislanire deah with those rnatters. The Liberals called a coderence of 

leaders of the rnam partisan groups m the legislature to detexmine which bills had broad 

consensus and codd pass in the legislature. Over the next few days the legislature 

proceeded to deal with the supply bill and a few other measures wMe the Liberals 

withdrew most of their other legislation. Oo 24 March, the attorney general withdrew the 

AV bill Born the Manitoba legislature. He said in his speech: "The govemment have long 

feh that the application of some such electoral reform as is embodied in this bill was the 

moa effective means of remedying the present very unsatisfactory situation of minorih 

representation in the legislature." He said that the Liberals attempted to get al l -paq  

agreement on the bill in the conference after the govemment was defeated. but it soon 

became apparent to the govemment that the bill would not  pas^.^^ With that. the second 

attempt to introduce AV to rural Manitoba ended. 

55 Manitoba Free Press, 8 March 1922. 
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In the election that followed, the alternative vote was pan of the platfomis of both 

the Liberals and the UFM. At their convention prior to the 1922 election. the Liberals had 

adopted a resohition m fàvour of 'the introduction of the Preferentid Ballot mto the 

election laws of this Rowice m single member constituen~ies."~~ The UFM was 

particularly dedicated to the AV principle? featuring it not only in their platfonns. but also 

m their election plnnning documents. The UFM's Central Co-ordmating Comminee 

recommended that constituency associations use AV in the candidate nomination 

process.59 The UFM won a decisive victory m the election. aided partly by the worbrings 

of the piurahy systern wfiich rewarded their one-third of the popular vote with a majorîty 

of the legislature's seats. 

In the 1924 session of the legislawe. the govemment noted that the üFM annual 

convention had c d e d  for AV and in the Speech nom the Throne. the governent 

promised to iotroduce it in this session of the le@slanire.* In the debate on the speech 

fkom the throne. Noms. now the leader of the opposition. Iauded the LlFM for folIouing 

in the Liberals' footneps. and promised to suppon the AV bïlI.61 Major Taylor. the 

Conservative leader. was less comphentary. accusing the UFM of maintaInmg its 

poliucal men@ bby using a majorirarian syaem m the rural areas. TayIor argued thar 

there were incompatible principles of representation at work: T h e  government is trying 

to play both ends agaha the middle ... and while proportional representation. adopted for 

33 Liberal campaigu literature for the 1922 provincial election Rohmcial Archives 
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elections m Winnipeg, seeks to give fair play to minorities, the aim of the second 

preferential b d o t  is to make sure the mgiority gets n~thuig.'"~ Labour was a much less 

siguficant force d e r  the 1922 election, but the labour MLAs who remained expressed 

concem over the AV bill which mirrored the concems expressed in 1920 and 1922. 

Charles Tanner argued that the whole system of geographical representation was 

outdated: 'We believe in representation by population rather than m representmg 

constituencies. lX3 

The UFM mtroduced the AV bill early in the session. In his speech mtroducing the 

bill for second readmg, Richard Craig, the attorney-general, said the goal of the bill was 

to make the legislature as representative as possible. With the advent of a multi-pany 

system in Manitoba, he argued, the phirality system was no longer adequate as candidates 

ofien won with the nippon of less than a majonty of their constituents. Craig said that the 

bill had two main purposes: to overcome split votes and to make sure that candidates had 

majority s u p ~ o r t . ~  

In the debate. Independent Labour Party MLA S. J. Fanner chalienged Craig's 

claim that AV would provide for fair representation. suggesting that only "representatioii 

by population," as he caiied proportional representation. would aUow that to happen. He 

cited a pamphlet by Ronald Hooper of the Proportional Representation Society of 

Canada. a fiequent contributor to the Graitz Growers' Guide. which said that AV does 

not provide adequate representation for diverse interests. Famer argued that AV would 

effectively dis&anchise minonties and that adequate representation was impossible with 

Matzitobo Free Press, 17 January 1924. 
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single member districts, whether Manitoba used AV or p l ~ r a i i t y . ~ ~  In the assessrnent of 

the Free Press ' 'Vnder the Dome" coliimnia. Farmer "shook up" the attorney general 

with his focus on the effect of AV on minoriîies at the aggregate level, not jun at the 

consrihiency leveL 

Major Taylor, the Conservative leader, accused the UFM of political motivations: 

he argued that the Liberals had not implemented AV m 1920 because they had had a 

majority then and did not see it as necessary. Only when they were in a minority situation 

had they tied to împlement AV. He claimed that many of  the members who were sittmg 

m government had voted againsi the AV bill when the Liberals t ied to introduce it. He 

contended that the UFM was aying to make it possile for UFM and Liberal supporters 

to use their bdo t s  to ensure that no Conservatives won. Besides these cnticisms of 

partisan manipulation, Taylor was also critical of the substance of alternative voting 

procedures. He assened that voters' choices should be a s  simple as possible and that 

some voters might become contùsed and mark their ballots with m 'X." thus spoiling 

their ballots. He argued that AV wouid undermine party loyalty and end up multiplyiig 

the number of parties in Manitoba p o l i t i ~ s . ~ ~  

Many opponents of the measure asked the LEM why they were not extendhg 

proportional representation fiom Wmnipeg to the rea of the province. Supporters of the 

AV bill responded by arguing that the province was not ready for the full-scale application 

of PR to all of Manitoba and that AV was a aep in the right direction. William Bayley 

argued in the debate on second reading that AV was "a halfway step to proportional 

representation." Others, such as William Ivens, argued that it was wrong for the province 

65 Manitoba Free Press. 23 January 1924. 
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to employ two dinerent electoral syaems in the province.68 In the end. however. the 

ü F ' M ' s  majority in the legislature combmed with the support of the Liberals ensured that 

the AV bill passed second reading easiiy. 

As was the case m aiI previous electoral reform attempts in Manitoba. the AV bill 

had the editorial support of the province's major newspapers. The Free Press attacked 

the Conservative opposition to the bill, saying that progressive parties tended to split the 

vote which meant that the Conservatives beneiïted fiom the pluraüty system which is why 

they opposed the reform. The Free Press had more sympathy for the labour critiques of 

the AV bill, notmg that labour preferred full PR They argued however. that the practical 

choice was between plurality and A later editonal argued that the AV bill did not 

particularly benefit the UFM and that AV would provide tmer representation than PR did. 

They argued that AV was not perfect, but that it wodd eventuaily lead to proportional 

representation. The Free Press coocluded: "'The case for the transferable vote as agahst 

the present system of block voting is overwhelming and unan~erable. '~O 

The Tkibirrze was even more vociferous in its support for the AV bill. publishins a 

number of editorials over the course of the AV debate, despite the paper's hiaorical ties 

to the Conservative party. When the UFM announced the AV plan in the Throne Speech. 

the Tribune expressed its preference for proponional representation. descnbing it as a 

"more complete reform." The paper argued, however, that if the province could uot 

implement proportional representation, the alternative vote was the bea option for single 

68 Mutlitobu Free Press, 5 February 1924; Manitoba Free Press, 12 February 
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member A later editorial tackled some of the criticisms that the Consen:ative 

and labour MLAs had leveled against the biU. In response to S.J. Farmer's criticisms 

about the majoritarian character of alternative voting, the Tribune admitted that AV 

harmed minorities, but argued that minorities wouid always lose out m single-member 

districts. The editorial argued that the only alternative would be to have a tninority victoiy 

m a single-member district which wodd be more unfair? 

in the committee stage, the legislative committee amended the AV legislation t O 

allow the use of an 'X" on a ballot to mdicate support for one candidate only 

("pl~mping").~~ The bili returned to the legislature and passed third reading with the 

support of the UFM and the Liberals. Later in the session of the legislanire. one labour 

MLA introduced a resolution proposing groupmg together some constituencies in more 

densely popuiated areas outside Wmnipeg m order to use the Hare syaem rather than 

alternative votiog. Editorial comment m the Tribune was very favourable? c a b g  the 

resolution 'hise and timely" and "nothmg revolutionary." Despite this reaction. the 

legislature defeated the resolution two weeks later. 7J 

Mer three attempts. the Manitoba legislature had finally extended a1tematn.e 

voting to rural Manitoba. Neither the Liberals or the Progressives had been able to sha ke 

the charge of partisan motivation for thei decision to limit the application of the Hare 

syaem to Winnipeg. Despite the daim that AV was the single member corollary of the 

7l Wirinipeg Evening Tribune. 1 1 Januaiy 1924; HTinnipeg Evening Tribzoze. 6 
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Hare system, it was majoritarian in logic while the Hare system was proportional. The 

Liberals and the üFM had advanced two primary arguments for limiting the application of 

the Hare srjtem First, they claimed that it was not feasible to use PR in the entire 

province. Second, they mahtained that multi-mernber districts Bi rural Manitoba would be 

too large to offer adequate representation. While both arguments had ment. they rang 

nirprisgigiy hollow when labour MLAs proposed extendmg the Hare system to the more 

densely populated areas m southem Manitoba. In many cases, it would have been possible 

to form two or three member districts without creating districts that were too large to 

represent effectively m the Iepislature. Alternative v o h g  enabled the UFM to maintain a 

majority govemment, an important objective. &en the confùsed and fluctuating party 

system m Manitoba of the eariy 1920s. Furthemore, @en the close ties that had existed 

between the Liberals and the farmers before 1920 and the subsequent cooperation and 

eventual merger of the Liberals and the ~ o g r e s s i v e s .  the AV system provided 

voters with a mechanism to vote for one party and then use their later preferences to 

assis the other party. 

Shortly after the passage of the AV legislation. the Triburie congratuiated the 

Manitoba legislature for once again setting the Pace in Canada in electoral reform. n i e  

congratuiatory editorial was nirprisingly cautious. though, and wamed advocates of 

electoral reform not to expect too much fiom the bill. The Tribune wrote: "It is 

admitteclly only a step in the right direction, but it is a step weU worth taking. That it will 

ultimately lead to the general application of proportional representation few will doubt."-5 

In the end, the hopes of the Tributle for the general application of the Hare system never 

materialized. The hybrid Hare/AV electoral system remained in effect until the return to 

the plurality d e  in 195 5 .  
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Aiberta 

The adoption of preferential ballothg in Alberta was much more straightfoward 

than in Manitoba, largely because the partisan situation was less complex There are some 

interesting similahies between the two provinces in their poiitical situations in this t h e  

period. Like Manitoba, Amerta m the laa halfof the 1910s was govemed by a Liberal 

administration that was quite responsive to the &ers' rn~vernent .~~ Alberta premier 

Charles Stewart. who govemed Alberta from 19 17 to 192 1, was particdarly sympathetic 

to the demands of the United Fanners of Alberta. L.G. Thomas writes of Stewart: "He 

did not pretend that the U.F.A. was anything but a prime factor in the determination of his 

government's p o l i ~ y . ' ~ ~  The pressures for direct action on the part of the farmers were 

ovenvhelming, however, and the United Farmers of Alberta opted for direct political 

action just as their counterparts in Manitoba had, evenniaIly wmning office m 192 1. 

The cofiontation between the UFA and the Liberals sparked the entrance of 

proportional representation into partisan poiitical debate in Alberta. The CTFA's first fora!, 

into electoral politics came in a by-election in Cochrane in 1 9 19. In the course of the 

campaign, Stewart promised to introduce proportional representation for use in Alberta 

before the next general provincial eIecti~n.~* The Liberals. however. Ioa the b-election 

and Stewart did not honour his promise so Alberta voted under the plurality rule in the 

1 92 1 provincial election. 

That election markcd the first time the United Famers o f  Alberta waged a 

campaign across the entire province. The WA's election platform mirrored the famers' 
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platform discussed above. The political portion of the UFA platform promised adequate 

notice of eiections. direct legislation, looser party discipline. and proportional 

representation. The WA platform differed linle fiom the Liberal platform except for the 

promise of electoral and mstitutional r e f ~ n n ~ ~  W e  it is temptmg to dismiss the LTFA' s 

cornmitment to electoral reform as motivated by the demands of brokerage politics. the 

UFA's dedication to aiternative voting appears to have run deeper than that. The UFA 

used STV to elect members of their executive at their  convention^.^^ Like the UFM. the 

UFA appears to have been reasonably commined to the principle of electoral reform. The 

UFA won the 192 1 election with sigplficant help £kom the pluraiity system The Libera 1s 

won 34% of the vote, but only 15 of the 6 1 seats in the legislature; the UFA won a 

majority (3 8 seats) with only 29% of the vote. 

While the UFA was publicly committed to eleaoral reform, passing new election 

legislation was not the utmoa priority for the UFA govemment. In the 1923 session of 

the legislature. Premier Greenfield promised that the govemment would introduce new 

election legislation in the next session. As promised. the Speech fiom the Throne in the 

1924 session announced the govemment's intention to introduce STV legislation for 

Alberta. The Calguv Herald suggested that. other than the introduction of a Iiquor 

control a a ,  the electoral refom provisions were the mon important pans of the speech 

from the throne? Despite the prominence with which the government introduced its 

electoral refom provisions, the UFA waited until late in the session to introduce the new 

election act. The debate over second reading of the biU began on March 1 O and lasted 

Susan M. Kooyman, "The policies and legislation of the United Farmers of 
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ody until March 1 1. J.R Boyle. the Liberal opposition leader. focused his critique of the 

bP on the division between the major &es and rural Aibena. He accused the UFA of 

playhg political garnes by limiting PR to the cities where the opposition was nrong, thus 

allowing the UFA a chance to elect a member or two: "'TQ put P.R into effect m the cities 

and refuse it m the m a l  areas, is to give the govemment a chance of securing minority 

representation in the cities where they are weak, whüe refishg a similar oppommity in 

the w a l  constïtuencies where they are strong.'" Calgary independent MLA William 

Davidson echoed this d i c i s m  and suggested tàat the govemment should extend PR to ali 

of Alberta and not pst the major d e s .  He descnîed the election law as "the worst 

political genymander ever idicted on the province of Alberta? 

When the legislation went to the Committee of the Whole, the STV elements of 

the new election legislation were relatively uncontroversial. The bulk of the debate was on 

the more mundane elements of the new legislation, such as the nomination process. 

voters' lists, and election deposits." There was some debate over whether Albena should 

make use of a rotating bailot, to &.if? the order of the names on the ballot. preventing any 

advantage for those candidates whose names appeared earlier in the alphabet. but there 

was little govemment support for the proposal." Some members complained that the 

STV procedure was too complicated. J.D. Hunt, the public servant who drafted the 

legislation, led MLAs through a mock election using STV. One MLA exclaimed 

aftenvards: 'This whole P.R business has me beaten and 1 don't see how 1'11 ever explain 
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it to the people of A t h a b a ~ c a . ' ~ ~  in response to criticisms that STV would prove 

unworkable in Alberta, the UFA govemment pointed to the Manitoba example and noted 

that it copied the regdations for the countmg process fiom Manitoba's election 

lepisiation.* The legislation passed the cornmittee stage and third reading and became law 

at the close of  the 1924 session of the legislature. 

The debate during the adoption of STV m Alberta was muted. reflecting the 

generaliy broad public support for the legislation. Further evidence of this fact is the 

editorial endorsements of the legislation by many of the province's newspapers. Those 

papers that took a position on the new electoral system for Alberta were generally 

positive about the changes, despite the faa b a t  most of the province's newspapers were 

allied with either the Liberal or Consemative parties and were not £iiendly towards the 

W A  goveniment. The Lethbridge Herald descnied the move to STV as a 'te- 

welcome change." arguhg that it was particularly appropriate as Alberta had moved fiom 

a two-party to a muiti-party ~ y s t e n t ~ ~  The Edmonton J o u d  also supponed the move to 

the Hare system in the major cities and AV in the rural areas. saying that ' ~ e r e  is need 

for action along both these l i n e ~ . ' ~  The CaIgav Herald published a number of 

enthusiastic editorials in nippon of the new electioo a d .  Tbey supported the gradua1 

introduction of the Hare system to the major cities £ k t ,  arguing that it was a good way to 

educate people about the working of STV.90 In a later editorial, the H e d d  noted the 

broad public support for the adoption of STV, arguing that 'there are few opponents of 
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P.R m this province." ï h e  newspaper noted that urban voters were familiar hith STV 

fiom municipal elections. M e  rural voters had learned about alternative voting fiom 

UFA educational efforts. The Heraid argued that STV was '-advancing nep by nep in 

Canada? One h a 1  editorial defended the gove~l~llent's decision to use the more 

proportional Hare system o d y  in chie- arguing that '70 appiy proponional representation 

throughout the entire province undoubtedly would be a problem of great magnitude and 

quite likely impossible to work out on a practicd basis." In any event. the Heruid argued. 

nothmg m the new a a  would prevent a redistniution to group rome of the rural seats 

together in order to allow the use of the Hare systemg2 

The Hera16s rival newspaper m Calgary, the A Iberrun. was equaily vigorous in its 

support of the STV bill calling it '%bacüy ~eeded?~ Like the Herald. the AIberra» saw the 

election act as relative@ uncontroversiaL W e  the paper called PR a "bstrikng 

imovatioe" it argued that '% creates but little excitement. so accuaomed has the public 

become to the pmiciple of proportional repre~entat ion. '~~ In another editorial the!. not ed 

the shifl over the years in public attitudes towards the principle of proportional 

representation: 'Proportional representation did not receke much opposition in thc 

provincial legislanue. It is ody  a few years ago that the -stem met much criticinn 

opposition and ridicule. But the world does move and conditions do change." The 

AIberrun was complimentary towards the UFA government. arguhg that the ne- 

legiskition refleaed the "good Hitentions and sIncerity of the govem~nent . '~~ 

91 Calgary Heral .  12 March 1924. 
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Newspapers caicized other elements of the bill. The Iierald was critical of the 

number ofbills the UFA attempted to ram through the legislanue towards the end of the 

session and urged the govemmmt to get the legislation right. even ifthat meant 

reintroducing it m a later session of the legi~lature.~~ Both the Albertan and the Red Deer 

Advocate were critical of the election deposit The most vociferous media 

opposition to the bill came fkom the Ehontori Bulletin *ch was suspicious of the 

WA's motives in passing the legislation. Reflecting the paper's ties to the Liberal p a -  

the Bulletin largely elaborated on Boyle's aiticism of the UFA position. The Bulletin 

questioned the division between urban and rural seats m the province: 'just why it is 

considered necessary to disnimmate m this way is not at ail clear." They accused the 

üFA of attempting to prolong its political life through manipulation of the electoral 

system: "The 'preferential' system v d l  do nothing to imperil the chances of Governent 

candidates in country constituencies. while the 'proportional' arrangement is calculated to 

make impossible the retum of solid delegations of Opposition members fiom the cities. So 

far as the circumnances permit. the Government is trying to legislate itself into power for 

another term, under the cover of a pretense of 'modernizing' the election law." The 

Buiieti~r argued that if the province could not agree on a common system for both urban 

and mral areas. it should stick with the plurahty systerng8 

The adoption of STV in Alberta was thus more straightfonvard than the adoption 

m Manitoba. Alberta's political situation was less fluid than that m Manitoba, enabling the 

bill to pass relatively quickly and with litfle di£Eculty m the provincial legislature. The 

consensus favoring the STV project in Alberta as evidenced by the soiid editorial suppon 

- -- --- 
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for the new electoral system also assisted its speedy adoption. While the UFA was 

dedicated to the principle of preferential ballotin& as  seen m their use of the AV -stem in 

intemal party elections, it is hard not to detect a note of partisan self-mterea m the  way 

they hplemented PR m Alberta. The UFA dominated rural Alberta; the support for 

opposition parties was largeiy codïned to the major d e s .  The Hare synem meant that 

the UFA faced a more fiagmented opposition than a e l y  would have beai the case under 

the pluraiby syaem The ovmepresentation of rural areas in the legislature. however. 

guaranteed the UFA a wmmanding position, no matter which electord system was in use. 

Altemative v o h g  would produce the same effects as seen m Manitoba. AV' s majoritarian 

logic worked to the advautage of h g e r  parties rather thau d e r  parties and enabled the 

UFA to wield the fun power of majoriry govemments. 

The division of the province for electoral system purposes was, however. 

consistent with the UFA's philosophy of group govemment. Henry Wise Wood. the 

president of the condentiy argued for a system of functiond representation to 

replace polmcal parties. Instead of parties, Wood wanted to see occupational g o u p s  

represented m the legiçlature. While Wood and the UFA were not altogether clear about 

the existence of other natural groups in society other than fmers. the nartmg point of 

group W o n  was between urban and rural mterests. Although rural areas were dkided 

h t o  small t o m s  and farmers, Wood saw them as having a close workmg relationship and 

a commonality of mterests. The UFA's underaanding of urban areas was relatkely 

undifferentiated, but Wood distinguished between labour and 'the general urbm 

citizen@."% The UFA's electord law thus was consistent with its broader 

representational philosop hy. Smce mal  areas sbared an essential commonality of int erea. 

multiple representatives were not necessary for any conshency. Urban areas featured 

99 C.B. Macpherson, Democracy in Alberta: Social C'redit and the Parn. ,$sren,. 
2nd. ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, I962), 50-5 1. 



more occupational groupmgs and proportional representation was necessary to represent 

the fidl diversity of occupations in the legislature. Seen this way, the üFA's election l a w  

was not simple self interest, but an expression of their ideas of representation 

Conclusion 

By the middle of 1924, both Alberta and Manitoba had essentially the same 

electoral system Both provinces had adopted the Hare system for use m the major cities 

and alternative votmg for the rural districts. The dominance of h e r s '  movements and 

the mfluence of Progressive ideas in Alberta and Manitoba largely explains the identical 

outcome in both provinces. As noted earlier, electoral reform was an important 

component of the m e r s '  platform: the Progressive movement advocated proportional 

representation both federally and prohcially. Other reform groups agitated for electoral 

reform as the hearings before Manitoba's legislative cornmittee on election law indicate. 

Furthemore, the major newspapers in both provinces were, for the most part. enthusianic 

supporters of elect~ral reform and ran several editorials endorsing PR for use provincially 

and federally. Electoral reform was ''in the air," a popular idea with many supporters in 

both provinces. 

in Manitoba. the implementation of STV in 1920 was entirely consistent ni th  the 

general reform-oriented legislative programme of the Noms Liberal govemment. The 

same cannot be said for the eventual adoption of AV by the UFM in m a l  Manitoba. The 

üFM was committed to proportional representation. but the majoritarian outcornes of 

alternative voting appear to have been too great a temptation. The üFA was also strongly 

committed to the principle of PR but their representation philosophy coimided 

conveniently with their electoral self mterest and they succumbed to the same temptation 

as their counterparts to the eaa. 

The electoral reform movement m Alberta and Manitoba thus appears to have 

aalled at the boundaries of the large cities in both provinces. This situation sat somewhat 



uneasily with support ers of the Progressive movement . As discussed earlier, newspaper 

editorials saw AV as a step towards the fidl application of proportional representation 

throughout the provinces. They saw the limitation of PR to the chies as a temporary 

measure. Even the Grain Grauers ' Guide was hesitant about what the W e r  

govemments m Alberta and Manitoba had done. W e  the Guide fàvoured AV over the 

plurality system, it was clear that the magazine fsvoured the Hare system over alI other 

alternatives and wanted to see a wider application of the principle of prop ortional 

representation. In an e d i t o d  about the 1927 Manitoba provincial election, the Guide 

noted that the proportional representation system contInued to work smoothly and called 

for its extension to other more densely populated regions of the province. lm Even though 

it would have been feasible for them to follow this suggestion, neither the UFM or UFA 

did so. 

The fact, however, that both govemments undertook electoral reform, however 

iimited, is a testament to the power that the ideas of the Progressive movement had over 

politics in Alberta and Manitoba. Proportional representation was a popular idea. 

accepted across tbe political s p e c t m  by a wide variety of social groupings. The 

proponents of PR hoped that electoral reform would create a more iaformed and 

participatory electorate, produce a legislature which more accurately reflect ed the ideas 

and wishes of the voters, mcrease the choices available to voters, and undermine the 

partisanship which they saw as crippling the country. Over the next few chapters, we will 

examine whether those hopes were realized. 



Chapter Three 

STV and the Mechanics of Choice 

The study of electoral systems usudy focuses on big questions such as 

dsproportionality and on the number and type of parties encouraged by an electoral 

system While these questions are undoubteùfy of great importance and are the centre of 

this study, there are many praaical effects of electoral systems which studies fiequently 

overlook. These mciude the effects of an electoral system on voter tumout, the 

complexity of  an electoral system as madiested in the rate of ballot spoilage and the 

number of counts required to determine the outcome of an election. and the number of 

candidates who m. We can also analyze the n t e  of the quotas to understand the 

threshold of votes that parties and candidat-s have to attain in order to become elected. 

This chapter wiil examine these concems, which Johnston has caiied "the mechanics of 

choice. "l 

These considerations are especiaiiy important in the case of single transferable 

vote electoral systems because they are more complicated than singe member pluraiity 

systems. STV requires more of voters m marking ballots and of electoral officiais in 

counthg ballots. This additional complexity is a fiequent criticism raised by opponents of 

STV.2 While there is no doubt that STV is more compiicated to use and understand than 

I. Paul Johnston, "The single transferable vote in Alberta provincial elections?" 
paper presented to the annual meeting of the Arnerican Political Science Association. 
Chicago, 1992, 23. 
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the single member plurality syaem, wherber it is too difncult for voters and candidates to 

use is a matter for empincal research. The Alberta and Manitoba cases provide excellent 

oppominities to examine whether STV is workable m a North Amencan context. 

How STV works 

Before discussing the effects of STV, it is important to understand the procedures 

of voting and ballot counting used STV elections. Alberta and Manitoba used 

essentiafly the same procedures to count ballots; their eleaoral Iaws varied m only minor 

ways and those differences were usually mconsequentiaL STV fiinctions Merenth 

dependmg on whether it is bemg used in multi-member constituencies (the Hare system) 

or m Sngle-member constituencies (alternative voting or AV). The requirements for 

voters are the same in both single and multi member constituencies. Voters receive a 

ballot listing the candidates nominated in their constituency. They mua rank the 

candidates m order of preference, placing a "1" beside the name of the candidate they 

most prefer. a '4" beside the name of their second most peferred candidate. and so on 

dom the list of candidates. There is no requirement that voters rank all the candidates in 

the list; they are fiee to vote for as many or as few candidates as they wish. 

Voting d e s  can Vary according to the stnctness of the ballot marking procedures. 

The biggest problem m marking ballots under STV d e s  is how to handie situations 

where people vote for only one candidate, but do not use the Arabic numeral "1" as 

required under STV d e s .  The Alberta legislation regarding the markmg of ballots was 

very strict, requiring voters to use a "1" to mdicate at least one preference. Ifthey used an 

'X" to indicate a preference for only one candidate, retuming officers wodd reject their 

ballots? 1944 amendments loosened this d e  in single-member constituencies and 



permitted an 'X" to mdicate a preference for oniy one   an di date.^ In Edmonton and 

Calgary, however, the relatively stria ballot marking d e s  remained in effect throughout 

the period m which STV was in use. 

Manitoba's first STV legislation m 1920 was equaUy sûict m its ballot marking 

provisions, also requiring a "1" to be used to mark bailots.5 The amendments to the 

Election Act in 1924 which mtroduced STV to rural Manitoba softened the bdo t  

rnarking rules for the entire province by introducing a "saving clause:" "A ballot paper 

shd not be mvaüd mereiy because the voter, -out any apparent mtention of 

identification ... s h d  have marked his b d o t  with an X, or V, or -, or O, or other mark 

clearly indicatmg an mtent to vote for one only of the candidates." This allowed voters to 

'phunp," or vote for one candidate ushg the more traditional 'X" designation on their 

ballot. This provision remained in effect in Manitoba's election legislation throughout the 

period STV was in effect. 

After the polls close. the retu-g officers gather the ballots and be@ the process 

of counting. The d e s  used for counting ballots are Werent for single-member and mdti- 

member districts. Under AV, the retumhg officers son the ballots mto piles accordmg to 

&st preferences and couot them Eany candidate receives a rnajonty of the firn 

preferences, he or she is declared elected and no M e r  counting is necessary. i£ 

however, no one candidate receives a majority of the fia preferences, the candidate who 

r e c e ~ e d  the fewea fïrst preference votes is removed fiom the election and the ballots in 

his or her pile are trançferred to the piles of the other candidates according to the second 

preferences indicated by the voters. If some voters choose to vote for only one candidate 

Statutes ofAlberta, 1944, c. 22, S. 8. 

Stututes of Manitoba, 1920, c. 33, S. 15. 

Statutes ofManituba, 1923-24, c. 15, S. 7. 



and do not mark any subsequent preferences (a phenornenon known as 'plumpmg''), their 

ballots become "exhausted ballots" and are removed fkom counting. I$ after the second 

count, no candidate has received a majority of the ad active ballots, the next lowest 

candidate is dropped and his or ber ballots are redistnbuted until such a pomt that one 

candidate has received a majority of the dl active ballots. AV thus ensures than ans 

candidate who becomes elected had the nrppon of a majority of the voters m his or her 

constituency. 

Muhi-member constituencies using STV d e s  are counted differentiy than single- 

member constituencies. These conaituencies use the 'Tiare" system to determine election 

winners. Instead of a majority of votes, the Hare system requires candidates to achieve a 

cenain quota of votes in order to become elected. There are several possible quotas. 

inchidmg the Hare, Droop, and Imperiaii quotas. Moa STV synems, including Alberta 

and Manitoba, have used the Droop quota which is determined by d ~ d i n g  the total 

number of valid votes by the number of seats plus one. The remaining decimal fiaction is 
J 

dropped and one is added to the final result to determme the quota.' For example. in the 

1927 Manitoba general election, Winnipeg's voters c a a  50706 valid votes. These votes 

were Wded by eleven (the ten seats in the constituency plus one), leavine 4609.64 votes. 

The decimal remahder was dropped and one was added to the remit, leavhg a quota of 

46 10. Any tirne a candidate eamed this many votes either through first preferences or a 

combination of first preferences and transfers, she or he became elected. 

Afier the poils close, r e b g  officers sort the ballots mto parcels based on fira 

preferences and count them Any candidate who achieves the quota or more on the fit 

count is immediately elected. Starting with the candidate who received the moa votes. 

any surplus ballots above the quota go to the second choice candidates indicated on the 

7 Statutes of Manitoba, 1920, c. 33, Regulation 6; Statutes of Manitoba, 193 1. c. 
10, Reguiation 3; Statutes of Alberta, 1924, c. 34, Regdation 3. 



ballots. Once ail the surpluses have been transferred according to the subsequent 

preferences indicated on the ballots, the lowest candidate drops f?om contention and other 

candidates receive his or her bailots based on the next preferences mdicated on the ballots 

of the eliminated candidate. When any candidate achiwes the quota because of the 

transfer of other candidates7 ballots, he or she is eleaed and the surplus votes of that 

candidate go to other candidates. Mer thi$ the elinigiation of the candidates with the 

fewest votes continues. This process of transferring surpluses and dropping the lowen 

candidate untiî either the correct number of candidates has reached the quota (Le.. ten 

candidates m Wmnipeg fiom 1920- 1945) or untü there is only the requisite number of 

candidates rernaining, whether or not these candidates have achieved the quota. 

There are a few details about the transfer of bailots which are important to 

understand the way in which STV works. B d o t s  that are bemg transfmed always go to 

the next ''continuhg candidate," which both the Alberta and Manitoba legislatioo defined 

as any candidate 'hot elected and not exchded f?om the poli.'" This means that if in a 

bailot that is being transferred, a voter's next preference is for a candidate who is either 

elected or eiiminated, the ballot transfers instead to the next preference they indicated. 

For example, i f a  voter's baiiot is amderring fiom that voter's fïrst choice candidate and 

their second and third choice candidates have both already been elected or eliminated. the 

ballot would go to the voter's fourth choice candidate. 

Furthemore, ballots can become non-transferable one of two ways. The &a way 

is if voters do not mdicate any subsequent preferences on their bailots. If, for example. a 

voter indicates preferences for only three candidates, afker his or her ballot has passed 

through aU three candidates and the third candidate is about to  be elimmated, their baiiot 

becomes non-transferable because it does not mdicate a foiilth preference. Such ballots 

Statutes of Manitoba, 1920, c.  33, Regdation I(6); Starures of Alberta. 1924. c.  
34, Regdation l(6). 



are also known as "exhauaed ballots." The second way a ballot cm become non- 

transferable is through voter error. Alberta and Manitoba had identical regdations 

goveming voter e r r ~ r . ~  If a voter gives the same preference r a n h g  to two or more 

candidates (ie. rankmg four candidates 1, 2 , 3 ,  3), gives a candidate a preference that 

does not foiiow m numaical order (i-e. 1, 3, 4, 5 ) ,  or marks more than one figure by &e 

name of one candidate, the ballot wül become non-transferable. It is important to note 

that the ballot only becomes non-transferable at the point where the error occurred: these 

types of errors do not spoil the ballot and make the previous preferences invalid. 

The final important detail about the trausfer process is which particular ballots 

move fiom one candidate to another. This problem only arises m the case of a surplus 

because m the case of the eiimination of a candidate, all of that candidate's balIots are 

transferred according to subsequent preferences. In a surplus, however. the renirning 

officers need d e s  to determine which bailots they should transfer to subsequent 

candidates as the nirplus. The procedure worked slightly differently dependmg on 

whether the candidate just elected won on fkst preference votes alone or whether the) 

used any transferred ballots. ifthe candidate just elected and fiom whom votes are about 

to be transferred won on first preference votes alone, then returning officers divide al1 of 

the ballots in his or her parce1 into sub-parcels according to the next preference. ifthe 

candidate from whom votes are about to be transferred received some of his or her votes 

a s  pan of a transfer, only the ballots received in the laa transfer go mto sub-parcels based 

on the next preferences indicated on the ballots. Io either case, the retuming officers 

count the ballots in each sub-parcel as welî as the ballots that are non-tramferable. Ifthe 

number of transferable bailots is equal to or less thau the surplus, the retuming officers 

transfer ail of the ballots to according to the next preferences. Ifthe number of 

Statutes ofManztoba. 1920, c. 33. Regulations 8 and 9; Statutes of Alberta, 
1924, c. 34, Regulations 8 and 9. 



transferable papers is greater than the surplus. however. it is necessary to choose which 

particular ballots to transfer. The idea is to transfer ballots in proportion to the nea  

preferences mdicated on the ballot. The number of papers nom each sub-parcel is 

determined by multiplyhg the number of ballots m the sub-parcel by the surplus and then 

dividmg that total by the total number of transferable ballots. For example. if on a 6.m 

count, a candidate eamed 6,000 votes and the quota was 4,000. retuming officers would 

examine al1 6,000 ballots to determine what proportions to transfer according to 

subsequent preferences. E4,500 of the people who mdicated that candidate A was their 

first preference indicated that candidate B was their second preference. then those 1.500 

votes wodd be muhiplied by 2,000 (the size of the surphis) and that number wodd be 

divided by 6,000 (the total number of transferable ballots) to yield 1,500. If 1.200 people 

indicated that C was their second choice. returning otlicers would perform the same 

calculation to detennine that 400 ofthose 1.200 ballots would go to candidate C. Ifthe 

remaining 300 voters indicated that candidate D was their second choice. then 100 of 

hose ballots would go to candidate D. Retuming officers choose the panicular ballots to 

transfer randomly fkom the sub-parcels. In this way. the transfer of surpluses is always in 

proportion to the nea  preferences indicated on the ballot. There remains a tioy randoiii 

element. however. in the choice of which particular ballots are transferred. 

The general practice of the Hare system is to dianiute surpluses before 

eiimmatmg candidates fiom contention and to distnîute each candidate's surplus ballots. 

There were situations m wfüch the legislation permitted retuming officers in both Albena 

and ManÏtoba to deviate fkom this d e .  If a candidate's surplus along with any other 

untransfered surplus was less than the ciifference in votes between the two lowea 

continuhg candidates, the retuming oficer could choose not to transfer the ballots. ï h e  

retuming officers could also combine the votes of eliminated candidates and transfer them 



together ifthe vote total of any one of them was less than the dflerence between the tuo 

lowea contmuing candidates. I o  

Througb these complicated transfers of surpluses and the ballots of eliminated 

candidates, the Hare system tries to guarantee that each candidate elected wiU have the 

suppon of a segment of the electorate. One way to understand the principle behmd the 

Hare system is to see an election as takmg place m a building with a large hallway and a 

room for each candidate. The Hare system tries to Bl one room for each elected 

candidate. As voters enter the building, they pass through a turnstile while counts them. 

Each voter then enters the room to indicate their support for the candidate they would 

moa Wre to see elected. Each room contains a number of chairs equal to the quota 

needed for that candidate to become elected. û n c e  al1 the chairs are fÙlL the candidate is 

elected and electioo officiais place a 'W" sign on the door to the room M e r  the initial 

movement of voters to rooms, there will be some rooms which wiU have more voters thau 

chairs. Starting with the most fidl room the extra voters go back into the haliway and 

enter the room of their second most preferred candidate. ûnce al1 the rooms contain only 

sitting voters (i.e.. no room contains more voters than chairs). we begin to shut doun 

rooms. We empty the room with the fewen voters. place a "closed" sign on the door. and 

asli those voters to choose a new room They may not enter any room which has a .-full" 

or a "closed" sign on the door. We continue to close rooms down until we are lefi uith a 

number of full rooms equal to the number of candidates we wish to elect. 

While the Hare system and the alternative vote m e r  m outcomes, witb the Hare 

syaem functioning like a srjtem of proportional representation and AV functioning as a 

majorharian electoral system, clearly both are variants of a single principle: the single 

transferable vote. As Johnston points out, both syaems use ordinal rankings of candidates 

I o  Statures of Manitoba, 1 920, c. 33, Regulation 8(S Xc), Regulation 9(2): Stumtes 
of Alberta. 1924, c. 34, Regulation S(5 Md), Regulation 6(2). 



and trançfer ballots b e ~ e e n  candidates accordmg to the r e d t s  of previous counts. 1 

Indeed. the only difference between AV and the Hare syaem from a process point of \ ieu  

is the district magnitude. Under AV, the district mapitude is equal to one: the quota is 

equd to the number of valid votes divided by two (one seat plus one), discarhg the 

decimal remainder and addmg one. This is the formula for majority support (50% plus 

one) which is what AV tries to achieve. Smce only one candidate is elected under AV. 

distributmg surpluses is unnecessary. Thus STV and AV are mechanically identicaL 

ahhough they dXer m their outcornes and polaical implications. 

Quotas: The Threshold of Representation 

Having laid out the procedures by which STV determines electoral winners. we 

can now tum to some of the mechanics involved m an STV election. The first, and in a 

sense primary. consideration is the size of the quota. Quotas are important because the?. 

determine the threshold of votes that a candidate has to achieve m order to become 

elected. Tables 2 and 3 show the quotas used m each eleaion m Edmonton. Calgary. and 

Winnipeg during the period m wbch STV was m effect. As can be seen £tom Tables 2 and 

3. the populations of Winnipeg, Edmonton. and Calgary grew aeadily during this period 

as demonarated by the mcrease in the total number of valid votes. The quotas. too. 

increased neadiiy as the number of seats per district either remained constant or increased 

at a level Iess than the growth in population. 

An important consideration in studying the quotas in use in an STV election is the 

number of candidates elected with a partial quota. As discussed above. ballots c m  

become non-transferable ifvoters mdicated no M e r  preferences or if they number their 

ballots incorrectly. As a result of these ballots dropping out of the count, candidates can 

eady  be elected with partial quotas. Tables 2 and 3 show that this phenornenon was quite 

Johnst on. 4. 



Table 2 

Quotas in Edmonton and Calgary, 1926-1955 

year 
1926 

1930 

1935 

1940 

constituency 
Calgary 
Edmonton 

Calgary 

1944 

Edmonton 
Calgary 
Edmonton 

Calgary 

1948 

Source: Adapted fiom Johnnon. 24. 

total 
valid votes 

19737 
18154 
24417 

Edmonton 
Calgary 

1952 

1955 

common in both Alberta and Manitoba. Except in the connituency of Winnipeg South in 

both the 1949 and 1953 elections. al1 conaituencies elected at least one member with a 

partial quota. It was not uncornmon for up to 50% of the candidates to win in rhis 

fashion. As Johnston notes, the partial quota is significant froom an electoral perspective 

because it represents a lowering of the thresholci of representation. l 2  ln a sigdicant 

number of cases, candidates who receive fewer votes than the quota can become elected. 

thus m a h g  it easier for candidates fiorn smaller parties to eam representation in the 

legisiature. 

21 189 
41 193 
37267 
459 14 

Edmonton 
Calgary 

l2 Johnston, 28. 

disîrict 
magnitude 

5 
5 
6 

43743 
39309 

Edmonton 

Calgary 
Edmonton 
Calgary 
Edmonton 

6 
6 
6 
5 

37834 
39101 

quota 
3290 
3026 
3489 

5 
5 

46150 
4 1673 
52039 
62494 
76544 

# elected by 
partial quota 

2 
2 
1 

3027 
5885 
5324 
7653 

5 
5 

3 
1 
3 
1 

729 1 
6552 

5 
6 
7 
6 
7 

3 
1 

6306 
65 17 

2 
3 

7692 
5954 
6505 
8928 
9269 

1 
1 
3 
3 - 
3 



Table 3 

Quotas in Winnipeg constituencies, 1920- 1953 

I 
- - -  1 total 1 district 1 1 # elected by 

year 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 

constituency 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 

1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 

Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 

1953 

* - adjusted from officia1 count sheet to eliminate excess counts. 

vaüd votes 
47427 
44328 

Wmnipeg 
Winnipeg 
W'mnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Centre 
Winnipeg North 

Winnipeg North 
Winnipeg South 

Candidacies 

50706 
7699 1 

Winnipeg South 
Winnipeg 
Centre 

The next question to be considered is the nurnber of candidates attracted to the 

magnitude 
10 
10 

79344 
58682 
79433 
20555 

24580 

21613 
29128 

conteas held under S N  in Alberta and Manitoba. Did the adoption STV lead to a 

- 

10 
10 

27607 
20573 

multiplication of the nurnber of candidates contesting elections? It is possible that the 

quota 
43 12 
4030 

10 
10 
10 
4 

4 

4 
4 

lowered thresholds of representation afforded by the Hare system would provide an 

partial quota 
3 
3 

- 

46 l0 
7000 

4 
4 

mcentive for more candidates to contest elections because of the increased Iikelihood of a 

- 7* 
4 

7214 
5335 
7222 
41 12 

4917 

4323 
5826 

successful outcome. The evidence from the three cities in which the Hare syaem was 

- -  - - 

3* 
5* 

1 
1 

2 
5522 
41 15 

- 3 

O 

used does not support this expectation. however, as Tables 4 through 6 reveal. In 

O 
1 

Winnipeg (Table 4), the adoption of STV in 1920 did seem to lead to a dramatic increase 

m the number of candidates contesthg elections In 19 15, an average of 2.5 candidates 

contested each seat, a result typical of the pre-STV period. In 1920. the number of 



candidates contesting each seat jumped to 4.1. This increase in the number of candidates 

is a temporary aberration, however, as by the tirne the 1927 election came along. the 

average number of candidates had renimed to the pre-STV n o m .  

Table 4 

Number of candidates in Winnipeg, 1899-1966 

- 
Year 

- 
1899 
1903 
1907 
1910 
1914 
1915 - 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1949 
1953 - 
1958 
1959 
1962 
1966 - 

- 
Seats 

- 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
6 - 
10 
1 O 
10 
10 
1 O 
10 
10 
12 
12 - 
12 
12 
12 
12 - 

# of candidates # cands 
/seat 

- 
# inds 

- 
O 
2 
O 
O 
1 
2 - 
12 
5 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
5 
5 - 
3 
O 
2 
O - 

- 
# inds 
/seat 
O 
0.67 
O 
O 
0.17 
0.33 
1.2 
O. 5 
O. 3 
0.3 
o. 1 
O. 3 
o. 1 
O. 42 
O. 42 - 
0.25 
O 
O. 17 
O - 

# inds/ 
# cands 

The evidence fiorn Edmonton (Table 5) and Calgary (Table 6) iends further 

credence to the assertion that STV did not have a &&cant impact on the number of 

candidates cont eaing elections. There was considerable fluctuation in the average number 

of candidates contesting each seat throughout the STV period, but for mon elections. 



each seat m Edmonton and Calgary was contested by between three and four candidates. 

The elhination of STV after the 1955 election did not result in any decrease in the 

average number of  candidates conteshg each seat - the number of candidates in each 

city remahed about four. There is thus litt1e evidence that the Hare syaem had any 

independent effect on the number of candidates contesthg elections in the major cities of 

Alberta and Manitoba. 

Table 5 

Number of Candidates, Edmonton, 1905-1 967 

- 
Year 

- 
1905 
1909 
1913 
1521 
1926 
1930 
193 5 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1959 
1963 
1967 - 

Source. See Appendix A. 

In the rural areas, which used the single-member variant of STV, alternative 

voàng, there is also little evidence of an eleaoral system effect on the number of 



candidates. Tables 7 and 8 show the number of candidates contesthg elections in 

Manitoba and Aiberta, respectively. Manitoba shows a slight jump in the elections 

Table 6 

Number of Candidates, Calgary, 1905-1967 

- 
Year 

- 
1905 
1909 
1913 
1921 - 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1959 
1963 
1967 

- 
Seats 

- 
1 
2 
3 
5 

# of candidates 
- 
Total 

- 
3 
5 
7 

20 - 
1 1  
13 
20 
14 
19 
22 
25 
23 - 
27 
33  
36 - 

# cands 
/seat 
3 
2.5 
2.33 
4 

- 
# inds 

- 
1 
O 
O 
6 - 
2 
3 
2 
1 
O 
5 
1 
3 
h - 
O 
2 
O - 

- 
# inds 
/scat - 
1 
O 
O 
1.2 - 
0.4 
O. 5 
0.33 
O. 2 
O 
1 
O. 17 
0.33 
O 
0.25 
O 

# inds/ 
# cands 
0.33 
O 
O 

0.3 
0.18 
O. 23 
o. 1 
O. O7 
O 

O. 23 
0.04 
0 09 

conducted under AV d e s  ( 1927- 1953). In the pre-AV elections, an average of 2.14 

candidates conteaed each of Manitoba's mal seats. In the AV period, 2.46 candidates 

conteaed each seat on average. That number would likely be somewhat higher if it rvere 

not for the large number of acclamations in the 194 L and 1945 provincial elections. While 

it is temptmg to conclude that AV mcreased the number of candidates, it is important to 

note that the average number of candidates continued to mcrease m the period after the 

use of AV. An average of 3-02 candidates conteaed each seat in the penod fiom 1958 to 



1966. The increase in the number of candidacies under AV in Manitoba thus appears to 

be pan of a general trend towards mcreased competitiveness in Manitoba's pany syaem. 

Table 7 

Number of Candidates in Rural Manitoba, 1899-1966 

Year Seats # 
Act 

J i  

1899 37 

of candidates 
- 
Total 

- 
77 
80 
73 
75 
87 
85 
1 O7 
108 - 
130 
118 
114 
83 
105 
84 
140 
140 
126 
131 
147 - 

# inds # inds 
/seat - 
o. 22 
0.24 
O 
0.05 
0.02 
O. O7 
O. 3 3 
0.29 
0.27 
0.24 
O. 1 1 
O. 27 
0.3 1 
0.22 
0.27 
0.09 
O. 07 
O 02 
O - 

# inds/ 
# cands 

O 10 
0 1 1  
O 

O O 3  
0 O 1  
0.04 
O 14 
O 12 
0.09 
O 09 
O 04 
O 14 

O 03 
O 13 
O 09 
O O3 
O 02 
O 01 
O 

* - includes St. Boniface. which was a two-member constituency in 1949 and 1953 

Source: See Appendix A. 

The situation m rural Aiberta confinns the experience of Manitoba with alternative 

voting. In the pre-AV period, an average of 2.18 candidates conteaed each rural seat. b 

the period in which AV was m use, an average of 2-92 candidates rao in each seat. This 



increase seems to be part of a trend throughout these eady years of Alberta's histoq as 

the post AV penod saw an average of 3 -3 1 candidates per seat. There is therefore little 

evidence in either province for an electoral system effkct on the number of candidates 

contesting elections. 

Table 8 

Number of Candidates in Rutal Alberta, 19054967 

- 
Total 

- 
5 1 
73 
118 
1 1 1  - 
154 
112 
2 93 
132 
145 
135 
129 
140 
153 
153 
153 - 

- -- 

# inds/ 
# cands 
0.12 
o. 10 
o. 12 
0.08 

* - indudes Medicine Hat, which was a two-member constituency in 192 1 and 1926. 

Source: See Appendix A. 

One of the attractions of STV for its supporters is its strong focus on candidates. 

Voters have extraordinary flexibility in whether they want to support candidates in one 

party or whether they wish to split their preferences among candidates in different parties. 

Votas can also choose to suppon independent candidates without fear of wasting their 

votes. ifvotm support an independent candidate and that candidate is no longer in 



contention. they can transfer their ballots to their next preferences. Voters have littlr tieed 

to engage in strategic or " i n ~ c e r e "  votmg. With the disincentives for vothg for 

independent candidates removed, it is possiile that STV might encourage more 

mdependent candidates to seek eledon. 

The evidence nom Winnipeg (Table 4) seems to proide some evidence for this 

phenornenon. The first election ushg the Hare system 1920, saw the highea number of 

mdependent candidates m Winnipeg for the period under consideration. An average of 1 .Z 

independent candidates conteaed each seat m Winnipeg and almoa 30% of ail the 

candidates in that election were independents. The numbers of independent candidates 

dropped significantly after that election. however. and fluctuated considerably until the 

1949 and 1953 elections which also saw relatively large number of mdependents. A look 

at Edmonton (Table 5) and Calgary (Table 6) quickly dispels any idea that STV might be 

the reason for the increase. however. The adoption of the Hare system in the 1926 

election did not r e d t  in increased numbers of independents for either city. in fact. the 

biggea jump in the number of independent candidates came in the 192 1 election results 

where both cities saw dramatic increases in the number of independent candidacies. This 

raises the possibility that there is an electoral system effect on the oumber of candidates. 

but that it is associated wïth the district magnitude, rather than the electoral formula. The 

192 1 election in Alberta and the 1920 election in Manitoba saw the fïrst use of large 

rnulti-member districts m the major cities. Winnipeg used the Hare system while 

Edmonton and Calgary used the plurality formula. It is possible that the initial use of 

multi-member conaituencies creates an initial wave of enthusiasm on the pan of 

independent candidates who perceive that their chances will be better under the new 

electoral regime. An alternative explanation, however, is that the increase in the number 

of mdependent candidacies in the 192 1 and 1920 elections in Alberta and Manitoba may 

have more to do wiîh the changes in the party systems of both provinces. The 192 1 



provincial election in Albena marked the beginning of the second of Alberta's four pany 

systems and the emergence of the United Farmers of Alberta (UFA). Despite the Liberal 

victory in Manitoba m 1920, that election marked the begiming of the end of the 

traditional Conservative-Liberal two-party syst em l Furthemore, both provincial 

elections in 1920 and 1921 were the £ira provinciai elections afier the Winnipeg Geoeral 

Strike and the considerable labour unrest m this period m western Canada appears to have 

spilled over mto the electoral arena. Most of the independent candidates in Edmonton and 

Calgary m 192 1 described themsehtes as "Independent Labour" candidates. 

The experience of Alberta and Manitoba with STV does not seem to Iend support 

to the idea that STV has a dramatic impact on the number of candidates ninninp. The 

Hare qstem in the major cities did not attract significantly large numbers of candidates. 

despite the prospect of lowered thresholds of representation. The alternative vote ?stem 

used m the rural areas ako did not appreciably increase the number of candidates. Any 

fluctuations in the number of candidates seemed to have more to do with changes in the 

p a l  system and issues that rose and feu. 

ln the rural areas. the number of candidates was always at workable levels. OnIy 

rarely did more than four candidates contea a seat. Asking voters to r a d  a small ciumber 

of candidates such as that is not a significant problem In the larger urban areas. there are 

only a few cases where the ballot may have been prohibitively large. For the moa pan. 

Edmonton and Calgary's ballots only Listed around twenty candidates. Edmonton's bailot 

was generally larger than Calgary's and the number of candidates grew to 29 and 30 in 

the 1952 and 1955 eiections. In Winnipeg, with its very large district mgnitude of ten. 

the number of candidates twice reacbed very high levels. In 1920 and 1922, the ballot 

listed over forty candidates which is a very large number for voters to consider. Voters. 

l 3  See Appendices B and C. 



however. did not have to lia preferences for aiI of the candidates. Fuxthennore. the 

renirning officers were able to print candidates' names on the ballot in colour according 

to their party afEliations to help voters sort out wfüch candidates they wished to support. 

a provkion used m the 1920 e l e c t i ~ n . ~ ~  While the number of candidates in Winnipeg thus 

approached lweis which d g h t  be unworkable, there are other provisions of electoral law 

which codd make the process feasiile and understandable for Winnipeg voters. 

Number of counts 

One of the considerations in STV elections is the number of counts needed to 

determine the successfd candidates in the eIection. The amount of tirne and effort needed 

to detemine a viaor is a fiequent cnticism of STV procedures. Although this point is 

somewhat moot in an age of computers. it is worth considering the number of counts 

required to detemine election winners in Manitoba and Alberta. 

Tables 9 and 10 contain ioformation about the number of counts required to 

determine the election outcomes in the three major cities as weU as the number ci  

candidates elected on the f m t  count. There is considerable variation in the number of 

counts required to  determine a victor. It is quite clear that the district magnitude is not the 

factor in determining the number of counts. Over the seven elections where Winnipeg uas  

a single. ten-member district, the number of counts ranged £iom 15 to 37. There is. 

however. a strong relationship between the number of candidates contesting the seats in a 

district and the number of counts required to d e t e d e  the *ers. The relationship is 

quite linear as can be seen m Figure 1. The best-fit line for Figure I intercepts the x-axis 

(the number of candidates) at 1.45 and the slope is 0.909. This is very close to a one-to- 

one relationship. Edmonton and Calgary display a particuiarIy strong linear pattern. while 

the results fiom Winnipeg show considerably more variabdity. There may be more 

- - -  

1" Winnipeg Free Press, 24 June 1 920, 7. 
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Year 

Table 9 

Number of counts required, Alberta cities, 1926-1955 

caFdida tes 
Calgary 

elected on 
# of 

candidates 

11 
13 
20 
14 
19 
22 
25 
23 

fmt count 
1 
2 

# of 
counts 

9 
10 
18 
12 
17 
19 
22 
2 1 

Edmonton 
# of 

candidates 
n of 

counts 

Source: Adapted fiom Johnson, p. 24. 

Table 10 

Number of counts required, Winnipeg, 1920-1953 

candida tes 
elected on 
fust count 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 

Year 1 Constituency 1 number of 1 number of 1 elected on 

* - adjusted f?om officiai count sheet to remove excess counts. 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1 949 

1953 

Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Wjnnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg Centre 
Winnipeg North 
Winnipeg South 
W i e g  Centre 
Winnipeg North 
Wmnipeg South 

candida tes 
4 1 
43 
25 
29 
2 1 
27 
20 
9 
12 
7 
14 
11 
9 

counts 
37 
37 

21* 
24 
16* 
20' 
15 
8 
8 
5 
1 O 
8 
7 

fust count 
O 7 

- 7 

- 3 

O 7 

1 
- 7 

4 
- 7 

1 
3 
O 
1 
2 



volatility m the relationship between the nurnber of candidates and the number of counrs 

in a district with a large district magnitude such as was found in Wmnipeg. 

Figure 1 

Relationship between number of counts and number of candidates 

.- - - 

--- 

O 5 1 O 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Candidates 

-- -- 

e Calgary 
0 Edmonton 

a Winnipeg 
- 

It is not surpismg that this arong relationship between the number of couots and 

the number of candidates exins as each count represents the transfer of surplus votes or 

the votes of elimmated candidates. This close relationship is panly a function of the fact 

that only very few candidates win on the fia count. As Tables 9 and 10 show. only rarely 

did a significant propoxtion of the candidates win on the £ k t  count m these elections. On 

average, 1.55 candidates were elected on the fint count, a number very close to the s- 

intercept of the best-fit line for Figure 1 .  



In the w a l  areas. in most cases. muhiple counts were not necessary to elect 

candidates. Table 1 1 reports the nurnber of constituencies requiring multiple counts. h 

Alberta, only 26% of the rural seats needed multiple counts to determine a winner. h 

Manitoba, 30% of the seats required multiple counts. In mon cases, then. the alternative 

vote sysiem functioned as a plurality system with only one count m single member 

districts. In the majority of cases in Alberta and Manitoba. one candidate won a majority 

of the vote on the first count. making fiuther counts unnecessary. 

Table 1 1 

Multiple counts in rural constituencies, Alberta and Manitoba 

Year 
Alberta 

Needed Seats 
5 1 16 31.4% 1927 

Manitoba 
Sea ts 

- .- 

Second 
Counts 
Needed 

2nd Cnts 
as O h  of 
Seats 
36.0'0 
-9 - 0  
33.3  'O 

37.7'!0 
8.9'0 
23.49'0 
7. oO/o 

53.5O.o 

*-excludes St. Boniface 
Source: Alberta data adapted and calculated fiom Johnaon. p. 25; For Manitoba data. 
see Appendk A. 

in the large urban centres, then, the Hare system fiequently resulted in a large 

number of counts. The firn two elections in Winnipeg saw 37 counts each and three other 

elections required over 20 counts to determine the victors. Two elections in Calgary and 

three in Edmonton required over 20 counts, culminating in a high of 27 couots in the l a s  



two elections in Edmonton. The number of counts is directly a function of the number of 

candidates in these syaems. In the m a l  areas. multiple counts were not necessary mosi of 

the time and the AV system usudy functioned iike the single member pluraiity system. 

Voter turnout 

Voter niniout is an important concem of students of electoral systems. 

Comparative studies of electoral syRem effects show that nations that use proportional 

representation typically have higher rates of voter turnout than polities using the single 

member phirality systern Blais and Carty suggest three reasons why this might be the 

case. Fin. the better correspondence of seats and votes is supposed to make voters feel 

their votes matter. encouraging them to turn out and vote. Second. PR'S multi-member 

districts lead to more cornpetitive elections and wiU lead panies to campaigu more widely. 

thus encouraging greater turnout. Third, PR is associated with larger numbers of parties. 

mcreasing the likelihood that voters will h d  parties with which they can agree. l 5  These 

effects al1 suggea that PR should lead to higher voter tumout. 

This effect is offset by the tendency of voters in Alberta and Manitoba to Ray 

home. Alberta has had low tumout rates in both federal and provincial elections. 

reflecting both the lack of cornpetition in the province's Party system and basic tenets of- 

the province's political culture which accept authorharian. one-party govemment. "' 

Manitoba also has had medium to low voter tumout.17 although not as low a s  Albena 

which ranks at the bottom of provincial election turnout. 

l 5  Andre Blais and RK Carty, 'Does proportional representation foaer voter 
îumout?" European JmrnaI ofPo~zticd Research 1 8 ( 1 990): 167. 

l 6  Rand Dyck, Provincial Politics in Cam&, 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: Rentice- 
Hall, 1 W6), 5 10. 

l7 Dyck, 382. 



Figure 2 shows the trend of voter turnout in Alberta over tirne fiom 1926 to 1967. 

Unfominately, there are o d y  spotty records of voter turnout for the 192 1 election and no 

consistent records for the period before that, so we are unable to compare the period 

before the adoption of PR to the period m which STV was in use. Interestingly. rural 

turnout is higher than urban tumout in every election except for 1940 and Edmonton 

Figure 2 

Voter Turnout in Alberta, 1926-1967 

i 
- 

Calgary 

- 4 - Edmonton 
- - C - Rural - - - - - . . . - - - 

1 926 1936 1 946 1 956 1 966 

Year 

and Calgary have very similar -out patterns. It does not appear that STV hcreased 

voter tumoui, as it fluctuates within the same range in the period in which Alberta went 

back to the plurality d e  (1959- 1967). Tumout does not seem appreciably higher in either 

rural or urbm Alberta during the STV period. The fluctuations in voter turnout seem to 

have more to do with the Logic of party competition and changes in the party -stem The 



higher turnout m 1935 and 1940 is associated with the transition fiom the UFA to the 

Social Credit dominated party synem and the increase in 1967 marks the beginning of the 

shift away fiom Social Credit to the RogressÎve Conservative dominated party syaem. 

The increase in 1955 is associated with a breakthrough for the opposition Liberals who 

saw th& share of the vote jump to 3 1 % fiom 22% in 1952. It is mterestmg that the 

increases m voter meut were more pronounced in the urban areas than in the rural 

areas, repreçenting the urban roots of the SM away fiom Social Credit. 

Because of better data for the period before STV was adopteci, Manitoba 

represents a better test of the hypothesis that more proportional electoral systerns lead to 

hi@er voter tumout. Figure 3 shows the hiaorical trend in voter turnout in Manitoba 

f+om 1899- 1966. In rural Manitoba, the elections conducted under AV d e s  do not show 

much of an electoral system effect. The 1927 election's voter tumout was very close to 

that of the previous two elections. There is a bnefjump in voter twnout in 1932. but tliis 

may reflect a brief surge of interest in new parties arising because of the Depression rather 

than the electoral system. By the 1940 election, voter tumout had returned to a le\.el 

slightly below its previous levels. It aayed at that leveL increasing slightly for the 1953 

election. In Winnipeg, the penod pnor to the adoption of STV ( 189% 19 15) had very hidi 

voter nirnout. In the period in which the Hare syaem was in use ( 1 922- 1 95 3 ). tumout 

remained relatively hi& for a few elections and then began a neep deciine. Ln the pon- 

STV penoci m Winnipeg ( 1 95 8- l966), voter tumout slowly increased. If anything. the 

evidence fiom Manitoba would lead us to cùnclude that STV leads to laver voter 

tunout. not higher turnout as hypothesized. It is more iikely, however. that. as in Aibena. 

the trends in voter hunout are due more to the character of Manitoba's party syaem and 

politics in the province rather thao electoral system eEects. The decline in voter tumout 

d e r  1927 likely refiects voter response to the nse of coalition politics in Manitoba and 

the lack of genuine party competition in this period. For voters, the sheer dominance of 



the Liberal-Progressive coaliuon meant that it made iittle merence to voters who the' 

picked or whether they even voted. The fàct that turnout bottoms out in both Winnipes 

and rural areas in 1941, the election m whkh the Conservathes, Social Credit. and CCF 

ail joined in the coalition, provides M e r  evidence for this exphnation. The large number 

of acclamations in that election and m 1949 (see Table 7) is also evidence of the lack of 

competitiveness m the Manitoba party system in the Progressive era. 

Figure 3 

Voter Turnout in Manitoba, 18994966 

Year 

The evidence on voter turnout suggeas that the adoption of STV did not usher in 

a new era of iniproved political participation in either Manitoba or Albexta. uideed. the 

overwhelming evidence m both cases is that the change in electoral system did not have 

any significant effect on voter tumout. There is no evidence that the better 

correspondence of seats and votes encouraged more people to show up and vote. The 



experience of Alberta and Manitoba does not invalidate the argument that PR leads to 

higher tumout. Two of the three reasons cited above as to why voters are more likely to 

vote in PR elections focus on the increased competitiveness of the party syaems. If the 

adoption of STV did not lead to subaantialiy more competitive party syaems. we should 

not expea it to increase voter tumout either. The evidence from Alberta and Manitoba 

strongly suggests that the mon important factor in voter tumout is the shape of the Party 

system and the shifts m the competitive positions of the various parties. To the extent that 

PR might play a role in the nature of party cornpetition and those shifts. it cm be a factor 

in encouragbg greater voter participation in elections. 

Spoiled ballots 

The question of spoiled ballots is of special importance. While there is aiways 

some level ofbailot spoilage. either as a deliberate act of protest or through voter error. a 

high nurnber of spoiled ballots cm si@ a problem in electoral law. If an electoral 

system proves to j e  too complex and uuworkable for voters. it may result in large 

numbers of spoiled ballots. As discussed above. STV places greater demands on vorers 

than does the single-member plurality systern It is reasonable to expect that STV ma' 

have resulted in a higher level of ballot spoilage than was the case under the plurality 

syst em. 

When examining the rate of ballot spoilage in Alberta (Table 12), it is clear that 

STV resulted in higher levels of spoiled bailots than was the case under the plurality 

system In the penod in which STV was in use, an average of W?O voters in Calgary 

spoiled theù ballots. Eimontonians had even greater ditnculty with STV as almost one in 

rwenty (4.8%) of voters spoiied their ballots. Rural voters also seemed to have difEculty 

with preferential balloting, as they averaged a bailot spoilage rate of 4.6%. The dif5erence 

between Calgary and the rest of the province may be due to the fact that Calgary also 

used STV at the municipal level. Voters in Calgary may have been more f d a r  with the 



requirements of the systern and less apt to be confused by the different requirement s of 

elections at different levels of govenunent. Nwertheless, the number of spoiled ballots 

was quite high across the province in the period m which STV was m effect. 

Table 12 

Rate of Baiiot Spoilage in Alberta (%), 1926 - 1967 

Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1959 
1963 
1967 

Calgary 
3.7% 
3.7% 
3.1% 
1.7% 
3.7% 
6.2% 
3.9% 
3.4% 
0.3% 
0.2% 
O. 6% 

Edmonton 
4.0% 
4.1% 
3.2% 
2.7% 
5.5% 
2.4% 
9.1% 
7.6% 
0.4% 
0.5% 
0.6% 

Rural 

Source: Johnston, pp. 24-25: see Appendix A. 

The contras with the period when Alberta reverted to the plurality rule is srriking. 

ln Calgary. an average of 0.4% spoiled their ballots in each of three plurality eiections 

considered here. In Edmonton, 0.5% spoiled their ballots, while 0.4% of rural voters did 

so. The ciramatic drop in the rate of ballot spoilage after the province moved back to the 

plurality d e  is clear evidence that STV proved to cause difficulties for voters in the 

province of Alberta. Johnston argues, however, that ii wodd be wrong to anniute the 

entire ballot spoilage to STV procedures as there is considerable variation in the rate of 

spoilage m different elections. He argues that we wodd expect high tunout to be 

associated with higher rates of ballot spoilage because of increased participation by 

people who did not usually vote and thus were unfamiliar with STV voting procedures. 

The two elections with the highest voter turnout, 1935 and 1940, both had lower than 



average rates of ballot ~ p o i l a g e . ~ ~  It would be wrong. then. to blame S N  for al1 of the 

ballot spoilage found m this period. 

Manitoba (Table 13) provides an interestkg contras with Alberta because it does 

not have the same high rates of bdot  spoilage. There are limitations to the ballot spoilage 

data nom Manitoba, as the figures are ody av;iilable fkom 1 936. In Winnipeg? voters 

spoiled an average of 1.6% of ballots while the Hare system was in use and an average of 

1% of the ballots after Manitoba went bacli to the plurality system. The ironic thmg about 

the Manitoba rates is that Winnipeg, which used the Hare system often had lower rates of 

bailot spoilage than did the rurai areas which used alternative voting and had fewer 

candidates. M e r  the return to the plurality system, the rural areas had lower levels of 

rejected ballots. The differences between STV and the plurality system are relatively 

modest, but there is aiU some evidence that STV led to higher rates of spoiled ballots. 

Table 13 

Rate of Ballot Spoilage in Manitoba ( O h ) .  1936-1966 

Year Winnipeg 
1.8% 
1.7% 
ma. 
1 .O% 
1 .7V0 
O. 9% 
1.10io 

1.3% 
O. 8% 

Rural 
2.3 '/O 
1.6?/0 
1 .j00 
1.590 
2. 1010 
0.6% 
O. ~ O / O  
O. 8?/0 
o. 5 O/o 

Note: The data for Winnipeg, 1945 are unavailable 



The mteresting thing about the comparative experience of these two provinces is 

how much more pronounced the effect of SW on the rate of ballot spoilage is in Albena 

than m Manitoba. This is especially mteresting as elections m Calgary and Edmonton 

tended to have fewer candidates than did elections m Wmnipeg with its larger district 

magnitude. One would expea that Wmnipeg would have higher levels of ballot spoilage. 

The ditfierence between the two provinces is not due to the fact the data for Winnipeg do 

not extend back to the period in which STV was fira used and when voters were learning 

to use the systern and presumably were more prone to error. In fàct, the highest 

mcidences of ballot spoilage in Alberta came in the last three elections usEg STV. 

Calgary recorded 6.2% ballot spoilage m 1948; Edmontonians spoiled 7.6O9 of their 

ballots in 1955 and a whopping 9.2% m 1952. Clearly, Albenans had more of a problem 

with spoiled ballots than did Manitobans. 

The source of the ciifference m the experience of the two provinces seems to lie in 

the more restrictive baUot markmg provisions of Alberta's election legislation. As 

discussed above. Alberta required voters to mark their ballots with a -'l." even if the' 

intended to vote for only one candidate. Retuming officers considered any ballot rnarked 

with an 'X" as spoiled. Manitoba's election law was considerably more lenient and 

innruaed returning officers to count ballots if they clearly indicated a desire to vote for 

only one candidate (plumpmg), even if they did so with a mark other than "1 ." This is an 

instructive case of how more subtle aspects of electoral law such as ballot markhg 

provisions can have a greater impact on significant aspects of electoral practice than more 

studied factors such as electoral formulae or district magnitude. 

There is one other way m which STV ballots might nave been "'spoiled." I f a  voter 

mistakenly gives the same preference order to more than one candidate or @es a 

candidate a preference that does not foilow m numerical order, their ballot would be non- 

transferable and would not pass on to the appropriate candidate. These are both easy 



rnistakes to make, especiaily in cases where ballots typically have lias of candidates over 

20 names long and as high as 43 m Winnipeg m 1922. I f a  voter had a preference for a 

candidate and due to the bailot markmg provisions of the electoral law. this preference 

could not be taken into account, this does represent a form of ballot spoilage. 

Uofortunately, we have no way to determine how many voters fell victim to this particular 

problem as the election records combine these ballots with other non-tramferable votes. 

The most common source of non-tranderable ballots would be those voters who declined 

to list a full set of preferences and whose ballots were not needed or could not be used by 

any of the candidates remaining. While this would represent a problem for STV voting 

procedures, it is a relatively minor one as at leaa some of that voter's preferences wouid 

be recorded and play a role in the election outcome. This phenornenon does. however. 

represent a potential imperfection in the operation of STV. 

The use of S i l r  in these two provinces did have an effect on spoiled ballots. Therc 

does seem to be some justification for the criticism that STV is too complicated for voter-. 

to use. The Alberta case in particular shows how STV can disenfianchise aimoa 10'0 of 

the voters in some elections because of its complexity. The Manitoba esample. howewr. 

shows that more lenient ballot rnarkgig provisions cm counteract some of the problenis 

associated with STV's complexity. Even with these provisions. the use of STV seems to 

be associated with a 0.5% mcrease in the rate of ballot spoilage. While this may be an 

acceptable trade-off for a more proportional electoral outcome. it is a reminder that al1 

electoral synem choices invohre trade-offs; losses m =me aspects of electoral practice 

may offset the improvements in others. 

Conciusion 

This chapter examined the effects of STV on some of the more mechanical aspects 

of electoral practice m Manitoba and Alberta. Atter explainhg the way in which STV 

operated in both junsdictions and considering the size of the quotas, it looked at how 



S N  affected the number of candidates. The STV elenions in both provinces were 

associated with widely varying numbers of candidates. There is Little evidence. however. 

to suggest that the prospect of a Iower threshold of representation multipiied the number 

of candidates conteshg elections. The number of candidates continued to fluctuate 

withm the same levels Hi the period before STV, while STV was m use, and afterwsrds. 

This is tme m both urban and rural areas in both provinces. There is also no persuasive 

evidence that STV Ied to a higher number of independent candidates contesting elections. 

The elections in all three major cities fiequently required sigpfîcant numbers of 

counts to determine the winners. The number of candidates is the moa important 

determinant of the number of counts required to choose the successful candidates. ui 

Alberta and Manitoba, there is a strong linear relationrhip between the number of 

candidates and the number of counts necessary. in the rural areas ushg alternative voting. 

a majority vote decided moa seats on the £ira count. making funher counts unnecessary. 

AV functioned veiy much like the plurality syaem in moa constituencies. 

Although comparative midies of electoral systems find that polities with more 

proportional electoral syaems tend to have higher voter turnout. there is little eiideiice of 

th is  in either Alberta or Manitoba. The more proportional Hare system did not seem to 

have any direct effect on voter turnout in the three major cities. The AV qnem is not a 

more proponional electoral system than the plurahy system and there is little evidence 

that it had much effect on voter tuniout, either. 

The one area where STV had a clear and identifiable effect was in ballot spoilage. 

The use of STV had a dramatic effect m Alberta and a noticeable effect in Manitoba. The 

extremely high levels of ballot spoilage m Alberta seem to be directly due to the use of 

STV and the comparatively harsh restrictions on markhg the ballots used in tbat 

province. Manitoba's relatively lenient treatment of 'X" votmg led to only a srnaIl 



hcrease in the rate of ballot spoiiage. It is clear. however. that STV does prove to be 

more complicated for voters to use and does result in greater potential for voter error. 

STV did seem to be a workable electoral system for both provinces. The large 

district magnitudes used in the three d e s  did occasionaliy lead to large numbers of 

candidates and to a correspondmg long counting process, but the adoption of STV did 

not seem to lead either province's electoral process to degenerate into anythmg 

approximating chaos. One of the most mterestmg conclusions to be drawn fiom this 

chapter is the relatively minor role which the electoral system seemed to play in these 

variables. The number of candidates, either Hidependent or on party slates, seem to be 

more of a function of changes in the electoral fortunes of various panies and social 

conditions. n i e  significant labour unrest experienced m the Canadian prairies and 

especially Winnipeg accounts for the multiplication of the number of candidates in the 

early 1920s. Both provinces also experienced shifts in party systerns in the eariy 1920s. 

with farmers coming to dominate poiitics m both provinces. These changes in social 

structure and in the party system appear to be more significant detenninants of the 

number of candidates ninning for office than are electoral system variables. 

Turnout. too. seems to depend on the partisan situation. Alberta's highea voter 

turnout is associated with changes of govemment. In the period under consideratiori in 

this study. the highest voter tumouts were in 1935 and 1940. the period of transition f?om 

a LlFA party syaem to a Social Credit party system We find other increases in voter 

m o u t  in the 1955 election where the opposition Liberals experienced a breakthou& 

and the 1967 election, the beginning of the shift to the Progressive Conservathe p a q .  In 

Manitoba, the steady erosion in voter participation seems to be related to the nse of 

coalition politics and the coilapse of partisanshtp in the Liberal-Progressive era. Changes 

in the party system seem to be more significant in determining voter tumout. 



Except for ballot spoilage. then. the eIectora1 system takes a bac k seat to social 

structure and party system features i .  determinmg the operation of man- of these features 

of electoral practice. The electoral system can stil l have an indirect effect on the number 

of candidates and voter -out ifit phys a role m helping to structure p a q  competition. 

Ifthe electoral system iucreases the number of parties or iqroves the chances of srnaller 

parties, this may increase the number of candidates and voter nirnout. It is to the effect of 

the electoral system on these Party system features that we now tum in the next few 

chapters. 



Chapter Four 

Roportiooaüty in STV Elections 

The central concem m studies of electoral systems is how closely the results of an 

election correspond to the preferences of voters. There are a couple of reasons for this. 

First, this question is mtrinsically important. Elections are the primary mechanisms that 

translate voter preferences mto political representation in representative democracies. The 

question is thus important fiom the aandpomt of assessing the quality of representatn.e 

democracy. Second, the question of the correspondence between voter preferences and 

election results is important because it is the primary mechanical effect of an electoral 

syaem In a sense, other electoral system effects are secondary to the translation of votes 

into seats. Parties (actuai and potential) respond to the incentives given by this mechanical 

translation of votes into seats and this shapes other important variables Wte the number of 

parties cornpetkg in an electoral syçtem. 

The primary way of approachmg this question is through midying proportionality: 

that is. whether a party's seat &are is proportioaal to its share of the votes. Perfect 

proportionality, where each party's share of the seats is equal to its &are of the votes. is a 

theoretical possibility, but it is vimially impossible to achieve, since the reduction of the 

choices of thousands or millions of voters to a few hundred representatives necessarily 

introduces some distortion. except in very rare circumstances. S t U  some electoral 

syaems do a much better job than others of miniminng the distortion introduced in the 

translation of votes mto seats. Some approximate this ideal quite weU, while others have a 

much poorer record. We can compare electoral systems by how faithfully they translate 

proportions of votes mto proportions of seats. 



This chapter \MU examine the impact ofthe adoption of STV on proportionality in 

Alberta and Manitoba. We wiIl begm by considering the question of the applicabiiity of 

established measuses of proportionality to STV elections. We will then consider the 

impact of the Hare system on the proportionality of electioo outcornes in Winnipeg. 

Edmonton, and Calgary. Finaliy, we will examine how alternative voting affected 

proportionality m the rural areas of both provinces. 

Measuring disproportiooaüty in a candidate-centred electoral system 

While the basic concept of proportionality is quite simple to understand. 

meaniring it preckly can be difncult. ' Most measures of proportionality begin with the 

Merences between seat shares and vote shares. Large merences between seat and vote 

shares mean increased disp roportionality. As such, these measures are actually measures 

of disproportionalj, where higher numbers represent increased deviation fkom a perfectly 

proportional outcome while lower numbers represent a closer correspondence between 

seat and vote shares. Since disproportionality essentially represents the other side of the 

proportionaiity coin, this does not pose a significant problem 

There are many approaches to the measurement of disproportionality a s  descnbed 

in Appendix D. In this study, we will use Loosemore and Hanby's D, the moa common 

meanire of disproportionality in electoral systems. D is measured by halving the sum of  

the absolute values of the dinerences between seat shares and vote shares: 

D = (1 12)C /si - vil 

D wiil be equal to O in cases of perfect proportionality and 1 in cases of perfect 

disproportionality. Appendix D discusses the relative advantages and limitations of D a s  a 

meanirement of proportionality. 

Arend Lijphart, Electoral Sysrem and Party Systenu: A Study of Twenp-Seve~i 
Democraczes (Oxford: M o r d  University Press, 1994), 5 7. 



While any anempt to meanire disproportionahy has its peculiar shoncomings and 

advantages, there are some problems with measuring disproportionality that are panicular 

to the single transferable vote. Meanires of disproportionality are based on the 

correspondence between votes and seats for parties. This assumes, however. that parties 

are the focus of the electoral system For STV elections, this assumption is not necessarily 

correct. STV functions even with the absence of parties. It is a candidate-centred system 

the goal of which is to elect a set of candidates so that each voter feels a persona1 

connection with at least one of the candidates* This candidate focus means that Party- 

based measures of disproportionality may have a problem measuring the distortion that 

STV mtroduces in the electoral system As Mair and Laver put it: "It is therefore, on the 

face of it, somewhat surprising that it [STV] should ever produce a result which provides 

proportional representation ofparties in any given situatiodq Comparative midies. 

bowever, indicate that STV does return relatively proportional electoral outcomes. Cross- 

national snidies, such as that conducted by Taagepera and Shugart, indicate that STV 

electoral systems are relatively good at  minimiring deviation £tom proportionality4 Of 

course. such cross-national studies rely on only two cases of (Malta and ireland). a 

sipficant limitation considering the wide variation within PR and plurality electoral 

systems. 

Vernon Bogdanor, 'bIntroduction," in Vernon Bogdanor and David Butler. eds.. 
Democracy und Electiom: Eiectoral Systems and thezr Political Cotrreqtrences 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l983), 7- 10. 

Peter Mair and Michael Laver, 'Proportionahy, P.R and S.T.V. in ireland." 
Politicai Shrdies 23 ( 1975): 49 1. Emphasis in original. 

Rein Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, Seut. & Votes: 7he Eflects & 
Detenninants ofElectorai Systems (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 106- 10% 
find that Ireland's value for D is 3.2% while Malta7s is 2.6%. Both countries score in the 
lower range for proportional representation systems. 



The essence of the problem is that STV allows voters to cast multiple votes for 

multiple candidates. choosing fiom wRhin and between party slates. One dScu1ty is 

deciding which couot is mdicative of the voters' preference. The usual approach in 

measuring disproportionality in an STV election is to use the first count as the indication 

of the voters' mie preferences. This is a reasonable approach as the power STV @vives to 

voters reduces much of the mcentive for them to  engage in strategic or 'insincere*' 

votmg.5 STV will tend to elect legislators in ratios proportionate to their relative shares of  

first preference votes if a number of conditions are met. 

First, the constituency system can play a signincant role in the proponionality of 

STV elections. There are w o  significant elements to the consùtuency syaem. The fin is 

the average district magnitude. Larger district magnitudes are associated with the more 

proportionate electoral outcornes. The logic of the relationship between district 

magnitude and proponionality is quite simple. An hcreased number of seats Ieads to a 

lower quota which makes it hcreasingly likely that smaller parties wiU eam representation 

in the legislature. Lower quotas are also more sensitive to the relative vote shares of 

larger parties and thus wiU Likely retum more proportionate electoral o u t c ~ m e s . ~  The 

second important element of the constituency system is the question of electoral 

boundaries, specifically. the apportionment of voters per seat. A perfectly proportional 

electoral formula \viU stiU produce disproportionate aggregate election renilts if there is 

si@cant mequality of voters in the apportionment 

George H. Hallett, Troportional representation with the single transferable vote: 
a basic requirement for legislative elections," in Arend Lijphart and Bernard Gromiaii. 
eds.. Choositzg arr Electoral System: Issues and A ltertlatives (New York: Praeger. 1 98-1 ). 
119- 120. 

6 Mair and Laver, 493-496; Michael Gallagher, "Dispropoxtionality in a 
proportional representation system: the Irish experience," PoIiticaI Srudies 23 ( 1 975 ). 
504-508. 

Gallagher, 509-5 1 1; Mair and Laver, 496-497. 



In the Manitoba and Alberta cases, these concexns are of negligible importance 

because the district magnitudes were relativeiy high by STV standards. Except for the 

1949 and 1953 elections in Manitoba, al1 of the STV districts had district magnitudes of 

larger than 5, the minimum needed for proportionate electoral r e ~ u h s . ~  Furthemore. since 

we are primarily looking at the district-level operation of STV and are not relying on 

aggregate votmg data, the question of electoral boundaries does not affect this 

examination of proportionality, except in the laa two STV elections in Manitoba. The 

1949 and 1953 Manitoba election saw Winnipeg divided mto three Cseat districts. While 

two elections is a sparse sample upon which to base conclusions, this switch does provide 

some oppominny to gauge the impact of district magnitude on proportionaliry in 

Manitoba. The question of electoral boundaries m these two elections is also a relevant 

concem. The disparities between the three districts were not large. bowever. In the 1949 

election. there was an average of 12,5 6 1 voters per seat; the connituencies ranged from 

13,436 voters per seat in Winnipeg South (7.0% over the average) ro 1 1.662 in Winnipeg 

North (7.2% under the average). Because of voter mobility, tbese dispanties increased for 

the 1953 election. There were 12.340 voters per seat for all of Winnipeg. ranbgininp 60m 

14. 016 in Winnipeg South (13.6% over the average) to 1 1.222 (9.1°/0 under the average) 

in Winnipeg North. Ln all, these are not excessive variations in voter population. 

The second set of conditions necessary for proportional outcornes in STV 

elections is for parties to be si@cant entities for voters. Roportionality wiU be 

maximized ifvoters rank the parties firn and restria themeives to ordering candidates 

withm each ~ a r t y . ~  tndeed, ifvoters restnct their choices to one party. STV is equivalent 

to the larges remainders form of list proportional representation, regarded as the moa 

- 

13 Taagep era and Shugart, 1 13- 1 14. 

Mair and Laver, 492. 



proportional of PR f o m ~ l a s . ~ ~  This ody happens in theory, however, as in real STV 

elections, voters do not always restrict themsehres to one party, but exercise the power 

that STV gives them This can introduce some disproportionality into the system but 

such an effect is minimnl if the parties lose votes through tranders to other parties at 

equivalent rates. Partes whose supporters are more disciplined than others m votmg the 

party date d generally receive more than their share of the seats, ail other things bemg 

equd. 1 

Disproportionality can also result fiom non-uansferable baiiots. When voters ody 

out a subset of the total number of preferences available to them, their baiiots may 

become non-transferable. Fu~thermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, bailots c m  beccme 

non-transferable if voters make errors in completing their ballots. Non-transferable ballots 

can introduce disproportionality because it may mean that a party does not make use of 

a11 the votes potentially available to it. In addition, if party A's voters rank al1 of A's 

candidates and then do not indicate preferences for any other parties while party B's 

voters rank ail of B's candidates and then transfer their preferences to candidates from 

party 4 party A will be at an ad~antage.~: In other words, ifnon-transiferable bailots are 

not spread evenly among the different paxties. disproportionality cm result. 

Ifthese conditions are not met. the translation of &a preference votes into seats 

can de distorted by the transfer process in STV. As a result, the reliance on fin 

preference votes can occasionally give a misleading impression of the disproportionality 

introduced by the STV electoral system It is imponant to understand how proponionality 

l0 Arend Lijphan, 'Degrees of proponionaiity of proportional representation 
formulas," in Bernard G r o h  and Arend Lijphart, eds., Efectoral Laws atrd their 
Political Corzsequences (New York: Agathon, 1 %6), 1 75, 1 78. 

1 l Mair and Laver. 492. 

l 2  Mair and Laver, 492. 



changes over the counts of an S N  election. In general the deviation between votes and 

seats will dimmish with each successive count. 

Figure 4 shows the measure of D for each count m the Winnipeg constituency in 

1932. The pany shares at each count are deterxnined by addmg the votes credited to each 

candidate from that party stiU m û position to receive votes as weIl as one quota wonh of 

votes for each candidate fkom that party declared elected. For example, on the third count 

m 1932, the Conservative party had elected one candidate and thus had 7.000 votes (the 

quota) credited to them They also had six other candidates still m a position to receive 

votes: those six candidates had a total of 18,975 votes between them On the third count, 

then, the Conservat~es had 25,975 votes or 33.7% of the total tramferable vote at that 

point m the counting. When ballots become non-trançferable. they are no longer pan of 

the cahlation. The rationale for this is that we have to  assume that ifvoters had to 

choose fkom the lia of avdable candidates at that count, they would have chosen not to 

vote. 

Figure 4 

Value of D based on vote shares for each count, Winnipeg 1932 



'The value for D slowiy decreases over the course of counting. The highen point is 

on the first count where value for D isjua over 22%, a relatively hi& number. D remains 

at this relatively high level for about haifthe counts and then begins to decrease slowly to 

a disparity of about 10% for the 24th and h a 1  count. n i e  very d slope through the 

2nd through 13th counts is due to the very few votes being transferred m each of these 

transfers. These miail numbers mean that any discrepancies m transfers do not have a 

siflcant impact on the proportionality of  the outcorne. The larger drops towards the 

end result kom the transfer of votes fiom parties that are unükely to win any more seats 

to parties that do win more seats. For example. the largea single drop in D came between 

the 23rd and 24th count. The 24th and final count e l i i a t e d  the final Consenrative 

candidate remahhg and his 4,780 votes were transfened to other candidates or were 

declared non-transferable. Since there were no more Conservative candidates in a position 

to receive transfers. 3.4 10 Conservative voters did not mdicate any subsequent 

preferences and their bailots were non-tramferable. These non-tramferable votes are no 

longer pan of the calculations of D in the 24th count. thus improvhing the conversion of 

vote shares into seat shares by the Conservatives and decreasing D. Furthemore. those 

1.370 votes that remahed went to candidates who used the votes to get elected. also 

reducing D. Only 63 votes went to a candidate who did not become elected. Ali of thesr 

factors reduced disproportionahy. 

Most of the elections under consideration in this study show a pattern similar to 

that seen in the 1932 Winnipeg election, but most show more aeep drops in D towards 

the end. Another common situation is a relatively flat profile. Figure 5 shows the values of 

D for the 1926 election in Calgary. In this election, the transfers fiom count to count did 

not affect the values of D significantly. This is because the rate of vote leakage was 

similar for each pany which meant that D does not change much fiom transfer to transfer. 



Figure 5 

Value of D based on vote shares for each count, Calgary 1926 

Count 

There are a few profiles that show unexpected patterns. These result Eom 

candidates with extraordinary persona1 popularity that cuts across party iines. One of the 

most clramatic examples cornes in the 1936 election in Winnipeg (Figure 6 ) .  The value for 

D based on first preference vote is almon 27%, a very high value. This hi@ value only 

laas for the one count. however. M e r  that. the value of D aays at a relatively low 

plateau of about 10% for moa ofthe counts, eventually d e c h h g  to less than 5% on the 

h a 1  count. This high value of D based on fkst preferences is due largely to Lewis St. 

George Stubbs, an independent candidate who poiied a remarkable 24,805 or 3 1.3?,0 of 

the 79,344 votes cast. Since Smbbs was an mdependent candidate. his votes did not 

transfer to other mdependent candidates. As a resuit, the vote &are for the independent 

candidates is high relative to theu &are ofthe seats. Furthemore, aithough Stubbs was 

an independent, he had a d e M e  ideological position. Stubbs was a weU-lmown judge 

who was removed fiom the bench for such actions as declaring that there were separate 

laws for the rich and poor. He identified himseIfas a sodalia and being lefi of the centre 



of the political ~ p e c m u n ~ ~  As a result, the CCF received a large &are of Stubbs' 

aansférs. The CCF only received 12.9% of fist preferences, but ended up electing three 

of the ten MLAs fiom Wmnipeg because they attracted such a large &are of transfers. In 

fàct, the CCF received almoa as many votes in transfers as did the other £ive parties 

combined while losing relatively few transfers to other parties. It seems clear that a 

number of CCF supporters supponed Stubbs with their ha  preferences and then quite 

f i W y  voted the CCF slate. 

Figure 6 

Value of D based on vote sbares for each count, Winnipeg 1936 

J 
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Count 

It is temptmg to dismiss the Winnipeg 1936 case as a unique set of circumstances 

invohing an independent candidate, but a gmilar effect can be seen in other elections 

invohing candidates who are p ersonally popdar, even when they are members of a p a n .  

The moa popdar single candidate m Alberta elections was premier Emest Manning. The 

l 3  KW. Taylor and Nelson Wiseman, "Class and ethnic voting in Winnipeg: the 
case of 194 1." Cancrdan Review of Sociofogy und Anthropology 14 ( 1977): 178; Nelson 
Wiseman and K W. Taylor, "Voting m Winnipeg during the Depression." Catiadiati 
Review of SocioIogy a d  Anthropology 19 ( 1982): 220. 



effects of his candidacy is apparent especiay. m the 1944. 1948. and 1952 elections. In 

1944, D dropped fiom jua over 12% on the first count to uoder 10% on the second 

count. In 1952, D dropped fiom about 9% on the firn count to 7% on the second count. 

In both of these elections, Manning's personal popularity d a t e d  D on the fin count. 

altbough less dramaticaily than Stubbs did in Winnipeg. Figure 7 shows a more intcreaing 

effea of Manning's candidacy. In the 1948 election, Manning received almon half of the 

£ira preference votes m Edmonton and very nearly three quotas worth of votes. As show 

m the graph, Manning's candidacy had a dramatic effea. but it is the opposite of Stubbs' 

candidacy. Between the first and second counts, D almoa doubles and stays at that point 

for the rest of the counts. Manning's personal popuiarity clearly played a role in this 

outcome as he attracted votes f?om supporters of other parties. While the Social Credit 

party had 54% of the vote on the first count. their share of the popular vote dipped to 

49% on the second. Besides Social Credit, the chief beneficiaries of transfers ffom 

Manning were the Liberals and Harper Rowse's Independent C f  izens' Association. 

Neither Prowse nor the Liberals were able to gain enough votes to eam any additional 

seats. This? combined with the relatively low district magnitude of five in 1948 meant that 

disproportionality bcreased fiom the fkst count. It is parado'cical that transfers away From 

a party can actually lead to greater rewards fiom by the electoral synem. 

The conclusion to be drawn fiom this is that calculating D based on &a 

preferences can present a misleading picnire of the election in cases where there is a 

popuiar single candidate. The 1936 Winnipeg election demonstrates this very well when 

many CCF supporters apparentîy used the fkeedom granted by the STV ballot to support 

a high profile independent candidate with a similar ideological perspective. Since many of 

their votes were surplus ballots, they went back to the CCF on the second count and the 

election proceeded with predominantly mtraparty transfers and relatively low levels of 

dtsproportionality. It would be misleading to  report a value of D of over 25% which is 



what would result fiom a calculation based on bst preference votes. The case of Emen 

Manning is another example of how basing D on fia preference votes create a false 

impression of the charaaer of the election. Although the effect of Manning's candidacy is 

not nearly as pronounced as the Stubbs candidacy, it stiil served to create a high level of 

D on the first count in two elections and an artificially low level of D in 1948. About 10% 

of the Social Credit vote m Edmonton seems to be due to Manning's personal popularity. 

Manning seemed to attract f is-  preference votes fiom supporters of other parties who 

used their subsequent preferences to support their own parties. Cdculating D based on 

iirst preference votes can thus be d e a d m g  in these situations. 

Figure 7 

Value of D based on vote shares for each count, Edmonton 1948 

- - 

1s there an alternative? Taking the average of the values of D for al1 counts would 

produce a value for D that better reflects the nature of STV. Although STV stands for 

single transferable vote, we can conceive of STV as a series of votes, each weigbted 

dinerently. U h g  the average value for D, a measure we will designate as  D,,. would 

better take into account the faa  that people express a range of preferences in STV 

elections. It would help to compensate for situations Like Winnipeg in 1936 and 



Edmonton during the Manning years where a popuiar candidate can diston the values of 

D. Io the case of Winnipeg in 1932 (Figure 4), a typical profile where D declines slowly 

over the counting process, the value for D, across the counts is 18.0%, compared to a 

value of 22.2% based on fmt preference votes. The value for D, is stiU relatively hi&. 

reflecting the fact that there is a signrficant level of  disproportionality for moa of the 

counts. In the case of a flat profile such as is found in Calgary in 1926 (Figure 5 ) .  D, is 

equal to 12.3%, ody slightly less than the 12.8% calculated fiom fïrt preference votes. 

Tbis reflects the relatively unchanging value for D througbout the countmg process in a 

fIat profile election. 

Dm, differs mGst si@cantly 6om the firn preference value in cases where a 

popular candidate affects the measures of disproportionality. The most dramatic esample 

of this is Winnipeg in 1936 (Figure 6). In that election, the value for D based on firn 

preferences was a very hi& 26.7%. a value more similar to those of plurality electoral 

syaems than those found in proportional representation systems. l 4  M e n  we take the 

average value of D for all counts. D, is 8.4%. a value that better reflects the dynamics of 

the election in Winnipeg in 1936. In the elections in Edmonton where Emen Mannins'ç 

persona1 popularity was a factor, also seems to reflect the dynamics of the electoral 

process better. In 1944, a calculation of D based on fira preference votes in Edmonton 

would retum a value of 12.4%. The value ofDax for Edmonton in that election is 9.-1°0 

which seems to compensate for the Manning effect. In 1952, the value for D is 9.50fo 

whiie D, is 8.0%. Finally, value for Dm, in Edmonton's unusual 1948 election (Figure 7)  

is 10.7%, a much higher and more accurate reflection that the value of 5.9Oio based on 

first preferences. 

l4  Taagepera and Shugart, L 06- 107. 



Table 14 lias the values for D based on first preferences and Dm, for each 

constituency in Alberta. Table 15 contains the same information for Winnipeg. Generally. 

the value for D, is lower than the value of D based on fit preferaices, but m a 

sigruficant number of cases, D, is higher than the value for first preferences. in oniy 

about a third of the cases is there a dramatic difference (greater than 2%) between D,, 

and D. 

Table 14 

Disproportionality in Alberta 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 

Despite the benefits of measufmg D this way, there are some weahesses as  weil. 

Da, is more cumbersome and more dificult to apply than D. A more serious weakness is 

that we can ody use it at a district level and not at an aggregate level. This limits its 

usefulness and causes problems m this study when faced with the situation of the three 

constiniencies that made up Winnipeg m Manitoba's 1949 and 1953 elections. One 

approach would be to take the average value of D,, for ail three conaituencies and 

report that as the vaiue. This is a fùndamentally different methodology fiom that used in 

meamkg D in single-member phirality systerns, however. In plurality systems. we do not 

measure D in each constituency and then take the average of ail the values as the measure 

Calgary Edmonton 
D 

O. 128 
O. 123 
O. 104 
0.096 
0.048 
O. 157 
O. 174 
O. 152 

D 
O. 156 
O. 180 
O. 161 
0.131 
O. 124 
0.059 
0.095 
0.106 

D, 
0.123 
O. 112 
O. 079 
O. 100 
0.052 
O. 153 
O. 168 
O. 127 

D, 
O. 150 
O. 164 
O. 155 
0.1 14 
0.094 
O. 107 
0.076 
O. 107 



of disproporti~nality~ Rather, the vote and seat &ares are calcdated at the aggregate 

level. Taking the average of district-level disproportionality is not comparable to other 

measures. This is a serious limitation Hi this measure and restncts its applicability. In the 

end, we will have to use D, as a supplementd measure to the more eaablished firn 

preference based way of measurgig D. 

Table 15 

Disproportionaüty in Manitoba 

Year 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 

Constituency D D ,  
Winnipeg O. 181 0.2 16 

The effects of STV on proportionality in the cities 

With the adoption of the single transferable vote, Alberta and Manitoba were 

making a conscious shift to an electoral system with a better correspondence between 

vote shares and seat shares than the piurality system We expect, then, that the adoption 

of STV should have led to markedly lower levels of D than were experienced in the 

penod in which the provinces used plurahty. Similarly7 the switch back to pluraï- shouid 

be accompanied by a rise in the value of D. 



Figure 8 graphs D over 14 of the 15 elections held in Alberta between 1909 and 

1967. The 19 17 electioo has been exchded because of the way in which Alberta's 

election law circumvented the electoral system for rnembers of Canada's armed forces. 

The adoption of STV in the 1926 election led to a ciramatic drop m D in both Edmonton 

and Calgary. Furthemore, as expected, the vahie ofDjumped agab in 1959 with the 

return to the plurahy system In the period nom 1909 to 192 1. before STV was adopted 

m Alberta, the average value for D m Calgary was 0.254 M e  in Edmonton it was 0.342. 

While STV was m use fiom 1926 to 1955, D dropped to an average value of 0.123 and 

0.126 m Calgary and Edmonton, respectively. When the province returned t O plurality in 

1959, the average value of D jumped back up to 0.287 m Calgary and 0.484 m 

Edmonton. Lfwe use the values of Da, for the penod m STV was in use, the basic pattern 

Figure 8 

Disproportionality in Alberta, 1909-1967 

Y Calgary 

- 4 - Edmonton 

- - * - .Rural 
. 



does not change dramatically. There are slight variations Hi the values for some of the 

elections but, generally, the situation is similar. The average values of Dm, for 1926 to 

1955 were O. 114 in Calgary and 0.121 in Edmonton. 

STV seems to have had the expected effect on D in Alberta, lowering it to about 

halfof the value found m the phiraiity elections. Was the situation in Manitoba any 

different? Figure 9 shows the values of D for Manitoba between 1899 and 1966. On 

average, the period m Winnipeg before STV ( 1899- 19 15) saw an average 

disproportionality value of 0.269. While STV was m use in Winnipeg, the average value 

of D was 0.147. When the province retumed to the phiraiity nile m 1958. D jumped back 

up to 0.264. Winnipeg's use of STV in provincial elections resulted m more proportional 

election results overall. The effect in Manitoba. however. is not nearly as unambiguous as 

the effect m Alberta. There is much greater variation in the values of D found in 

Winnipeg. The highea value of D in 1936 exceeds the average values of D in both 

Figure 9 

Disproportionality in Manitoba, 1899-1 966 
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pluraiay periods. Furthemore, the average value of D under STV in Winnipeg is greater 

than the average values of D in both Edmonton and Calgary. 

Another interestmg feature of the Manitoba case is the effect of the shift in district 

magnitude that occuned m the 1949 and 1953 elections. For the seven elections between 

1920 and 1945, Winnipeg was a single district with ten ML&. For the 1949 and 1953 

elections, Winnipeg was divided into three districts, each with a magnitude of four. As 

discussed earlier, one of the Ume-honoured generalizations about electoral systems is that 

larger district magnitudes allow for more proportional electoral outcomes. The shifl to a 

smaller district magnitude in those two elections should have resulted in higher levels of 

disproportionality. Contrary to our expectations, however, the shifi to four-member 

districts actuaily decreased  disproportion^. The average value for D when M=4 is 

0.128 while the average value of D when M=10 is 0.162. It would be foolisb to malie 

generalizations about the effects of the shift to district magnitude based on only two 

elections, however. 

STV seems to have resuited in more proportional election outcomes in the threr 

major cities a s  expected. Eanything, the question is why D did not drop more thao it did. 

This is particularly puuling, especially given the fact that both provinces used STV with 

relatively large district magnitudes which should have resulted in a relatively hi& degree 

of proportionalny. In cornparison, Taagepera and Shugart find values of D for Ireland and 

Maha to be 3.2% and 2.6%, respectively.15 The values of D for Winnipeg, Edmonton. 

and Calgary are closer to those of a plurality system 

One reason for this apparent discrepancy is that measurhg D at the district level 

does not allow for the trade-offs that can lower D for aggregate election results. A pan' 

that is penalized slightly by the electoral system in one district might benefit slightly in 

l5 Taagepera and Shugart, 106. 



another district, thus reducing the overall level of disproportionaiity. A good example of 

this can be seen m the three smaller Wmnipeg districts in 1953. At the diarict IeveL the 

three disûicts recorded levels of D at 12.5%, 20.9%, and 12.7%. Yet, if we aggegate the 

vote totals and seat totals for ail three districts, the disproportionality is only 10.5%. 

lower than any sin@: constiniency. This may help to e x p h  the surprishg finding that the 

drop in Wmnipeg's average district magnitude fiom ten to four resulted m more 

prop ortional election renilts. 

Related to this problem is the fàct that we are dealing with sxnall numbers of seats 

in the districts, especdly in the Aiberta cases. This necessarily mtroduces 

disproportionality. In cases where there are only £ive seats m the distria, vote shares 

come in 20% aeps. This necessady mtroduces a certam amount of dsproportionahty. 

For example, in Edmonton in 1948, the Liberals and the CCF each received about Z O O 0  of 

the vote and the electoral system rewarded them each with one of the district's fwe seats. 

Social Credit eamed 54% of the vote and won three seats while the Jitdependent Citizens' 

Association eamed 6% ofthe vote and no seats. Had there been ten seats in the district. 

the ICA would likely have won one seat and Social Credit would have won fke. reducing 

D fiom 6% to 4%. 

While this expianation certainly accounts for some of the disproportionality in 

both provinces. it fails to account for the differences between Alberta and Manitoba. For 

most of the perioâ, Winnipeg had a district magnitude of ten seats wMe the cities in 

Alberta had anywhere fiom f i e  to seva seats. The larger district magnitude shodd have 

resulted in lower levels of D m Wmnipeg. hstead, Winnipeg had noticeably higher Ievels 

of D than did Edmonton and Calgary. Part of tbe higher D is due to the effects of popular 

candidates on D as discussed above. Figure 10 is a graph that uses LI, for the STV 

period in Winnipeg. This graph shows a more pronounced STV effect on D in Winnipeg. 

mahly because it elinimates the 1936 peak m Figure 9 which is due to the Stubbs 



candidacy discussed earlier. Dm, is nill higher than the similar value for Edmonton and 

Calgary. however. 

W i n n i p e g  

Winnipeg's higher lwel of disproportionality seems to be the r e d t  of a couple of 

phenornena. The fira is what Taagepera and Shugart tentatively refer to as the -'law of 

conservation of D." In short. their argument is that the proportionality gams that can be 

realized fiom a more proportional electoral system are o f k t  to some extent by the 

attraction of the new electoral arrangements to d e r  parties which might not othemise 

have nui. Taagepera and Shugart suggea that a shift to a higher district magnitude or. to 

extend their argument. to a more proportional electoral formula. will cause new parties to 

form in anticipation of improved electoral prospects. These mialler, newer parties aaract 

votes, but not enough to win seats, thus contri%uting to disproportionality. They suggest 



that this effect wiU limit the positive eEects of changes to improve the proponionality of 

an eleaorai syaem, thus sustainbg disproportionality at moderate levels. l h  

As will be discussed m Chapter 5, Alberta did not experience a proliferation in the 

number of parties c o n t e h g  elections under STV. Although the compoZtion of the 

legisiative representation of Edmonton and Calgary more closeiy reflected the partisan 

composition of those &es' electorates, new parties did not form m anticipation of 

electoral success.17 The situation is quite different in Winnipeg where the adoption of 

STV was accompanied by an hcrease m the number of srnaller parties contesting 

elections. l 8  Whether this is entirely due to the eleaoral system or is due to social 

developments is a separate question and will be discussed m Chapter 5. Manitoba did see 

more parties contesting elections under STV than under the piurality d e .  This mcrease in 

smaller paIties explains some of the mcrease m disproportionality. For example. m the 

1922 proMncial election two small labour parties contened the seats in Winnipeg. The 

Union Labour Party and the Workers' Partv of Canada together attracted almoa ++O of 

the vote. but were rewarded with no seats. addmg to the disproponiooaIity found in 

Winnipeg. Combining the votes of the srna11 labour parties with the votes for the 

Independent Labour Party (ILP) or the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) 

reduces the average degree of disproportionality to about 10%. Clearly. the electoral 

fragmentation that Wmnipeg experienced and Albena did not accounts for some of the 

hcreased disproportionality În Manitoba. 

l6 Taagepera and Shugatt, 120- 125. 

l 7  See J. Paul Johnson, 'The single trtransferable vote in Alberta provincial 
elections," paper presented to the annual meeting of the American Political Science 
Association, Chicago, 1992, 2 1-23. 

See Appendix B. 



The second phenornenon explaining the different rates of disproponionality is the 

vote t rader  pattern in both provinces. As discussed earlier. ifparties are very discipfined 

in theu transfers, that is. ifthey do not 'leak" transfers to other parties, STV will produce 

hi@ proportional results. thsproportionality cm result pady fiom different rates of 

party solidarity. If one party's voters are very disciplined or if one party does a bener job 

of attractsig transfers than the others, the electoral system wïîl display decreased 

proportionality. As will be disnissed m Chapter 6, Aiberta's political parties were more 

disciplined m vote transfers than were the parties m Manitoba. Whiie transfer retention 

rates around 90% were not uncornmon in Alberta, Manitoba's political parties usually 

retained only about 60% of their trançfers. This bcreases the incidence of vote leakage 

and the resuhing disproportionality. 

Effects of alternative voting on proportionality in rural Manitoba and Aiberta 

Thus Eu, we have restncted our attention to the major chies and the impact of the 

Hare syaem What effects did the adoption of altemat.ve voting bave on the 

proportionality of election outcomes in the rural areas? The intention of alternative voting 

is not to produce proportional electoral outcomes; rather, its goal is to ensure that every 

representative elected has the support of a majority of his or her constituents. I v  While tbe 

mechanics are essentially nmilar to those of STV. the logic is different. with alternative 

voting leadmg to rnajoritarian rather than proportional outcomes. 

Figure 8 graphs disproponionality for Alberta's rural areas fiom 1 909 t O 1 967. 

The period in which AV was m use ( 1926-1955) does not seem to M e r  significantly 

fiom the periods in whicb the plurality system was in use. The elections using AV show 

wide swings m the values of D, reaching a high of over 0.45 in 1944. On average. the pre- 

l 9  RM. Punnett, "The alternative vote re-visited," Eiectoral Studies 10 ( 199 1 ): 
28 1-283. 



AV penod in Alberta saw an average value of 0.248 for D. WMe AV was in use. the 

disproportionality measured 0.326. In the three elections afier AV was abandoned for the 

plurality nile, D meaçured 0.39 1. Aitemative voting appears not to have Mproves the 

proportionality of electoral outcomes m Alberta. 

An examination of the situation m Manitoba when AV was in use ( 192% 1953) 

supports this conclusion. Again, m the rural areas of Manitoba, alternative voting appears 

to have done little to enhance proponionalay. On the contrary, alternative votmg in 

Manitoba is associated with higher Iwels of disproportionality, although this likely reflects 

the Progressive dominance of rural Manitoba. The average value for D in the pre-AV 

period (189901922) was 0.154. In the elections using AV (1927-1953), the average value 

of D was 0.203, while in the pan-AV penod ( 1958- l966), D averaged 0.143. The large 

difference between Alberta and Manitoba m values for D m the rural areas reflects the 

Merences in party systems in the two provinces. Manitoba's party system was more 

cornpetitive than Alberta's and th is  is reflected in the rural disproportionality values. 

While the Progressives never won over 70% of the seats in the proMncial legslature in 

Manitoba, the Social Credit party routinely won over 90% of the seats in Albena.=-e 

operation of alternative voting did not m any way restrain single-party dominance in 

Alberta 

Conclusion 

Electoral refonn in Manitoba and Alberta appears to have had mixed results in tlie 

proportionahty of electoral outcomes in the two provinces. In the rural areas, alternative 

voting had Little impact on proportionality. This is not surprising, consida-ing that 

2o See Rand Wck, Provincial Politics in Canado, 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: 
Rentice-Hall, 1996), 382-384.422, 5 12-5 15, 558 and Peter McCormick, '%vincial 
party systems, 1945- 1993 ," m A Brian Tanguay and Alain-G. Gagnon, eds., Cunadfa)~ 
Parties iri Tmiritzon, 2nd. ed. (Scarborough: Nelson, 1996), 349-37 1. 



proportionahy is not one of the goals of alternative voting. AV conthued to allow for 

significant disproportionality in rural Alberta and Manitoba. 

In the cities, the use of single transferable vote had a noticeable effect on the 

proportionalis, of the election results. The adoption of STV led to sigdicant decreases io 

the value of D. Ifwe take mto account the peculiarities involved in the use of the 

Loosemore-Hanby measure with a candidate-focused electoral system such as STV. the 

effect of STV on D may have been even more profound as the values of D,, reveal. 

Clearly, STV resulted in fàirer electoral results in bath provinces than did the plurality 

syaem used before and after STV. There were significant Merences between the two 

provinces, however. in how much D feu. Manitoba generaliy reported higher levels of D 

despite its higher district rna@x.de whkh should have resulted in more proportional 

electoral outcomes than in Alberta. This was due to the behaviour of parties and voters 

under STV in Winnipeg. A proliferation of parties accompanied the adoption of STV in 

that city, fragmenthg the vote and increasing disproportionality. Furthermore. Alberta's 

voters were more disciplined in their ordering of tramfers, tending to stick with one part!. 

rather than crossing partisan lines. thus mhimizhg vote leakage and improving 

proportionality. Manitoba's voters were more Iikely to ignore partisan lines which 

increa sed disproportionality. 

Despite the improved performance in producing fairer electoral outcomes. the 

effect of STV on the party syaemç of the two provinces was limited by the renricted 

application of proportional representation. The use of majoritarian electoral syaems in the 

overrepresented rural areas meant that the overail proportionality of the electoral çyn em 

was not affected significantly by the electoral refomis of the two provinces. Elections in 

were essentially won or lost m the nual areas which controlled about 80% of the seats in 

the two provinces. Smce rural areas used the pluraiay formula and the equaily 

majoritarian alternative voting formula, Alberta's goveining panies continued to enjoy 



sweeping majorities while the Progressives m Manitoba consistently translated a plurality 

of voter suppon into a majority of the seats m the legislarue. The use of the more 

proportional STV formula in the three cities m y  have reduced the extent of these 

victories slightiy, but uhimately it did not change the Iogic of electoral calculation in either 

province. 



Chapter Five 

STV and the Number of Parties 

The relations@ between electoral syaems and the number of political parties is 

one that bas intrigued both aaalysts of electoral systems and those who argue for or 

against electoral refom Opponents of proportional representation systems raise the 

possiiility of dozens of small, ideologically extreme political parties suddenly springing up 

with the adoption of PR Roponents of PR systems deny this wiU be the case or suggea 

that any mdtiplication in the number of parties that results fiom the adoption of electoral 

reform will simply better refiea the diversity of political opinion m that jurisdiction. l 

The relationship between a country's electoral system and its party syaem is of 

central importance m understanding how and why electoral systems help to shape political 

conflict. Studies of the relationship usuaily focus on the number of parties operating in the 

party system This is with good reason as the number of parties is a fundamental 

characteristic of a nation's party politics. As Taagepera and Shugan argue. if we could 

choose only one number to characterize the politics of a nation that has cornpetitive 

elections. we would iikely choose the number of political parties because it is so closely 

linked to so many other Unponant variables in poli tic^.^ 

See Douglas Amy, Real Choices Nau Voices: nie Case for Proporriotmi 
Representation NI the United States (New York: Columbia, 1 993 ), 76-9 8 and 1 70- 1 77 for 
a discussion of this question. 

Rein Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, 'Redict ing the number of  parties: 
A quantitative mode1 of Duverger's mechanical effect," Arnerzcan Poiitical Sc~etzce 
Review 87 (1993): 455. 



This chapter will examine the impact of the adoption of STV on the numbers of 

parties m Alberta and Manitoba. We wül begin by discussing the academic debate 

surrounding Maurice Duverger's approach to the relationship between electoral syaems 

and the number of parties. We wili then turn to the problem of measuring the number of 

parties m a party system Fmally, w e  consider the impact of the Hare system on the 

nurnber of parties in Edmonton, Calgary, and Winnipeg. This chapter will conclude with 

an examination of the impact of the altemative voting system on parties in the rural areas 

of both provinces. 

Theory and Conboversy 

Moa discussions of the relationship between electoral systems and the number of 

political parties grow fiom the work of Maurice Duverger. In a 195 1 article, Duverger 

advanced three propositions for consideration. He suggested that a proportional 

representation system tends to produce a party system with 'bany rigid, mdependent 

parties," that a pluraiity syaem with nui-off elections will iikely produce a party system 

with 'bany independent but flexible parties," while the plurality electoral synern with one 

ballot "tends towards a two-party syaernYq Duverger later refined the latter proposition 

more firmly in his book Political Parries. first pub tished in French in 1 9 5 1 . Duverger 

wrot e in that work: '.the simple-niajority [plurality] sitzgle-balior syslem fmoztrs rhe nia- 

party systeni. Of ail the hypotheses that have been defined in this book, this approaches 

the mon oearly perhaps to a true sociologica1 law.'" This connection between the 

Maurice Dwerger, "The influence of the electoral syaem on political Me," 
International SoczaI Science JmrnaI 3 ( 1 95 1 ): 3 1 5 .  

Maurice Dwerger, P ditical Parties: n e i r  Orga?Nzatio~~ ami Activity iti the 
Modem Slore. 3rd. ed., tram. Barbara and Robert North (London: Methuen, 1964). 2 17. 
Emphasis m original. 



pluralj. eleaoral system and the two-party system has corne to be known as Duverger's 

law. despite the fact that many observers before Duverger noted this relationship.' 

The parmer to Duverger's law is his development of the relationship between 

proportional representation synems and the nurnber of political parties, commody kuown 

as Dwerger's hypothesis. Duverger wrote: 'It is certain that proportional representation 

always comcides with a multi-party system: in no country in the world has proportional 

representation given rise to a two-party syaem or kept one m existen~e."~ William Riker. 

one of the Ieading -dents of Dwerger's Iaw, reads much si@cance mto the distinction 

between the law and the bypothe~k.~ It is not clear nom reading hverger, however. that 

this distinction between the law and the hypothesis is as aark as Riker makes it out to be. 

The language used to descnie the relationship between PR and multiple parties is every 

bit as deterministic as that outljning Duverger's law. The main difference seerns to be that 

hverger eqlicitly descnied the relationship between plurality and the two pam, syaem 

as a law. sornethmg he did not do for the hypothesis. Duverger himselfsays that he saw 

all three propositions outlined in his 195 1 article and in his writings elsewhere as 

sociological laws. 

Duverger's contnbution to the debate on the relationship between electoral 

systems and the number of panies is not simply a description of an empirical regularity. 

William H. Riker, 'The two-party systern and Duverger's law: An essay on the 
hiaory of political science," Arnerican Political Scieme Review 76 ( 1 982): 754-7 5 6. 
traces early formulations of Duverger's law to John Stuart Mill in 1867 and to H e q  
Droop in 1 88 1, suggestîng that by 190 1, it was "commonplace. " 

Dwerger. Political Parties, 24 5 .  

Maurice Duverger, c'Duverger's law: Forty years later," in Bernard G r o h  and 
Annd Lijphart, eds., EIecrorczi Lmvs and their Polirical Consequetices (New York: 
Agathon, 1 986), 69-70. 



He also attempted to advance an explmation for why two-party systems seem to result 

fiom the use of the plurality formula by nations. hiverger suggeaed that smaller parties 

operathg in a plwality electoral system were subject to both a "mechanical effect" and a 

"psychological effect." The mechanical effect is relatively straigbtforward. Third parties 

receive fewer seats than they deserve. in many cases, they do not receive any seats at alL9 

As Taagepera and Shugart note, this effect is a mechanical one because once a nation 

chooses electoral d e s ,  there is no deliberate strategy on behalfof human anors to 

penalize smaller parties. Io  Douglas Rae persuasively demonstrated the existence of the 

mechanical effect m reai-world electoral systems. He found that, while alJ electoral 

systems tend to award parties with a large &are of the votes a disproportionately large 

&are of the seats, phuaiity syaems award a greater seat bonus to strong and first-place 

parties than do PR systems. 1 

The psychological effect is more controversial partly because it is more difficult 

to formulate, descnie, and meanire. Duverger descnbed the psychological effect as 

resulting fiom voters' attempts to make their votes couot as much as possible. He 

succinctly descnied the situation as foliows: "In cases where there are three parties 

operating under the simple-rnajority Iplurahty] single-ballot system the electors soon 

realize that their votes are waaed ifthey continue to give them to the third Party: whence 

their naturai tendency to transfer their vote to the less e d  of its two adversaries in order 

to prevent the success of the greater evil."12 Duverger conceived of the psychological 

Duverger, 'The influence of eleaorai systems, " 3 1 5 : Duverger. Polimal Parties. 
224-225. 

Io  Rem Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, Seats & Votes: The E/fects & 
Detennirmts of Elecroraf Systems (New Haven: Yale University R e s s  1 989 ). 6 5 .  

' I Douglas W. Rae, ïhe Political Consequerices ofEIecroral Laits.  rev. ed. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 197 l), 70, 88-92. 

I2 Duverger, Political Parties, 225. 



effect as  a long-term process that takes tirne to manifest itselffully as voters increasingly 

desert third parties and concentrate their support on the larger parties.13 Riker argues that 

the voter-based theory of the psychological effect is essentially rooted in rational choice 

theory which sees voters as tryiug to maximize the utility of their vote and have the 

greatest desired impact on the outcome of the election.14 Dwerger's law, however. is not 

apparent ody m voters; it dso extends to party eues as they decide whether to contea 

elections. Anticipating that voters might engage m strategic voting, small parties may 

choose not to contest cenain constïtuencies, thus reducing the number of parties. l 5  

hiverger's law is the best example of an approach that emphasizes the electoral 

syaem deter-ants of the number of parties. According to this approach. voters and 

parties respond to the incentives and punishments the electoral system provides. There is 

another approach, however, which stresses the socio-economic determinants of pany 

formation. According to this approach, parties are rooted in social and economic 

cleavages. The main lines of division in society becorne the main lines of division in 

partisan politics. It is important to recognize that Duverger did not describe his Iaw as a 

deterministic tmth that holds true in all contexts and despite ail other effects. He argues. 

in effect, that his law is true if all other things are equal: "The electoral system works in 

the direction of bipartimi: it does not necessarily and absolutely lead to it in spite of al1 

l 3  Duverger, Political Parties. 22 5 .  

l4  Riker, 762-764; See Gary W. Cox, Muking Votes Cowzt: Stmtegic 
Coordimrio~z it2 the World's Electoral Sysfems (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
1997) for an extended treatment of this point. 

15 Riker, 764-765, argues that fùrther research into the behaviour of party elites is 
the direction M e r  research into Duverger's psychological effect must go. For attempts 
to proceed dong these hes,  see Andre Blais and RK Carty, T h e  psychological impact 
of electoral laws: Measuring b e r g e r ' s  elusive factor, " British Journal of Political 
Science 2 1 ( 199 1): 79-93. 



obstacles. The basic tendency combines with many others which attenuate it. check it. or 

arrest it? 

The cleavages approach, with its emphasis on the social determinants of party 

system formation, is best typified by an influentid article written by Seymour Martin 

Lipset and Stem Rokkan. In it, they trace the development of party systems to the various 

cleavage structures in society. i7 In their study of the relation@ between issue 

dimensions and the number of parties m p arliament, Taagepera and G r o h  app ly this 

approach to the question of the number of parties more direaly. l 8  They expand the work 

of Lijphart who attempted to d e m i e  the issue dimensions that divide developed 

democracie~.~~ Taagepera and G r o b  argue that the number of parties in a nation's 

parliament is equai to the number of issue dimensions which divide a nation. plus one. 

Thus. a nation with one dimension spawns two parties, each ofwhich is on one side of the 

issue. They conclude that the number of issue dimensions alone can account for the 

number of parties present. irrespective of the electoral syaem in use. They do note. 

however. that the electoral syaem seems to be related to the issue dimensions someho\t. 

l 6  Duverger. Politicai P artiies. 228. 

l7 Seymour Martin Lipset and Stein Rokkan, "Cleavage structures, Party syaerns. 
and voter alignments: An introduction," in Seymour Manin Lipset and Stein Rokkan. 
eds., Porty Systems and Voter Alignments: Cross-National Perspectives (New York: 
Free Press, I967), 1-64. 

18 Rein Taagepera and Bernard G r o h ,  'Rethinking Duverger's law: Predicting 
the effective number of parties m pfuraiity and PR systems -- Parties minus issues equals 
one," European Journal of Political Research 13 ( 1985): 34 1-3 52. 

l9 Arend Lijp hart, Dernocrucies: Patterns of Major iiaria~z ami Cousemzls 
Government in TwenpOne Cmntries (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984). 127- 
149. 



in that every country with more than two and a half issue dimensions uses multi-member 

districts. 'O 

This relationshrp between issue dimensions and the number of parties that 

Taagepera and Grofinan explore provides an important challenge to the idea that electoral 

systems are centrai determinants of the nurnber of parties present m a political system 

This socio-economic argument, however, may ignore the role that parties themselves play 

m stmcturing poldical conflïct m a political system, m as much as it portrays parties as 

respondgig to societal inûuences. Parties c m  draw attention to  certain issues and highfight 

certain lines of division m a nation whiie downplaying other potentially relevant 

~ leavages .~~  Put another way, issue dimensions may not be independent of the number of 

parties. A large number of parties may emphasize an even larger number of dimensions of 

contlict in an attempt to distinguish themsehes f?om each other. Thus, the number of 

issue dimensions may be hi& m a nation. but this may be the resuh rather than the cause 

of having a high number of parties. 

Giovanni Sanori suggeas a distinction that may provide a way to combine the tno 

approaches. He distinguisbes between electoral systems that are relatively arong and 

those that are relatively feeble. Proportional representation systerns. argues Sanori. ha\-e 

less effect on the translation of votes into seats. Indeed, the more proportional an 

electoral synem is, the less it s effect on the number of parties will be. In other words. PR 

systems are relatively feeble. Single-member pluralay systems on the other hand. have a 

Taagepera and Grofinan, 350. 

21 Janine Broàie and Jane Jenson, Crisis, ChaIIenge. and Chonge. rev. ed. 
(ûttawa: Carleton University Press, 1988), chapter 1 make this argument to explain the 
absence of chss politics in Canada, suggesting that a class party may be an essential 
prerequisite for the emergence of class politics in Canada, rather than the other way 
around. 



very strong effect on the number of parties, thereby puning a brake on the emergence and 

flourishing of multiple parties." 

Building on this, it se- reasonable to hypothesize that a proportionai 

representation electord synem will not stand in the way of more parties formÏng ifthere 

is a suitable issue basis for parties to emerge. Piurality systems, on the other hand are 

Rely to have an effect on the number of parties by limiting their numbers. even ifthere 

are issue bases for more parties to emerge. In a phiralay system, third parties are likely to 

remain relatively srnail and have trouble eaablishing themselves as alternatives to the 

more established parties. Electoral systerns thus serve as important gate-keepmg 

institutions in the translation of issue dimensions mto partisan confiict. Grofman and 

Taagepera hypothesize that a combmation of multiple issue dimensions and a plurality 

electoral W e m  will result in the emergence of hua or three effective parties, while 

multiple issue dimensions in a proportional representation system will result in three or 

more parties. 

While much of Duverger's evidence was anecdotal and impressioniaic. more 

systematic examinations of the relationship between the number of  parties and electoral 

systems confom to the rxpectation that proportional representation systems are 

associated with larger numbers of parties. Rae found that the electorate and parliamentan. 

representation were more fiactionalized in countries with PR than in countnes using 

plurality or majoritanan formulae and he concluded that 'hiultiparùsm is more common 

and more extreme under proportional representation than under first-pan-the-post 

22 Giovanni Saxtoi 'Political developrnent and poliàcal engineering," m J.D. 
Montgomery and AO. Hu.schmaun, eds., Public Policy, VOL 17 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Ress 1968), 278-284; Giovanni Sarto$ The Hifluence of electoral 
systems: Faulty laws or faulty method?" m Bernard G r o h  and Arend Lijphart, eds.. 
EIectord Laws a d  their Pditzcal Conrequences (New York: Agathon, 1986). 57-63. 

23 Taagepera and G r o h ,  344. 



s y a e m ~ . ' ~ ~  Taagepera and Shugart c o h e d  this conclusion, f m b g  that plurality 

syaems have lower numbers of parties than do systerns of proportional representation? 

One of the m m  debated questions in the hterature over electoral syaems is 

whether proportional representation rmittipiies the number of parties present in an 

electoral syçtem Early crdics, such as F A  Hermens, suggested that PR wodd multiply 

the number of panies dramaticalty, thus fiagmenting the political system and reducing its 

stability.26 What is surprising m this Lirerature is the relative absence of systematic midies 

oftransitions between electoral systerns. Taagepera and Shugart consider the case of 

Denmark which adopted PR nationwide in 1920 to see if the &ch in electoral -stems 

renilted in a multiplication of parties. The evidence nom Denmark suggests that the 

adoption of PR did not result in appreciably more parties tha. were aiready present. The 

greatea increase in the number of parties came under the plurahty rule just pior  to the 

adoption of PR The evidence fiom Sweden seems to suggest that the number o f  panies 

increases with the adoption of PR since the number of parties rose steadily after 

Sweden's electoral reform m 1908. Taagepera and Shugart argue: however. that this 

increase in the number of parties was the result of the emergence of a new urban-rural 

issue dimension and a split of parties on the Lefi f i e r  the Russian Revolution. rather than 

the adoption of proponional representation. Their point is buttressed by the fact that the 

number of parties in Sweden had declined by 1940 to a level very close to what it was 

prior to the adoption of PRz7 Shamir's more synematic aatinical m d y  of the eEects of 

24 Rae, 98. See Arend Lijphart, 'The political consequences of electoral Ia~r-S. 
1 945-85." Americmi Political Science Review 84 ( 1990): 488-49 1 for an updat ed 
discussion of Rae's hdings. 

25 Taagepera and Shugart, Seats & Votes. 8 1 - 8 5 .  

26 F A  Hermas, Democracy or Amrchy? A Stuc& of Proportiortol 
Representation (South Benci, I1L: University of Notre Dame Press, 194 1 ). 

27 Taagepera and Shugart, Seatr & Votes, 148- 153. 



changes in electoral systems in 4x European corntries confirms Taagepera and Shugan 's 

analysis. He conchded that M e ,  on balance. the adoption of PR resulted in more 

parties, these parties were so miall as to have very little effect on the overd 

fiactionalkation of the electoral systemz8 

Measuring the number of parties 

Shamir's argument raises the methodological question of how ben to measure the 

number of parties, their ske, and relevance in the political system Determinhg the 

number of parties can be a dï£Ecult thmg to do m any party system Answering the 

question 'Wow rnany parties are there?' requires us to d e  some very h e  distmctions 

between what is and is not a relevant party.z9 One approach is to mciude ail parties that 

contest an election, regardless of their size. Whiie this seems to be the moa complete 

determination of the number of parties m a party system it can also serve to obscure the 

way the party system actually works. This approach would consider a pany  that contened 

every seat and which controls a majority of the seats in rhe legislature to be equivalent to 

one that may have conteaed only one or two seats and eamed a tiny fiaction of the 

popular vote. This does not seem to give an intuitive or fair reflection of the way in which 

the party system actually operates. Altematively. we could lirnit ourseives to ody those 

parties that have eamed seats in the legislature. This seems more reasonable. but again 

@es parties with a majority of seats the same weight as small paxties with only a handfùl 

of seats. This only traosfers the measurement problem from the electorate to the 

legislanue. 

28 Michal Shamir, 'Thanges in electoral systems as 'interventions: Another test of 
berger's  hypothesis," European Journal of Intemnrionai Research 13 ( 1 985 ): 1 - 10. 

29 See Lijphart, Democracxes, 1155- 123 for a discussion ofthis problem 



A second approach is to estabiish a cut-off point that sets the minimum Ievel of 

support a party needs to be considered relevant. This technique might lead us to exclude 

ail parties that do not receive at least ten or meen percent of the vote, for example.30 

This has the obvious benefit of removing fiom consideration those parties that are sa 

small that they are largely irrelevant to the operation of the party qstem While this 

approach is mniitive, it is essentiaIly arbitrary. Kwe use a fifteen percent threshold why is 

a party with fifteen percent of the vote necessarily more relevant to the party system than 

a party that receives fourteen percent of the vote? Furthemore, the d e t e d a t i o n  of the 

number of parties can Vary dramatically, depending on the threshold adopted. 

A thùd approach is to weigh each party's Sze according to its strength in the 

eiectorate or in the ieg is la~e .  Parties with a large &are of fhe votes or seats will count 

for more than relativeiy srnail parties. Markku Laakso and Rein Taagepera developed this 

approach into a measure cded  the effective number of parties. The effective number of 

parties is the reciprocal of the sum of the squares of the vote or seat fiactions held by 

each party. Expressed as an equation. the effective number of parties is measured as  

follows: 

In this formula, 'Pi" is the proportion of seats and votes for a party3I In any situation 

where a number of parties win equal shares of the vote, the value of N will be equal to the 

actual number of parties. For example, m a situation of perfect two-party competition. 

The 10% threshold was used by Terence H. Quaha, "Seats and votes: An 
application of the cube law to the Canadian electoral system," Camdim Jourruzi of 
Politicd Science 1 (1968): 340 in his analysis of the Canadian electoral system 

3' Markku Laakso and Rem Taagepera, "'Effective number of parties:' A measure 
with application to West Europe," Comparutive Political Stirdes 1 2 ( 1 9 79): 3-27. 



that is, where there are only two parties and each party has 50% of the vote. :V wiU yield a 

result of 2 as: 

The effective number of parties measure returns values that are remarkably 

intuitive. N is superior to measures that set an arbitrary cut-off pomt because the number 

of parties decreases gradually as support for d e r  parties diminir;hes, rather than the 

drarnatic drop m number of parties that r e d s  when the -off point is reached? 

Another advantage of N is that it is related to other measures of concentration, most 

notably Rae's measure of fiactionalization, "F," which he used in his influential cross- 

national study of electoral systems. That measure is based on the probability of randomly 

selecting two individuals who voted for different parties and is calculated as foilows:33 

Since both F and N rely on the sum of the squares of the vote or seat shares won by the 

various parties, it is quite clear that the two measures are related mathematica!l). The 

relationship is: 34 

While Rae's Bactionalization index conveys the same idonnation a s  the effective number 

of parties and provides an index that ranges from O tu 1, N is preferable because it is more 

mtuitive. It is easier to envision a value oftwo effective parties as opposed to the 

fiactionahtion index of 0.5. 

32 Taagepera and Shugart, Seats & Votes, 79. 

33 Rae, 53-58. 

34 Taagepera and Shugart, Seats & Votes, 80. 



The measure 'Ar' is not without its problems. It does resuit m a loss of detail and 

can give a misleadmg impression of the partisan situation. For example, a situation in 

which there are three parties witb equal levels of support will r e m  the same effective 

number of parties (3.0) as a situation in which there is one large party with 57% of the 

support, a smail party with one percent of the vote, and 2 1 other smd parties, each with 

two percent of the vote. It is obvious that the two situations are quite digerent, but the 

"effective number of parties" measure equates hem However, as Taagepera and Shugan 

argue, such a loss of detail is mevitable in any attempt to reduce a complex set of 

mformation mto one n~mber. '~ Hence, t is important to supplement N with other 

desmiptions of the number of parties and not rely exciusively on the "effective number of 

parties" reasoning. 

ûne h a 1  important nep in measuring the effective number of parties is to 

diainguish between the number of electoral parties and the number of parliamentary 

parties. The effective number of electoral parties (N,J is d e t e d e d  through calculations 

based on the proportions of the vote that each party receives. The effective number of 

pariiamentary parties (Ns) is determined through calculations fiom the parties' legidative 

representation. It is important to consider both wben trying to understand the impact of 

electoral reform as a switch in electoral syaem may affect the number of electoral panies 

but oot the number of parliamentary parties, or vice versa. 

Alberta and Manitoba as Test Cases 

The Manitoba and Alberta cases provide an excellent opportunity to test 

hypotheses about the relationshtp between electoral fomulae and the number of parties. 

Not ody do they represent cases of a shift f?om a relativeiy disproportional phirahty 

eleaoral system to a more propo~ional system, but they dso  auow for an 

35 Taagepera and Shugart, Seats & Votes, 259-260. 
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examination of the effects of a shift back to the pluraiity syaem Furthemore. the use of 

STV was over a period of tirne long enough to ailow any change m the number of parties 

to d e s t  itself. Smce the Alberta and Manitoba cases happened 9multaneousiy. we also 

have the oppominity to test the effects of a çhift in electoral formula in two different 

social contexts. 

me Impoct of the Hare Systern 

As discussed earlier, there is reason to expect that the adoption of the Hare form 

of STV in the major cities of Alberta and Manitoba would have resuhed in an increase in 

the eEective number of parties. Figure 1 1 shows the effective number of electoral (.Y,.) 

and parliimentary (Ns) parties in Winnipeg over tirne. As the graph indicates. a dramatic 

increase m the number of electoral parties accompanied the adoption of STV in Winnipeg. 

The effective number of electoral parties shot up from around three in 19 15. the laa 

plurality election to about four and a haif'in 1920 and around five and a halfia 1922. 

Figwe I I 

The Effective Number of Parties in Winnipeg, 1899-1966 
- - -  .. - 

O 1 
1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 

Year 



While the number of electoral parties fluctuated while the city used STV. the number of 

parties remained quite hi& until the r e m  to the plurality system afier 1953. On a\,erage. 

there were about NO and a halfeffective electoral parties in Winnipeg pnor to 1920: after 

the adoption of STV, the number jumped to about four and a half effective electoral 

parties in Wmnipeg. After the r e m  to the pluraiity system in 1958, roughly three 

electoral parties contested seats m Winnipeg. The evidence fiom Winnipeg seems to 

support the contention of those who argue that the adoption of more proportional 

electoral systerns multiplies the number of parties present. 

While STV and a larger number o f  electoral parties coincided, it would be a 

mistake to aanîute aii of this increase in the competitiveness of the party systern in 

Winnipeg to the adoption of STV. As ûiscussed above. there are many things that shape 

pany syaems. There were many factors besides STV which may have influenced the 

number of parties in Winnipeg at this tirne. M o a  sieatficantly. the 1920 election was the 

fira provincial election afier the Winnipeg General Strike. This increased the salience of 

class-based cleavages in Manitoba, as the ciramatic nuge in support for labour candidates 

in the 1920 election indicates. For the province as a whole. 3.3% of voters can ballots for 

labour candidates in the 19 15 election. In 1920. 17.7% of voters supponed labour 

candidates. In Winnipeg, this pattern is even stronger. in 19 15. labour candidates recekeed 

6.6% of the vote while in 1920, they polied 33.1% of the vote. More evidence for the 

increased saiience of class divisions is the increase in the number of candidates wlio 

declared a labour affiliation on the bailot. In 1915, only three candidates (two of those in 

Winnipeg) ran under the labour banner; in 1920, eighteen candidates (including ten in 

Winnipeg) ran as labour candidates. Class politics remained salient throughout the period 



usbg STV, as the work ofNelson Wiseman and Wayne Taylor on the relative salience of 

class and ethnic voting in the city demonstrates.36 

The long-terni trend in the effective number of electoral parties in Figure 1 1 

supports this interpretation of the evolution of Winnipeg's party system. The effective 

number of parties spikes upward in 1920, peaks in 1922, d e r  which the secular trend is 

toward a decreased number of parties. This trend reflects the evolution of labour politics 

m Manitoba. Wormsbecker descnibes the emergence of labour politics in 1920. the 

fragmentation of the labour movement m 1922, and the decline m labour's political 

fortunes d e r  192T3' The dramatic emergence of labour's political power in 1920 

increased the number of parties. The rivalries between different factions in the labour 

movement fiagmented the labour vote M e r  in 1922, elevating the effective number of 

parties even higher in that election. M e r  1922. labour's support consolidated around the 

Independent Labour Party. and later the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation. whicli 

decreased the effective number of electoral parties. Furtber evidence of a social ratlier 

than an maitutional basis for the increase in the number of electoral panies is the  increase 

in the number of parties in rural Manitoba in 1920. despite its continued use of the 

plurality d e  (See Figure 16, below). It is impossible to conclude. then. that the shifi to  a 

more proportional electoral system had any direct multiplicative eEect on the number of 

36 Nelson Wiseman and KW. Taylor. 'Voting in Winnipeg during the 
Depression," Canudiatt Review of Sociologv and Anrhropolog). 1 9 ( 1982): 2 1 5 -2 3 6 : 
KW. Taylor and Nelson Wiseman, 'Class and etbnic voting in Winnipeg: the case of 
1941," Camdiun Reviov of Sociology undAttthropology 14 (1977): 174- 187: Nelson 
Wiseman and K. W. Taylor, 'Zthnic vs class voting: The case of Winnipeg, 1945." 
Camdian JmmaZ of Political Science 7 ( 1 974): 3 1 4-3 28; Nelson Wiseman and K 
Wayne Taylor, "Class and ethnic voting in Winnipeg during the Cold War." Camdim 
Review of Sociology und Arirhropology 16 ( 1979): 60-76. 

37 Kathleen O'Gorman Wormsbecker, "The rise and fall of the labour p olitical 
movement in Manitoba, 19 19- 1927" (M.A. thesis, Queen's University, 1977). 



electoral parties. If STV had any effea on the number of electoral parties, it was iikely 

limited to exacerbatmg the mcrease in the number of parties rather than being the sole 

cause. 

The number of parliamentary parties (N,) in Winnipeg shows more evidence of the 

effect of STV than does the number of electoral parties. Obviously, the number of 

parliamentary parties is related closely to the number of electoral panies; representation in 

parliament is not possible without electoral aippon. The improved proportionality of the 

Hare system meant tbat the number of parliamentary parties reflected the higher number 

of pariiamentary parties more faithnily than would have been the case under the pluraiity 

system. There were, on average, 1.8 parliamentary parties in Winnipeg before the 

adoption of STV. While the Hare system was m place. there were almon four 

p arliamentary parties. 

Figure 12 

The Relative Reduction in the Number of Parties in Winnipeg, 1899-1966 



M e r  the return to the plurality system there were jus over two effective panies 

representing Winnipeg in the Manitoba le@ature. While STV was in use. there was a 

fairly close correspondence between the number of parliamentary and electoral parties. 

Figure 12 graphs the relative reduction in the effective number of parties in Wmnipeg 

~ o m  1899 to 1966. It shows the percentage of effective parties eliminated by the working 

of the eieaord s y s t e ~ n ~ ~  While there are significant fiuctuations fiom election to election 

withm both plurality and the Hare system the average values for the relative reduction of 

the number of parties while the Hare system was in use are about halfof those fiom when 

the piurality d e  was in effect. On average, the pluraldy system eliminated about 29'* of 

the effective parties fiom 1899 to 191 5 and 3 1% £tom 1958 to 1966. Tbe Hare syaem in 

Wmnipeg eliminated an average of 14% of the effective parties. 

Tuming to Calgaq (Figure 13) and Edmonton (Figure 14). we see an intereaing 

contrast that c0di .m~ the earlier analysis of the Winnipeg results. in both cities. the use of 

the Hare system did not, on average. lead to a dramatic mcrease in the number of 

electoral parties. Calgary averaged 2.9 electoral parties in the periods it used plurality. 

both before and afier the use of STV. During the period in which the Hare -stem was Ui 

use. an average of 3.0 effective electoral parties cooteaed elections. a negligible increase. 

Edmonton provides a little more evidence of an increase in the number of parties after the 

adoption ofthe Hare system From 1905 to 1921, an average of 2.5 effective parties 

contested elections in Edmonton. While STV was in use, an average of 3.4 effective 

electoral panies were present. When the city rehirned to the pluraliry rule in 1959. the 

number of effective electoral parties averaged 3.1. In neither place did the Hare increase 

the number of electoral parties in any dramatic way. 

38 The relative reduction of the number of effective parties is calculated as foilows: 
(Nv Ns)/Nc. 



Figure 13 

The Effective Number of Parties in Caigary, 1905-1 967 

1905 1915 1925 1935 1 945 1955 1965 1975 

Year 

The expenence of Edmonton and Calgary in companson with Winnipeg suggens 

that STV does not necessarily increase in the number of parties. To the contrary. the large 

increase in the number of electoral parties in Aberta's major cities came in 1 92 1. one 

election before the adoption of the Hare system. This mcrease was likely due to the re- 

aligning character of the 192 1 election in Alberta polaics, as it marked the transition fiom 

the first Liberal-dominated party system to the second Party system, dominated by the 

Uniied Farmers of Alberta (UFA). Although the UFA did not contest any of Calgary's 

five seats m 192 1 and ran only one candidate m Edmonton m that election. the 192 1 

eiection was stiIl one of those rare elections in Alberta that redted  in a change in 

govemment. This iikely increased the number of electoral parties in both major cities. 



Figure 14 

The Effective Number of Parties in Edmonton, 1905-1967 

Furthermore. Manitoba was not the ody province to kel  the effects of labour milit ancy. 

as Alberta also saw an increase m the number of labour candidates and nippon in 192 1 .  

Table 16 demonstrates the increase in the political strength of labour candidates leading 

up to the 192 1 election. This suggeas that the salience of class divisions m electoral 

politics also mcreased in Aiberta and Wreiy contniuted to the hcrease in the effective 

number of electoral parties. 

One possible exphnation is that the mcrease in district magnitude in all three cities 

may have mcreased the effective number of eleaoral parties. In 192 1, Edmonton and 

Calgary both elected five members, switching fiom single-member districts. ï h e  1 920 

election in Winnipeg also marked the emergence of a larger district magnitude often. a 



Table 16 

Labour* candidacies and support in Edmonton and C a l g a ~ ,  1913-1921 

* - kcludes Labour, Independent Labour, and Socialist Labour candidates 

Year 

1913 
1917 
1921 

rhift nom the six single-member districts of 191 5 .  It is possible that the increase in district 

mapitude may be the factor that inmeases the number of electoral parties. The evidence 

m this midy cannot defjnitively d e  out this possiiility. It does. however. appear unWtely 

as in the IWO Alberta cities. the effective number of electoral parties quickly dropped off 

in Calgary and varied around values close to those seen in the penod when the ci5 

returned to the single-member plurality syaem In Edmonton as wek the number of 

effective electoral parties deciined, albeit much more slowly than in Calgary. By 1935. it 

was at  the levels close to those seen after 1955. Lfthe larger dimict magnitude was the 

factor leading to large numbers of parties, we wouid expect the number of electoral 

parties to have remained hi& throughout the period in which the Hare y a e m  was in use. 

The pattern of the number of effective parliamentary parties in Edmonton and 

Calgary also seem to confirm the conclusions drawn fiom the situation in Winnipeg. The 

more proportional Hare system affected N' m both cities as it translated voter preferences 

more Eaithf'ully than did the pluraiity syaem In both Calgary and Edmonton. the number 

of parliamentary parties incr~ased with the adoption of the Hare system and stayed at 

relatively high levels throughout the period of its use. in Edmonton, every election using 

the Hare system renuned a higber number of effective parliamentary parties than any of  

the plural@ elections m the time periods under consideration. In Calgary. the diaerence is 

Edmonton 
O h  of cands 

O 
12.5% 
34.6% 

Calgary 
O h  of votes 

O 
1.9% 

20.5% 

O h  of cands 
14.3O10 
28.5% 
30.0% 

% of votes 
2.6O/0 

24.9'0 
32.4010 



less Stark but still significant. Table 17 indicates the average number of effective 

parliamentary parties m both cities. In Calgary. there was an average of one more 

parliamentary party during the penod using the Hare system than was the case in the 

pluraiay penod. In Edmonton, the use of STV mcreased the number of parliamentary 

parties by two and a half times, a very dramatic effect. 

Table 17 

Average Number of Parüamentary Parties in Edmonton and Calgary 

The number of parliamentary parties increased much more dramaticaUy than the 

number of electoral parties. in E d m ~ a o n  and Calgary, the plurality system had a brutal 

&an on the number of parliamentary parties in both relative and absolute t e m .  in the 

1905- 192 1 period. the number of electoral parties was on average 1.2 and 1.3 effective 

parties higher than the number of parliamentary parties in Calgaq and Edmonton. 

respectively. in the 1959- 1967 period. the number of electoral parties was 1 .Z and 2.0 

effective parties higher m the two cities. During the 1926- 195 5 period, the Hare syaem 

reduced the number of effectke parties by a .  average of only 0.4 parties in Calgan* and 

0.5 parties in Edmonton. Figure 15 shows the relative reduction in the number of parties 

for both cities. In Calgary, the phirality eiectoral system reduced the effective number of 

parties by 4 1 % and 43%, from 1905- 192 1 and 1959- 1967, respectively. In Edmonton. the 

number of parties was reduced by 43% and 64% in the penods before and afier the Hare 

system was in use. In contraa, whde the Hare system was in use. the relative reduction of 

Per iod 
1905- 192 1 
1926-1955 
1959-1967 

System 
Pl~1:aI. i~  

Hare 
P l u s a h  

Caigary 
1.7 
2.6 
1.6 

Edmonton 
1.2 
2.8 
1.1 



Figure 15 

The Relative Reduction in the Number of Parties, 
Edmonton and Calgary, 1905-1 967 
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the eEective number of parties was 14% m both cities. The Hare system was much more 

faithful in translating the diversjr of partisan choices into legiskitive representation than 

was the plurality system. 

The effect on the effective number of parliamentary parties was more pronounced 

in Edmonton and Calgary than m Winnipeg. The combination of Alberta's tendency 

towards overwhelming legislative majorities and the single-member plurality q a e m  led to 

many extreme reductions in the number of parties. Manitoba's more competitive party 

system seems to have produced less electoral distortim than in Alberta and thus the 

effects of the adoption of STV, wtiile still noticeable, are less miking. The gap between 

N, and Ns is less severe m Winnipeg (Figure 1 1 ) m the plural if^ periods than was found in 

the plurality periods in Calgary (Figure 13) and Edmonton (Figure 14). This accounts in 



mm for the lower reductions in the effective number of parties in Winnipeg (Figure 12) 

than in Edmonton and Calgary (Figure 15). 

The mcrease in the number of parliamentary parties in the three major cities meant 

that Edmonton, Calgary, and Winnipeg's representatives m the legislanues were more 

diverse than would have been the case had the pluraiay d e  been in use. This not only 

meant that Liberals or Conservatives did not exclusively represent these d e s ,  but also 

that candidates fiom smaJler parties won penodically and M e r  increased the diversity of 

perspectives. Whiîe Alberta's less cornpetitive party system limded the oppominities for 

smailer parties, it was stiU possble for Labour and Independent Labour candidates to 

become elected under the more proponional Hare system. Thar would not have been the 

case without the Hare system Winnipeg was even more diverse, with representatives 

fiom a variety of labour groups eafning representation. Winnipeg routinely elected 

Communia and Labour-Progressive MLAs fiom 1936 on; the success of these candidates 

was Iikely due to the Hare syaeq  since after Winnipeg retumed to plurality in 1958. 

Communia and Labour Progressive candidates never won another seat. 

The Impact of the Aitermtzve bote 

While the Hare system seems to have played a role in stmcturing the character of 

party competition in the three major cities. what effect did the use of alternative voting 

have on party competition in the m a l  areas of Manitoba and Alberta? The effective 

numbers of electoral and parliamentary parties m rural Manitoba are graphed over tirne in 

Figure 16. There were wide fluctuations m these measures in the period under study. The 

use of AV does not seem to have s i ~ c a n t l y  afFected either the rumbers of electoral or 

parliamentary parties in rural Manitoba. As noted earlier, one of the largest mcreases 

occurred in 1920, two elections before the first use of AV. This niggests a societaL rather 

than an institutional cause. The mcrease likely refiects the emergence of a famers' 

movement and the poIitica1 activism of labour. The 1920 election shattered the two-party 



system; from this election on, there were around three effective electoral panies in 

cornpetition m rural Manitoba. There is significant fhictuation in the number of electoral 

parties while the rural areas used AV. It is difncult to attnbute this to the ahernative 

votmg system, as this period also saw significant political r e a l i p e n t s  with parties joining 

and leaving the Progressive-led coalition. The peak in the number of parties in 1949 

represents the fragmentation of the coalition govemment as hcreasing number of 

Conservatives ran as mdependents in opposition to the coalition, increasing the effective 

number of electoral parties. (See Appendk B). While AV is associated with a siightly 

higher number of electoral parties, Manitoba's cornpetitive and fluid party system 

accounts for much of the fluctuation. 

The number of parliamentary parties shows a similar trend. M e r  a surge in 1 920. 

N, dropped dramaticdy and fluctuated around rwo and a half to three parties. One 

Figure 16 

The Effective Number of Parties in Rural Manitoba, 1899-1966 
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mteresting feature of Figure 16 is the discrepancy between the number of electoral and 

parliamentary parties. Up to and including the 1920 election. the numbers of electoral and 

parhmentary parties were veiy çimilar. From 1922 on, parliamentary and electoral parties 

diverged significantly. Alternative voting does not appear to have afEected the 

correspondence between these two measures. hdeed, the performance of the system 

under AV ciiffers little fiom the results under the phirality rule f i e r  the 1953 election. 

In short, the alternative vote syaem m Manitoba appears to have had a negligible 

impact on the number of parties in nual Manitoba. The mcreased and fiuctuating numbers 

of electoral and parlianientary parties in the province seem to refiect the impact of the 

üFM/Progressive movement and the character of coalition politics m Manitoba. AV does 

not appear to have been determinative in rural Manitoba. 

Figure 17 

The Effective Number of Parties in Rural Alberta, 1905-1967 



The evidence fiom rural Alberta corroborates the conclusions fiom Manitoba. The 

effects of AV on party cornpetition m rural AIberta are evident in Figure 17. As in 

Manitoba, the use of AV appears to have had vimiaily no impact on the effective number 

of parliamentaq or electoral parties. It is interesthg to note the relatively less competitive 

party system in Alberta in Figure 17 when compared to Figure 16. The effective number 

of electoral and parliamentary parties is consistently lower m Amerta than m Manitoba 

and the gap between N,. and N, is particularly pronounced. For several of the elections. the 

number of effective parliamentary parties is one or slightly over one which mdicates that 

one party (Social Credit ) won every or almost every seat in nual Alberta. Figure 1 7 

portrays a slight long-term increase in the effective number of electoral parties. Over tirne. 

Alberta's party syaem was becomhg more competitive. The majoritarian AV and 

Figure 18 

The Relative Reduction in the Number of Parties in Rural Manitoba, 1899-1966 



Figure 19 

The Relative Reduction in the Number of Parties in Rural Alberta, 1905-1967 
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plurality systems generally masked this trend. however. since the number of parliamentan. 

parties does not display a similar secular trend. The only election that reflects the 

increased competitiveness of the party system was the 1955 election. which was also the 

only election in which AV had a discemable effect, as we wiU see in Chapter 6. 

Alternative votmg appears, then, to have had aimost no impact on the character of 

party cornpetition m the nual areas. The effective number of parties appears to have been 

uoaffected by the adoption of STV. Table 18 shows the average number of electoral and 

parliamentary parties for Alberta and Manitoba in all three periods. As cm be seen. any 

changes in the nurnber of parties are part of a secular trend toward greater nurnbers of 

parties. Furthemore, in neither Alberta nor Manitoba was AV an effective electoral 

system for more accurately translating voter preferences into diverse parliamentary 



representation. The relative reduction in the effective number of parties for rural 

Manitoba and m a l  Alberta is graphed in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. Manitoba 

dispiays wild fluctuations m this measure. Alternative voting does oot M e r  fiom the 

plurahty system in any systematic way. Aitemative voting was capable both of 

dramatically reducing the number of parties ( 1932) and of more f*ly reflecting the 

diver* of opinion in the electorate (1936). Alberta also displays significant fluctuations. 

but not nearly as wild as those in Manitoba. Alberta's reduction levels are much higher 

than Manitoba's, reflecting Social Credit's dominance of the party system Figure 19 also 

reveals a long-tem dampening effect in Alberta. Both AV and the phiraiity system 

prevented the increasing diversity at the electoral level fiom canybg through to the 

legislame. The evidence fiom both provinces indicates that the adoption of AV did not 

r e d t  in a lower reduction of the number of parties. Indeed? as Table 18 reveals. the 

average reduction in the number of parties under AV is mdistinguishable from the record 

under pluraiity. Any merences are part of long-term trends in the evolution of the pany 

sy stem, 

Table 18 

Average Effective Number of Parties and Average Relative Reductioo of the 
Number of Parties in Rural Manitoba and Alberta 

Period Manitoba 

Conclusion 

Pre AV 
AV 
Post AV 

In some respects, electoral reform in Alberta and Manitoba appears to have had a 

significant impact on the character of Party cornpetition in those two provinces. The 

parties 
2.6 
3.6 
3 -4 

ary parties 
2.2 
2.7 
2.6 

Reduction 
14% 
24% 
22% 

parties 
2.2 
2.7 
2.7 

ary parties 
1.4 
1.4 
1.1 

reduction 
34% 
47% 
57% 



adoption of the Hare system in Winnipeg was accompanied by a multiplication of 

elect oral parties that seems to support Duverger's hypothesis that proportion al 

representation causes mdtipartism The evidence from Edmonton and Calgary. however. 

seems to support arguments against such a contention, as the number of electoral parties 

did not mcrease with the adoption of a more proportional electoral system in fact. it is 

difficuit to claim that the electoral formula is the decisive factor in determining the 

number of electoral parties. It is more accurate to say that choosing a more proportional 

electoral system will d o w  the emergence of new electoral parties if there is a çufficient 

social basis for them In the case of Wmnipeg in 1920, the dermath of the General Strike 

led to an increase in the salience of class politics which sparked an increase in the voting 

support of labour candidates. This fiapented the party system and shattered the 

domination of the Liberal and Conservative parties. In Alberta. however. the adoption of 

the Hare -stem was not accompanied by the emergence of new social bases for party 

formation. thus a multiplication of parties did not occrir. 

The number of parliamentary parties seems to be more closely linked to the 

change in electoral syaems. in al1 three cities. the adoption of the Hare ?stem increased 

the number of parliamentary parties. in some cases quite substantialiy. The cities' 

parliamentary representation became more diverse and corresponded more closely to the 

electoral support of the various parties. This is eMdent in the drop that occurs io the 

relative reduction in the number of parties. While all electoral systems have a tendency ro 

reduce the fragmentation in the legislature and hence the effective number of 

parliamentary parties, the Hare system seems to elhinate a much smaller proportion of 

the electoral parties. Typically, the Hare system eliminated only about 14% of the 

effective number of electoral parties in these instances while the plurality system 

elimmated at least twice that amount, on average. Still, the use of the Hare systern did 

seem to have had a sigillficant impact on the pariiamentary representation of those cities. 



These conclusions suppon the existence of Duverger's mechanical effect. The 

plurality system seems to have dampened the effective number of panies in the 

legislatures and limited the fidl expression of voter choice in their parliamentaq 

representation. This effect is a mechanicd result of the operation of the plurality nile. n ie  

evidence pertinent to Duverger's psychological eEect is much less conclusive. ifthe 

psychological effect were determinative, we would expea that the adoption of a more 

propoxtional electoral system, such as the Hare system, would r e d t  in an increase in the 

effective number of electoral parties. This does not appear to have happened. At the same 

tirne. it is not clear that we c m  conclusively d e  out the existence of the psychological 

effect, as the adoption of muhi-member consthencies in all three chies seems to have 

resulted in a multiplication of the effective number of electoral parties. 

While the Hare system seems to have made a Merence in the operation of the 

party systems in both provinces, the same is not true about the alternative voting 

procedure. The use of AV in the rural constituencies appears to have had no impact on 

the number of electoral or parliamentary parties. Mirroring our conclusions about the 

effect of AV on proportionality, alternative votmg does not seem to have an' bener a 

record at faithfûlly translating the concerns of the electorate than does the plurality 

syaem. Moreover. AV was equally effective at reducing the number of parties as  the 

plwality system was. 

The case studies of Alberta and Manitoba confinn the observations that have been 

made that electoral systems are only one of many duences on party syaems. In moa 

cases, their influence may not be decisive. The number of parties that are viable seems to 

be more of a function of society than the institutional arrangements of elections. More 

proportional electord systerns d o w  the emergence of more panies, but do not in 

thernselves cause new parties to emerge. They also appear to allow new parties to be 

more faithfully represented in a polay's legislature, but their influence in that regard is 



primarily mechanical. On this evidence. it seems clear that more proportional electoral 

syaems do not necessarily multiply the number of parties in a political system. The threat 

of PR resultmg m a multitude of very small, ideologicai parties fiaagmentmg the political 

system does not seem to be borne out. Even the effective number of parliamentan parties. 

the party system variable that most clearly showed the effeas of the eleaoral formula 

increased only very modestly and certaidy withm manageable levels. Hence, the fear that 

PR results in some foxm of political party anarchy is not supported by the evidence &om 

the experiences of Manitoba and Alberta. 



Chapter Six 

The Endurance of Partisanship: Party Solidarity and Exclusivity 

While the single transferable vote is ofien iumped together with proportional 

representation systems because of its propensity to renun proportional election outcomes. 

it M e r s  Eom other PR systerns m that voters cast th& ballots for candidates. not for 

parties. Thus, while S W  is similar to other PR systems m outcomes, it diaers 

subaantially m process. Most PR systems rely on p a q  U s ;  d e  some lia systems 

allow some choice of candidates withm party lins and even fiom the lists of other parties 

(panachage systems), the primary choice facmg a voter is which p a q  to nippon. STV 

is qualitatively Merent in that voters do not have to mdicate a preference for a particular 

party. Instedd, they choose fiom among candidates and may caa  their preferences for any 

combmation of candidates fiom any combination of parties in any order they wish. For 

many proponents of STV, this is one of the moa attractive features of the syaem. They 

see STV as  a way to minimize party control over the electoral process as it gkes voters 
. . .  

the fieedom to choose which candidates they wiU or will not support. mannumg voter 

control and choice.2 A fiequently unanswered question, however. is the extent to which 

Douglas J .  Amy, Real Choices / New Voices: The Case* P roportiorml 
Representatim in the Unzred States (New York: Columbia. 1 993 ). 227-228 proGdes a 
good o v e ~ e w  .>f the dinerent options available for List systems; See Gary W. Cox 
Makiig Votes Ca<nt: Strategic Coordination in the World's Eiectoral Systenlr 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), Chapter 3 and Appendix A for a more 
det ailed description. 

Nick Loenen, Citizenship and Democracy: A Case for Proportzonai 
Representatiot~ (Toronto: hindum, 1997), 125: Amy, 18 1; George H. Hallen. 
'Froporbional representation with the single transferable vote: A basic requirement for 



voters a d y  take advantage of this fieedorn This chapter will examine the pattern on 

transfers m Alberta and Manitoba m order to determine the role of partisanship in S W 

elections. 

T h e  non-partisan traditions in Alberta and Manitoba 

This feature of preferential voting is especdly relevant m the context of Albena 

and Manitoba politics in the period under consideration, &ce populism and non- 

partisanship were particularly popular ideas m the two provinces. The non-pmisan 

climate was particularly pronounced m Manitoba afker the 1922 election when the UnRed 

Farmers of Manitoba (UFM) won a majority in the legislature. Despite all bemg elected as 

farmers, the UFM candidates were pooriy organized and did not even have a leader in 

1922. John Bracken became leader of this disparate group and the party ran as the 

Progressives fkom 1927 onwards. Throughout the 1930s. Bracken repeatedy invited the 

opposition parties to join the Progressives m a broad-based non-partisan coalition 

govemment. The Liber& were the &a to accept Bracken's offer and three Liberals 

joined the cabmet in 193 1. In the election in 1932. Liberals and Progressives rm under a 

combined 'liberal-Progressive" label. Afier the 1936 election, the h e  Social Credit 

MLAs agreed to support the governing coalition. World War iI increased pressure on the 

opposition parties to jom the coalition, and in 1940. the Conservatives. CCF. and Social 

Credit aU joined. The vaa majority of candidates m the 194 1 provincial election ran in 

support of this coalition, akhough there were several who ran againn the coalition. 

including a few Conservatives and Social Credit candidates. Because of the coiIapse of 

- -- -- 

democratic elections," m Arend Lijphart and Bernard Grofhan, eds.? Chwsirzg air 
Electorol System: Issues mid Alternatives (New York: Raeger, l984), 1 1 9- 120: Richard 
S. Katz, "The single transferable vote and proportional representation," m Arend Lijphan 
and B emard Gr ofinan, eds., Choasitzg an Eieciorai Spenz:  Issues and Alteniarives (New 
York: Raeger, l984), 14 1- 142. 



partisanship m the 194 1 election, there were many acclamations. When Bracken lefi to 

become leader of the federal Consemative party in 1943, the CCF decided to withdraw 

fiom the coaiition and was its primaiy opponent. The coalition splintered M e r  in the 

1949 election when a number of anti-coalition Conservatives were elected. In 1950, the 

Conservatives officially withdrew fiom the coalition, aithough not before several of their 

members crosçed the tloor of the legislature to jom the Liberai-Progressive govemment. 

The 1953 election was fought more or less dong party lines, although this non-partisan 

spirit m Manitoba did not really end until the defeat of the Liberal-Progressives in 1958.3 

In his study of populist movements on the Canadian prairies, David Laycock 

identifies the Bracken-led coalition govemment as an example of "cxypto-iiberal" populia 

thought. The govement's goal was to provide fiscally sound, non-partisan govemment. 

The govemment would operate like a municipality, emphasizing administration. not 

politics. Laycock notes that this form of popuIism emphasizes technocratie decision- 

making rather than real popular participation.' 

While Alberta did not disp:ay the utter collap se of partisançhip that charact erized 

Manitoba m this period. there was aill a significant anti-party tradition that was at its 

peak during this time period. In his classic analysis of Alberta politics, C.B. Macpherson 

referred to Alberta's party system as a "quasi-party" system to distinguish it fiom one- 

) On this period, see Rand Dyck, Provincial Politics in Catzuah, 3rd. ed. 
(Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1 W6), 40 1-404; Roger Gibbins, Prairie Politics di Sociey. 
RegiomIisrn Nz Deche (Toronto: Buttenvonhs, l98O), 124- 126; T. Peterson. 'Zthnic 
and class politics in Manitoba," in Martin Robin, ed., Camdiun Provincial Politics: The 
Party System of the Ten Provinces (Scarborough: Rentice-Hail, 1972), 92-98; Nelson 
Wiseman, Social Democracy in Manitoba: A History of the CCF-NDP (Winnipeg: 
University of Manitoba Press, 1983), Chapter 2. 

David Laycock, PopuliSm and Demmratic Tnmght on the Camdiar1 Prairies. 
1910 to 1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 WO), 53-55. 



party govemment and a situation where there are no pa~t ies .~ The United Famers of 

Alberta, the party that implemented STV in Alberta, dweloped the first and moa 

coq le t e  critique of partisanship. The theory of representation espoused by the üFA was 

explicitly agaïna parties and proposed a system of fundonal representation to replace it ." 

The UFA7s 'kadical democratic p ~ p u l i s m ' ~  was host..de to partisan politics in principle and 

any role for parties. While Social Credit was not as radicaily populist as the CTFA, its fonn 

of populism also stressed the irrelwance of parties. For Alberta, Social Credit bct ioned 

as the party - the way to express political preferences. After people had expressed their 

preferences, Social Credit would deliver the desired policies through the machinations of 

experts. While Social Credit's version of populism is essentially technocratie,* partisan 

politics is aiU irrelevant m this situation. Policies are not delivered through political 

c o d i c t  between parties, but by one party Liaening to the people and delivering results. as  

typified by the Social Credit slogan: T o t e  for redts not schemes? 

As in the two provinces, Ireland the most prominent country to use STV. also has 

an anomalous party syaem. While partisan codict  is f i i y  well developed in Ireland. it is 

essentially partisan conflict over nothing. The two domhant parties in Lnsh political life. 

Fianna Fail and Fine Gael trace their ongins to a &sion over the treaty signed with the 

United Kingdom in the 1920s, a cleavage that is irrelevant today. Political conflict centres 

on the ability of local politicians to act as brokers, and patron-client relationships between 

5 C.B. Macpherson, Dernocracy Alberta: Social Credit ami the Par@ Sysrenr. 
2nd. ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962). 237-24 1 .  

Macpherson, 40-54; Gibbins, 133- 134. 

LBycock, Chapter 3. 

Laycock, Chapter 5. 

Cited in Macpherson, 152. 



elected officiais and voters.10 Poiitics in Ireland resemble municipal politics more than the 

national politics of other countries. STV complements such a party system because of its 

emphasis on candidates rather than coheshe parties. 

In both provinces, then, STV operated in an atmosphere that was substantially 

different fkom the more established party systems found m the central and eastem parts of 

Canada. STV was very much in keepmg with this atmosphere as it emphasked 

candidates, not parties. GNem the fieedorn that STV gives to voters and the non-partisau 

predispositions m Alberta and Manitoba's political culture m in time period, we might 

expect voters m the two provinces to  be relatively unconstrained by party lines in rnarking 

their ballot S. 

Party soüdarity 

One of the easiest ways to meanire the strength of partisan anachment in the use 

of the STV bailot is to measure the extent of party solidarity. Party solidarity in an STV 

system is measured by the proportion of transfers that go to -andidates of the same p a q  

ifthere are any that can receive transfers. For example. if a Liberal candidate drops out 

and has 2,000 ballots to transfer, and other Liberal candidates receive 1.500 of those 

ballots. the solidarity ratio would be 0.75. As Michael Gallagber points out. hi& levels of 

party solidarity are indicative of healthy and vital parties, while low levels of p a m  

solidarity indicate parties with weak organizations. In a case of low solidarity, candidates 

likely rely on their own merits as much as or more than the party for their electoral 

Io RK Carty, Toliticians and electoral laws: A .  anthropology of party 
cornpetition in Ireland," Political Shrdies 4 ( 1980): 5 50- 566. 



appeal Solidarity. then, measures the extent to which parties are "real" for voters and 

the extent to which pany considerations guide the decisions of voters. 

Table 19 shows the combined solidarity ratios for aii parties in Alberta and 

Manitoba. The transfers of the ballots of independent candidates have been excluded fiom 

these tables as there is no reason to expect a partisan bans for the trander patterns in 

those cases. Furthemore, m a few cases, the renuning officers took advantage of 

provisions of the electoral law (see Chapter 3) to combine the transfer of votes fiom 

candidates when they received relatively few votes. In those situations. it is impossible to 

d e t e d e  which votes came fiom which candidates. The number of ballots m &ose 

situations is relatively small and tbus has very M e  effea on the analysis. 

Table 19 

Solidarity ratios for Alberta and Manitoba cities, 1920-1 955 

Manit 
Year 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1933 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 

To ta1 
Avg . 

Calgary 
0.83 1 
0.683 
O. 847 
0.867 
0.87 1 
0.805 
O. 778 
O. 809 

ba 
Winnipeg 

0.575 
0.592 
0.625 
O. 723 
O. 676 
0.474 
O. 626 
O. 568 
0.619 
0.6 1 1 
O. 609 

Edmonton 1 Cities combined 
Alberu 
Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 

Total 
Avg. 

Michael Gallagher, 'Tarty solidarity, exc lus~ty  and inter-party relationships in 
Ireland, 1922- 1977: The evidence of transfers," Ecortontic und Social Review 1 0 ( 1 978 ): 
2-3. 



Table 19 shows that, m both provinces, partisanshrp was an important predictor 

for the destination of trandèrred ballots. The majority of ballots transferred ftom 

eliminated or elected candidates go to candidates of the same party. While this is a broad 

shnhity, there are contraas between Alberta and Manitoba. in Manitoba. partisanship 

was not nearly as important m determining the destination of transfers. JUS over 60% of 

transfers went to candidates fiom the same party. In cornparison, Alberta's voters were 

considerably more consistent in their vohg,  choosing to transfer their ballots to 

candidates of the same party over 80% of the time. As Table 1 shows, this pattem holds 

in both Edmonton and Calgary; there is ody about a halfa percentage point Merence 

between the two cities in their solidarity ratios. 

The strength of partisanship m Alberta is somewhat surprishg @en the non- 

partisan elements in the province's political culture.I2 In fact. the solidarity ratios of 

Alberta exceed those found in Ireland.13 They corne closer to resembiing the solidarity 

ratios of Malta, which uses STV in a situation with two strong and disciptined parties. l 4  

As discussed earlier, however, there are important Merences in the way populism 

maaifeaed itself in the two proviaces. in Alberta. partisanship never coilapsed to the 

point where differences between parties ceased to be meaningfbl. Instead. Albena's form 

of populism was, as Macpherson argued, "quasi-partisan." One pany could accommodate 

political Merences and would deliver the desired results. 

l 2  See Nelson Wiseman, "The pattern of prairie politics." in Hu& G. Thorbum. 
ed.. Pars. Politics in CaMdo. 7th. ed. (Scarborough: Prentice Ha& 1996). 440-443: 
Dyck, 509-5 10. 

13 On Ireland, see Gallagher, 4. 

l 4  See Wolfgang Hirczy de Mmo, 'Malta: STV in a two-party system" Paper 
presented to the Conference on Elections Hi Auaralia, ireland and Malta under the Single 
Traosferable Vote, Center for the Study of Democracy, University of California. IMne. 
14- 15 December 1996, 1 1. 



The situation in Manitoba was much Merent. The Progressives were profoundly 

mti-partisan and wanted to see the province govemed through a non-partisan cooperatke 

coalition. The low solidarity ratios found m Manitoba in this penod indicate that these 

ideas resonated with the voters of Manitoba and panisanship was less important in 

providmg cues for voter behaviour. Not surprisingly, party solidarity was at its lowen 

pomt in 194 1 when partisanship coUapsed in the province and all of Manitoba's major 

parties joined the coalition. Solidarity dropped 20% &om the preceding election and less 

than half of the t r a d e r s  in that election went to candidates of the same partisan label. 

Coalition politics rendered partisan distinctions meaningless in that election. In 1945. the 

withdrawal of the CCF fiom the coalition seems to have retumed some vigour to the 

party system m Manitoba as solidarity ratios rose to pre-coalition levels. 

The merences between Alberta and Manitoba are also useful in helping to explain 

the merences in proportionality discovered in Chapter 4. Despite the fact that Winnipeg 

elected a relatively large number of MLAs in one district - ten - and we could thus 

expect that city to r e m  more proportional electoral results. Chapter 4 showed that 

Alberta's elections were usuaily more proportional. The nrong party solidarit'; sliown bu 

Alberta voters helps to explain this apparent contradiction. As discussed in Chapter 1. 

STV is mathematicaily equivalent to the highly proportional largest remainders pany lia 

form of proportional representation when d transfers remain within panies. The more 

that preferences are dispersed between parties on each count, the more the weight of 

bailots deviates fiom those expressed m £ira preferences. This introduces a degree of 

disproportionality. The relative weakness of party solidarity in Manitoba meant that a firn 

preference vote cast for a candidate could not necessarily be considered a vote for that 

Party. In Alberta, it is generally easier to make that assumption, given the hi& degee of 

solidarity. The result of this is a more proportional electorai outcome in Alberta than in 

Manitoba. 



Not surprisingiy, parties in each province Mered in how disciplined their 

supporters were in markmg their ballots. Supporters of some parties displayed rernarkable 

solidanty and voted party h e s  quite consistently while supporters of other parties did not 

seem to be bound by party ties. Table 20 shows the party solidarity ratios for parties in 

Manitoba while Table 2 1 reports the same information for Aberta. Consistent with the 

aggregate hdhgs reported above, party solidarïty leveis for Manitoba's political parties 

are consistently lower than those in Alberta. The ILP/CCFI5 aands out with the highest 

Table 20 

Soiidarity Ratios in Winnipeg, by party 

* includes all parties for which solidarity ratios are available for only one election: 
Dominion Labour and Socialist Party of Canada in 1920, Union Labour and Workers' 
Party in 1922 (figures reported are average values), United Workers in 1932. Sman 
Money Economics in 194 1, and Labour Progressive in 1 945. 

Year 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 
Avg. 

l5 The Independent Labour Party and the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation 
in Manitoba have been combined. The CCF largely grew out of the ILP in Manitoba. In 
fàct, in the 1936 election, CCF candidates ran as ILP/CCF candidates to ease the 
transition to the new party and to mmimirre confiision for voters. Wiseman, Srnia/ 
Democracy, Chapter 1, discusses the formation of the CCF out of the ILP and the early 
tensions between the two groups. 

Liberal 

0.743 
0.564 
0.564 
0.512 

I 

Consew 
ative 
0.633 
0.703 
0.599 
0.702 
0.777 

LPI 
CCF 

0.591 
0.820 
0.830 
0.807 

0.357 1 0.562 
0.651 
0.787 
0.658 
0.588 
0.717 0.596 

Rogres- 
sive 

0.487 
0.540 
0.73 1 
0.537 

0.540 
0.609 

0.429 
0.468 
0.504 
0.665 
0.545 

Social 
Credit 

0.6 1 1 
0.3 12 

0.677 
0.533 

hdepen- 
dent 
0.260 
0.228 
0.286 
0.343 

Otbers 
. ~ r  

0.456 
O. 547 

0.74 1 

0.033 

O. 183 
0.171 

0.236 
0.6 14 

0.5 14 



level of solidarity of any Manitoba party; ifthey were competing in Alberta. their 

performance in retainhg transfers would be unrernarkable. This remforces the conclusions 

reached above: Manitoba was considerably iess panisan than Alberta. Table 20 aiso 

reveals the ton that the coalition years took on partisan identity in Manitoba. In 194 1. the 

election featuring the coalition that included dl major parties in the province. soüdarity 

ratios for ali parties dropped. The Manitoba Conservatives retained just over 35% of their 

transfers and Social Credit retained just over 3 1 %. Even the normally consistent LLP/CCF 

retained fewer of it s transfers. 

Table 2 1 

Soiidarity Ratios in Edmonton and Calgary, by party 

Year 

By contrast, Alberta p d e s  were highly disciplined. One of the moa striking 

feames of Table 21 is the exceptionally high solidarity ratios of Social Credit supporters. 

On average. over 87% of the transfiers of elimhated or elected Social Credit candidates 

went to other party candidates. In their £ira election, Social Credit retamed almost 96% 

of all their transfers. Social Credit's solidarity ratios are considerably hjgher than other 

parties in Alberta. This finding is consistent with Gallagher's observation that Fianna Fail. 
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Libe- 
ral 

CCF 

0.737 
O. 873 
0.817 
0.764 
0.767 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Avg. 

0.789 
0.761 
0.675 

0.664 
0.649 
0.708 

1 

0.752 
0.597 
0.847 

0.700 
0.635 
0.815 
0.724 

Consew 
ative 

Labour 

O. 849 
0.654 
0.68 1 0.957 

0.877 
O. 845 
O. 849 
0.859 
0.880 
0.878 

Social 
Credit 

Lndepen 
dent 

0.154 

0.92 1 
0.850 
0.62 1 

Labour 
Progres- 

sive 

O. 689 

h d .  
Social 
C redi t 

O. 143 



the dominant INh party, retains the most transfers m Ireland's STV elections. l h  This 

would seem to support a general conclusion that dominant panies do a bener job of 

retaining transfers. The Liberal-Progressives m Manitoba. however, do not seem to be 

part of that general trend. Although they were the dominant Party in Manitoba politics, 

Table 20 reveals that they retained jua over halfof their transfers. The Merence between 

the Progressive movement m Manitoba and the Social Credit movement in Alberta seerns 

to account for the willingness of the two parties' supporters to rearict their support for 

one party. As noted earlier, the Manitoba Rogressives were more consistently non- 

partisan, holding that party labels should not matter. In Alberta. Social Credit's position 

can be characterized as saying that other parties do not matter. The r e d t  of these 

Werences is that the Progressives m Manitoba retained fewer transfers than did the 

Social Credit party. A party's position in a p a q  system does not seem to be d c i e n t  to 

explain its soiidarity ratios; organizational and ideological factors are also sigmficant. l -  

In lookmg at ireland, Gallagher concluded that minor panies perform more poorly 

than do major parties in retaining transfers. Furthermore, he found that minor parties tend 

to weaken as they get older. I 8  It is difEcult to  reach decisive conclusions on this point in 

Alberta and Manitoba, &en the unique partisan situations of both provinces in this era. 

The Manitoba Liberal party and the Aiberta Conservative party show tendencies tbat 

support Gallagher's conclusions, but other minor parties. such as the Alberta CCF. show, 

no signs of weakening. It is dificuit to reach comparable generaluations from the 

Canadian provinces for a couple of reasons. First, these results represent the behaviour of 

only a pan of each province's voters, since the Hare system was limited to the major 

l6 Gallagher, 5. 

l 7  Gallagher, 5, credits Fianna Fail's "organisational superiority" for its solidarity. 

l 8  Gallagher, 7. 



chies. Second, provincial party systems are less "closed systems" than are national pan). 

systems such as that found in Ireland. Examp les f?om neighbouring provinces or f?om 

national party organizations can sustain the solidanty of minor panies. 

Fially, the solidarity ratio of independent candidates is mteresting. îhere is no 

reason to expect any c o n d e n t  pattern of transfer fiom mdependent candidates to other 

mdependent candidates. As Gaiiagher notes, the "~olidanty.~ of mdependent candidates 

represents a benchmark of how we codd expect STV to perform if party labels meant 

nothmg.19 The Manitoba widence m Table 20 is fairly typical and consistent with the 

experience in Ireland. Again, the Alberta experience is anomalous and shows hi& levels 

of solidanty even among independent candidates. In 1940, over 92% of the transfers fiom 

independent candidates went to other independent candidates, the highea solidanty ratio 

for tbat election! It is important to bear in mind, however. the relative scarcity of 

solidarity ratios from independent candidates £iom which we can draw conclusions. 

Furthemore, the high levels of solidarity in Alberta came during the two elections during 

World War 11 and the election immediately following the war. This likely dismpted 

normal voting patterns. ;lie ody non-wartime solidarity ratio among independent 

candidates came in 1930; its value of 15% is consistent with the experiences of Manitoba 

and other countnes. 

In sumrnary, the solidarity ratios of both provinces show that the majority of 

transfers from eliminated and elected candidates was retained by those candidates' parties. 

There are some significant differences between political parties in Alberta and Manitoba 

that reflect the Merences in the partisan situations of the two provinces. Despite the 

fieedom afforded by the Hare system and the fact that non-partisanshrp was a significant 

element of Prairie poiitical cuhure, most transfen stayed within parties. Even in 



Manitoba, which saw the complete coüapse of partisan differences m its Iegislature at  one 

pomt, parties d rerained 60% of transfers. The evidence from solida* ratios leads to a 

conclusion that partisanship played a very important role in marking ballots. 

Exclusivity 

A second way to gauge the role of partisanshrp in elections using the Hare syaem 

is to meanire exclusivity. ExclusMty refers to the extent that voters renrict their 

preferences to candidates fiom one party. It is measured by the proportion of ballots that 

become non-transferable upon the elimination of a party's laa candidate. For example. if 

the final candidate fiom a party is elimmated and she has 1000 bailots available to transfer 

and 3 50 of those are non-tramferable, this mdicates that 3 5% of the voters chose not to 

mdicate any preferences beyond those for that party, givhg an exclusMty ratio of 0.35. 

While a small proportion of ballots might have become non-transferable in any case. there 

are usually much larger numbers of non-transferable ballots when there are no more 

candidates i?om that party eligible to receive transfers. 

Galiagher's çtudy of Ireland found relatively hi& levels of exclushlty among irisli 

voters, particularly among supporters of the largea parties. He suggeas that such hi@ 

levels of exc lus~ ty  might be due to voters who are indifferent as to which candidates \vin 

besides those of their favorite Party, or because voters demonstrate their general 

contempt for all other parties and candidates. While Gallagher argues that these 

explanations have some merit, he concludes that the primary reason for eschsi\ ih is thar 

Irish voters do not M y  understand the workings of the Hare syaem He notes that the 

Hare system does not reward or necessitate strategic voting and argues that. in many 

cases, it is worthwhile for voters to award their lower preferences in the way moa 

supportive of their ~ a r t y . ~ O  Galiagher does not, however, provide any evidence for 

Gallagher, 9- 12. 



ignorance as the motivation behind voter tendencies to restrict their preferences to one 

party. 

Table 22 reports exclusMty ratios fiom Winnipeg while Table 23 reports those 

measures for Edmonton and Calgary. For each party, the tables report the total exclusMty 

(the percentagc of ail votes cast m all elections that became non-transferable) and the 

average exclusivity (the average exclusivity m each election). The aggregate totals for 

each city and province are broken down by total exclusivity (the total number of votes 

that became non-transferable upon elimhation of a party) and the average excluçivity (the 

Table 22 

Exclusivity ratios in Winnipeg 

Party 
Social Credit 
Conservative 
Progressives 
Labour Progressive 
Communist 
independent Liberal 
Liberal 
ILPIC CF 
Smart Money 
Economics 
independent Labour 
Workers' Party 
Labour 
Socialia Pa- of 
Canada 
Socialist 
Union Labour 
Ex-Soldiers and Sailors 
Dominion Labour Party 
Social Democrats 
Winnipeg Total 

To ta1 Exclusivity 
0.473 
0.468 
0.4 10 
0.392 
0.368 
0.355 
0.297 
0.29 1 
0.27 1 

pp - -p - - - 

Average Exclusivity 
0.433 
0.468 
0.408 
0.392 
0.287 
0.355 
0.369 
O. 174 
0.27 1 



average vaiue of each election). It is important to treat these tables with some caution as 

they are based on a limited number of cases. In several elections, parties did not have any 

candidates eliminsted nom contention and thus exclusMty ratios were mavailable. Tàis is 

especially true of the larger parties. 

Table 23 

Exclusivity ratios in Edmonton and Calgary 

Social Credit 
Conservative 
LiberaI 
CCF 
Labour- 
Progressive 
Labour 
Communist 
hd. Liberal 
hd. Labour 
UFA 
Ind. Social 
Credit 
Ind. 
Progressive 
Economic 
Restoration 

Edmonton 
Total Average 

d a  
d a  
0.369 
0.439 
0.445 

0.432 
0.272 
0.246 

d a  
O. 03 5 

d a  

0.058 

0.0 10 

Caîgary 
Total 
O. 644 
0.6 14 
0.696 

d a  
0.364 

0.294 
O. 2 
da 

O. 184 
d a  
O. 072 

d a  

d a  

Average 
0.584 
0.340 
0.696 
d a  
0.296 

0.226 
0.2 
n/a 

o. I O 1  
nia 
0.072 

d a  

d a  

Cities comt 
Total 
0.644 
0.6 14 
0.567 
O. 533 
0.433 

0.335 
0.27 1 
0.246 
O. 18.1 
0,099 
0.072 

0.058 

0.0 10 

ned 
Average 
0.584 
0.340 
0.478 
0.439 
0.359 

0.38 1 
0.229 
0.246 
0.101 
0.035 
0.072 

0.058 

0.0 10 

The data fiom Alberta and Manitoba cast doubt on Gallagher's conclusion that ignorance 

Lies b e b d  the high levels of exclusivity among voters in Hare syaem elections. The cities 

in Alberta had higher levels of exchisivity than did the city of Winnipeg. This is consistent 

with the higher levels of çolidarity found m Alberta. In the province m which partisanship 

seemed to have played a larger role, exclusMty ratios are similarly hi&. This suggeas 

that partisan motivations play a strong role m innuencmg voter exclusivity. Unless Alberta 



voters understood the operation of the STV system significantly less well than their 

counterparts in Manitoba. it would be mcorrect to anribute hi& exclusMty ratios to 

ignorance about the electoral system 

There are some mteresting Werences between the parties as weil, particularly in 

the case of Manitoba. Winnipeg frequently feahired large numbers of labour parties 

contesting elections (See Appendiw B). The dominant ILPKCF party was joined on 

occasion by Communia and other labour affiliations. Interestmgly, whüe the ILPKCF 

had the highea solidarity ratio of the four major parties m Manitoba, it had the lowea 

exclusMty ratio. When no ILPKCF candidates were eligile to receive transfers, the 

bailots of the last eliminated candidate could be transferred to candidates of other labour 

parties. The reciprocal situation also held; the iLP/CCF was a tempting target for the 

transfers of other eliminated panies. In Alberta, the bigh exclusivity ratio of the Social 

CredÏt party reinforces the conclusion that Social Credit was a highly disciplined pany and 

that voters in the province strongly feh the partisan lines between it and other panies. 

A sigruficant proportion of voters in both provinces. then, were relatively 

exclusive. despite the fact that the Hare system does not reward exc lus~ty .  Alberta's 

higher exclusMty ratios are consistent with the higher solidanty ratios in that province. 

The exclusivity ratios in Alberta and Manitoba support the conclusion that partisanship 

played an important role in the voters' behaviour in this penod, despite the non-partisan 

elements in the provinces political cultures. 

Partisanship and alternative voting in rural Aiberta and Manitoba 

Thus far, the analysis bas concentrated on the role of partisanship in the Hare 

systern What role did partisanship play in the use of AV m rural Manitoba and Alberta? 

There are fewer oppominities for analysis because of the limitations of AV and the 

limitations in the available data. Alternative voting does not permit us to analyze solidanty 

which is an important indicator of the strength of partisan attachment. Since there was a 



district magnitude of one and each party unially ran only one candidate, there is no 

oppominity to observe what proportion of the vote transferred fiom one candidate to 

another of the same party. However, we are able to measure exclusivity and the partisan 

relationships b y O bserving which parties voters indicated upon the elimination of their 

preferred party or candidate. The second limitation is the quaiity of the data. In Alberta. 

we are lllnited to records which record only the fïrst and l a s  count. In situations where 

more than one candidate was elimmated, we are unable to determine how many of each. 

candidate's votes became non-trderable and where they went. The Manitoba data are 

more complete, but there are situations where the records are of poor quality and 

unreliable. Furthermore, the transfer sheets for the 194 1 election are unavailabIe. 

Table 24 shows the aggregate excluçivity ratios for rural Alberta and Manitoba. 

Overall, these exclusMty ratios are quite hi@. Around halfof the voters in the rural areas 

seem to have engaged in "plumpmg," the practice of indicating only one preference on 

their ballots. Another interesthg finding is that, over tirne, both provinces saw increases in 

the incidence of plumping. This also casts doubt on Gallagher's assertion discussed earlier 

that hi& exclusivity ratios are the resdt of ignorance on the part of the electorate. It 

seems that voters. as they gained experience with AV. concluded that their iater 

preferences made little difference in eIectoraI outcomes.*l The 1953 election in Manitoba 

saw a slight reversal of that trend, perhaps refiecting the increased partisanship that the 

end of the coalition era brought about. Even in 1953, however. almost half of the voters 

plumped their ballots. The primary exception appears to be Alberta in 1955, when the 

21 Ben ReiUy and Michael Maley report similiJ resuîts for Australian that allow 
voters to express less than a fLU set of preferences on their bailots. In both New South 
Wales and Queensland, the incidence of p l q m g  has increased over time. See Ben Reilly 
and Michael iMalley, "Single transferable vote and the alternative vote compared," Paper 
presented to  the Conference on Australia, Ireland and Maha Under the Single 
Tramferable Vote, Center for the Study of Democracy, University of California. hine .  
14- 1 5 December 1996, 14. 



exclusivity ratio dropped to its lowesi Ievel for either province in any election. The 195 5 

election was sigmfïcant because it was one of the few times opposition parties were able 

to break Social Credit's stranglehold on the province. The exclusivity ratio for the 1955 

election is composed entirely of parties other than Social Credit; the low value reflects 

attempts by the opposition parties to use the alternative vote to Vnprove their chances of 

defeahg Social Credit candidates. In the four elections fiom 1940 to 1952, the CCF 

averaged an exclusivity ratio of 0.565; m 195 5, their exclusivity ratio dropped to 0.232. 

In 1952, the Liberals' exclusMty ratio was 0.520; in 1955. it dropped to 0.346. In the 

1955 election, opposition supporters seemed very conscious of the ways they could use 

alternative voting. 

Table 24 

Exclusivity ratios, rural Alberta and rural Maoito ba 

Manitoba 1 Alberta 
Exciusivity 

0.428 
0.435 
0.370 
0.380 
0.637 
0.637 
0.523 
0.298 

Year 
1927 

The relationships between the parties in Alberta m 1955 reinforce these 

conclusions. On average, over 80% of transfers fiom CCF candidates went to Liberal 

candidates in 195 5, a dramatic increase fiom the 3 8% that went to the Liberals in 1948 

and the 58% that the Liberals received m 1952. The Liberals in turn transferred two-thirds 

of their transfers to CCF candidates in 1955. This continued a pattern established in 1952 

ExciusiviS) 
0.429 

Year 
1926 



when the CCF received about 60% of Liberal tramfers. Usually, Social Credit was a 

popular destination for tranders fiom both the Liberals and the CCF. In 1944 and 1948. 

Social Credit received, on average, over 60% of CCF uansfers; in 1948, the Liberals sent 

an average of over 80% of their transfers to  Social Credit candidates. The 1955 election 

in Alberta stands out quite dramatically. Clearly, the Liberals and CCF were çooperating 

on their baiiots in an attempt to defeat Social Credit candidates. 

The Manitoba data does not display any such dramatic developments. Party 

supporters tended to transfer their votes m no clear pattern. There were only a few 

occasions where transfers followed any particular pattern. In 1927, the Conservatives 

were the predominant transfer destination for ail parties except the Progressives who 

favoured the Liberals. In 1 93 6, ILPKCF voters transferred significant prop oxtions of 

their bailots to Social Credit candidates when they were available, reflecting the party's 

attempted cooperation with Social Credit. ILI 1945, the Labour Progressives gave a 

disproportionate &are of their tranders to CCF candidates. These cases of identifiable 

transfer patterns were relatively few. however. and electoraily insi@cant. 

Did transfers make a dflerence in electoral outcomes in Manitoba and Alberta'? .4s 

was discussed in Chapter 3. in the majority of cases in both provinces. multiple counts 

were not required to determine a winner. In most cases. the candidates ahead afier the 

fkst count won the election. Table 25 lists the Manitoba cases where a candidate ahead on 

the first ballot Iost in the end while Table 26 lists the same situations for Alberta. In 

Manitoba, the Progressives had the biggest problems retainmg seats in 1927: this reflects 

the fact that the Conservatives seem to have been the Progressives' primary opposition in 

nual Manitoba and were a favorite destination for transfers fiom other parties, as 

discussed earlier. 



Table 25 

Rural Manitoba, victories through transfers, 1927-1953 

Election 
1927 

1932 

Table 26 

Rural Alberta, victories through transfers, 1926-1955 

Constituency 
Minnedosa 
Norden 
Springfield 
St. Bodace 

- - 

1941 I none 

Seat gain 
Conservative 

Social Credit 

1945 
1949 
1953 

Election 
1926 

1 St. Albert 1 Indaendent 1 Social Credit 

Seat loss 
Progressive 

Conservative 
Liberals 
Labour 

Proflessive 

none 
none 
Mmnedosa 

1930 
1935 
1940 

1944 1 Banff-Cochrane 1 Social Credit 1 hde~endent 

Progressive 
Progressive 
Conservative 

Constituency 
B ow Valley 
Pincher Creek 
Beaver River* 
noue 
OIds 

*- decided by judicial recount 

Seat gain 
Lfieral 

1952 
1955 

In Alberta, the situation was quite umernarkable until 1955. Prior to thât election. 

the Liberals and UTA would occasiondy manage to steal a seat fiom each other throu& 

transfers as did Social Credit and Independent candidates. In the 195 5 election, however. 

Seat loss 
UFA 

UFA 
Liberal 

SociaI Credit 

Liberal -- 
UFA 

Independent 

none 
Acadia-Coronation 
Athabasca 
Lac Ste. Anne 
Vermillion 

Liberal 
Liberal 
Liberal 
Liberal 

p.-p 

Social Credit 
Social Credit 
Social Credit 
Social Credit 



a clear pattern emerged as the Liberals managed to daim four seats which Social Credit 

would have won ifthe election had used the piurality formula. This is clearly the result of 

the combmetion of decreased excluskity on the part of CCF voters as well as an increased 

emphasis on votmg Liberal with second preferences. Alternative voting con Social Credit 

four seats m the 195 5 Alberta election. 

Conclusion 

This chapter examined the role of partisanship m the way STV operated in 

Manitoba and Alberta. Given the non-panisan atmosphere of both provinces, it is perhaps 

somewhat surprising to h d  that partisanship guided voters iu the two provinces to a 

s igdcant  extent. in both provinces, the majority of the transfers fiom a candidate went 

to candidates f?om the same party. The solidarity ratios show that this is true of al1 of the 

major parties in both provinces. 

There are some signincant differences between the two provinces in their partisail 

behaviour while using STV. Parties in Alberta displayed much higher levels of solidarit-y 

than did parties m Manitoba. This seems to reflect the Merent non-partisan experiences 

of the two provinces. In Manitoba, non-partisanship was more extreme, with the party 

system essentially collapsing in 194 1. Not nirprisingly. the 194 1 election saw a dramatic 

drop in the solidarity ratios of the parties in Manitoba politics. P a w  ciifferences appear to 

have become Iess significant m this period and the behaviour of voters seems to reflect 

this. 

In Alberta, the situation was difEerent. The populism advanced by Social Credit 

and the dominance of that Party in Alberta meant that party ciifferences were not 

n e c e s d y  helevant, but that other parties were essentialiy irreievant. Social Credit 

voters proved to be remarkably loyal and consistent in their preference ordering. 

consiaently favouring Social Credit candidates. In fact, the levels of solidarity expressed 

by Social Credit are unmatched by any party m Alberta, Manitoba, or even in ireland. The 



differences b e ~ e e n  Alberta and Manitoba in terms of party soiidarity also help to explain 

the fact that Alberta's cities reported lower levels of deviation fiom proportionality than 

did the city of Winnipeg. 

This chapter also caas doubt on Micbael Galiagher's suggestion that the fact that 

voters under the Hare system tend only to order preferences for one party indicates that 

voters do not really understand the way the electoral system works. In Alberta. where 

partisan@ appears to have been a more si@cant factor. voters were more Likely to 

display exclusive behaviour m preference ordering, limitmg their choices to one party. 

While Manitoba voters were also somewhat likely to do so. the tendency is much less 

strong, suggesting that p d s a n  perceptions play a role. This conclusion is enhanced by 

the finding that under AV in the rural areas ofboth provinces. voters were increasingly 

iikely over time to only hdicate one preference. 

In rural Manitoba and Alberta. the overwhelmmg conclusion is that ody a 

mlliority of voters took advantage of the £ieedom provided them by alternative voting. 

Most voters appeared to have "phimped." As a renilt, alternative voting had very little 

impact on electoral outcornes. As discussed in Chapter 3. only a minority of seats 

required more than one count and only a fiaction of those altered the outcome fion what 

would have happened under pluraky. The only election where there is some evidence of 

AV's impact was the 1955 Alberta election where the CCF and the Liberals appeared to 

have cooperated m marking later preferences on their ballots and in chooshg each other 

as second choices. The net result was that four seats that would have been won by Social 

Credit were won instead by the Liberals. This bnef opposition breakthrough was the moa  

ciramatic example of the potential of AV to change electoral impacts. 

While the 1955 Aiberta election is an example of the possiüities provided by the 

STV ballot, it is clearly an exception. Most voters did not take advantage of those 

possibilities. While some STV advocates favour the system for the way it fiees voters 



fiom partisan labels. the evidence fiom Alberta and Manitoba indicates that partisanship 

continued to guide voters in their electoral decinons. In these two provinces. these 

potential advantages of the single transferable vote rernained largely theoretical for the 

majority of edher province's voters. 



Chapter Seven 

Analysis of the used vote in Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Calgary 

Electoral systems play an important role in shapmg the charaaer of electoral 

competition. They reward certain h d s  of behaviour and punish others. in this way. 

electoral systems are not neutml in their effeas. Parties that can take advantage of the 

mcentives provided by an electorai system wiU be more successflll thm those whicb 

cannot. This chapter wili try to d e t h e  which of Alberta and Manitoba's political 

parties were moa effective at using STV and the reasons for their success or fadure. 

Through this analysis. we should better understand the charact ers of parties in this era and 

the relationships between them. In addition, we hope to improve our understanding of the 

incentives provided by the Hare electoral systern 

The concept of the used vote 

One way of a n a l d g  how well each party used the Hare system is to look at the 

used vote for each party in each election. Cohan. McWay.  and Mughan developed the 

concept of the used vote to analyze Irish elections. They note that parties either use the 

votes they receive to elect candidates or waste them The votes a party actuaily uses are 

part of the 'iised vote. "l In a plurality system, the used vote for a successfid party in a 

constituency is equal to the number of votes of its closest cornpetitor plus one. Any votes 

earned by parties that did not win the election as weii as surplus votes are "wasted" votes. 

k S. Cohan, RD. McKinlay, and Anthony Mughan, ''The used vote and 
electoral outcornes: The Irish general election of 1973." Britzsh Jounzul of Political 
science 5 (1975): 364-365. 



I fa  party 'iises.'' a greater proportion of its received vote. it will be more efficient in 

converting votes mto seats. The analysis of the used vote is more usefid in analyzing STV 

elections than plwality elections. The Hare systern provides a method for distniuting 

surplus votes as weU as redistn'butnig the votes c a s  for candidates who did not become 

elected. Parties have much greater oppommity to ma* the used vote under STV 

than under pluralay. 

Under the Hare system, there are two sources of votes: parties can either eam 

votes througb £ira p r e f m c e s  (FP) cast for that party's candidates or they can recene 

transfers (T) &om other parties. Any votes allocated to a party's elected candidates are 

used votes. There are three ways a party can wane votes under the Hare syaem First. 

votes can be t r a n h e d  away fkom the party to other parties (W 1 ). Second. votes can be 

wasted if they become non-~ansferabIe (W2). I fa  ballot becomes exhausted. it is not 

passed on to other candidates and the votes are wasted fiom the aandpomt of a Party and 

for the voter. Third, votes c m  be wasted if a candidate is still in contention at the end of 

the counting. but has not received enough votes to win a seat (W3).= 

As discussed m Chapter 3. the counting rules used in Manitoba and Alberta 

allowed retummg officers to combine the votes of two eliminated candidates in specific 

situations. This happened in several elections m both provinces. In situations where the 

votes of dinerent parties were combmed, it is impossible to deternine what proponions 

of each party were used or wasted. This introduces a small amount of error into the used 

vote anaiysis: howwer, the number of votes mvohed in these situations were relatkely 

small and the error mtroduced is correspondingly small. 

A certain amount of vote wanage is pretty much mevitable for a party under an 

STV system While parties with consistent voter support can minimize the leakage of 

Cohan, McKrmay, and Mughan. 367. 



votes to other parties (W 1 ), a small proportion of votes will almon certainiy leak to other 

parties. Furthemore, one party will uniab  be lefi with an unelected candidate &er the 

final count: this wastes a certain proportion of the quota (W3). Larger parties are more 

likely to use a higher proportion of the vote than smailer parties. Candidates fiom smaller 

parties are usually elimmated earlier, mcreasing the oppominaies for vote leakage. 

Candidates fiom larger parties will usuaUy have an oppominity to eam trandérs fiom 

earlier elimmated candidates, mcreasing their chances of election. A very s m d  party that 

does not elect anyone by d e w o n  wastes al1 of its vote. 

Analysis of the used vote in Alberta 

Table 27 shows the used vote components for Calgary while Table 28 does the 

same for Edmonton. The used vote is expressed as propoxtions of the quota. the number 

ofvotes needed to elect one member, in order to make the numbers more intuitive and 

meaningful Because of the fluctuating district magnitudes m both cities over the years. it 

is important to bear 8i mind that the proportion of quotas will vaiy in signincance ffom 

election to election. For example, wmning 1.2 quotas worth of £ira preferences when the 

district magnitude is seven is not as inipressive as winning 1.1 quotas when then district 

magnitude is five. To improve the comparability of the data between elections. the 

number in parentheses behind the firn preference calculation is the nurnber of quotas 

eamed m fkst preferences divided by the district magnitude. This number is proponional 

to the popular vote based on fint preferences, but not equivalent to it as the quota is 

determined by dMding the popular vote by M+ 1. Thus. the sum of this adjusted index for 

al1 parties in an election wiU be greater than one. 

Tables 27 and 28 reveal that Alberta's poiitical parties were relatively efficient in 

ushg the votes they received. The wasted proportions are relatively small. panicularly for 

the large parties. Table 29 shows the average proportion of used vote for each party. as 

measured by dividing the used vote by the total received vote. A score of 100% mdicates 



Table 27 

Analysis of the used vote in Calgary 

Party 
Liberals 

Conservatives 

Social Credit 

CCF 

Labour 

Labour 
Progressive 

Communist 
Lndependent 
Labour 

Ind. Social Credit 
Independent 

Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
1935 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1940 
1944 
1918 
1952 
1955 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1918 
1952 
1944 
1948 
1955 
1935 
1926 
1935 
1 940 
1952 
1948 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1955 

FP 
1.67 (0.33) 
2.13 (0.36) 
1.36 (0.23) 
1.14 (0.23) 
0.89 (O. 15) 
1.94 (0.32) 
2.68 (0.54) 
2.99 (O. 5 0) 
1-01 (0.17) 
1.05 (0.18) 
1.82 (0.30) 
4.09 (0.68) 
2.23 (0.45) 
2.30 (0.46) 
2.5 1 (0.50) 
3.84 (0.64) 
2.82 (0.47) 
O. 54 (O. 1 1 ) 
1.11 (0.28) 
0.65 (O. 13) 
0.64 (0.1 1) 
0.29 (0.05) 
0.88 (O. 18) 
1.01 (0.17) 
0.28 (0.05) 
0.55 (O. 11) 
0.09 (0.021 
O. 19 (0.04) 
0.08 (0.02) 
0.06 (0.01) 
O. 14 (0.02) 
0.75 (O. 15) 
0.04 (0.01) 
0.03 (0.01) 
0.49 (0.08) 
0.20 (0.04) 

0.02 (0.003) 
0.86 (O. 14) 
0.08 (0.01) 
3.20 (0.64) 
2.10 (0.42) 
0.87 (O. 17) 
0.05 (0.01) 

T 
0.18 
O. 16 
0.28 
0.15 
0.24 
0.2 1 
0.03 
0.22 
O. 17 
0.20 
0.20 
0.36 
0.06 
0.08 
0.42 
0.30 
O. 19 
O. 19 
0.13 
0.3 1 
0.26 
0.05 
0.12 
0.10 
O. 12 
0.09 

0.004 
O. 002 
0.001 
0.01 
0.0 1 
O. 12 
0.00 1 
0.01 
0.1 1 
0.02 
0.001 
O. 17 
0.005 
O. 12 
O. 06 
0.23 
0.00 1 

W1 
0.07 
O. 14 
0.25 
0.27 
0.12 
O. 13 
0.30 
0.16 
0.16 
0.17 
0.07 
0.0 1 
0.20 
O. 10 
O. 05 
O. 18 
O. 17 
0.05 
0.03 
0.05 
O. 05 
O. 18 
0.08 
O. 06 
0.27 
0.46 
0.08 
0.09 
0.08 
O. 05 
0.12 

O 
0.04 
O. 04 
0.48 
0.16 
O. 02 
0.26 
O. 08 
0.09 
0.04 
0.1 1 
0.05 

W2 
0.0 1 
O. 12 
0.39 
0.07 
O. 02 
0.08 
0.40 
0.04 
0.0 1 
0.03 
0.01 
0.01 
0.09 
0.28 
0.03 
O. 06 
O. O8 
0.005 
O. 03 
O. 03 
0.02 
O. 16 
0.04 
O. 02 
0.12 
O. 18 
0.0 1 
O. 10 
0.004 
0.02 
O. 03 

O 
0.00 1 
0.003 
0.12 
0.0 1 
0.001 
0.11 
0.00 1 
0.04 
0.06 
0. O 1 

0.004 

W3 
O. 80 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 

0.85 
O. 68 

O 
O 

O. 85 
O 
O 

0.68 
0.55 

O 
0.79 
O 
O 
O 
O 
ij 

O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O. 66 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 



Table 28 

Analysis o f  the used vote in Edmonton 

Party 
Liberals 

Conservatives 

Social Credit 

Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1 948 
1952 
1955 

CCF 

Labour 

Labour 
Progressive 

UFA 

Communist 

Economic 
Restoratioa 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
1935 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1952 

V & A F  
Independent 

FP 
1.35 (0.27) 
1.54 (0.26) 
2.64 (0.44) 
1.20 (0.24) 
1-95 (0.28) 
3.26 (0.47) 
1.68 (0.34) 
2.34 (0.26) 
0.91 (0.15) 
O. 72 (O. 1 0) 
0.76 (O. 11) 
2.57 (0.33) 
1.96 (0.39) 
2.83 (0.57) 
3.27 (0.65) 
3.69 (0.53) 

1955 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1 944 
1952 
1955 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1935 
1940 
1935 

Ciîizens' 
Association 
h d .  Progressive 
Ind. Liberal 
Independent 

1 944 
1948 

T 
0.50 
0.35 
0.51 
0.18 
0.3 1 
0.28 

3.03 (0.45) 
0.59 (O. 12) 
L .24 (0.25) 
1.18 (0.24) 
1.5 1 (0.22) 
0.73 (O. 10) 
1.18 (0.21) 
1.53 (0.26) 
0.26 (0.03) 
0.27 (0.05) 
O. 13 (0.02) 
O. 10 (0.0 1) 
1.0 1 (0.20) 
1.07 (O. 18) 
0.39 (0.07) 
0.21 (0.03) 
O. 15 (0.03) 
0.04 (0.01) 

1940 
1926 
1926 
1930 
1940 
1 944 
1955 

0.56 (O. I I  ) 
0.35 (0.07) 

W1 
0.1 1 
0.11 
O. 15 
0.2 1 
0.34 
0.47 

O. 16 
0.16 
0.08 
O. 05 
O. 13 
0.21 
0.36 
0.27 
O. 02 
0.02 
0.0 1 
O. 004 
O 
O 

0.23 
0.07 
0.01 
O. 002 

0.05 (0.01) 
0.39 (0.08) 
0.40 (0.08) 
0.52 (0.09) 
3.25 (0.65) 
1 .O9 (0.22) 
0.01 (0.002) 

W2 
0.04 
0.05 
0.04 
0.18 
O. 16 
0.07 

0.32 
0.28 

0.26 
0.48 
O. 16 
0.07 
0.18 

-. 0.06 
O. 24 
0.42 
O. 25 
O. 12 
0.09 
0.07 
0.01 
0.07 
0.56 
O. 16 
O. 14 
O. 04 

0.003 
0.14 
O. 06 
0.02 
0.49 
0.17 
0.004 - 

0.08 
0.26 
0 17 
0.03 
0.46 
O. 02 
0.29 
0.38 
O. Of 
0.17 
O. 04 
0.03 
O 
O 

0.07 
O. 12 
O. 02 
0.0003 

O 
O 

O 
O 

0.05 
0.40 
0.4 1 
0.44 
0.07 
0.22 
0.01 

O. 003 
0.13 
0.05 
O. 10 
O. 02 
0.03 
O. 002 



perfect usage of all received votes, a highiy efficient result that is attainable only under 

very specific ckcumstances. The two perfect 100% scores in Table 29 were situations in 

which there was one candidate who rnanaged to eam enough votes to win. but did so with 

less than a full quota. These candidates never uansfer votes, either through elimination or 

surplus. Any party that did not elect any candidates and thus had a used vote proponion 

of 0% is not mciuded on the table. It is clear fiom Table 29 that the largea three parties 

- Social Credit, the Liberais. and the Conservatives - were by far the moa efficient in 

using their votes. Most of the wastage for these three parties cornes 60m the W3 

component of their used vote. 

Table 29 

Used vote proportions, Alberta 

-- 

Party 1 Edmonton 1 Calgary 

From the overaU picture, we will now tum to specific components of the used vote. 

Liberal 7 1.9 
Conservative 1 84.2 

FNs? pre ferences 

Fint preferences were by fkr the most important component of the used vote in 

Alberta. This is not surprishg piva the high levels of party solidarity displayed by 

Alberta's political parties. In Edmonton, on average, 84.9% of a party's received vote in 

an election came fiom first preferences; m Calgary, 88.9% came fiom first preferences. 

Social Credit, m particular, relied heavily on fïrst preferences. In both cities, around 93% 

Social Credit 
UFA 
CCF 
Labour 
Ind. Labour 
V &AF 

78.1 
64.3 
45.7 
40.2 

100.0 



of its received vote was first preference votes. &en Social Credit's comrnanding 

position m Alberta's party syaem, as seen in the large number of firn preference votes the 

party received fiom 1935 to 1955, this is perhaps not swprising. Some of the other major 

parties were l e s  reliant on fit preference votes than Social Credit. The CCF m Calgary 

ody eamed 78.2% of its votes on first preferences 74% of Conservative votes in 

Edmonton came 6om first preferences. 

Transfers 

Transfers did not figure prominentiy as a source of votes for moa parties in 

Alberta. At most, parties eamed about a half'quota's worth of transfer votes. The srnaller 

parties eamed relatively few transfer votes, but this is due primarily to the fact that their 

candidates were typically eliminated early and were thus a source of transfers rather than 

a destination for transfers. Edmonton's party system appears to have been a linle more 

volatile than that of Calgary as parties eamed more votes fiom transfers. The Liberals and 

Conservatives in Edmonton were particularly reriant on transfers. 

Table 30 shows the sources of transfer votes for each party in Calgary while Table 

3 I does the same thhg for Edmonton. The percentages expressed in these tables are the 

percentage of votes received f?om other parties. The figures are thus a percentage of T in 

the used vote analysis. The totals for each p a w  are based on total votes received in 

transfers throughout the entire period. These tables should be interpreted in conjunction 

with the used vote analysis of Tables 27 and 28. The number of votes in many cases is 

quite smali and certainiy not decigve in most of the elections. Furthemore, these figures 

can be misleadhg because a voter's preferred party riay have no candidates lefi to receive 

transfers. For example, a supporter of the CCF might prefer to cast his later preferences 

for the Labour Progressive party, but because of the limited electoral nippon for the 

Labour Progressives, it is Likely that all the candidates fiom that party would have been 



eliminated by the time CCF candidates were elimmated. Thus. the transfer might go to a 

party such as the Liberd party, even though this was the voter's thkd choice. 

Table 30 

Sources of transfers by party, Calgary (94) 

Li beral 
Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Social Credit 
Year 

1935 
1940 
1 944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

CCF 

Social 
Credit 

2.9 
9.5 
35.4 
32.3 
17.7 

Year 

1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Totai , 

Liberal 

53.8 

19.2 
17.2 
42.1 
28.9 

Conser 
vative 
78.2 
45.7 
46.2 

23.9 
22.6 
31.7 

Social 
Credit 
62.3 
44.8 
1.7 
9.8 
4.2 
23.9 

Conser 
vat i ve 
7.9 

22.0 
11.3 
8.1 _ 

Conservative 

CCF 

7.2 
3.8 
34.5 
11.1 

Liberal 

8.3 
3.0 
10.0 
4.1 , 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
Total 

CCF 

37.8 
35.1 
3.9 
9.8 
32.9 
13.3 

Labour 

18.7 
9.1 
34.8 
34.5 
3.7 

15.8 

Conser 
vative 

8.6 
8.5 
2.6 

Social 
Credi t 

0.2 
18.7 
46.6 
22.1 

Labour 

25.5 

35.3 
4.5 

17.0 

Ind. 
Labour 

1.5 

32.2 

6.9 

Labour 

65.4 
12.3 

24.2 

Liberal 

52.2 
36.7 
29.5 
23.1 
23.7 
27.3 

Ind. 
Labour 
1.5 
11.8 

46.5 

9.7 

Comm 

5.3 

1.2 

Ind. 
Labour 
6.7 

66.2 

17.7 

CCF 

11.6 
21.6 
11.0 

Comm. 

7.7 

1.8 

Labour 
Prog. 

1.5 

4.4 
1.4 

Labour 
Progressive 

33.8  
19.8 

62.7 
14.9 , 

Labour 

36.7 
8.1 
45.9 
0.8 

11.5 

Labour 
Rog. 

44.9 
'3.4 

6.5 
3.9 

Ind. Social 
Credit 

10.9 

1.5 

Ind. SociaI 
Credi t 

2.7 

0.9 

Ind Labour 

2.2 
45.8 

11.6 

Ind. 

3.1 
45.2 
9.4 
36.4 

6.2 
12.6 

Ind. Social 
Credit 

33.5 

9.8 

Indepen 
dent 
31.0 
21 4 
-. 7 - 7 

14.7 
11.8 

Ind. 

3.6 
40.4 
20.0 
7.8 

7.2 

, 7 5  

Communist 

1.9 

0.4 

Labour 
Progressive 

1.8 
O. 7 

Indepen 
dent 
11.1 
55.2 
20.2 
0.0 
6.3 
15.4 



Table 30, continued 

hde~endent Labour 

Labour 

Y e u  1 Social Credit 1 Liberal 1 Conservative 1 CCF 1 Labour 1 Independent 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1952 
Total 

1926 
1935 
1940 
1952 
Total 

Social 
C redit 

0.1 
17.0 
4.2 
5.0 

Communist 

Conser 
vative 
77.8 
29.0 
3.2 

20.7 

LiberaI 

17.1 
4.8 
8.6 
34.0 
37.5 
17.3 

35.9 
33.0 
20.9 

Year 
1935 
Total 

Labour Progressive 
Y ear 
1 944 
1948 
1955 
Total 

lndependent Social Credit 

CCF 

14.8 
58.3 
5.0 

10.4 

12.4 
11.2 

Liberai 
7.7 
7.7 

Y ear 
1 948 
Total 

Independent 

Social Credit 
13.3 

-.- 1 7  

4.6 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1913 
1948 
1955 
Total 

Ind. 
Labour 

17.7 

6.1 

59.1 

22.2 

Conservaiive 
3.1 
3.1 

Social Credi t 
44.6 
44.6 

CCF 
13.3 
100.0 
32.6 
33.8 

Social 
C redi t 

3.1 
64.4 
67.6 
3.9 
87.5 
26.3 

Comm 
unist 

63.2 

21.7 

11.2 

Labour 
56.9 
56.9 

Independent 
71.4 

65 1 
bI.5 

CCF 
30.4 
30.4 

34.7 1 6.6 

Liberal 

31.3 

61 .l 

32.9 

Labour 
Rop;. 

8.7 

2.5 

28.4 
100.0 

21.2 

hd.  Labour 
20.0 
20.0 

Labour Progressive 
10.7 
10.7 

2.1 

64.1 

23.5 

independent 
12.3 
12.3 

Independent 
13.3 
14.3 

Ind. Social 
C redi t 

13.8 

4. O 

3.1 

Conser 
vative 
100.0 
33.5 
38.3 

6.5 

Indepen 
dent 
5.2 
66.3 
7.2 
11.9 

17.8 

CCF 

22.3 
11.1 
2.5 
12.5 
8.2 

Labour 

32.1 
10.3 

23.9 
0.0 
16.2 

Ind. 
Labour 

37.9 
13.3 

3.8 

Labour 
Progressive 

21.1 
O. 7 

2.7 

Ind. Social 
Credi t 

7 6 

3.3 



Table 31 

Sources of transfers by Party, Edmonton ( O h )  

Li berals 

Conservatives 

- - 

Social Credit 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Labour 

25.6 
25.7 
12.6 

11.3 

Conser 
, vative 
l 

9.0 
8.1 
4.8 

CCF 

9.4 
21.7 
10.3 
7.4 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Year 

1935 
1940 
1913 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Labour Progressive 

Conser 
vaiive 
12.9 
15.6 
32.6 

24.1 
37.8 
24.1 

Labour 
Prog 

4.3 
3.9 
1.7 

UFA 

0.5 
5.3 
40.8 

10.3 a 

Liberal 

15.0 
13.5 
19.1 
34.9 
70.1 
38.4 

Social 
C redit 

1.5 
49.5 
23.3 
18.9 

Labour 

25.9 
48.6 
8.4 

11.1 

CCF 

Liberal 

17.3 

77.9 
52.5 
67.7 
36.9 

Conse 
rvative 
25.7 

28.5 
16.7 
14.3 

Social 
Credit 
31.1 
54.1 
71.9 
22.8 
21.4 
31.4 

Year 
1 944 
1952 
1955 
Total z 

Social 
Credit 

2.7 
90.6 
49.9 
46.1 
31.5 

UFA 

0.3 
1.6 
67.1 

15.3 

C o r n  
unist 

10.4 

2.5 

CCF 

14.2 
4.7 
4.7 

Comm 
unist 

3.3 

0.7 

CCF 

56.5 
37.2 
22.1 
16.3 
9.2 
22.3 

Labour 
Progressive 

36.6 

49.2 
21.3 
20.9 

Liberal 

3.5 
10.3 
2.4 L 

Labour 
Pr% 

1.4 
1.1 
0.7 

Econ. 
Rest. 

O. 6 

O. 1 

Ind. 
Liberal 
20.6 

1.8 

Econ. 
Rest. 

0.9 

O. 2 

Ind. 

38 2. 
33 3 

O 8 
8 . 3  

Labour 
Prog 

19.0 

2.7 
5.0 
3.9 

Communist 

41.2 

9.7 

Conservative 

31.6 
25.6 
11.4 

Ind. 
Liberai 
29.8 

1. O 

Labour 

16.9 

2.9 

Independent 
Progressive 
6.8 

1.6 

Social Credit 
66.4 
12.3 
23.1 
46.9 

1 nd 

31.2 
26.4 

1.9 
7 O 

- 
Independerit 

21.0 
9.3 

6.7 

UFA 

20.2 

3.5 

CCF 
28.2 
52.6 
35.9 
35.1 

Independent 
5.4 

5.1 
4.1 

Comm 
unist 
18.3 
25.9 

7.4 

Econ. 
Rest. 
1.8 

0.3 

Ind. 
Reg* 

3.3 

O. 5 

Indepe 
ndenr 

14 4 
43 S 

1.4 
8.0 



Table 31, coatinued 

- 

UFA 
Year 1 Liberal 1 Conservative ( Social Credit ( Labour 1 Comrnuniçt 1 Economic 

Labour 
Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
T o t .  

1935 
Total 

Liberal 

8.1 
15.2 
23.1 
11.9 

Communist 

17.5 
17.5 

Economic Restoration 

Conserv 
ative 
13.7 
5.8 
19.0 
12.0 

Year 

1935 
1940 
Total 

Y ear 
1935 
Total 

Year 
1944 
Total 

37.0 
37.0 

Liberal 

6.6 

5.7 

Conser 
vative 
10.7 

9.1 

Social 
Credit 

O. 8 
0.0 

V & A F  

Liberal 
44.4 
44.4 

Social Credit 
34.0 
34.0 

4. O 
4.0 

Labour 
55.6 
55.6 

Independent Citizens' Association 

WA 

0.6 
7.8 

3 -4 

Social 
Credit 
2.6 
30.4 
6.7 

CCF 
13.7 
13.7 

Y ear 
1 948 
Total 

22.1 
22.1 

CCF 

21.7 
3.3 

Labour 

71.9 

61.1 

Economic 
Restoration 

57.0 
3.4 

Labour Progressive 
9.9 
9.9 

Liberal 
27.2 
27.2 

16.3 
16.3 

Econormc 
Restoration 
8.2 

7.0 

Independent 
42.5 
12.5 

independent Liberal 

Independent 
Liberal 
52.6 

28.3 

Restoration 
3.1 
3.1 

Sociai Credit 
64.6 
64.6 

Y ear 
1926 
Total 

Independe 
nt 
25.0 
68.5 

41 .O 

lnd. Rog. 

29.0 
4.3 

CCF 
8.2 
8.2 

Independ 
ent 

18.8 
2-8 

L ibe r d  
17.0 
17.0 

independent 

Conservative 
3 1.4 
31.4 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1940 
1944 
1955 
Total 

Labour 
14.9 
11.9 

Liberai 

20.8 
20.0 

62.9 
1.4 

UFA 
O. 7 
O. 7 

Conser- 
vative 
48.6 
58.5 

2.5 

1 ndependent 
36.0 
36.0 

Sociai 
Credit 

15.3 
62.3 
37.1 
25.0 

CCF 

74.4 
22.2 

58.9 

Labour 
Rog 

15.5 

3.4 

Labour 

30.6 

1.1 

bTA 

31.5 

0.3 

Comm. 

3.6 

2.6 

ind. 
Liberal 

6.6 

4.8 



Despite their limitations, Tables 30 and 3 1 reved a lot about the relationships 

between different parties in Alberta politics 6om 1926 to 1955. Not nirprisingly. Social 

Credit was an important source of transfer votes for d parties. Even though Social Credit 

voters were remarkably disciplineci, as dernonstrated m Chapter 6, the sheer nwnber of 

Social Credit votes made them an important source of transfers for the other parties. 

As befitting a brokerage Party, the Liierals' tranders came fiom a number of 

sources. The Conservatives were more important to the Liberals m Calgary than in 

Edmonton. Social Credit was an important source of transfers for the Liberals in 

Edmonton largeiy because of the presence of Emest Manning who attracted a huge 

proportion of first preference votes due to his personal popularity. His surplus ballots 

would 'leak" mto other pades, mcluding the Liberals. 

Whüe the Conservatives were generaiiy the mon important source of Liberal 

transfers. the Liberals reciprocated and were an important source of ConservatRe 

transfers. This suggests that supporters of the two "old-line" parties were somewhat 

united againa Social Credit. It is important not to overstate this. however. as the 

proportions mvoked are quite modest. 

Social Credit drew its nippon fiom across the board. reflecting the fact that its 

candidates generally rernained on the ballot through several counts. allowing h e m  to pick 

up trmsfers f?om elimmated candidates fiom a variety of parties. Liberal candidates 

appear to have been the most important source of transfers for Social Credit, although the 

party shows a surprinng level of support fiom CCF voters as weli, possibly reflecting the 

similar pop& roots of the two parties. 

Not nirprisingly, the CCF received a sigdicant proportion of its suppon from 

other labour candidates and p d e s .  Over 30% of the transfers they received m Edmonton 

and almost 60% in Calgary came f?om parties such as the Labour Progressive party. 

Mirroring the resuits above, Social Credit was an important source of transfers for the 



CCF as well In Edmonton, the Liberals were another important source of transfers. This 

reflects the greater strength of the Liberal party in Edmonton, pmicularly m 1 95 5 where 

there were a sigruficant number of fkst preferences caa for Liberai candidates. 

The .cmaller parties received their tranders fkom a variety of sources. The numbers 

are relatively saa4 howwer, m a h g  it diflinih to reach h conclusions on the partisan 

relationships between the d parties and between srnail parties and larger ones. 

Wasted votes: Vote Leakage (Wi) 

As is to be expected in a party system where voters seemed very conscious of 

panisan differences m th& preference ordering, the numbers for W 1 are relatively miail. 

Mon voters seem to have confined themselves to voting wdhm their preferred panies. 

Smder parties were fàr more likely to leak votes than larger parties. This is primarily 

because smaller parties nui fewer candidates and are far more likely to be m a position 

where there are no M e r  candidates under that party's banner ehgiile to receive 

tran diers. 

Of course. votes that are waaed fiom a p a q ' s  perspective may oot necessarily be 

waaed fiom a voter's perspective or fiom the nandpomt of the ideological balance in the 

provincial IegkIature. Voters can can their first preferences for a srnalier p a m  and then 

indicate their later prefermces for parties and candidates who &are similar poticy goals. 

In a sense, then, these votes are not necessanty waaed for voters, even if their preferred 

party was unable to make use of them. 

Table 32 shows the percentage of votes transfërred to other parties 6om each of  

the parties that contested elections m Calgaq d e  Table 33 contains the wime 

information for Edmonton. Even more than Tables 30 and 3 1, these tables reveal some of 

the partisan relationships in the mhds of voters m Abma's two larges cities. The same 

limitations present m Tables 30 and 3 1 are a h  present here; these tables need to be 

interpreted with the same caution. 



The Liberal Party transferred a significant proportion of it s ballots to Social C redit 

in both Edmonton and Calgary. The Conservat~es were also popular targets for Liberal 

transfers. The Conservatives displayed a strong preference for transferring their ballots to 

the Liberals. In both Edmonton and Calgary, the Liberals received more of their transfers 

than all ofthe other parties combined. In Edmonton m 1955, over 70% of the 

Conservative transfers went to the Liberals, reflecting the popularity of Liberal leader J. 

Harper Rowse and the unpopularity of the then scandal-ridden Social Credit parW. Social 

Credit supporters fkvoured the Liberals m Edmonton and the CCF m Calgary, although 

the party tended to disperse its transfers quite widely. CCF supporters seemed to have 

favoured Social Credit among all of the major parties, particularly m Calgary. in 

Edmonton, independent candidates were a popular choice for CCF supporters. 

Table 32 

Destination of traasfers (Wl) in Calgary, by party ( O h )  

Y ear 

1935 
1910 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Liberal 

l Ind. Labour Comrnunist I Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Il.? l l 

Independent 

Social Credit 

Social 
Credit 

76.3 
29.1 
42.7 
60.3 
45.9 

JO. 6 
0.0 
50 4 

Liberal ( Conser 1 CCF ( Labour 1 Ind. 1 Labour 1 Ind. Social 1 Independent 

Consetvative 

30.7 
56.2 
19.3 

38.5 
36.3 
22.6 

vat ive Labour Rog Credit 
92.3 3.8 1.9 1.9 

CCF 

9.4 
6.5 
3.4 
4.4 

37.8 
JO. 1 
18.4 



Table 32, continued 

CCF 

Conservatives 

independent Labour 

Year 

1940 
1944 
1948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Labour 

Conser 
vaîive 

29.6 
24.3 
17.4 , 

Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Year 
1926 
1930 
1935 
1918 
1952 
Totai 

Social 
Credi t 
52.1 
81.0 
32.8 
37.4 
34.5 
40.6 , 

Liberal 
46.3 
46.4 
78.8 
34.5 
65.4 
54.0 

Social Credit 

17.2 
38.6 
29.4 
17.9 

Year 
1935 
1930 
1952 
Total 

Liberal 

21.9 
14.9 
40.2 
26.0 , 

Social Credit 

33.5 
32.2 
17.1 
28.1 

Communist 

Labour 

27.2 
3.0 

3.3 

CCF 

13.1 
5.2 
4.0 

Social Credit 
13.9 
19.6 
28.8 
27.1 

Y ear 
1935 
Total 

Labour Progressive 

Labour 
Prog 

O. 9 
1.6 

O. 9 
O. 7 

' Ind. 
Labour 
O. 0 

15-1 

2.3 

Liberai 
13.7 
168  
35.8 
11.3 
11.4 
20.1 

Year 
1943 
1948 
1955 
Totai 

- - 

Iodependent Social Credit 

Labour 
30.3 
17.6 
2.3 

10.1 

Liberal 
1 O. 8 

16.5 
14.7 

Social Credit 
22.9 
22.9 

Year 
1918 
Total 

Ind. Social 
C redi t 

5.3 

0.6 

Conserv. 
13.1 
20.5 
27.9 

2.3 
9.9 

Indepen 
dent 
47.9 
18.1 
11.3 

0.1 
9.1 

Ind Labour 
22.8 

13.9 

8.8 

Conservative 
9.4 

19.0 
16.8 

Liberal 
12.3 
12.3 

Social Credit 
39.5 
2.2 
23.2 
22.7 

SociaiCredit 
72.1 
72.1 

CCF 

44.7 
40.6 
27.1 

Liberal 

3.0 
17.4 
6.3 

Conserv. 

6.7 
2.0 

Communist 

0.2 

0.0 

CCF 

36.7 
35.7 
33.4 

Conservative 
2.7 
2.7 

Liberal 
8.4 
8.4 

Independent 
0.6 
36.0 
1.4 

5.2 

Ind. Labour 
43-3 

0.4 

4.4 

Labour 
62.1 
62.1 

CCF 
47.2 
81.0 
52.7 
59.6 

Labour 
55.2 

3.7 

CCF 
4.3 
4.3 

Communist 

2.3 

O. 7 

Labour 

10.3 

3.3 

ind. 

62.7 
0.2 
11.8 

9.7 

Communist 
5.8 

0.4 

Labour 
6.4 
6.4 

Independent 
4.9 
13.7 

3.9 

Ind. Social Credit 

1.2 

0.4 

Independent 
8.8 
8.8 

Ind. 
13.3 
- . -  7 3 

5.7 



Table 33 

Destination of traosfers (Wl) in Edmonton. by party ( O h )  

Liberal 
Year 

1926 

1930 
1935 
L 948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

CCF 
Year 

1940 
1 944 
-948 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Con- 
serva 
-tive 
40.9 

59.9 
44.5 

6 
55.0 
40.6 

Conserva tive 

Liberal 

23.5 
36.7 
46.8 
12.3 

Conser 
vative 

27.7 
27.7 
7.2 

Social 
Credit 

27.9 
55.9 
56.5 
22.6 
34.5 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
1952 
1955 
Total 

CCF 

7.1 
7.3 
21.8 
12.6 

Social 
Credit 

24.3 
43.7 
44.9 
33.0 
23.1 
30.2 

Lab. 
Pr% 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

' Lab. 

26.7 

36.3 
2.9 

2.4 

Liberal 

34.8 
60.5 
49.1 
38.3 
70.5 
5 1.5 

Social Credit 

Labour 
Progressive 

3.3 

2.6 
2.4 
1.3 

UFA 

21.7 

2.1 

Social 
Credit 

22.5 
54.1 
17.2 
25.0 

Year 

1935 
1940 
1 944 
191s 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Comm 
unkt 

0.4 

0.2 

Corn 
mu- 
nist 

2.7 

0.3 

CCF 

6.2 
1 .  
4.6 

Lib. 

4 . 3  

43.0 
42.7 
49.3 
33.6 

V & A F  

27.9 

4.0 

Econ. 
Rest. 

0.4 

0.04 a 

Labour 
Rog. 

1.4 
0.7 
0.5 

Cons 
exva- 
tive 
19.8 

48.6 
32.4 
18.6 

Indep. 
Crtizens' 
Association 

3 1.6 

2.6 

Ind. 
Cit. 
Assoc 

3.7 

5.9 

Labour 

26.7 
25.5 
1.3 

4.5 

CCF 

38.5 
16.7 
9.8 
8.4 
17.5 
14.8 

Independ 
ent 

75.3 
24.2 

42.3 

Ind. 
Liberal 

21.5 

O. 7 

UFA 

24.8 

8.1 

Lab. 
frog. 

5.7 

0.3 
0.4 
1.1 

Ind. 

1 O 
9 
3.8 

O. 5 
O. 7 

Communi 
st 

2.3 

0.8 

Lab. 

0.6 

0.01 

Ind. 
Liberai 
23.5 

2.5 

UFA 

29.3 

0.5 

Indepen- 
dent 
15.1 
14. O 

2.3 

Corn 
mu- 
nist 
6.0 
-. 7 - 7 

C'8: 
AF 

39.2 

Ind. 
Cit. 
Assoc 

Ind. 
Prog. 

-.- 3 3 

47.2 

13.1 

Ind 

5 7  2 
38 4 

0.2 

i 
i 

0.5 
11.5 0.3 6.1 



Table 33, continued 

Communis t 

Labour Progressive 
Year 
1944 
1952 
1955 
Total 

Y ear 
1935 

Liberal 

14.2 
16.1 
9.4 

1940 
Total 

Labour 

Liberal 
33.4 

Economic Restoration 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1935 
Total 

1- 2 

Year 
1935 
Total 

- 

Conservative 

5.5 
5.9 
3.5 

Conservative 
9.0 

Y ear 
1940 
Total 

Independent 

Social Credit 
28.1 
10.7 
11.4 
17.6 

CCF 
25.2 
69.6 
66.5 
5 1.7 

Liberai 

52.6 
43.1 
25.2 
38.0 

4.1 

Liberai 
11.8 
1 1.8 

Year 

1926 
1930 
1940 
1 944 
1955 
Total 

UFA 

SociaI Credit 
34.2 

hdependent Liberal 

Socid Credit 
12.9 
12.9 

V & A F  
25.3 

9.7 

Conserva 
tive 
31.7 
56.9 
14.2 
34.3 

Year 
1926 
1930 

38.9 
36.8 

Conservative 
6.4 
6.4 

Y ear 
1926 
Total 

Liberai 

38.1 
20.9 

35.9 
17.1 

Independent 
21.3 

8.1 

CCF 

CCF 
20.7 
20.7 

Social 
Credit 

19.7 
7.9 

Liberal 
40.0 
27.7 

48.3 
26.3 

Social Credit 
13.8 
13.8 

indenendent Roeressive 

Liberal 
37.3 
37.3 

Conserv 
ative 
27.8 
37.6 

20.4 
1 9.0 

UF A 
23.4 

Comrnunist 
5.2 
5.2 

UFA 

19.8 
7.9 

Consenative 
15.0 
34.2 

Independent 

10.7 

Labour 
34.0 
34.0 

Conservative 
15.4 
15.4 

Independent 
61.1 
6 1.2 

Social 
Credit 

45.5 
35.7 
14.8 
16.2 

12.8 
7.0 

Labour 
47.3 

- 17.3 

Communist 

20.7 
8.3 

Social Credit 1 Labour 

i 'O0 

UFA 
18.2 
18.2 

CCF 

51.8 
3.5 
27.5 
7.3 

Comrnurust 
15.8 
15.8 

Economic 
Restoration 

0.4 
0.1 _ 

Ind. Liberai 
15.0 

Labour 
Prog 

0.6 
1.4 
0.2 

Independen t 

Ind. 
Liberal 
8.4 

1.8 - 

Labour 

21.9 
41.6 

17.9 

Independe 
nt 
7.2 

1.6 

Comrnu- 
nist 

2.7 

O. 3 

V &= 
AF 

60.2 

18.5 

Ind. 
Liberal 
12.1 

3 .3  



The minor parties reveal the moa significant patterns as W 1 tended to be the mon 

significant proportion of the wasted vote for them The mialler labour parties 

ovenvhelmingiy favoured the CCF, as is to be expected. Labour Progressive supporters 

were particularly likely to support the CCF m their later transfers. When Communia. 

mdependent Labour, and Labour candidates ran m the same election as CCF candidates. 

the CCF was a favorite destination for transfers. This is a way m which STV cm 

encourage the proliferation of parties. Voters c m  support small parties without fear of 

their votes being wasted. The mdependent Social Credit candidate in Calgary in 1948 

mdicates another way in which STV can encourage the proliferation of candidates and 

parties. Social Credit supponers could safeiy vote for the indepeudent Social Credit 

candidate, knowing that ifhe were eüminated, they could vote for Social Credit 

candidates with their later preferences. The fact that 72% of the hdependent Social 

Credit supporters chose Social Credit for their subsequent transfers indicates that this was 

a popular choice for many voters. Interestingly. however, the same is not true of the 

hdependent Liberal candidate in Edmonton in 1 926. In that situation. a plurality of t he 

traasfers went to Labour candidates. 

The Hare syaem thus aliows voters to express a complex set of preferences. 

These tendencies are moa pronounced among smaller panies and independent 

candidacies. The Hare system allows voters to use their higher preferences to suppon the 

parties of their choice and their lower preferences to support larger parties that are doser 

to them ideologically. 

Wasted voies: Non-tramferubfe ballots (W2) 

A second way m which parties can waste ballots is when a candidate is eliminated 

and a certam proportion of ballots fails to transfer to other candidates ffom the pany. 

either because they are meligible to receive transfers or because voters failed to indicate 



subsequent preferences. There are some mteresting contrasts in the ways parties in 

ditferent competitive positions wasted votes in this manner. The largest parties ( LiberaL 

Conservative, Social Credit, and CCF) generaliy wasted larger numbers of baiiots this 

way than did the smaller parties. This is mirrored m the exclusivÎty ratios discussed in 

Chapter 6.  Supporters of smailer parties expect that candidates fiom their favoured pany 

may very well not be elected. Consequently, they are more Wceiy to indicate preferences 

beyond their most favoured party. Smaller parties are thus more likely to wane their votes 

by transfehg them t O other parties (W 1 ) rather than seemg them become non- 

tramferable. While vote leakage (W 1) remamed a problem for larger parties, the 

proportion wasted by becoming oon-tramferable (W2) is higher. 

Wasted votes: Unelected ca~rdichtes al t h e f i ~ d  caunt (W3) 

In absolute terms, W3 is the largest component of wasted votes. since the 

unelected candidate at the final count has close to a fd.l quota of votes. For example. in 

1935 in Edmonton, the Social Credii Party had 89% of a full quota wasted by having a 

candidate still in contention at the final count. but unelected. 'This proportion of wasted 

votes is, m a sense, unavoidable, as some candidate has to lose on the final count. In many 

cases. however, W3 is the renilt of waaed votes by vote leakage or non-transferable 

ballots (W 1 and W2). In Edmonton in 1926, Liberal candidate J.C. Bowen was eliminated 

on the l a a  count with 2,2 12 votes. D.M. Duggan, a Conservative candidate. had 2.265 

votes. The Liberals wasted 439 votes througù W 1 and W2; bad they retained a smali 

proportion of those, higgan would have been eliminated on the l a s  count rather than 

Bowen. This type of situation happened relatively fiequentiy m both Edmonton and 

Calgary; in Edmonton, the Liberals loa  a seat this way in 1926, M e  Social Credit los  

seats Uùs way in 1935, 1944, and 1952. In Calgary, Social Credit l o s  a seat in 1948. the 

CCF lost one in 1952, while the Conservatives lost a seat m 1955. The fact that Social 

Credit was the greatest victim of seat losses this way despite their remarkable solidarity 



ratios ïndicates that a certain proportion of wasted vote due to W3 is. in the end. 

unavoidable. 

Analysis of the used vote in Manitoba 

Table 34 reports the used vote in the Wmnipeg constituency fiom 1920- 19 53. As 

was the case m Alberta, the used vote is expressed as a proportion of the quota. In 1949 

and 1953. Wmnipeg was divided mto three four-member conniniencies; the used vote 

figures for those elections are the average used vote. To assist m comparing the figures 

across elections, the number in parentheses after the first preferences figure is the firs 

preference number divided by the average district magnitude - ten from 1920 througb 

1945 and four in the 1949 and 1953 elections. 

The Winnipeg used vote shows a party system characterized by more fluid pan? 

attachments. As we saw in Chapter 6, voters were more willing to jump across pam, lines 

in their preference ordering m Manitoba than in Alberta. This is seen in the higher va!ues 

for T and W 1 in Manitoba. A more sigtuîïcant pioportion of the received vote for each 

p a q  was eamed through transfers in Manitoba. The reverse side ofthis situation is thar 

Manitoba parties loa a larger proportion of their votes to other parties. The situation in 

Winnipeg also reflects a more competitive party system than was the case in Edmontoii 

and Calgary. No party dominated Winnipeg to the same extent that Social Credit 

dominated in Alberta. The used vote reflects this more dynamic party system. 

As was the case in Alberta, Manitoba's political parties were relatively efficient si 

using the votes they received. Table 3 5 sbows the proportions of received votes which the 

various parties used in Manitoba. Any parties that did not elect any candidates are 

excluded fiom this analysis. The ILPKCF were pdcularly efficient at using the votes 

they received, reflectmg their comparatively hi& party solidarity ratios. The relatively 

high proportion of the used vote shown by the Labour Progressive party is due to the fact 

that the party tended to be very carefid m its nomination process, only nominating one 



Table 34 

Analysis of the used vote in Winnipeg 

Party Year 
Liberals 1920 

1922 
1927 
1932 

Consematives 1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1949 
1953 

ILPfCCF 1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 

Progressive 1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1 949 
1953 

Social Credit 1936 
194 1 

Labour Progressive 

Socialist 
Social Democrats 

Dominion Labour Part 
Labour 

- - 

Commuaist 1927 i 
1936 1 

3.34 (0.33) 
2.75 (0.28) 
2.39 (0.24) 
0.26 (0.03) 
1.50 (O. 15) 
1.87 (O. 19) 
2.90 (0.29) 
3.90 (0.39) 
2.54 (0.25) 
2.77 (0.28) 
1.42 (O. 14) 
0.37 (0.09) 
1 .O4 (0.26) 
2.72 (0.27) 
2.49 (0.25) 
3.13 (0.31) 
1.41 (O. 14) 
2.03 (0.20) 
4.14 (0.41) 
1.69 (0.42) 
1.46 (0.36) 
1.26 (0.13) 
1.91 (O. 19) 
2.12 (0.21) 
2.31 (0.23) 
2.96 (0.30) 
3.21 (0.32) 
1.97 (0.49) 
1.38 (0.33) 
0.49 (0.05) 
O. 16 (0.02) 
0.25 (0.06) 
0.96 (O. 10) 
0.56 (O. 11) 
0.88 (0.22) 
1-11 (0.11) 
0.32 (0.03) 
o. 12 (0.01) 
0.291 (0.03) 
0.545 (0.05) 
3.17 (0.32) 
0.23 (0.02) 
0.44 (0.04) 
0.81 (0.08) 



Table 34, continued 

Party 
Ex-Soldiers and Sailors 
Labour 
Union Labour 
Workers' Party of Canada 
United Workers 
Sound Money Economics 
Workers 
hdepeodent 
Progressive 
Independent Labour 
Independent Conservative 
Independent 

candidate and ninnmg that candidate in the most promising constimency (working class 

Year 
1920 

1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1939 
1953 

Winnipeg North) to maximize the party's electoral chances. As can be seen fiom Table 

1922 
1922 
1932 
1941 
1941 
1949 
1953 
1949 
1949 
1920 

1.06(0.11) 
0.88 (0.09) 
0.59 (0.06) 
3.44 (0.34) 
2.00 (0.20) 
l.lS(0.12) 
0.28 (0.07) 
0.67 (O. 17) 

34, the Labour Progressives tended to win jus enough votes to elect a singie candidate. 

FP 
O.ll(0.01) 

with relatively few surplus votes to distribute. The same is tnie of the Social Democrats 

0.16 (0.02) 
0.27 (0.03) 
0.65 (0.07) 
0.16(0.02) 
0.92(0.09) 
0.34 (0.09) 
0.39 (O. 10) 
O. 13 (0.03) 
0.62 (0.16) 
1.48 (0.15) 

who. in 1920 and 1922. only nominated John Queen. who managed to eam jua enough 

T 
0.22 

votes in each election to win a seat. 

0.03 
0.02 
O. 10 
0.01 
0.07 
0.07 
0.07 
0.02 
0.38 
0.49 

Fzrst pre fererzces 

W1 
0.3 1 

As noted earlier, Winnipeg's party system differed substantially f?om those 

O. 18 
0.26 
O. 04 
O. 13 
O 

0.33 
0.30 
O. 10 
O 

7.66 

operating in Edmonton and Calgary because it was less dominated by a single party. Thus. 

W2 
0.01 

no paity dominated fist preferences. Overaii, first preferences were the moa important 

W3 
O 

0.01 
O. 04 
0.0 1 
0.04 
O 

0.09 
0.17 
0.04 
O 

0.3 1 

component of the received vote for Manitoba's political parties; on average, 8 1.6% of the 

O 
O 

0.71 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

received votes came fiom first preferences. AU four of the major parties m Winnipeg (the 

Liberals, ILPKCF, Conservatives, and Progressives) received, on average, between 80 



and 86% of their received votes as first preferences. This r e h c e  on fira preferences is 

slightly less than m Alberta, reflecting the lower levels of solidarity and greater fluidity in 

partisan attachent seen in Manitoba. 

Table 35 

Used Vote Proportions in Winnipeg 

Party 
W orkers 
Social Democrats 
W C C F  
Labour Progressive 
Progressive 
Conservâtive 
Dominion Labour Party 
Liberal 
C011llll& 
Socialist Party of Canada 

Proportion 
100.0% 
99.8% 
87.8% 
86.3 % 
74.7% 
67.9% 
62.8% 
56.5% 
45.2% 
25.0% 

As might be expected in Manitoba's political climate. transfers were oflen an 

important part of the province's parties' received votes. This is due to a nurnber of 

factors. First, as discussed in Chapter 6, Manitoba's panies displayed relatively low 

solidarity ratios and ballots were thus more Likely to change parties while transferring. 

Second, the proliferation of parties b a t  accompanied the adoption of the Hare system in 

1920, particularly ciass-based parties, meant that there were more miail panies t O be 

eliminated and more possibility for alliances between these parties or between h e m  and 

the larger ILP/CCF. Third, the large district magnitude m Winnipeg meant a lower 

threshold of representation, making it more likely that tranders would make a Merence. 

In a few cases, parties received entire quota's worth of transfers. Finally. the coalition 

politics that dominated Manitoba essentdy eradicated partisan clifferences and made 

transfers more viable. In 1920, the Liberals, Socialists, and Labour candidates aii received 



one or more quotas worth of votes fiom other parties. in 1936. the ILP received more 

votes m transfers than they received in first preferences, largely due to the candidacy of 

the very popular mdependent candidate, Lewis. St. George Stubbs, as discussed in 

Chapter 4. In many other cases, parties received significant proportions of transfers which 

allowed them to elect other candidates. 

Table 36 breaks down the sources of transfer votes (T) for each party. helping to 

map out the relationships between the different parties in Manitoba. As in the Alberta 

cases, these data are iimited by the availabiiity of candidates to receive transfers and thus 

have to be read somewhat cautiously. In order to condense the results somewhat. the 

minor labour parties were combined mto one category. 

The lack of a dominant party m Winnipeg means that the partisan relationships are 

more clearly delineated in the transfer patterns than is the case in Alberta. The Liberals 

appear to have relied moa heavily on independent candidates and the Consen~atives as 

sources of transfer votes. The 1920 election saw large numbers of Independent candidates 

(see Chapter 3) and these candidates were an extremely important source of transfers for 

the Liberals. The Conservatives were also a significant source of transfers to the Liberal 

party. Although 69.5% of the transfers Liberal candidates received in 1932 came fiom the 

Conservatives. it is important to bear in mind that this was the £ira election after the 

Liberal party had joined forces witb the Progressives. Those remaining Liberal candidates 

in 1932 were the fragments of the Liberal party that did not jom the coalition. The 

Liberals only received 3% of a quota m tramfers? a negligible amount. 

The Conservatives drew their support nom across the board. receiving some 

suppon fkom a variety of parties. As was the case for the Liberals, independent candidates 

were an important source of Conservative support, panicularly in the est several 

elections. Mer the Conservatives joined the Progressive led coalition in 194 1. the p a q  

was rewarded with significant proportions of transfers f?om the Progressive party. 



Table 36 

Sources of  transfers by Party, Winnipeg (%) 

Liberals 
Year 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
Total 

- - - 

ILPICCF 

Progressives 

46.7 
26.2 
8.9 
16.3 

- -  - -  

Progressives 

Conserva tives 

Year 

k'ear 

1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1 949 
1953 
Tosal 

Conservatives 
13.3 
20.9 
39.5 
69.5 
20.9 

Rogre Liberal 

Year 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 
Total 

1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1911 
19.15 
1949 
1953 
Total 

LP/CCF 

12.0 
7.1 
10.5 
4.4 

Progres 
sive 

22.6 
52.7 
11.2 
11.3 
55.9 
81.7 
33.1 

3 1.7 

Liberals 

19.4 
43.2 
20.8 
15.6 

8.3 

Conser 

Liberal 

48.3 
49.1 
17.1 

8.0 

Conser 
vative 

20.0 
26.2 
42.4 
18.9 
59.2 
44.1 
31.8 
19.0 
3 1.0 

Minor Labour 
9.5 
15.0 
4-6 
3.7 
10.0 

iLP/CC 
F 

17.4 
8.8 
6.4 
4.6 
14.4 
12.2 
32.6 
11.1 
10.1 

Minor 
ssive 1 

ILPI 
CCF 

1 . 5  
7.7 
4.6 
7.3 
28.9 
32.5 
30.9 
7.8 
14.6 

In&pendent 
77.2 
5 4 
22.6 
7.4 
48.4 

vative 

5.3 
8.2 
33.5 
-. ? - 1 

66.9 

11.9 
55.1 
20.7 

13.3 
9 2  
3.0 
1.4 
13.9 
27 6 
20.9 

8.6 

Minor 
Labour 

14.1 
2.2 
10.8 
1.8 

7.0 
7.6 

4.7 

Ind. Ro- 
gressive 

25.1 

3.7 - 

Minor 
Labour 
10.5 
8.9 
4.9 
12.0 
O. 7 

O. 9 
21 .1 

4.9 

Ind. Pr* 

11 3 
, 2 0 1  

6.3 

3.8 

Labour 

64.6 
3 6.6 
34.5 
5.3 

48 3 
13.4 

20.5 

Ind. 
Lib. 

9.3 
2.4 

Ind. 
, Liberal 

16.1 
1.2 

Ind. 
gressive 

45.2 

2.1 

Social 
Credit 

15.4 
5.2 

63..0 
19.2 

Social 
Credit 

12.9 
8.9 

68.1 
8.9 

Social 
Lrb. 

21.8 
0.8 

Sound 
Money 
Economics 

4. O 

0.4 

Sound Money 
Economics 

10.7 

1 .O 

Sound 

1 n&pe 
ndent 

6.2 
14.7 
25 1 
56 6 
3 7 
164 
4.6 
O. 8 
15.9 

Indepen- 
dent 
70.1 
7 . 9  
12.9 
51.8 
70 5 
10.1 
5 1 
11 9 
1 1  
33 8 

Credit 

15.5 
7.4 

21.2 
7.6 

Indepe 
Money 
Econornci 

ndent 

J 45 
- 7' d g 
12 7 i 72 7 

5.2 

O. 7 

6 6 

25 1 
5 7 
1.8 
35 O 



Table 36, continued 

Combii 
Year 

n{ - 

- 
Total 2.8 

ed min 
Progre 
ssive 

5.3 
11.2 
1.7 

6.6 
16.8 
87.6 

Social Credit 

~r labour partir 
Conser 

- - 

- 

ILP/ 
CCF - 
25.9 
31.8 
21-6 

39.8 
68.5 
12.4 
20.8 

Minor 
Labour 
79.6 
51.2 

25.3 

- 
Ind. 
Lib. - 

41. 
2 - 
O. 8 - 

Social 
Credit 

14.1 

8.4 

Sound 
hloney Econ 

i ndepend 
ent 
16.1 
3.3 
31.8 
30.2 
100.0 
7.8 
9.3 

Year 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1953 
Total 

Progressives 
4.7 
12.1 
12.3 

4.7 

Sound Money Economics 

Consenatives 
2.9 
3.0 

5.2 
3.0 

Y ear 
1931 
Total 

ILPICCF 
10.5 
4.5 
12.1 
13.4 
11.4 

Pr0p;ressives 
32.4 
32.4 

independent Conservative 

Minor Labour 
3.9 

3.3 

Social Credit 
27.0 
27.0 

Y ear 
1949 
Total 

Independent 
30.5 
30.5 

Sound Money Econ. 

50.0 

1.6 

Progressive 
51.3 
51.3 

Ind. 
78. O 
30.3 
45.6 
8 1 .J 

75.9 

Independent Progressive 

Conservative 
39.5 
39.5 

Y ear 
1939 
Total 

ILPICCF 
9.2 
9.2 

Conservative 
64. O 
6.1.0 

Independent Liberal 

ILPICCF 
9.1 
9.1 

Year 
1953 
Total 

Independent 
26.9 
26.9 

ILPKCF 
15.2 
45.2 

Sociai Credit 
53.8 
54.8 

Independents 
Year 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1941 
1949 
1953 
Total 

Progre 
ssives 

1.0 
12.2 
2.5 
12.3 
55.9 

15.4 

Liberal 

29.1 
0.2 
36.2 
17.0 

14.5 

Conserva- 
tive 
32.0 
O. 7 
18.9 
37.5 
38.7 
19.7 
13.0 
23.6 

LP/ 
CCF 

92.2 
24.4 
18.1 
30.5 
24.4 
41.4 
23.9 

Minor 
Labour 
39.0 
5.9 
8.3 
24.9 

14.1 

Social 
Credi t 

4.8 

45.6 
7.3 - 

Smart Money 
Economics 

13.7 

1.2 



The ILPKCF drew its support fiom three places. Independent candidates were a 

source of support, but this is large& due to the Stubbs candidacy m 1936. As a labour 

candidate running as an mdependent, it is not surprising that a healthy proportion of his 

transfers wouid go to the ILPKCF. Not surprisingiy, minor labour parties were an 

important source of strength for the ILP and the CCF. When those d e r  labour parties 

were eliminated, a large proportion of their transfers would end up with the ILP or the 

CCF. While there were sipifkant tensions with the more extreme socialist elements in 

Manitoba politics, the CCF was ideally smiated to receive transfers ikom these parties. 

The importance of the Conservative vote to the ILPKCF is somewhat surprising, but it is 

likely rooted m the two parties' comrnon opposition to the Progressive govenunent. 

The Progressives managed to attract nippon fkom several parties. In the first few 

elections, the Liberals were the moa important source of support for the Progressive 

party. As the Progressives absorbed the Liberal party, the Conservatives became their 

moa significant source of transfers. Conservative membership m the coalition governen t  

enhanced the ties between the Conservatives and the Progressives. in those three coalition 

elections, the Conservatives were an extremely important source of transfers for the 

Progressives. Thus, while the coalition aUowed the Conservatives to attract some suppon 

&om the Progressives, the reverse also happened. 

The small labour parties primarily drew support fiom each other - over halfof 

their transfers came fiom other labour parties. The ILPICCF was relatively insignificant 

for these parties m ternis of transfers. This U t i o n  is not surprising. The smaiier labour 

parties tended to be elimmated rather quickly. By the time XLP/CCF candidates were 

eliminated or elected, there would be relatively few candidates fiom those smalier parties 

in a position to receive transfers. 



Wasted votes: Vote leakage ( W I )  

Manitoba's political parties waaed significant proportions of their used votes 

through vote leakage due to transfers. Parties routinely gave up a third or more of a quota 

m transfers to other parties. 

Table 37 shows the destination of transfers in Winnipeg by proportions. The 

Progressives overwhelmingly fàvoured the Conservatives m their transfers. Over haif of 

all of their transfers went to Conservative candidates. This relationshrp was particuiariy 

strong during the eariy years of Conservative membership m the coalition government: in 

1945, over 85% of aIl Progressive transfers to other parties went to Conservative 

candidates. The 1949 election is somewhat anomalous, but this is largely due to the 

availability of Conservative candidat es eligible t O receive transfers. If the Indep endent 

Conservative (fùture premier Duff Roblin) totals fiom 1949 are added to the Consewative 

totals. the Consexvative figure for 1949 is part of the broader trend of transfers Born the 

Progressives to the Conservatives. The ILPICCF was a distant second favorite for 

Progressive voters. although in some elections. such as in 1936. the ILPlC CF was a 

relatively popular choice for Progressive voters. Interestingly, the CCF's short-lked 

participation in the coalition did not renilt in an increase in transfers fiom Progressive to 

CCF candidates. 

In Manitoba in this time penod, the Liberals transferred their votes quite evenly 

between the Progressives and the Conservatives. The Conservatives were a popular initial 

destination for Liberal transfers, but as the Liberals and Progressives forged closer Links. 

the Progressives became more important to the Liberals. 

The Manitoba Conservatives transferred their ballots primarily to two parties: the 

Progressives and the ILNCCF. The Progressives were quite ovenvhelmingly the favorite 

destination for transfers fiom the Conservative party; m 1945 over 90% of the transfers 

fiom Conseivative candidates went to Progressive candidates, reciprocating the transfers 



Table 37 

Destination of transfers (Wl) in Winnipeg, by party 

Inde 
Pen- 
dent 

Progr es s iv es 
Year 

- 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
194 1 
1945 
1 949 
1953 
Total 

Liberals 
Year 
1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
Total 

Liberai 

48.0 
24.5 
3.1 

7.6 

Conserva tives 

LP/ 
CCF 

20.1 
16.6 
27.2 
39.8 
25.6 
10.4 
10.0 
10.7 
16.5 

Conser 
vative 

23.0 
47.8 
64.2 
53.3 
68.0 
85.5 
15.9 
56.9 
54.5 

Progressive 

33.6 
33.3 
47.7 
29.7 

Year 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 
Total 

ILPICCF 
Year 

1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1949 
1953 
Total 

Minor 
Labour 

8.7 
1.8 
3.9 

1.5 
4.0 
4.5 
1.4 
3.5 

Conservative 
39.5 
40.2 
14.5 
23.9 
29.7 

Progres 
sives 

28.5 
35.9 
42.2 
70.7 
34.3 
92.9 
43.4 
59.1 
41.3 

Ind Con- 
servative 

38.1 

6.5 

ILPICCF 

14.6 
27.9 
19.3 
16.0 

Liberals 

39.9 
40.2 
31.4 
2.9 

8.3 

Rogre 
ssives 
8.7 
15.2 
28.9 
37.3 
49.6 
29.7 
52.3 
35.9 
33.7 

Liberals 

12.1 
14.7 
2.8 
36.6 

3.1 

Conser 
vative 
17.5 
17.8 
22.1 

24.1 
30.3 
19.3 
18.3 
22.6 

Sociai 
Credit 

6-9 
0.4 
0.2 

2.6 
O. 9 

Minor Labour 
18.7 
11.6 
3.1 
5.2 
9.4 

LW 
CCF 

14.0 
16.6 
47.9 
23.2 
57.3 

7.3 
28.7 
31.3 

Independent 
31.8 

21.2 
3.9 
15.2 

Sound 
Money 
Economcs 

O. 6 

O. 1 

Minor 
Labour 
13.3 
17.0 

3.9 

2.7 
7.1 
5.1 
5.1 
4.3 

Minor 
Labour 
42.0 
11.1 
36.9 

12.8 
38.8 
O. 8 
5.3 
19.6 

Ind. 
Liberal 

5.9 
O. 8 

Ind. Con- 
sewative 

8.7 

1.8 

Ind. Re 
gressive 

1.4 

0.3 

Ind. Con- 
servative 

30.0 

1.3 

Ind. 
Progressive 

7.9 

1.1 

Ind. 

19.7 
41.3 
9.3 

13.3 

17.6 
31.2 
15.7 

Ind. 
Lib. 

7.4 
1.0 

Social 
Credit 

26.1 
0.2 
1.2 

1.8 
2.2 

Social 
Credrt 

5.2 
0.0 

O. 5 
0.3 

Independent 

46 7 
O. 3 
16.1 
3.  O 

5.7 

11.4 
6.7 
8.9 



Table 37, continued 

Sound Monev Economics 

Combined minor labour parties 

Inde~endent Liberat 

Year 
1920 

I 

Y ear 1 Progressives 1 Conservatives 1 ILPKCF 1 Minor Labour 

Year 
1941 
Total 

Progressive 
I 

Conservative 
3.1 

Liberal 
4.1 

ILPKCF Minor Labour 
84.6 

1953 
Total 

Labour 
24. O 
22.4 
5.1 
10.8 
12.0 
5.8 
9.4 

Independent 
8.2 

Progressives 
14.2 

- 14.2 

Social Credit 

hdependents 
Ind. Pro- Socral Sound Money 
gressive Credit Economics 

Consenatives 
36.9 
36.9 

LPICCF 
27.1 
27.1 

47.3 
47.3 

Year 

1920 
1922 
1927 
1932 
1936 
1941 
1945 
1939 
1953 
Total 

fiom Progressive candidates to ConservatÎves as discussed above. The ILPICCF eamed a 

Year 

1936 
1941 
1953 
Total 

nirprising number of Consavative transfers in Winnipeg. The high point came during the 

Minor 
,, Labour 

9.1 
2.2 
1-9 

22.6 
22.6 

Progre 
ssives 

14.8 
13.3 
33.0 
11.9 
10.6 
26.8 
34.7 
21.4 
12.5 

Independent 
12.3 
12.3 

Minor Labour ' Social Credit 

Independent Progressive 

4.8 
4.8 

ILPICCF 

56.8 
37.5 
28.4 
36.2 

Rogres 
sives 
18.9 
18.0 
17.7 
18.4 

Ind. Liberai 

9.2 
2.5 

Year 
1949 
Total 

18.5 
18.5 

Liberals 

46.8 
17.4 
21.8 
0.4 

11.5 

4.7 
3+7 

Conser 
vative 
24.4 
29.8 
28.0 
26.1 

- - 

11.6 
11.6 

Sound Money 
Economics 

1 .4 

0.2 

Progressives 
60.8 
60.8 

Conser 
vatives 
29.2 
25.4 
12.0 
37.3 
22.7 
39.1 
23.0 
3 1.5 
7.9 
25.7 

Independen t 

4.2 
11.6 
1.6 

ILPICCF 
39.2 
39.2 

ILPI 
CCF 

19.9 
47.8 
18.5 
45.5 
38.9 
38.5 
15.4 
7.9 
31.2 



coalition election of 194 1. The coalition probably diminished the perceived Merences 

between the Conservative and CCF candidates m that election. For the other elections. it 

is Wrely that the opposition position of the Conservatives and the ILPKCF created a 

sense of cornmonality and facilitated transfêrs between the two parties. 

The iLP/CCF transfer pattern düplays Mme mteresting parthm relationshrps. One 

surprising fbdhg is that Iess thim one-= of ILPKCF transfers went to minor labour 

candidates. This partially reflects the fact that there were usuaUy relatively few candidates 

fiom minor labour parties stül eligible to receive transfèrs when the ILP or CCF 

candidates were eliminated. This also reflects some of the animosity between the CCF and 

their more extreme cou~terparts.~ The Progressives were the most popular recipients of 

transfers fi-om supporters of the ILPKCF. This is somewhat surprising. This partialy 

reflects the strength of both the ILPICCF and the Progressives. Transfers between the 

ILPXCF and the Progressives would have taken place late in the countmg when relatively 

large numbers of votes were involved, thus making the relationship appear aronger that it 

may have been in the miods of voters. To some extent. this relationship also reflects the 

ambivalence felt by ILPKCF supporters towards the Progressives. Some CCF supporters 

and officiais saw the Progressives as kindred "progressive" spirits. despite the 

govenunent's actions to the contrary.4 The Conservatives were another consistent 

destination for transfers of ILPICCF candidates, again possibly reflecting a common 

position encouraged by the two parties' common opposition status. 

The small labour parties were very consistent m their transfer behaviour, favouring 

the iLP/CCF by a signiticant margin. Interestmgiy enough, only a small proportion went 

See Nelson Wiseman, Sochi Democracy in Manitoba: A History of the CCF- 
NDP (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, l983), Chapter 3. 

Wiseman, Social Democracy, Chap ter 2. 



to other minor labour parties when a candidate fiom one of these small parties was 

elimhated. Aithough the fiapentation on the left did rob the ILPICCF of fira preference 

votes, it is quite clear that their candidates received the buik of the later preferences. In 

the end, this f?agmentation did not h m  the party too significady. In fact. the Labour 

Progressives, the CCF's primary alternative on the lefi, encouraged their supporters to 

vote CCF with their second preferaices despte the CCF's campaign to encourage its 

supporters to avoid cooperation with the LPP.5 

Social Credit was not an electorally powerfùl force in Wmnipeg in this time 

period, so their transfers were not always electorally significant. In 1936, however. Social 

Credit candidates received three-quarters of a quota in first preferences and transfers (see 

Table 34). In that election, the ILPKCF candidates received the majority of the Social 

Credit transfers to other parties. This reflects some of the early discussions of cooperation 

between the CCF and Social Credit and the possibility of a coalition between the two 

parties? The talk of cooperation died d o m  quickly and the CCF became a less favoured 

destination of transfers for the party. From the CCF's point of view. this was not a 

significant problern as it coincided with Social Credit's d e c h h g  electoral sigrdicance. 

Little is known about the Sound Money Economics candidates: their vote totals 

were comparatively small and were shared primarily by Conservathe and CCF candidates 

in 194 1. The Independent Progressive and Independent Liberal candidates in 1 949 and 

1953 mirror the experknces of the Independent Social Credit candidate m Calgary: 

preferential ballotmg allows voters to support an independent candidate loosely affiliated 

with a party without fear ofjeopardizing the success of their preferred option. Supporters 

of independent candidates in Winnipeg tended to prefer the ILPICCF, but a sigruficant 

Wiseman, Social Democracy, 40-4 1 .  

Wiseman, Social Dernocracy, 19. 



proportion also supponed the Conservatives. hteresthgly, the Progressives attracted 

relatively Little of the vote of mdependent candidates. 

W ~ e d  votes: Non-tramferable ballols W2) 

The parties all waaed a proportion of their received vote through non-transferable 

ballots. As was the case m Aberta, the larger parties generally waaed more votes this 

way than did the larger parties. The primary exception is the ILP/CCF which had 

relatively few votes become non-transferable, reflecting their comparatively low 

exclusMty ratios and the availabiiity in some cases of ideologically compatible 

alternatives, nich as the Labour Progressives. 

Wusted votes: Unelec ted candiciotes (W3) 

As noted in the discussion of Alberta, ail electoral systems necessitate that there 

be winners and losers. The Hare syaem is no exception: someone has to be eliminated in 

the final count. While some losses are unavoidable. as seen m Edmonton and Calgary. 

there were a number of situations where parties lost seats that could have been retained 

through ma-g the used vote by mmimimig W 1 and W2 losses. in 1920. Roben 

Russell a candidate for the Socialist Party of Canada loa on the final count by 63 votes. 

The Socialin Party lost 739 votes in transfers to other parties (W 1). &en the 

multiplication of labour parties in the 1920 election and the fàct that 85% of transfers 

fiom labour parties went to other labour parties, these losses Wrely contributed to the 

election of other candidates with gmilar ideological positions. However. 98 votes were 

also loa to Liberal, Conservative, and Independent candidates. This would have been 

enough to elect Russell maead of the Conservative candidate who took the h a 1  spot. 

A similar situation occurred in 1922 where the Liberal candidate, Duncan 

Cameron, loa the final spot m Winnipeg to a UFM candidate by a 3 7 1 vote margin. The 

Liberals wasted 406 votes through non-transferable ballots (W2) and a aaggering 2,075 



votes through uansfers to other parties. In 1936, Mary Dyma, a Progressive candidate 

10s the h a 1  Wmnipeg seat by 927 votes; m that election the Progressives gave up 1.209 

votes in transfers to other parties and 276 votes through non-transferable ballots. in the 

1945 election, the Conservatives lost the final seat to the Liberals by a slim 93 vote 

margin. What must have made this loss difficult was the large number of ballots ( 1030) 

that were non-transferable (W2) and the fàct that these ballots became non-tramferable 

on the hai transfer. Va tenth of those Conservative supporters had hdicated one more 

preference, the party would have earned an additional seat. 

As was also the case in Alberta, however, these losses are probably unavoidable in 

moa situations? despte the best efforts of parties to malemize their used votes. in 

Manitoba, at least, al1 parties were hit by this problem f d y  equaliy; m the long run. the 

losses due to unelected candidates likely even out. 

Winners and losers under the Hare system 

The evidence presented thus far shows that Social Crrdir m Alberta and the 

ILWCCF in Manitoba were the moa cohesive and efficient parties m theû respective 

provinces. The used vote analysis shows that Social Credit was a dominant force in 

Edmonton and Calgary because of its ability to attract large numbers of fïra preferences 

and retam those votes through very disciphed transfers to other Social Credit candidates. 

The ILPICCF in Wmnipeg was also a domhant party m first preferences, but not nearly to 

the extent of Social Credit in AIberta. Chapter 6 also revealed the W C C F  to be 

relatively disciplined m its transfers, compared to other panies m Manitoba. The iLP/CCF 

also managed to attract a si@cant number of transfers fkom other parties in Winnipeg. 

particularly the srnail labour parties. 

The question remahs whether any of this made a clifference m electoral outcornes. 

Were some parties better able to use the Hare syaem to elea candidates than others? 

Terence Qualter argues that results under the Hare system m Alberta and Manitoba did 



not differ appreciably fiom what they would have been under the plurality system He 

bases this daim on the argument that m many cases, the ten top people who were leading 

on the k s t  count end up becoming elected in the end.' If Quaiter is correct. the Hase 

sysfem added a lot of complication to the electord process with very M e  effect: hence. 

differences between the parties' supporters m terms of transfer behaviour are msignïficant. 

Tnere are two problems wiih Quaher's argument. The fkst is that the kst 

preference results are not the same as what would have happened under the plurahy 

Vstem Under the phuality d e ,  voters would have had as many votes as the district 

magnitude (ie., ten in Winnipeg). A mufti-member phvality system tends to retum results 

m which ail of  the elected candidates are fiom the same party (see Chapter 1 ). What 

Qualter is comparing is the results under the single non-transferable vote (SNTV) as was 

used m Japan until 1995. Like STV and unWre the pluraiity system, SNTV tends to renirn 

relatively proportional electoral outcornes. 

The second problem is that the evidence does not nippon Quaker3 argument. 

When Winnipeg was a ten-member district between 1920 and 1945. every election 

featured at least one candidate who finished in the top ten on the ha count and who 

failed to become elected. Quaker's daim is more accurate about Winnipeg when it was 

cüvided into three four-member districts. Only twice m six cases (Winnipeg Centre in 

1949 and Wmnipeg North in 1953) did candidates become elected througb transfers. but 

Terence H. Quaiter, The Election Process in Canada (Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 
1970), 134. 

Rein Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, S e a ~  & V ~ e s :  7he E@cts & 
Detemimts of Electoral Systems (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 106. 
report a value of  6.9% for D for Japan, in the same group as PR countries and ireland. 
See also Arend Lijphart, W e l  Lopez Piutor, and Yasunori Sone, 'The limited vote and 
the single nontransfèrable vote: Lessons fiom the Japanese and Spanish examples. " m 
Bemard G r o h  and Arend Lijphart, eds., Electorui Lmvs und their Political 
Comequences (New York: Agathon, 1986), 154- 169. 



one ofthose cases was a situation where a Progressive candidate m seventh place afier 

the &si count beat out the Progressive candidate m fourth place. The lower district 

magnitude re&ed in fewer transfi~rs and, thus, less of an oppominicy to gain or lose 

seats through aansfer votes. In Edmonton, ody one election ( 1 930) failed to resuh in a 

different outcume than would have been the case under SNTV. In fact, Edmonton 

featured some dramatic climb s by certain candidates. In 1 9 5 2. Social Credit candidate 

Edgar Gerhart became an MLA despite the fict that he was in skeenth place after the 

fïrst count, a remarkable çhowing made possible by the discqilined transfen of Social 

Credit supporters and the overwtiekg popularity of Emest Manning. In Calgary O@ 

two of the eight elections ( 1930 and 1944) saw no changes in the e l d o n  outcome. 

Clearly. the experience of Alberta and Manitoba does not fit Quaker's ponrayal. 

Table 38 shows which parties gained and los seats through transfers in the Hare 

synem If a pany's candidate wins a seat because of tranders. i-e.. he or she would not 

have been elected under an SNTV system we will consider that to be a gain. We \dl 

consider a p- to have Ion a seat if one of às losing candidates would ha1.e won had the 

r e d t  been decided on firn preferences alone. Table 38 shows that the ILPCCF were 

clearly the p a q  that made the ben use of transfers m the Hare syaem The ILP CCF 

managed to gain h e  seats thou& transfis and perhaps more imponantly. did not lose a 

single seat. This reflects both the discrplined voting ofthe p q ' s  supporters as weU as 

the party's attraaiveness as a transfer destination. The Ro~ess ives  also did relative& 

weil, with a net gam of two seats over the STV period. This is çomewhat nuprising. as 

the Progressives did not display hi@ leveis of solidanry; m fact, m one of the elections in 

which they g h e d  a seat ( 194 1 ), their solidanty ratio was at f s lowest leveL In the 1 94 1 

election. however, the Conservative solidanty ratio was even lower and the Progressives 

Their solidanty ratio was 0.429 m that election: See Table 20 m Chapter 6. 
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earned a significant proportion of Conmative transfers, allowing their candidate to 

becorne elected. The d e r  parties and mdependents generally fared quite poorly under 

the Hare system, not gainmg any seats through transfers and occasiondy loshg seats. 

This is to be expected, since d e r  parties nin fewer candidates and have fewer 

opportuaiaes to eam transfers fiom th& own eliminated candidates. In addition, as we 

saw in our analysis of the transfer patterns, mdi labour parties were more likely to 

transfer their ballots to the ILPKCF than to other small labour parties. 

Table 38 

Seats gained and lost through transfers, Winnipeg 

From this analysis, the Conservatives emerge as the biggea losers of the Hare 

Parîy 
ILPICCF 
Progressives 
Liberals 
Socialists 
C o ~ ~ l l l l ~ s t s  
uidependents 
Labour 
United Workers 
Conservatives 

system in Winnipeg. This is despite the fact that the Conservatives had the second-bea 

overail record m party solidarity. What accounts for this comparatively dismai 

Gains 
5 
3 
1 
1 
O 
0 
O 
O 
O 

performance? The problem appears to have been the Conservatives' participation in the 

coalition; they lost a seat m each of the three elections they contested as part of that 

Losses 
O 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

arrangement. The Conservatives' solidarity dipped m this period, resultmg in transfer 

Net 
+5 
-2 
O 
O 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 

leaks to other parties, most notably the Liberal-Rogressives. The end resuh of this lack of 

discipline was fewer Conservathe U s .  

3 1 -3 



Table 39 shows the situation in Alberta. As is to be expected, Social Credit clearly 

did the best m terms of transfers. It sbould be noted that all three of the party's seat losses 

m Edmonton and Calgary came m 1935. the fia election Social Credit conteaed. M e r  

that, they managed to exploit their commandmg position in tenns of fmt preferences. 

transferring the ballots of e b a t e d  Social Credit candidates to other Social Credit 

candidates still m contention. In this way, their candidates quickly moved mto a position 

where they could eam their seats. It should also be noted that moa of the Social Credit 

seat gains took place in Edmonton where Emea Manning ran fiom 1940 on. His persona1 

popularity meant that he eamed an o v e n v h e h g  proportion of kst preferences; afier his 

election, his surplus votes would go to other Social Credit candidates whose £ira count 

totals were probably artifïcially low because of the presence of Manning. This "Manning 

bonus" accounts for many of the Social Credit gains. 

Table 39 

Seats gained and lost through transfers, Edmonton and Calgary 

Net 
A4 
-2 
- i 
+1  
- 1 
- 1 

- 1 
-2 

Party 

Social Credit 
C onservatives 
Liberals 
Labour 
UFA 
Ind. Liberals 
Ind. Labour 
CCF 
independents 

Calgary 
Gained 

Edmonton 

The other parties in Alberta experienced vanous degrees of success and failure in 

electing or losing candidates. The patterns are not as clear as in Manitoba, reflecting the 

more static character of the party syaem m Alberta. Smce al1 parties were relatively 

Gained 
6 
2 
2 
1 
O 
O 

O 
O 

Cities 71 Lost 
2 
O 
3 
0 
1 
1 

1 
2 

1 
I 
1 

O 
-2 
O 

- - 7 

- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 



disciplined, there is tittle opportunity to draw conclusions based on these results. For 

example, other than Social Credit. the CCF was the most disciplined party in Alberta. 

keeping close to 80% of its transfers; despite this, the party stiU lost a seat in Edmonton 

and a seat m Calgary. This 4mpiy reflects that there were fewer votes available to be 

transfemed to CCF candidates fkom eliminated CCF candidates or others sympathetic to 

the CCF. 

Another way of examining the way parties used the Hare system is to compare the 

initial first preference ordering with the order of e b a t i o n .  It is advantageous for parties 

to have their candidates hang on for as many counts as possible. This allows them the 

opportunity to eam more transfers and keeps them in contention for winning a seat. 

Successfûl parties should be able to keep their candidates around for a longer period. 

Moving up will usuaily require that parties retain their own transfers and attract transfers 

from other parties. Ka party's candidate is eüminated earlier than his or her first 

preference ordering indicates it should. this is registered as a loss of raakings. For 

example. ifa candidate for a party hishes third out of ten candidates, but is the founh 

candidate elimhated (a finish of seventh place). it would receive a score of -4 for haMg 

dropped four places fiom third to seventh. Conversely. if a candidate gains rankings. by 

finishing higher than the fia preference order, this is registered as a gain of a certain 

number of rankings. 

In al1 three cities. independent candidates fared relatively poorly in moviag up in 

the finish order. In Edmonton, mdependent candidates lost fourteen ordinal positions. 

while they loa  seven in Calgary, and fifieen in Winnipeg. Independent candidates do not 

have the paxtisan connections with other candidates which would enable them to eam 

transfers and move up in the ordinal rankings. f i s  casts doubt on whether STV is 

especially effective in rewarding the candidacies of independents. It seems clear that 

candidates who compete as part of a paxty date have an advantage in eaming transfers. 



In Alberta. the Conservatives did relatively poorly m Edmonton. losing thirteen 

ordinal rankings. This ükely reflects the f a a  that, of the major parties, the Conservatives 

had the lowest solidarity ratios. The CCF did quite well in Calgary, gaining ten ordinal 

rankings, reflecting h e u  hi& solidarity ratio. The party that gained the moa through the 

transfer process was Social Credit in Edmonton. Social Credn candidates expenenced a 

net gain of thirty-seven positions m Edmonton. This obviously refleas the Manning 

factor; the fact that Manning was the overwhelming fira choice for Social Credit 

supporters meant that a number of candidates finished in artificially low positions after the 

fïrst couot. The traudèr of Manning's large surplus meant that Social Credit candidates 

had a tremendous oppominity to move up in the count. Interestingly. some Social Credit 

candidates in Edmonton actuaily went down in the rankings, suggesting that the Manning 

surplus did not diaribute proportionally to the other Social Credit candidates. 

In Winnipeg, the Progressives were dehitely the party that did the poorea in 

ordinal rankings. Progressive candidates lon a total of twenty-three ordinal positions. 

Tliis refiects the very low solidarity ratio of the Progressive party. intereaingly. the 

coalition strategy appears to have been an effective way to deal with this poor 

performance. From 1922 to 1936. the Progressives' net loss was thirty ordinal positions: 

fiom 194 1 to 1949. they gained six. This gain appears to have been partly at the expense 

of the Conseivatives wtio loa a total of eight ordinal rankings over the same three 

elections. Overail, the Conservatives were the other poor perfomer in preference order. 

losing thirteen positions over the course of the years the Hare -stem was in use in 

Winnipeg. 

By far the best performing party was the ILPKCF. Their sigdicantly better 

solidarity than their competition combined wiih the party's ability to attract transfers fiom 

other parties, gaining the ILPtCCF a signifïcant number of ordinai rankings. The pany's 

net gain fkom 1922 to 1953 was 49 ordinal positions, a very impressive performance. 



Conclusion 

The analysis of the used vote showed a contras of the two provinces. Alberta's 

party system was more static and election outcornes depended on firn preferences and 

transfers wRhm parties. rather than transfers between parties. Social Credit was able to 

translate its commandmg fkst preference position mto electoral success fhrough careful 

and disciplined transfers between their candidates. 

in Winnipeg, the used vote analysis reveals a party system that was more comples 

and fluid. dependmg much more on transfers between parties. The ILPKCF was a 

dominant force in Winnipeg politics in this penod attracting a Sgnificant proportion of 

fmt preference votes. The situation was somewhat complicated by the regular emergence 

of more militant labour groups. The Hare system allowed for the emergence and 

management of this contlict on the lefi. Voters were able to vote for parties Like the 

Labour Progressives. lmowing that they could choose to support the CCF with their later 

preferences. The analysis of the destination of transfers reveals that a sipifkant 

proportion of voters did so. 

The used vote analysis also indicates sornething of the complex relationship 

between the various parties in the two provinces. in Alberta. there is some evidence to 

suggest that. in the large chies, the Liberals and the Conservatives seemed to prefer to 

transfer to each other rather than to Social Credit; there thus appears to be a moden 

cleavage between the establishment parties and the new party in Albena politics in this 

era. This is reinforced by the fact that CCF supporters ofien supported Social Credit with 

theù later tramfers, possibly reflecting the common populist roots and the rejection of the 

estabfished party system that the two parties shared. 

In Manitoba, the transfer patterns revealed some aspects of the way coalition 

politics worked m that province and the toil it took on the Conservative party. Coalition 

politics increased the mutual dependence of the Progressives and the Conservatives in 



Wmnipeg. The main cleavage lines m Winnipeg appear to have pitted the Consewatkes 

and the Progressives against the JLPtCCF and the smaller labour parties. 

In the end, STV appears to have been used most successfidly by Social Credit in 

Alberta and by the ILPICCF in Manitoba. These two parties were most successfid a< 

using transfers to elect candidates and improve their ordinal rankmgs. This suggests that 

disciplined party behaviour is an important determinant of a party's success in electing 

candidates under S N .  Both Social Credit and the ILPICCF were disciplined parties with 

commined voters. They seemed to be most rewarded by the workings of the STV system. 

This bolsters the conclusion of Chapter 6 and suggeas that much of the vaunted fieedom 

@en by STV to voters is somewhat illusory. The electoral system rewards those parties 

that use their partisan identities to retain transfers; it also encourages parties to form 

alliances to attract the support of other parties' voters. Che needs only look at the fate of 

independent candidates under the Hare syaem to see that these candidates dropped in 

ordinal rankings and lon  seats because they lacked the partisan connections that would 

have enabled them to eam transfers which in tum would help them eam seats. The single 

transferable vote thus provides voters with more fieedom in theory. but the practice is 

rather diierent. Even in the populist context of prairie politics in this period. partisansliip 

appears to have played an extremely important role in guiding the voting behaviour of the 

electorate and in determining party success. 



Chapter Eight 

With a bang or whimper? The abolition of STV 

in the mid- 1 S O S ,  after over thiay years of experience with STV, both Alberta and 

Manitoba abandoned it. Witbm a year of each other, both provinces adopted the plurality 

systern used m the rest of Canada. Although the outcome m both provinces was similar. 

the path back to the plurality system was decidedly different m both provinces. Manitoba 

abandoned the STV syaem with linle more than a whuitper of protest. In Alberta. the 

abolition of STV by the Social Credit govemment was accompanied by loud and ang- 

denunciations by the opposition parties and the newspapers of the province. This chaptrr 

will compare the politics of the abolition of STV in both provinces focusing on the 

contexts that shaped the debates. 

Manitoba 

In Manitoba. the context was the continuing malappo~ionment that plagued 

representation in the provincial legislature. The city of Winnipeg was severely 

underrepresented. Table 40 rep ons  the extent of this underrepresentation during the first 

haff of the 2Oth century. Because the Progressives' nippon was aronger in rural 

Manitoba, this malapportionment was not politicaliy neutral. Moreover. the primar) 

opposition to the Liberal-Progressive govemment came f b m  Winnipeg. Thus. the 

underrepresentation of Winnipeg ako meant the underrepresentation of opposition voices 

in Manitoba's legdature. This was the moa pressing problern in Manitoba politics at the 

tirne. 



Table 40 

Representation of Winnipeg in the Manitoba legislature 

Source: Adapted fiom M. S. Donneiiy, 7he Governeni of Manitoba (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. l963), 60. Corrected for 195 1. 

Year 

1901 
1911 
1921 
193 1 
1941 
195 1 

The Manitoba legislature dismantled the proportional representation system in nvo 

neps and m both stages the underrepresentation of Winnipeg overshadowed the debate. 

In an editorial at the start of the legislahire's 1949 session, the Winnipeg Free Press 

wrote that the redistniution of seats in the legislature was the moa imponant issue facing 

the legislature and cailed on the provincial governent to establish an independent 

commission to handle the issue.' An editorial m the Wituzipeg Tribune also emphasized 

the importance of the redistribution issue for the legislature.2 Thus. it is not surprising that 

one of the &n items ofbusiness for the new session of the legislature was the repon of 

the legislature's redistribution committee. The comminee had recommended the 

elimination of two rural seats and that Winnipeg's representation be increased to weh-e 

seats fiom the current ten. The committee also recommended converting St. Boniface 

fiom a single-member to a dual-member district plus the addition of one more niburban 

seat. The net result of ail of this would have been to increase the size of Manitoba 's 

Winnipeg Free Press. 7 Februaiy 1 949. 

Winnpeg Tribune. 12 Februaiy 1 949. 

Winnipeg population as proportion 
of Manitoba's population (Yo) 

16.60 
29.48 
29.3 5 
30.53 
30.42 
30.35 

Winnipeg seau as percentage of 
legisla ture seats (%) 

7.8 
12.24 
18.18 
18.18 
18.18 
21.05 



Legislature fiom fifty-five to fifty-seven members.3 This would lessen the 

underrepresentation of Winnipeg ody  slightly. As seen in Table 1. Winnipeg would ad 

have only two-thirds of the representation to which it was entitled by population. 

With regard to the operation of the Hare system m Winnipeg, the moa significant 

proposa1 was to divide Winnipeg mto three four-member constituencies. applying the 

Hare system m each constmiency. These new provincial districts m Winnipeg would 

largely foilow the three wards used in Winnipeg's municipal elections. This was 

significant because of the potential impact on the proportionality of electoral resulrs. ûne 

of the time-honoured findmgs of electoral systems research is that larger district 

mgnihides produce more proportional eleaoral redts .  Generdy, a district should have 

at lean fhe  seats to produce proportional outc~rnes.~ The Iikely negative impact of the 

change on propoitionality was readily apparent to the Free Press which immediately 

complained about the committee's plan in an editorial: 'Nor wiU it be easily understood 

why Winnipeg is to be dMded into . . . constituencies except that such a dnisioii is a 

partial reversa1 of the principle of proportional representation and seems at first glance to 

work to the advantage of the Governent and the disadvantage of the Opposition. n i e  

Government will have some explaining to do."' 

M e r  some early procedural wrangling over some technical aspects of the 

redistribution cornmittee's work, the legislature voted to accept its report. However. for 

moa of the rest of the session of the legislature, the govenunent did not act to imp Iement 

the report. Opposition MLAs and newspaper editorials repeatedly called for the 

3 Wiruzipeg Tribune, 7 Febmary 1949; Winnipeg Free Press. 10 Febmary 1 949. 

Rein Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, Seats & Votes: 7?ze Effects d; 
Determitmtrts of EIectoral System (New Haven: Yale University Ress. 1989). 1 1 7. 

5 Wttztiipeg Free Press, 1 1 Febmary 1949. 



govemment to act. As one MLA pomted out. it had been four years since the l a s  

provincial election and there were abundant nunours about an upcorning election. He 

urged the govemment to r e c w  the redistribution situation before any e l ec t io~ .~  

On April 5, the Liberal-Progressives hally mtroduced the necessary legislation to 

implement the report's recommendations. The debate over this bill rwealed not only the 

Merences between the CCF and the Liberal-Progressive led Coaiition government. but 

&O the Werences between CCF MLAs and more extreme mdependent and labour 

representatives. A key figure m the debate was Lewis St. George Stubbs. the former 

j u d p  who had been a nxture m the Manitoba legislature as an mdependent MLA fiom 

Winnipeg shce 1936. 

in the debate over second reading, Stubbs declared the redistniution a 

genymander and called for an independent boundary commission to draw electoral 

boundaries for the province. He was highly critical of the division of Winnipeg into three 

districts, calling it a 'bcomplete depamire from the P.R synem" He argued that the new 

syaem would make it harder for mialler parties and independents to win representation in 

the legislature and accused the govemment of deliberately raising the threshold of 

representation. In one of his typically withering attacks on the govemment. he said he 

would rather have had no redistribution than this ''iuiquitous measure.'? Stubbs alleseci 

that the govemment had proposed the refomis w l y  to save its political future. He said 

that the govemment shodd have entitled the bill "An act for the relief of the coalition 

government and to perpetuate it in office." Stubbs also claimed that the bill was dïrected 

against him persunaily. He lived in affluent Wmnipeg South, but mucb of his electoral 

Wimipeg Free Press. 15 March 1949; an editorial in the T'ibwze echoed this 
concem: Wituzipeg Tribune. 1 7 March 1949. 

Winnipeg Free Press. 1 9 April 1 949. 



support came fiom working-class Winnipeg North. The f i s i o n  of Wmnipeg into three 

districts would cut him off nom his electoral base. Smbbs said the plan would make hirn 

consider not ninning for reelect i~n.~ Though clearly on the left, Stubbs was nevenheless 

also often highly cntical of the positions of the CCF. In the debate over redistniution. 

Stubbs was specifically critical of Handord the CCF leader, for agreemg to the repon. 

He acnised the CCF of m e p h d e  because proportional representation does not work in 

small consthencies. 

The CCF, however, did criticize the proposa1 to  &de Winnipeg mto three 

constituencies. Lloyd Stmson, a CCF MLA who sat on the redistribution committee. 

clairned that he had tried to increase the representation of Winnipeg M e r  and had tned 

to prevent the division of Winnipeg, but was outvoted by govexnment members on the 

cornmittee. He accused the Liberal-Progressives of attempting to divide CCF suppon in 

Wmnipeg, and charged the govemment with attempting an "hiquitous gerrymander." 

Other CCF members such as Donovan Swailes and Morris Gray echoed Stinson's 

criticisus. The Labour Progressive leader. William Kardash. also joined the CCF and 

Stubbs in their critique of the meanire. descniing the subdMsion of Winnipeg a s  

"political butchery." Premier Douglas Campbell responded to these cnticisms by saying 

that the govemment did not want to lengthen an aiready long Winnipeg ballot by 

increasing the district mapirude which is why they d ~ d e d  Winnipeg into srnaller 

districts. He said it was 'honsense" that this change undermined proportional 

representation, but did not provide any evidence or arguments to suppon his ~1aims.l'~ 

The Coalition govenunent's dominance of Manitoba's legislature guaranteed the passage 

- 

Winnipeg Free Press, 22 April 1949. 

Winnipeg Tribune, 30 March 1949. 

I o  Winnipeg Free Press, 1 9 April 1 949. 



of the redistnîution bill. and it passed third reading m a late ni@ session on AprilZ 1 .  

The bill was opposed by the CCF members and the independent Conservatives. The firn 

stage of the demise of PR in Manitoba bad ended. 

Editorial reaction to the move was somewhat mùced. Fred Johnson. the legislature 

reporter for the Tribune. wrote m a ~ohiimi that the bill did seem to favour the Coalition 

govemment: "Members who shouted 'gerrymandering' can scarcely be blamed."' l The 

Free Press toned d o m  its earlier d c i s m  of the redistribution process and argued that 

the biIl dealt with the worn excesses of Winnipeg's underrepresentation m the Manitoba 

l e g i s l a ~ e .  They were a h  criticai - ahhou& only d d l y  so - of the plan to dMde 

Winnipeg into three connituencies: 'Nor can the plan to &de Winnipeg mto three four- 

member constmiencies be regarded as anything but a departure - it may well be a 

reasonable one - fiom the principle of proportional representation which has governed 

th is  ci ty for nearly 30 years."" 

The 1955 amenciments to the elections a n  dwarfed the impact of the 1919 change. 

completely removiog preferential baiioting fiom use in Manitoba. A select cornmittee of 

the legislature. enablished io 1953. spent two years midying the ben way to improve the 

redistribution process. Men the commictee reponed to the legislature in 1955. it 

recommended a ratio of seven urba. voters to four rural voters. It W e r  recommended a 

mandatory decennial redistniution. carried out by an independent boundary 

' 1  Fred Johnson. 'Legislature in Session." U ï m p e g  Tribtrize. 22 ApriI 19-19. 

l 2  Winnipeg Free Press, 23 April 1 949. 



c~mmiss ion .~  Finally, the committee also recommended tbat Manitoba revert to single 

member districts for aU of the legislature's seats and abolish the singie transferable vote. 

The main focus of the debate was the redistniution element of the bill. While there 

was Me opposition to the independent boundary commission, there was some debate 

over the 7:4 urban-rurd ratio contained m the bill. Lloyd Stinson. who was by then the 

CCF leader, and who had also been part of the select legislanire coumittee, argued for a 

more equitable urban-rural ratio. Conservative leader M R o b i i n  saw the new ratio as an 

improvement, but argued that it did aot go far enough m correcting rural 

overrep resentation. 

The provisions to scrap multCmember districts and alternative votmg were more 

controversial. A Conservative MLG Emck Willis, advanced one of the strongest 

arguments agakt PR in Winnipeg. arguing that the Hare system made Winnipeg 

politically unimportant. He suggeaed that because of PR the election outcome in 

Winnipeg was usuaily a "saw-oc'' with little change fiom one election to the nea. Willis 

contended that if Winnipeg's serits were elected under plurality. parties would do more to 

try to win Winnipeg votes, hoping to eam enough of a swing vote to sweep the city's 

seat S. This. he clairned. wodd make Wmnipeg politically stronger and more infiueotial. l 

This was an mterestmg reversal of the argument advanced by the Progressives when they 

advocated the adoption of PR in the early part of the century. As noted in Chapter 2. the 

l 3  M.S. Donnelley, n e  Govenunetrt of Manztoba (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1963), 79-80; Rand Dyck, Provincial Politics in Catmda, 3rd. ed. (Scarborough: 
Rentice-Hall 1996), 388; W.L. Morton, Manitoba: A Histoq. 2nd. ed. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, l967), 48 1. 

l Winnipeg Tribune. 1 Mar& 195 5. 

l 5  Winnipeg Tributle, 1 March 1955. 

l6 Witutipeg Îribur~e, 3 March 1955; Wituirpeg Free Press. 3 March 19 5 5 .  



propensity of parties to try to buy the swing vote was one of the arguments advanced in 

favour of PR M e r  MLAs also spoke up against the PR system Jack McDoweii. a 

Conservative ML4 claimed that STV bad caused ' b o r e  U-feeling and trouble than any 

other The specifics of McDoweii7s cornplaints have not been recorded. 

SW was not -out its supporters, however. The Conservative opposition 

leader, and friture premier, DuERobL, supported the STV systern because it gave voters 

more choice and control m marking their ballots. William Kardash. the Labour 

Progressive leader, was not concemed about the abolition of STV, but strongly opposed 

the end of multi-member districts.18 Kardash likely saw that. in a single-member district. 

the electoral prospects of the Labour Rogressives wouid be quite grim This prediction 

proved to be accurate as the Labour Progressives were never able to elect a member 

under the single-member plurality system adopted in 1955. The CCF's position on the 

1955 bill was ambivalent. Some MLAs. Wte Moms Gray. fought quite hard to preseme 

both STV and muiti-member districts.19 ûthers. like Lloyd Stinson. did not appear to 

have been as concemed with the PR elements of the bill as with other parts of the 

legislation. such as the establishment of an independent boundary commission.=o In liis 

memoirs. Stbson daims he did what he could to preserve the PR syaem but felt it 

necessary to sacrifice the PR system in order to gain the independent boundary 

commission. 

1 Winnipeg Free Press, 3 March 195 5. 

l 8  Winnipeg Free Press, 1 March 195 5 ;  Wtmiipeg Free Press. 29 March 195 5. 

l9  Winnipeg Tribune, 3 March 1955. 

Wirmpeg Tribune, 1 March 1955; Wirvzipeg Free Press, 1 March 1955. 

2 1  Lloyd Stinson, Political Warrrors: Recollectiotzs of a Social D e m m t  
(Winnipeg: Queeuston House, 1975), 160. 



Editorial reaction to the 1955 legislation was generally positive. The editorial 

writers with the Tribune lauded the independent boundary commission and argued that 

the end of multi-member districts in Winnipeg would strengthen the city's importance in 

Manitoba politics. They did not support the end of STV, however, and wanted to see the 

entire province use alternative v o t i ~ g . * ~  The Free Press took an almoa identical editorial 

stance, praising the independent commission, the improved urban-ma1 ratio, and the 

move to single member disuias. The abolition of aitemative votiug, however. was of 

"doubtfiil value." The newspaper argued that Manitoba shouid have one uniforni electoral 

system: 'Differences between country and city have been heightened by different electoral 

systerns, and the city's voice has been dissipated in a hodge podge of representation.'" 

Manitoba's prop ortional representation system faded into memory in 1 9 5 5 .  The 

moa pressing representational concem in Manitoba at the time was the under- 

representation of the city of Winnipeg. The 195 5 legislation appears to have rectified t hat 

situation and the Liberal Progressive governent chose that occasion to end the use of 

STV in Manitoba. as weli. For its pan. the CCF supported the abolition of STV in retuni 

for the establishment of an independent bouodary commission. With relatively linle debaie 

or argument. STV became a pan of Manitoba's hiaory. 

Alberta 

KManitoba's STV syaem ended with a whimper, the debate over the abolition of- 

PR in Alberta was more f i e  a bang. The 1955 provincial election provided the imrnediate 

context for the changes to Alberta's electoral law. Scandals over the government ' s  rental 

of a building owned by two Social Credit MLAs and suspicious dealings between MLAs 

and Alberta Treasury Branches had rocked the Social Credit government. That election 

22 Wi,oiipeg Tribune. 2 March 1955. 

23 Wimipeg Free Press. 1 April 195 5 .  



saw Social Credit drop to f s 10west ievel of popdar support (46%) since the 1940 

election. Its majority was reduced fiom fifty-two to thirty-seven seats m a sixty-one seat 

legislature. In contrast. the opposition Liberals. led by the popdar Harper Rowse eamed 

fifteen seats with 3 1 % of the vote.24 

Most significant m ail of this was the opposition's use of the alternative voting 

systern in rural Alberta. As reported m Chapter 6, m the 1955 election, Alberta's 

opposition parties used the AV system with a new level of sophistication. Opposition 

supporters were less likeiy to 'phimp" their ballots; that is, they were more likely to 

mdicate more than one choice on their ballots. Moreover, their supponers were more 

likely to bdicate other opposition parties with their second choices. CCF supporters were 

more Iikely to vote Liberal with their later choices and Liberal supporters were more 

iikely to indicate CCF candidates with their second choices. The resuit was a dramatic 

increase in the number of seats where Social Credit led after the &st count. but ultimately 

lost because of transfers. In dl, Social Credit lost four seats to the Liberals because of 

vote transfers. the moa they or any Party l o s  Li one election during the STV era. Ln 

addition. there had been some close calls for some government MLAs. victorious by 

narrow margins because of transfers. Although Social Credit's commandinp position in 

mral Alberta remained more or less intact. the opposition parties' newfound adeptness 

with alternative voting was c o s h g  the party seats. The decline in the Social Credit share 

of the popular vote also meant an increase in the number of constituencies requiring 

multiple counts to determine a victor. In 1948. only eight seats required multiple counts: 

eleven seats in 19 52 and sixteen seats (a full third of the rural seats) needed multiple 

counts. Lfthis trend were to continue, there would be even m e r  opportunity for 

opposition parties to use AV to their advantage. 

24 Dyck, 538; Meir Se@, 'Harper Prowse and the Alberta Liberals." Alberta 
Hisrory 29, no. 1 ( 198 1 ): 7. 



This trend did not escape the notice of Social Credit supporters or leaders. Bob 

Hesketh cites letters fiom Social Credit notables to Premier Ernest Manning urging him 

to consider eliminathg preferential ballotmg and returning to the plurality system. 

Hesketb argues that the Social Credn leadership decided to eliminate STV because of the 

coa to the party's electoral fortunes. Because of Social Credit's ideology of grassroots 

direction, Hesketh contends that the leadershq had to manipulate the annual convention 

ofthe Social Credit League to request the change m order to prwent the appearance of 

political oppominism To do this, the leaders highlighted the opposition's collusion in 

using the alternative votmg system to defeat govenunent candidates m order to create a 

siege mentaIity among Social CredR supporters. M e r  a panel discussion on the Election 

Act and a number of suggestions by Social Credit cabinet mmisters, the delegates at the 

1955 Social Credit convention passed two resohtions, one c a l h g  for the d ~ s i o n  of 

Edmonton and Calgary into singe-member districts and the other c a h g  for an end to 

preferential ballotmgz5 

Hesketh argues that, as the 1956 session of the legislature drew near. Social 

Credit leadership downplayed its earlier emphasis on opposition collusion againa Social 

Credit in order to take the moral high ground m the session.2We government gave three 

reasons for the proposed change. The primary argument advanced by the government was 

the hi& rate of ballot spoilage under STV. Fred Colborne. the cabinet miniaer 

responsible for shepherding the new Elections Act through the legislature, cited this 

problem while introducing the bill for first reading. Colborne argued that the complicated 

nature of the STV system effectively disenfFancbised v0ters.2~ Colborne and Manning 

25 Bob Hesketb, "The abolition of preferential voting in Alberta," Prairie Foninl 
12 (1987): 13 1- 134. 

26 Hesketh, 1 3 5. 

27 Caigaty Herald, 8 March 1956. 



repeatedy came back to this centrai argument throughout the debates on the bill? 

Second, during the debate over the abolition of STV. the Social Credit govemment 

claimed that the general public had c d e d  for the change. 

The ha1 argument fiom the govemment benches was that Alberta should conform 

to the dominant practice m Canada. Manitoba had abolished its STV system the previous 

year and British Columbia had done the same a few years earlier, leaving Alberta as the 

only province that continued to use preferential vothg. Colbome and Manning repeatedly 

came back to the argument that Alberta shodd use the same electoral q a e m  employed in 

federal elections and those held in other provinces in order to prevent confusion. In his 

longest speech of the debate, Manning expressed his fondness for S n / .  saying that he 

expected that one day ail  of Canada would use it - but, until then. he felt Alberta should 

conforni to the practices of the federal g0vemment.2~ 

The opposition responded to the govenunent's proposal by focusing on the 

govemment's assenion that the STV system was responsible for spoiled ballots. Although 

the Social Credit cabinet had tried to cast itselfas the defender of democratic 

participation. data presented in Chapter 3 clearly disputes this claim. I t  was show tliat. 

while the 1955 election feanired relatively hi& numbers of spoiled ballots. the rate of 

qoilage had actuaiiy decreased from 1952 in both Edmonton and Calgary. Liberal MLA 

Abe Miller raised this point m the debate, questionhg the govement 's  cornmitment to 

voter panicipation since Social Credit seemed suddenly to become concemed about ballot 

spoilage only after an election that produced a minor reversal for the p a 1 - 5 . ~ ~  

- - 

28 Calgaty Herald. 17 March 1956; Calgary Herdd. 20 March 1 956: Calgan 
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WMe there is evidence that Colborne's arguments on spoiied ballots had 

significant problems, the opposition was unable to press its critique.31 Some opposition 

MLAs denied there was a problem and, with an air of elitism expressed little sympathy 

for voters who were unable to mark a b d o t  with the figures "1,2.3." Grant McEwan 

declared STV to be no more complicated than completing a tax f ~ r m ' ~  Liberal leader 

Prowse concentrated on the stringent b d o t  marking d e s .  The main reason for the high 

number of spoiled ballots m Edmonton and Calgary, he argued, was that some people 

continued to mark theu ballots with an 'X," instead of with the figure "1'' when 

plumpmg, thus spoiling their ballots. Prowse argued that a ballot should be acceptable if 

the voter's intention was ~ l e a r . ~ ~  A comparison of rates of baliot spoilage in Calgary and 

Edmonton with that in Winnipeg as reported earlier in Chapter 3, suppons Prowse's 

argument. 

While the opposition paid scant attention to the govemment's argument that 

Alberta sbould use the same electoral syaem as the federal govemment and the other 

provinces. some opposition members did chaiienge the govemment's assertion that the 

public was calling for an end to STV. in particular. W.J.C. Kuby. a Consemative MLA 

fiom Red Deer. vigorously pursued this Lue of criticimi. He chauenged Colbome to name 

a single organUation besides the Social Credit League whicli had called for the restoration 

of the plurality syste~n.~~ Bryce Stringham. an independent MLA representing Bow 

Valley-Empress, reported that there was no public demand for electoral reform in his 

31 Hesketh, 135-138. 

32 Edmonton JmnzaI, 27 March 1956; Calgay Herald, 20 March 1956: 
Edmontorz Journal, 20 March 1956. 
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constit~ency.~~ There was. m fact, iittle evidence of widespread dissatisfaction with the 

STV system Hesketh notes that. af'ter the 1955 elenion. there were no letters to editors 

of Aiberta's major daily newspapers complaming about the electoral system and no 

evidence of letters to the premier fiom the general p ~ b l i c . 3 ~  In an editoriai, the Ednzo~rroti 

J o u r n i  argued that, in the absence of a poll, the only evidence of public support for or 

against STV was the position of organizations. The JmrnaI noted that most 

organizations m the province actuaUy fàvoured the retention of STV.37 

The opposition generdy was meffecùve m attackmg the govemment's rationale 

for the reforms. Speaking for the officiai opposition, Rowse initiaily challenged the 

govenunent to go ahead and make the desired changes, expressing coddence that Social 

Credit would not fare any better under the phiralny system than it had under STV.38 At 

other times, he and his coileagues caiied for a one-year delay to aiiow for a more full 

public debate on the changes.3g One member of the Liberal caucus caUed for the 

govemment to resign and chaUenged Social Credit to an election over the proposed 

changes?O Kirby. the moa vocal of the Conservative opposition members. challenged the 

govenunent's motivations for the proposal: 'Wyou can't win the game under the esiaing 

d e s  then change there" Kirby denounced the Social Credit action as "cpical" and 

"'sheer political opportunism." He compared the govemment's claim of knowing what 

35 Ednzmton Journai, 20 March 1956. 

36 Hesketh, 142, note 24. 

3' Edmotrtotz Journul, 2 1 Marcb 19%. 
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was bea for the people to the strategies of Adolph Hitler. the Soviet govemment. and 

Juan P e r ~ n . ~ '  Like the Liberals. the two CCF MLAs did not follow a consistent stratee 

in their opposition to  the bill. They simultaneously called for a wider use of the Hare 

system m Alberta and for a delay in implementing the proposed biIL4z A few other 

independent MLAs opposed the govemment as weil. Rose Wilkinson, a member of the 

Social Credit caucus, broke ranks with her party and voted agamst the proposal. citing 

William Aberhan's preference for STV and the support of her constittients.43 

While the opposition parties had some trouble honing their critique of the Social 

Credit proposals. the editorial boards of the province's newspapers let loose with a series 

of indignant editorials denouncmg the goverment's move. Editonals with titles like 

'Xeep our votmg syaem!," 'No  Sound Reason Given," "LfYou're Losing. Change the 

Rules" and 'Tgnore Reason! Press Foward!" graced the pages of Amena's major 

new~papers .~~  Editorial writers at the Edmoritotz Jour~zal denounced Social Credit 's 

motivation as narrowly partisan. noting that the govexnment had used the system for 

twenty years without any cornplaints until it cost them some seats. They contended that 

the spoiled bailot problem in the major cities codd be dealt with by dMding Edmonton 

and Calgary into smaller districts with a magnitude of 2 or 3.@ They also clairned that PR 

made the legislature more cornpetitive and hence more responsive to the concems of the 

Calgary Heraid, 1 7 March 1 956: Calgary Heraid. 27 March 1 9 56 : Ednor 11011 
Jourtral, 27 March 1 9 56. 

Calgary HeraId 20 March 1956; Ehor~torz Jotir~zal. 20 March 1956. 
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electorate. denouncing the abolition of STV as  "one of the moa unpopular pieces of 

legislation ever introduced in the a~sembly."~6 

The Calgary newspapers were even more indignant. The Calgary Heraid sharply 

attacked the move as b'cold-blooded, cynicd, purely poiitical cheap-jackery which can 

fool no-one" and argued that, along with STV, Social Credit would probably like to 

aboli& the secret ballot and the opposition. Like the Journal. the Herald suggested that 

the province could largely soke  the spoiled ballot problem by reducmg diarict 

magnitudes. The Herald  suggested dividing Edmonton and Calgary mto single-member 

districts and using alternative ~ o t i n g . ~ ~  The Herald writers agreed with those at the 

Jouniol that the govemment's motivation was partisan advantage and had no basis in 

public opinion: 'Ioyalty to its leaders and contempt for public opinion has always marked 

Social Cred iP8  They argued that STV had worked well m Alberta and rejected the 

govemment's arguments for uniformity with the rea of Canada as conaituthg a 'Teeble 

excuse." The same editorial closed with a cal1 to defeat the government because of this 

move: 'With only one vote which will count. the voters in hture cm only make it 

effective by voting to beat Social Credit. They have been robbed of  a democratic pmilege 

that gave them a chance given to no other voters in Canada.''49 

St i l l  the Calgary Herald and the Ednzorztor~ Joirnzai were quite willing to give up 

on the Hare system in the major cities in order to presewe alternative voting. but the 

Caigav Afbertatr proved to be a more consistent defender of the principle of proportional 

representation. The A l b e r m '  s editorial writers defended Edmonton and Calgary's multi- 

46 Ednzorrtor~ J m d ,  3 1 March 1 9 56. 

47 Calgoty Herald, 9 March 19%. 
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member districts m numerous editoriais on the proposed reforms. They joined their 

counterparts in questionhg the motives of the Social Credit govemment. calhg the move 

"the biggest blunder the Social Credit govemment has made in many years." They argued 

that v o h g  systerns should not be judged on whether they presewe parties in power but 

on the accuracy of their representation. The editorial writers contended that the plurality 

system was inadequate any time there were more than two parties cornpetmg. They 

claimed that the spoiied ballot argument was spurious and that any voter unable to figure 

out how to mark theû ballot under STV was 'hot woith worrying While they 

opposed the move to scrap alternative voting in nual Alberta, the writers were even more 

concemed about changes to the voting system m the major cities. The newspaper argued 

that the plurality system was majoritarian and cbmf?anchised voters who supponed 

minority parties. Any d party representation under phirality was 'purely an accident of 

geography." If Social Credit was reaUy concemed with protecting the fianchise a s  it 

claimed. the Albertan said, it should retain the STV system The editorial writers argued 

that fiom 1944 to 1955. there would not have been even a token opposition \vithout the 

Hare system in Edmonton and Calgarysi The Aibertari denounced the govemment ' s  

move as  'Toolishness that the Social Credit party wdI have to answer for."52 

The Lethbridge Herdd was also highly critical of Social Credit's motkes for the 

change to the electoral system The newspaper argued that alternative voting \ a s  well 

suited to the %odge-podge of parties now cluttering up the ballot," while the plurality 

syaem worked betîer with two parties. The Herald writers quenioned why STV was 

suddenly a problem after all of these years and agreed with the aewspapers in the two 

'O Calgary A [bertan, 9 March 1 9 5 6 ; Calgary Albertan, 1 5 March 1 9 5 6 .  
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large cities that Social Credit was attempting to preserve itseif'politically. One editorial 

warned Manning he wodd pay a political price for bis actions: '%e may find that h e  has 

over-estimated bis own prestige and power once too ofien.'"3 

The Red Deer Ahmate was also critical of the move, arguing that STV was 

"unquenionahty the £àirea and çoundest system now m use in any province m Canada." 

The Ahmate disputed the claim that the people of Alberta had c d e d  for a r e m  to the 

plurality system. The paper argued that when Social Credit was finally defeated. "one of 

the firn duties of the new govenunent must be the restoration of the transferable ballot 

and the retum of Abexta to her rightfùl position as the leader in berter voting rneth~ds.'"~ 

Despite the efforts of the opposition parties and the sharp criticism of the 

province's newspapers, Social Credit pushed through with Ïts proposed changes to the 

electoral system The 1959 provincial election was conducted by the plwaliry synem used 

elsewhere in Canada. Contrary to the newspaper predictions that Alberta's voters N-ould 

make the goveniment pay for Îts disregard of the electorate. STV did not figure as a 

prominent campaign issue m the 1959 provincial election. The changes to the electoral 

system were a distant memory. having happened early m the Me of the le@slanire. 

The results of the 1959 election seemed to hdicate that Social Credit knew what it 

was domg when it altered the eleaoral system Social Credit's popular vote increased to 

its pre- 1955 levels as the p a q  earned the support of 56% of the province's voters. an 

mcrease of 1 OOh fiom 195 5. The single member pluralay electoral synern played a 

sipifkant role in the outcome, as Social Credit almon wept the legisiature. winning 

nWry-one of the sixty-fke seats. the largest majority m the party's history. In rural 

53 Lethbridge Herald. 9 March 195 6: Lethbridge Heruld. 22 March 1 9 56: 
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Alberta. Social Credit won 58% of the vote and forty-seven of the fi- seats. Edmonton 

and Calgary showed the effects of the change m electoral system moa dramatically. In 

Edmonton, Social Credit won 49% of the popuiar vote and swept all eight of the citfs 

seats. In Calgary, the governent  took jua under 55% of the vote and won si,, of the 

seven seats m that city. Tlie switch m electoral systems contriiuted to the evisceration of 

the opposition in Alberta, a situation that conhued until the 1967 breakthrough of the 

Conservatives. 

Conclusion 

While Alberta and Manitoba followed broadly similar paths when adopting Sm. 

they pursued quite Merent  courses when abolishing it. In Manitoba. the severe 

underrepresentation of Winnipeg overshadowed the workings of the electoral system The 

priority for opposition parties and for Winnipeg's MLAs was iniproved representation for 

the city in the Manitoba legislature. The LîberaCRogressives dismantled STV in 

Manitoba gradually. F'kst. they reduced the average district magnitude in Winnipeg fiom 

ten to four. reducing the proportionalay of electoral outcornes. tben later completely 

reformed the electoral process. For their pan, the opposition parties were quick to 

sacrfice STV in their desire to win an independent redistrictmg process. The debate in the 

legislature over the new legislature showed relatively few people willing to defend STV 

Editorial reaaion was equally muted. While newspapers were somewhat critical of the 

eovernment's abandonment of preferential balloting. they let tbe abolition of STV pass 
C 

without much comment. 

in Alberta, by contrast, the situation was much more explosive. Opposition parties 

soundly critichd the Social Credit govemment's abolition of STV. The legislature 

elected m 1955 featured the largest opposition in years in Alberta and the STV issue was 

one of the firt they tackled. While their criticisms often lacked focus. the opposition 

parties loudly denounced Social Credit's proposed changes to the electoral system. The 



province's major newspapers echoed and amplified these criticimis in an a h o a  

unanimous condemation of the govemment's plan. 

The difference between the reactions m the two provinces seems to rea in the 

motivation of the govemment. The changes m Alberta were closely tied to govemment 

losses m the prwious election. Social Credit was quite cleariy t-g to enhance its 

electoral chances through changing the electoral system Ahhough the Alberta 

govemment tned to drape its electoral system reform m the guise of ensuring the full 

participation of all voters by reducing the nurnber of spoiled ballots. the govemment 's 

sudden conceni about spoiled ballots coincided suspiciously with increased opposition 

adroitness m using the alternative voting syaem to defeat Social Credit candidates. Social 

Credit's claims about spoiled ballots and a supposed public outcry a g h a  the STV 

syaem do not stand up to senous scrutiny. ï h e  close call of the 1955 election appeared to 

have scared the governent and prompted them to change the electoral system to 

improve their chances. Partisa advantage clearly motivated the Social Credit govemment 

in 1956. 

in Manitoba. the situation was less clear. The decision to eliminate STV greL\ out 

of a select legislathe cornmittee which. although it examined the entire electoral process. 

focused on the question of electoral redistribution. The legislative cornmittee was made 

up of representatives from al1 of the major parties.55 and thus the decision seemed to be 

less motivated by partisan advantage. Indeed, the legislative debates on the 195 5 refonns 

to the electoral syaem indicate that both nippon for and opposition to STV crossed pan? 

h e s  to some extent. Some Conservatives such as DuERoblin. favoured the STV qnem 

whüe others opposed it. Some Liberal-Progressive members appeared to be supportive of 

STV, while others were opposed. The CCF was the most supportive of STV, but even 



w i t h  that Party, there was some difference of opinion. Some members. nich as Morris 

Gray. were strongly committed to proportional representation. while others. such as 

leader Lloyd Stmson, thought p r o t e d g  PR was less important than improving the 

representation of the city of Winnipeg. Furthemore, in Manitoba, R was not as apparent 

that STV was working strongiy m the favour of or a g h a  one of the parties. as was the 

case in Alberta. The argument that the govemment was making the change for political 

advantage was harder to substantiate in Manitoba. As a resuit, the debate was more 

muted m Manitoba and STV faded fiom the province with less fanfare than was the case 

in Alberta. 

The experiences of these provinces demonstrate the importance of considering 

past or prospective electoral reforms in their contexts. In Manitoba. the context for the 

discussion of electoral reform was the relative lack of representation for Winnipeg. This 

shaped the character of the debate in Manitoba. in Alberta. the immediate context was 

Social Credit's losses in the 1955 provincial election which created a sharp dikisioii 

between goverunent and opposition in the eusuing debate. The contras between the two 

provinces is a reminder that electoral systerns do not exiuist in vacuums. but rather witithin 

broader institutional and socio-economic contexts that mediate the incentive for refoms 

and the forms they take. 



Chapter Nine 

Conclusion: The impact of electoral systems 

The actions of the Manitoba and Alberta legishtures m 1955 and 1956 put an end 

to a remarkable period of electoral experimentation m the Canadian provinces. ûther than 

British Columbia's brief experiment with alternative voting in 1952 and 1953, no other 

provinces have deviated fiom the pluraiity formula. For a period of thirty- five years. 

Alberta and Manitoba used an electoral syaem that ran decidedly against Canadian 

electoral precedent . 

These experiments with the single tranderable vote are sîgnificant not only in the 

Canadian context. but also for their comparative value, because few countries use STV. 

Moa European countnes use lia systems of proportional rcpresentation and the current 

trend in electoral synem reform seems to be towards bybrid systems that combine 

elements of the plurality syaem with features of list syaems of proportional 

representation.' While a number of American and Canadian cities use or have used STV 

for municipal electi~ns,~ the local nature of urban politics means that parties do not 

typicaiiy play a strong role m such elections. STV, with ifs emphasis on candidates. not 

parties, is ideally suited to  nich contexts. There are only a few cases where STV operates 

in conjunction with cornpetitive party systems - Ireland, Malta. and Auaralia. Alberta 

l Patrick Dunleavy and Helen Margetts, 'Understanding the dynamics of electoral 
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and Manitoba's experiences with STV are signtficant because they jom this short Lin of 

cases. Studying the use of STV in these two Canadian provinces contnbutes not only to 

our knowledge of Canadian provincial politics, but also to our understanding of the 

operation of STV. 

The impetus for the adoption of this hie-used electoral syaem was the 

Progressive movement with its ernphasis on mstmitional refom designed to undermine 

partisan politics. Along with nich mechanisms as recail, referenda, and initiative. the 

Progressive movement advocated STV as a way to improve the operation of 

representative democracy. They argued that STV would produce more representative 

legislatues, help to eliminate electoral corruption. and improve the prospects of the 

mdependent candidate and voter. The Progressives were drawn to the degree of choice 

that STV provided to voters and the ability to cross party iines in b d o t  ordering. While it 

experienced only limited success in federal politics. the Progressive movement was 

mtluential in the prairies, taking power in Manitoba and Alberta. The ideas of the  farmers' 

movement compelled the Liberals in Manitoba and the LJFA in Alberta to adopt the Hare 

syaem for use in the major cities. In both provinces. the adoption of proportional 

representation was not a controversial meanire; electoral reform was a widely supponed 

reform. It would have been possible to extend the Hare system in a Limited way to some 

ofthe more densely populated w a l  areas, but the üFM and the UFA both chose to use 

alternative voting, the single member version of STV. in the m a l  areas of Albena and 

Manitoba. To some exteot, this reflected concem over the ability of MLAs to represent 

geographically dispersed constituencies effecthely, but also seems to reflect an element of 

political sellipreservation, &en the rural base of both panies. Thus. an eleuent of 

political oppominism clouded the electoral refonn projects of both provinces. 

Once iniplemented, the STV system did not live up to all of the hopes of its 

proponents. STV appears to have had a negligible impact on voter tumout, casting doubt 



on the claim that more proportional electoral outcomes foaer interest in politics and 

higher turnout. Lfanythmg, voter hirnout in Winnipeg actually declined under the Hare 

system This Wrely reflects the collapse of partisan Merences associated with the 

coaiition politics of the Liberal-Progressive era in Manitoba poiitics, rather than any 

influence of the electoral system In Alberta, tumout was essentially the same under the 

Hare system as under plurality. Fmally, alternative votmg appears to have had no impact 

on voter turnout m the mal  areas of either province. 

While STV did not usher in a participatory utopia m Alberta or Manitoba. it did 

prove to be a workable electoral system in both provinces for the most part. The relativelu 

large district magnitudes in Edmonton, Calgaiy, and particularly Winnipeg meant length y 

ballots, at times containing dozens of names. As a result, the counting process could take 

some time. Despite this, voters managed to use the system effectiveiy. This is an 

important point. because critics ofkn question the cornplexity of STV procedures for 

voters. arpuing that voters will spoil their ballots at higher rates than under simpler 

electoral systems. This argument figured prominently in Social Credit arguments io 

eliminate STV in Alberta. This study found that Calgaiy and Edmonton experienced hi@ 

rates ofballot spoilage. A companson with Manitoba. however. reveals that the hi& rates 

ofbaiiot spoilage were not due to the mechanics of the Hare system. but rather were due 

to the comparatively strict ballot rnarking provisions of Alberta's election legidation. 

The use of proportional representation m the three major cities did accomplish one 

of the Progressives' primary objectives: the reduction in the distortion of election results. 

The results of elections conducted under the Hare system produced much more 

proportional outcomes than did elections under the phirality syaem both before and afier 

the use of STV. One of the curious discovenes of this study is that despite the large 

district magnitude of Winnipeg (M=10), the Manitoba capitol experienced higher levels of 

disproportionality than did Edmonton and Calgaiy, contrary to the expectations of 



electoral system research. The Merent partisan situations of the two provinces account 

for these dineremes. Manitoba's adoption of the Hare system was accompanied by a 

proliferation in the number of parties. An mcrease m the number of s m d  parties meant an 

mcrease m the number of parcies that did not eam seats, contri'buting to 

disproportionahy. Moreover, voters m Alberta limited their preference orderings to one 

party in a more disciplined way, meaning that fit preferences were a more accurate 

incikator that a bailot marked for one party would actually help elect candidates fiom that 

party. This reduced disproportionality. The combmation of these two factors led to lower 

levels of disproportionaiity in the Aiberta cities, although in both provinces the Hare 

system was clearly an irnprovement over the plurality system m providing more 

proportional election results. The same cannot be said for the use of alternative voting in 

rural Alberta and Manitoba. In both provinces. AV did not produce more proportional 

electoral resdts than did the plurality system 

Some of the Rogressives had hoped that STV would increase the number of 

parties competing in elections and would break the two party monopoly in Caiiadian 

politics. STV înfiuenced the number of parties competing in starkly different rrays in 

Alberta and Manitoba. In the cities of Aiberta. the adoption of the more proportional 

Hare system had no appreciable impact on the number of electoral parties contesting 

elections. In Winnipeg, however, a dramatic increase in the number of electoral panies 

accompanied the adoption of the Hare system This suggests that the change in electoral 

system was not the decisive factor m determining the number of parties, but rather that 

changes m social structure and lines of partisan conflict account for these basic changes in 

party systems. Wmnipeg first used proportional representation in 1920, the firn election 

afier the Winnipeg General Strike; the increase in the number of parties reflects the 

mcreased salience of class politics in Manitoba. Further evidence for this is provided in 



the fact that the effective number of electoral parties also increased in rural Manitoba in 

1920, despite the fàct that the plurality syaem remained in effect there. 

The Hare system appears to have had a more significant impact on the number of 

parliarnentary parties. Under the Hare w e m ,  Edmonton, Calgary, and Wmnipeg ail had 

more effective parties representmg them m the legislature than was the case under the 

pluraiity system. The Hare system thus appears to have W e d  one of the Progressives' 

goals: the more fàithfùl representation of the Mews of the electorate m the legislature. AU 

three cities were represented by a much more diverse group of legislators than would 

iïkely have been the case under the pluralay syaem Nothing reflects this better tha .  the 

1959 Alberta election, the first that used the single member plurality system after 

Alberta's Iengthy experience with the Hare system In Edmonton in 1959. Social Credit 

translated its 49% of the vote mto a sweep of all eight of the city's seats. Under the Hare 

system, Social Credit would iikely have eamed only four seats and Alberta would have 

had a larger opposition than the plurality system retumed m 1959. 

The Hare system used in the large cities thus appears to have a arong impact on 

the effective nurnber of parliamentary parties. but only a lirnited impact on the effective 

number of electoral parties. The AV system in use in the m a l  areas of both provinces did 

not bave a noticeable impact on number. In fact, the resuits under AV were scarcely 

different than they would have been under the plurality system, reflecting the propensity 

of both systems to return majoritarian outcomes. 

One of the Progressives' primary goals was the destruction of the party syaem 

The Progressives saw political parties as mherently h w e d  and morally compromised. 

STV fit very nicely with that philosophy as it ailows voters to choose candidates on any 

basis they wish and is designed to hc t ion  without parties. One of the surprising h d i n g s  

of this study is the extent to which, even in the non-partisan atmosphere of the Canadian 

prairies, voters restricted their preference orderings to one party. This t endency wa s 



particularly pronounced in Alberta where party supporters of parties generally. and Social 

Credit m particular, Limited themsehes to one paxty with unprecedented discipline. in 

Manitoba, voters were more likely to cross party lines in their preference orderings. 

panicuiarly during the coalition penod. Even with the collapse of partisanship in that 

province, however, a sizable majority of voters àisplayed high levels of solidarity and 

exclusMty. Furthemore, the Hase system appears to have worked better for panies 

whose supporters were able to vote m a disciplined manner. This was particularly the case 

in Manitoba where the Independent Labour Party and iater the Cooperative 

Commonweahh Federation were sigdicantly more disciplined than other parties. The 

ILP/CCF managed to move its candidates up several preference rankings while less 

disciplined parties Iike the Conservatives dropped fiom the top ten positions in Winnipeg. 

Contrary to the expectations of the Progressives, the Hare syaem rewarded disciplined 

parties. 

While the Hare syaem had some impact on aspects of political Ue in the three 

cities. the alternative voting system in use in rural Alberta and Manitoba does not appear 

to have been panicularly effective. In the vast majority of cases. multiple counts were nor 

necessary as one candidate usualiy won a majority ofthe vote on the fin count. When 

multiple counts were required. the candidate leading after the fia count won in ali but a 

handful of cases in either province. Voters in both provinces appeared to have disregarded 

the opportunities provided by the alternative b d o t  for the moa part. The evidence 

niggeas that a large proportion of voters in both provinces engaged in "plumping." 

reanctiug thernselves to Hidicatine only one choice on the ballot. Aithough AV provided 

voters with the potential of greater choice, many voters m both provinces neglected to 

make use of those possïbiiities. The one exception to these generalizations was the 195 5 

election in Aiberta. Opposition voters in that election plumped less fkequently and were 

much more likely to choose one of the other opposition parties with their second 



preference. The result of this was that Social Credit l o s  four seats it would ha\x won had 

the plurality rule been in place. Other than that one election. alternative voting was 

nirprisingly heffeaive. 

This opposition usage ofthe idternative voting mechanism in 1 9 5 5  appears to have 

scared the Social Credit govemment and contributed to the goverment's decision to 

abandon preferential balloting m Aiberta. The decision to e l h a t e  STV was highly 

controversial and opposed arongly by opposition parties and the province's newspapers. 

The reason for the strong opposition to the move was the naked political motivation 

b e h d  the decision to return to the plural~ty d e .  Coming on the heels of the minor 

opposition breakthrough in 195 5, it seemed quite clear that the government was 

attemptmg to preserve its political life by changing the electoral system The response in 

Manitoba to the decision to eliminate STV was comparatively more quiet as any 

controversy over the abolition of the Hare system and alternative voting was 

overshadowed by the underrepresentation of Winnipeg and the demands for an 

independent boundary commission. In Manitoba. support for and opposition to STV 

crossed party lines: it was less clear that the repeal of S N  was done for political 

p urp O ses. 

One of the central theoretical concems of the literature on electoral syaems is the 

relative impact of institutional d e s  such as electoral syaerns and societal developmeiits 

such as cleavage h e s .  This is expressed most directly m the debate over Duveger's law. 

discussed m Chapter 5 .  This study contributes to the conclusion that electoral syaems do 

not necessady determine party syaems. M o a  of the effect s of S W in N b  erta and 

Manitoba were quite modest. Much of this is due, of course, to the Limited application of 

the Hare system The dominant electoral syaem m the penod was alternative voting. since 

moa of the seats were found m rural areas. The majontarian character of alternative 

voting meant that it did not lead to results that were appreciabiy different fiom the results 



under plurality. Ifthe Hare system had been more widely used in Aibena and Manitoba. 

we might expect the electoral syaem effects to be more signincant. 

Even bearing this limitation m mincl, howwer. one has to be struck by how social 

structure attenuates the impact of electoral systems. In this study, this was most 

dramatically demonstrated by the Merent impacts of the Hare syaem on the number of 

electoral parties. In Alberta, the Harr system had no apparent impact on the number of 

panies, whde in Manitoba, the adoption of PR was accompanied by a multiplication of the 

effective number of electoral parties. The ditferent impact of the Hare system means that 

we have to be careful in concludmg that a more proportional electoral system necessarily 

leads to more parties. Social structure appean to have been fir more important in 

determining the character of p a t y  cornpetition. At best, the Hare system enhanced the 

trend towards multiple parties in Winnipeg. It is a historical guessing game of 'bhat if' to 

try to determine whether the increase in the number of electoral parties in Winnipeg 

would have been as ciramatic in the absence of  proportional representation. The effects of 

the Hare -stem on the character of the party syaem thus appear to be less dramat ic thari 

mi@ be expected. 

This conclusion is consistent with the research of people such as Arend Lijphan 

who conclude that the proximal (direct) effects of electoral syaems on proponionality are 

far more pronounced than the distal (indirect) effects on things such as multipartism. An 

interesting conclusion of this study, however. is the way in which social structure can 

affect even proximal effects. The fact that Winnipeg had higher levels of 

disproportionaiity despite the higher district magnitude is partly attributable to the 

increased tendency of Manitoba voters to cross party lines in their preference orderings. 

3 Arend Lijphart. 'The poldical consequences of electoral laws. 1 945-85." 
American Political Scze~tce Review 84 ( 1 990): 48 1 -496. 



The way in which the two provinces expressed partisanship differently thus d u e n c e d  the 

proportionahty of the eleaoral system, one of the moa predictable proximal effects. 

The way m which electoral syaems can function differently in Werent social 

contexts should provide a note of caution to any would-be electoral engineers. Electoral 

syaems do not have deterministic mechanical effects; they interact strongiy with social 

structure to d o l d  in sometimes unexpected ways. Phigging a particuiar electoral system 

mto a particular social context will not necessaxiiy produce a specific outcome. The 

Progressives expected that giving voters the option to cross party lines in their ballot 

marking would allow them to cast off the shackles of party politics. Alberta and Manitoba 

voters generally chose not to take advantage of those opportunities and followed part? 

Lmes quite closely. The effects of eleaoral systems on a country or province's politics 

cannot be predicted simply or mechanistically. 

While the use of STV in general and the Hare system in particular in Albena and 

Manitoba was somewhat limite& this study does suggest some possiible avenues for 

m e r  research. One possiiility is to extend the study of alternative voting to British 

Columbia. the ody  other province to use STV. As noted m Chapter 1. the British 

Columbia uses of alternative votmg are the moa widely shidied. but the emphasis has 

been on the role AV played Hi the nse of Social Credit to power in that province. not on 

the impact of AV on proportionality, multipartimi. voter nunout. and ballot spoilage. 

BC's use of STV was even more limited than in Alberta or Manitoba. but tùrther nu@ 

along nich lines wodd provide a more complete picnire of the use of alternative \.otinp ixi 

Canada. 

The present study also raises another mteresting question about the politics of 

electoral refomi. The Progressive movement strongly inmienced AIbena and Manitoba 

and the ideas of the fàrmers' platform provided the spark for the adoption of STV. An 

mterestmg question is why Saskatchewan did not foilow the example of its neighbours 



and adopt STV for use in its provincial elections. There were similar political conditions 

Ïn aU three provinces m that f m e r s  wielded significant political clout. Moreover. the 

Saskatchewan Liberal party was very responsive to the demands of the agicultural sector. 

just as the Liberals in Manitoba and Alberta had been. tn Saskatchewan, however. the 

provincial wing of the Liberal party was more succes& at dkassociatmg itself fkom the 

federal Party and m fendmg off the foray of the b e r s  mto organized provincial politics..' 

As noted m Chapter 1. like Edmonton, Caigaiy, and Winnipeg, the three largea cities in 

Saskatchewan were muhi-member districts. Ifthe fanners were iduential in 

Saskatchewan politics, why did their influence not extend to institutional reform such as 

STV? Why did Saskatchewan not adopt the Hare syaem in the &es and AV in rural 

areas? 

Another related question about the politics of adoption o f  STV centres on the 

failure of the Ontario farmers to successfÙ1ly undertake electoral reform The United 

Famers of ûntano govemed that province fiom 19 19 to 1923 and. during their texm in 

office. there were plans for electoral reform along the lines of what happened in Manitoba 

and Alberta.' in Ontario. however. the farmers were unsuccessfùl in passing the necessary 

legislation. Further research into why the farmers failed in Ontario while tbeir 

counterparts in Alberta and Manitoba succeeded would help to shed iight on the politics 

of electoral refom 

As discussed m Chapter 1, Canadian provinces have been relative- innovative in 

their electoral practices, particularly when compared to the federal govemment. StU. 

there has been a decided lack of research into these different ways of implementing 

4 Rand Dyck. Provitrcioi Politics iti Cut~ada, 3rd. ed. (Scarborougb: Rentice- 
Hall, 1996), 46 1; Roger Gibbms. Prairie Politics & Society: RegrortaIisnz ni Declirre 
(Toronto: Butterworths. l98O), 128. 

Grain Grauers ' Guide, 1 December 1 9 2 0. 



representation at the provincial IeveP Further research on these innovations would heip 

to illuminate the diversity of political cultures in Canada's provinces. hcrease our 

understanding of the politics of electoral reform, and contnbute to a better appreciation of 

the way in which federalism allows for varied approaches to the maitutional expression of 

rep resentation. Furthemore, a number of Canadian cities also experiment ed with 

alternatives to the plurality system, mcluding STV and these, too, have yet to be studied 

in any deph.? Sheddmg a narrow focus on national institutions in political science cm 

provide a ncher understanding of the diverçity of politicai practice in Canada. 

With a recent renirgence of mterest in electoral reform as a resdt of some 

anomalous results m recent federal elections.8 we could benefit f+om increased attention 

to the experiments of Alberta and Manitoba. The experience of these two provinces 

reveal the Limitations of what we can expect f?om electoral refomz While Amena and 

Manitoba's move to proponional representation was mcomplete. their thirty-he years of 

experience with STV stands as the moa elaborate deviation fiom the dominant single- 

member plurality elrctoral system in Canada's history. Yet. apart fiom this study and a 

Among the ody serious treatments of provincial approaches to electoral reform 
are J. Paul Johnston. "The single transferable vote in Alberta provincial elections." paper 
presented to the annual meeting of the Amcrican Political Science Association. Chicago. 
1992: Harold Jansen. "The single transferable vote in Manitoba,'' paper presented to the 
annual meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association. St. Catharines. 1996: 
Demis Pilon, "Roportional representation in Canada: An histoncal sketch," paper 
presented to the annual meetmg of the Canadian Polirical Science Association. St. John's. 
1997. 

See J. Paul Johnston. 'TeamSig history's lessons anew: The use of STV in 
Canadian municipal electicns," paper presented to the conference on Elections in 
Australia. Ireland and Maha under the Single Transferable Vote, Center for the Snidy of 
Democracy, University of California, Inine, 1996, for a rare study of municipal uses of 
STV in Canada. 

See Stephen Harper and Tom Ranagan, "ûur benign dictatorship." 7he Nexz 
City, Winter lW6/97, 34-57. 



few sources cited b it. they rernain an untapped resource m dealing with contemporary 

problems of representation m Canada. That situation should not be allowed to continue. 
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Appendix A 

Data Sources 

In this study. 1 have used official election results as the basis for calculations 

wtierever possible. Because of the poor condition of some of the electoral records in both 

provinces, however, this was not ahvays feasible. In those cases. 1 had to supplement or 

correct the officiai records with newspaper and academic accounts. 

in every general election report, Elections Manitoba publishes a hinorical spopsis 

and a nunmaiy of paa election results. These provided basic idormation about the 

number of candidates and their partisan S a t i o n s ,  partîcularly for the penods which used 

the pluraliry syaem The data for Winnipeg's vote tranders m the 1920- 1953 peiod came 

primarily f?om microfilm of the records of the Chief Electoral ûfiïcer of Manitoba. 

housed in Manitoba's Legislature Library. The m i c r o h  of the 1927 election results uas 

of damaged pages and was incomplete. The 1927 data used in this study corne fiom a 

copy of the vote transfer sheet stored in the R o h c i a l  Archives of Manitoba (accession 

number P2547 £20). The microfilm of the 1932 results was alu, incomplete. I could find 

no alternative o f f i d  source of records for that election, so data for the 1932 election 

came £iom newspaper accounts.] The newspaper's transfer sheet contained a number of 

obvious mathematical errors which 1 corrected. 

1 Winnipeg Evening Trrbune, 20 June 1932. 



The microfilmed records also contain the alternative votmg records for rural 

Manitoba. For most of the constituencies in these elections, these records include 

complete transfer sheets of each count. All of the transfer sheets for the 194 1 election are 

missing, however. Furthemore, the microfilmed records for a few constiniencies include 

transfer sbeets with ineconcilable mathematical enors. 1 have excluded these fiom this 

anafysis. 

It was difEcult in some cases to determine the partisan af35ations of candidates in 

Manitoba, particdarly those ninnmg for smailer labour parties. The primary source for 

partisan affiliations was the Index to Electionî. produced by Elections Manitoba.2 and 

housed in the Legislature Library. Whüe these records were reliable for most of 

Manitoba's elections, they combine labour candidates in the 1922 election under one 

generic partisan afiïliation, overlooking the clifferences between different labour panies. 

The Manitoba elections index iists thirteen 'Tabour" candidates for the 1922 election, 

despite the fact that there were only ten seats in Winnipeg. The 1920 labour afHiations in 

the Index also do not agree with other accounts of labour politics in this era. For those 

elections, 1 relied on Kathleen O ' G o m  Wonnsbecker's account of the battles betwee~i 

rival labour parties. Her excellent work lins the labour parties and their candidates for the 

Manitoba, Elections Manitoba, Index to Electio~rs (Winnipeg: Elections 
Manitoba, 1990). 



1920, 1922, and 1927 elect i~ns.~ The affiliations she descn'bes are consistent with those 

rep on ed in the Matzztoba Free Press. 

Alberta's election results are m much better shape than those in Manitoba. thanks 

largeiy to the Chief Electoral (Mice's publication, A Guide ro Alberta Electiom. as weil 

as the Documentary Hentage Society's publication, Alberta Election Re~u1t.s.~ These 

books contain reliable election results and partisan affiliations of the candidates. The 

Guide discusses the STV era, but neither publication reproduces the transfer sheets. 

Fortunately, the trander sheets for Edmonton and Calgary are preserved m the Provincial 

Archives of Alberta (accession number 7 1.138). Those records contain a few 

typographical and transcription errors which 1 have corrected. More seriously, the transfer 

sheet for Edmonton in 1955 is missing fkom the collection. 1 used repons in the 

Edmor~turz Jourtlaf for that election.5 

Alberta's provincial archives do not hold the transfer sheets for m a l  Alberta. For 

those elections. we are left with the records in the Guide to Alberta Electiom. Those 

records lin ody the results after the firn and Iast counts. This enables us to determine 

Kathleen O'Gorman Wormsbecker, 'The 
movement in Manitoba, 1 9 19- 1 927" ( M A  thesis: 
125- 130. 

Alberta, Chief Electoral Miter, A Guide 

rise and fail of the labour political 
Queen7s University, 1977). 53-5 5. 

(Edmonton: Chief Electoral OBicer, 1983); Ernest Mardon and Austin Mardon, eds.. 
Alberta Electzoii Resulrs 1882-1 992 (n. p. : Documentary Heritage Society of Albert a, 
1993). 

5 Edmonton Journal, 2 July 1 9 5 5. 



which comit~encies required multiple counts. but not the number of counts required or 

the patterns of tramfers, except in the case where there are only three candidates. 



Appendix B 

Manitoba Election Resuits, 1899-1 966 

Note: Rural Manitoba results bclude ali consthencies outside Winnipeg with the 
exception of St. Boniface m 1949 and 1953. In 19 14 and 19 15, Wmnipeg voters 
could cast two votes on their ballots, one on each of two Iists of candidates. The 
vote totals for those elections thus do not equal the number of ballots caa. From 
194 1 through 1949, candidates are grouped by partisan m a t i o n ,  irrespective of 
whether they supponed or opposed the govenunent coalition. 

Manitoba 
Liberal 
C onservative 
h d .  Conservative 
independent 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal 

votes 
23302 
20474 
2957 
343 

C onservative 
Ind. Conservative 
independent 

Liberal 23740 
Independent 

votes 
t 9697 
16695 
2957 
343 

-- 

O/. of votes I seats 1 OZ i f  sea ts 

% of votes 
49.5% 
43.5% 
6.30/0 
O. 7% 

Winnipeg 
Conservathe 

* - includes one acclamation 

% of votes 
49.6% 

O h  of votes 
5 1.2% 

votes 
3779 

seats 
17 
18 
5 
O 

940 of sea ts 
42. 5 0'0 
45.0% 
12.5% 
O ?/O 

- 

seats 
16 

seats 
2 

- -  - 

O h  of seats 
33. ZO/O 

O h  of seats 
66.79h 



M e r  Consewative ( 1 596 1 3.6% 1 2  1 5.4% 

Rural Manitoba 
Conservathe 
Liberal 

* - includes one acclamation 

votes 
21 144 
19927 

Winnipeg 
Consemative 
Liberal 
Independent 

O h  of votes 
47.8% 
45.1% 

Manitoba 
Conservative 
Liberal 
Independent 

Liberal 121506 1 48.80i0 1 12 1 32.4O.0 
* - mcludes one acclamation 

votes 
4189 
3813 
1013 

Rural Manitoba 
Conservative 

seats 
26* 
9 

* - includes one acclamation 

votes 
3 1066 
29426 
939 

% of seats 
70.3% 
24.3 

Y0 of votes 
46.5% 
42.3% 
1 1.2% 

votes 
2260 1 

Winnipeg 
Conservat ive 
Liberal 
independent 

O h  of votes 
50.6% 
47.9% 
1.5% 

Manitoba 
Consewative 
Liberal 
Labour 
Socialist 
Independent 

seats 
3 
O 
O 

O h  of votes 
5 1.2% 

votes 
8465 
7920 
939 

Yo of seau 
100% 
0% 
0% 

seats 
28' 
13 
O 

* - mcludes one acclamation 

votes 
381 17 
33 157 
1939 
1237 
609 

*A of seats 
68.3% 
3 1.7% 
O ?/O 

seats 
2 Y  

O h  of votes 
48.9% 
45.7% 
5.4% 

O h  of seats 
27,696 

% of votes 
50.8% 
44.2% 
2.6% 
1.6% 
O. 8% 

seats 
3 
1 
O 

O h  of seats 
75.O0~0 
25. OO/o 
0 9.0 

seats 
28* 
13 
O 
O 
O 

@/O of seau 
68.3% 
3 1.7% 
0% 
0% 
0% 



Rural Manitoba 
Conservative 
Liberal 
Independent 
* - mchdes one acclamation 

votes 
29467 
25908 
609 

% of votes 
52.6% 
46.3 % 
1.1% 

- . -. - - - . 

Winnipeg 
Conservative 
Liber al 
Labour 
Socialist 

--- - 

O h  of votes 
45.3% 
38.0% 
10.2% 
6.5% 

-- -- 

votes 
8650 
7249 
1939 
1237 

Manitoba 
C onservative 
Liberal 
Independent 
Labour 

seats 
26* 
11  
O , 

* - inchdes three acclamations 

votes 
68532 
62798 
851 1 
7143 

Rural Manitoba 
Conservative 
Liberal 
Labour 
Indep enden t 

Winnipeg 
Conservative 
Liberal 
Independent 
Labour 

O h  of seats 
70.3O10 
29.7?/0 
OYO 

seats 
2 
2 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
57.1 
40.8% 
2.0% 
0% 

O h  of votes 
46.6% 
42.8% 
5.8% 
4.9% 

* - includes three acclamations 

votes 
38544 
3 7666 
1273 
306 

% of votes 
49.5% 
48.4% 
1.6% 
0.4% 

Manitoba 
Liberal 
Consemative 
Independent 
Labour 

% of seats 
50.0% 
50.0% 
0% 
O O10 

seats 
28" 
20 
I 
O 

votes 
29808 
25 132 
8205 
5870 

sea ts ( of seats 

votes 
64363 
38623 
10076 
3825 

26* 
17 
O 
O 

O h  of votes 
43.2% 
36.4% 
11.9% 
8.5% 

60.5 '/O 

39.5'10 
OO/b 

0% 

% of votes 
55.1% 
33.0% 
8.6% 
3.3% 

sea ts 
2 
3 
1 
O 

- - 

O!% of seau 
33.3% 
50.0°/~ 
1 6. 7Ofo 

0% 

seats 
40* 
5 
2 
O 

% of seats 
85.1% 
10.6% 
4.3% 
0% 



* - includes one acclamation 

* - mcludes one acclamation 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal 
Conservative 
Independent 
Labour 

votes 
4 1273 
27 177 
1139 
773 

- - - - - .. - - - -- . .- 

Manitoba 
Liber al 
Consenative 
Farmer 
independent 
Dominion Labour 
Labour 
Socialist Party of Canada 
Social Democrat 
Ex-Soldiers and Sailors Labour 

Winnipeg 
Liberd 
Conserva tive 
independent 
Labour 

votes 
49970 
265 17 
20299 
17008 
13665 
9702 
4797 
1253 
452 

O h  of votes 
58.7% 
38.6% 
1.1% 
1.6% 

votes 
23090 

% of votes 
49.6% 

O/O of votes 
34.8% 
18.5% 
14.1% 
11.8% 
9.5 % 
6.8% 
3.3% 
0.9% 
0.3% 

1 1446 
8937 
3052 

seats 
36" 
5 
O 
O 

seats 
4 

24.6% 
19.2% 
6.6% 

* - includes one acclamation 

- 

% of seats 
87.8?/0 
12.296 
0% 
0% 

- 
% of seats 
66.7% 

seats 
21* 
8 
9' 
5* 
3 
7 
1 
1 
O 

Ohofseats 
38.2?/0 
14.596 
16.4% 
9.1% 
5 . 5 O / O  

12. 7910 
1.8% 
1.8O/o 
0% 

Con servat ive 
Fanner 
Independent 
Labour 
* - includes one acclamation 

Rural Manitoba ' votes % of votes 
36.9% Liberal 35547 

Winnipeg 
Liberal 
Dominion Labour 
Conservative 
Indep endent 
Socialist Party of Canada 
Social Democrat 
Ex-Soidiers and Sailors Labour 

sea ts 
17" 

% of votes 
30.4% 
28.8% 
13.7% 
13.4% 
1O.I0h 
2.6% 
1 .O% 

votes 
14423 
13665 
6475 
6362 
4797 
1253 
452 

% of seats 
37.89.0 

seats 
3 
3 
1 
O 
1 
I 
O 



Manitoba 
United Fanners of Manitoba 
Liberal 
Consewative 
Independent 
Independent Labour Party 
Labour 
Social Democrat 
Socialist Party of Canada 
Workers' Party of Canada 
Union Labour 
* - includes two acclamations 

votes 
49767 
35123 
23539 
19055 
10979 
7962 
2348 
1273 
1 O84 
644 

% of votes 
32.8% 
23.1% 
15.5% 
12.6% 
7.2% 
5.2% 
1.5% 
O. 8% 
O. 7% 
0.4% 

seats 
28* 
8 
7 
6 
3 
2 
1 
O 
O 
O 

* - includes two acclamations 

% of seats 
50.9?/0 
14.5% 
12.796 
1 O. 990 
5.5% 
3.6% 
1.8% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Rua1 Manitoba 
United Farmers of Manitoba 
L%eral 
Conservative 
Independent 
Labour 

votes 
44673 
24035 
16000 
14776 
7962 

Winnipeg 
Liberal 
independent Labour Party 
Conservative 
United Farmers of Manitoba 
independent 
Social Democrat 
Socialia Party of Canada 
Workers' Party of Canada 
Union Labour 

ses ts 1 O h  of seats Manitoba 
Progressive 
Conservathe 
Liberal 
Independent Labour Party 
Independent 
Communist 
Fann Labour 

.. O h  of votes 
4 1.6% 
22.4% 
14.9% 
13.8% 
7.4% 

votes 
1 1088 
10979 
7539 
5094 
4279 
2348 
1273 
1 084 
644 

* - includes two acclamations 

266 

votes 
53939 
44320 
33852 
1 55 59 
13087 
2015 
440 

seats 
27* 
6 
5 
5 
2 

O h  of votes 
25.O0/0 
24.8% 
17.0% 
1 1.5% 
9.7% 
5.3% 
2.9% 
2.4% 
1.5% 

O h  of votes 
33.0% 
27.2% 
20.7% 
9.5% 
8.0% 
1.2% 
O. 3% 

O h  of seats 
60.0% 
13.3% 
11.19/0 
I 1 . 1 O10 

4.4% 

sea ts 
2 
3 
- 3 

1 
1 
1 
O 
O 
O 



Rural Manitoba 
Progressive 
Conservative 
Liberal 
Independent 
lndependemt Labour Party 
Famer Labour 
* - inchides two acclamations 

votes 
45 145 
30958 
22823 
905 1 
4089 
340 

- - 

Manitoba 
Liberal-Rogressive 
C onservative 
Independent Labour Party 
Ludependent 
Liberal 
United Worker 
Fann Labour 
Labour 
Socialist 

Winnipeg 
C on servative 
Independent Labour Party 
Liberal 
Progressive 
independent 
C ornmunist 

% of votes 
39. 1°/0 
27.5% 
20.390 
8.09'0 
3.6% 
0.4% 

votes 
13362 
1 1470 
1 1029 
8794 
4036 
2015 

% of votes 
26.4% 
22.6% 
2 1.896 
l7.3O/0 
8.O0/0 
4.096 

seats 
27* 
12 
5 
1 
O 
O 

seats 

O h  of seats 
60. Ooio 

26.7O.0 
I l *  19.0 
2.2?!0 
0% 
0% 

O h  of seats 

votes O h  of votes 
39.6Oo 
35.3Oh 
13.6°k 
3. 
2.090 
1 .8O<o 
1 -7% 
0.690 
o. 3 9.0 

O h  of votes 

sea ts 
38 
10 
5 
1 
O 
O 
1 
O 
O 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 
Consemative 
Independent Labour Party 
Independent 
Farm Labour 
Liberal 

votes 
85903 
6286 1 
12717 
83 82 
4334 
3374 

seats 
35 
7 
I 
1 
1 
O 

O h  of sea ts 
77.89,o 
1 5.6% 
2.2% 
2.29.0 
2.2% 
090 



Winnipeg 
Conmative 
Independent Labour Party 
Liberal-Progressive 
United Worker 
Independent 
Liberal 
Labour 
Socialist 

votes 
27274 
21938 
148 18 
4561 
4128 
1824 
1600 
848 

O h  of votes 
>&. ' 5  4% 
28.5% 
19.2% 
5.9% 
5.4*/0 
2.4% 
2.1% 
1.1% 

seats ! *A of seau 
3 3O.O0,o 

Consemative 
ILPKCF 
Indep en dent 
Social Credit 
Communist 

4 
3 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

Manitoba 
Liberal-Progessive 

* - includes one acclamation 

40. OO;o 

3 O. O0,o 

O O10 

0 O/O 

O O/o 

0% 
090 

Rural Manitoba 

votes 
91357 

Liberal-Progressive 
Consemative 
ILPiCCF 
Social Credit 
Independent 
* - hcludes one acclamation 

%ofvotes 
36.0% 

votes 
74723 
53616 
20785 
19881 
5087 

seats 
23* 

Liberal-Progressive 16634 
ILPiC CF 1 10198 

O h  of seats 
4 1 .8Oeo 

Winnipeg 
Independent 

Communkt 1 5864 

votes 
24805 

Social Credit 1 3532 

O h  of votes sea ts 
21* 

O h  of seats 
46.7'0 

-- - 

O h  of votes 
3 1.3% 
23.1% 
2 1.0% 
12.9% 
7.4% 
4.5O/0 

13 1 28.9'0 

7 

seats f O/O o f  seats 

4 
5 
2 

1 
3 
2 
3 
1 

8.9'0 
1 1 .  I O 0  

4.4'0 

10 .OOo 
30.0°fo 
20.0°0 
30.0°0 
10.O0f0 

O 1 0% 



O h  of votes 
36.1% 
2 1.4% 
17-3s 
14.5% 
7.3% 
3.0% 
O. 5% 

- -- 

Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 
C onservative 
CCF 
iudependent 
Social Credit 
Workers 
Sound Money Economics 

- - 

votes 
59038 
34954 
2830 1 
23683 
1 1879 
4889 
864 

* - inchides ten acclamations 
** - mcludes five acclamations 
*** - inchdes one acclamation 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 

sea ts 
27' 
15'" 
3 
6 
3*** 

1 
O 

Conservative 
CCF 
Independent 
Social Credit 

seats 1 O h  of seats votes 
43233 

O h  of votes 
41.2% 

* - mcludes ten acclamations 
** - includes h e  acclamations 
*** - mcludes one acclamation 

20191 
17475 
13017 
11010 

19.2% 
16.7% 
12.4% 
10.5% 

Winnipeg 
Liberal-Progressive 
Conservathe 
CCF 
independent 
Workers 
Social Credit 
Sound Money Economics 

votes 
15805 
14763 
10826 
10666 
4889 
869 
864 

! O h  of votes 
1 26.9% 
' 25.2% 

18.4OIo 
18.2% 
8.3 '/O 
1.5% 
1.5% 

seats 
3 
- 3 

2 
2 
I 
O 
O 

Manitoba 
CCF 

O h  of seats 
3O.O0,o 
20.0°0 
20.0°0 
20. oO O 

1 o. OO,o 

O O o  

O O.0 

Liberal-Progressive 
Conservathe 
Independent 
Labour Rogressive 
Social Credit 

sea t s  1 %of seats votes 
73988 
70475 
34819 
24270 
10566 
450 1 

* - mcludes three acclamations 

% of votes 
33.8% 

** - mcludes one acclamation 



Rural Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 

* - includes three acclamations 

Progressive Conservative 
CCF 
independent 
Social Credit 
Labour Progressive 

* - includes one acclamation 

votes 
47259 
24593 
441 16 
1596 1 
3866 
3613 

. . - - - - -- 

Winnipeg 
CCF 
Liberal-Progressive 
Conservathe 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 
Social Credit 
SociaIist 

votes 1 O h  of votes 

% of votes 
33.9% 

Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 
CCF 
Progressive Conservative 
Independent PC 
Independent 
Ind. Liberal-Progressive 
Labour Progressive 
Independent Labour 
Ind. CCF 

votes 
77335 
49933 
23410 
14740 
12300 
1 1890 
5243 
1113 
1171 

seats 
22* 

seats 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
48.9Ot0 

* - inchdes twebe acclamations 
** - includes four acclamations 

% of votes 
39.2% 
25.3% 
11.9% 
7.5% 
6.2% 
6.0% 
2.7% 
0.6% 
0.6% 

seats 
31* 
7 
9** 
4 
3 
2 
1  
O 
O 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 

O!% of seats 
40.0% 
30.0% 
10.0% 
10.096 
10.0% 
0 O%, 

O 90 

CCF 
Progressive Conservathe 
Ind. Liberal- Progressive 
Independent 
Ind. PC 
Ind. CCF 

O h  of seats 
54.4?,0 
1 2 . 3 O / o  
l5.8Ol0 
7.0°/0 
5.3'10 
3.5'0 
1 .8O/o 

O O/o 

090 

votes 
4 1 740 

O h  of seats 
55.6% 

Yo of votes 
38.1% 

* - includes tweive acclamations 
** - inchdes four acclamations 

20485 
18208 
10217 
9305 
8567 
1171 

36.296 
16.6% 
9.3% 
8.5% 
7.8% 
1 . 1 %  



St. Boniface 
Liberal-Progressive 
CCF 
Ind. PC 

Winnipeg 
Liberal-Rogresske 
CCF 
Labour Progressive 
Progressive Conservative 
Independent PC 
Independent 
Ind. Liberal-Progressive 
Indmendent Labour 

% of seats 
4 1.7% 
4 1.7O/0 
8.3% 
0% 
8.3% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

, votes 
6583 
5388 
2730 

votes 
290 12 
24060 
5243 
5202 
3443 
2995 
1673 
I I 1 4  

% of votes 
39.9% 
33.1% 
7.2% 
7.2% 
4.7% 
4.1% 
2.3% 
1.5% 

seau 
5 
5 
1 
O 
1 
O 
O 
O 

Ohofvotes 
44.8% 
36.7% 
18.6% 

Manitoba 
Liberal- Progressive 
Progressive Conservat~e 
CCF 
Social Credit 
hd. Liberai Progressive 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 

seats 
1 
1 
O 

votes 
105958 

% of votes 
39.6% 

Rural Manitoba 
Liberal-Progressive 

St. Boniface 
Liberal-Progressive 
CCF 
hd. Liberal-Progressive 
Progressive C onservative 
Social Credit 

O h  of seats 
50.00.0 
5O.O0/o 
0% 

* - mcludes one acclamation 

56278 
44332 
35750 
1 1929 
9577 
3812 

Progressive Conservathe 
Social Credit 
CCF 
hd. Liberal Progressive 
independent 

seats 
32* 

21.0% 
16.6% 
13.4% 
4.5 % 
3.6% 
1.4% 

votes 
77724 

votes O h  of votes sea ts % of seats 
8110 41.5% 2 100.0% 

*A of seats 
56.1 % 

% of votes 
34.0% 

seats 
27* 
9 
2 
1 
3 
1 

* - inchdes one acclamation 

36996 
30832 
20 129 
7068 
40 16 

O/O of seats 
53.5O.o 
20.9% 
4.7?/0 
2.3 0'0 
7.0% 
2.30do 

20.9% 
1 7.4?/0 
11.4% 
4.0% 
2.3% 



Winnipeg 
CCF 
Lib eral- Progressive 
Progressive Conservative 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 
Social Credit 
Indm endent Liberal 

votes % of votes seats 
20203 28.3% 4 
20 124 28.2% 3 
16444 23.1% 3 
5561 7.8% 1 
3812 5.3% 1 
3498 4.9% O 
1672 2.3% O 

Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 
CCF 
Liberal-Progressive 
independent 
Labour Progressive 
Independent PC 
Social Credit 

Rural Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 
Liberrif-Progressive 
CCF 
Social Credit 
independent 
h d .  PC 

votes O/O of votes 
1 17822 40.5% 
5867 1 20.2% 
101763 35.0% 
504 1 1.7% 
1207 O -4% 
1223 0.4% 
5 174 1.8% 

votes 

seats 
26 
1 1  
19 
1 
O 
O 
O 

O h  o f  seats 
33.3% 
25. OO/o 

25.0% 
8.3% 
8.3% 
0% 
0% 

O h  of seats 
45.6% 
19.3% 
33.3% 
1.8% 
0% 
OOji 
0% 

% of votes 
4 1.5% 
38.5% 
16.6% 
2.4% 
0.9% 
o. 1% 

Winnipeg 
Progressive Conservathe 
CCF 
Liberal-Progressive 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 
Independent PC 

seats 
20 
19 
6 
O 
O 
O 

*A of seats 
44.4% 
42.2941 
13.3Oto 
0% 
O O/o 

0% 

votes 
28236 
22766 
18615 
3 186 
1207 
949 

% of votes 
3 7.7% 
30.4% 
24.8% 
4.3% 
1.6% 
1.3% 

seats 
6 
5 
O 
1 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
5 O. 0% 
4 1 .ïO/o 

O % 
8.3% 
0% 
0% 



Manitoba 1 votes 

69594 
Liberal-Progressive 95452 
Labour Rogressive 

1 % of votes 
1 46.7% 
22.1% 
30.3% 
0.5% 
0.4% 

O h  o f  seats Rural Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 
Liberai-Progressive 
CCF 
independent 

seats I 

36 
10 
I I  

O 
O 

votes 
1093 8 1 
77235 
43649 
1171 

Winnipeg 
Progressive Conservative 

O h  of seats 
65. 19.0 
17. 5 O z o  
19.3Ofo 
0% 
O O/O 

CCF 
Liberal-Progressive 
Labour Progressive 

Liberal 
NDP 
Social Credit 
independent 
Cornmunist 
Liberal Labour 

O/O of votes 
47.3 % 
33.3% 
18.9% 
0.5% 

votes 
3 7759 

Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 

seats 
29 
1 1  
5 
O 

25945 
18217 
173 1 

O h  of votes 
45.1% 

votes 
134 147 

Rural Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 
Liberal 
NDP 
Social Credit 
Independent 

3 1.0% 
2 1.8% 
2.1% 

votes 
1053 13 
85986 
28068 
7495 
795 

O h  of votes 
46.3% 
37.8% 
12.3% 
3.3% 
0.3% 

seats 
7 

O h  of votes 
45.2% 

?ho of seats 
58.3910 

5 
O 
O 

seats 
29 
12 
3 
1 
O 

3 1.7O/o 
O0/0 

O O/O 

seats 
36 

O h  of seafs 
64.490 
26.7Oh 
6.7% 
2.2% 
0% 

O h  of seats 
63.2O10 



Winnipeg 
Progressive Consewative 
Liberal 
NDP 
Co~llfnUILiSt 
Liberal Labour 
Independent 

Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 

votes 
28834 
22275 
24986 
816 
1 1  1 
54 - 

Liberai 
NDP 
Social Credit 
Communist 

votes 
130 1 02 

Rural Manitoba 
Progressive Conservative 
Liberal 
NDP 
Social Credit 

O h  of seats 
50.0% 
5O.O0/o 
O O/o 

0% 
090 

% of votes 
41.5% 
32.1% 
25.0% 
1.2% 
0.2% 
O. 1 % 

1 0784 1 
75333 
11635 
638 

Winnipeg 
Progressive Conservative 
NDP 
Liberal 
Social Credit 
Communist 

% of votes 
40.0% 

votes 
98443 
85939 
492 15 
!O891 

sea ts 
7 
1 
4 
O 
O 
O 

33.1% 
23.1% 
3.6% 
O. 2O/o 

votes 
3 1 65 9 
26118 
2 1902 
744 
638 

% of seats 
58.3O.0 
8.3 ''0 
33.3'10 
0% 
0% 
0% 

seats 
3 1 

O h  of votes 
40.3% 
35.2% 
20.1% 
4.5% 

O h  of seats 
54.4% 

14 
1 1  
1 
O 

O h  of votes 
39.1 O/O 
32.2% 
27.O0/0 
O. 9% 
O. 8% 

24.6% 
19.3% 
1.8% 
O O/O 

seats 
25 
14 
5 
1 

seau 
6 
6 
O 
O 
O 

Oh of sea ts 
5 5.6% 
3 1.1% 
I l .  1°6 
2.2% 



Alberta EIection Results, 1905-1967 

Note: Rural Alberta mcludes dl constmiencies outside Edmonton and Calgary. in the 
192 1 provincial election m Edmonton and Calgary, voters could vote for fÏve 
candidates; the vote totals m those cities for that election exceed the number of 
ballots cast. 

Al berta 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 

* - includes one acclamation 

Rural Aiberta 
LiberaIs 
Conservatives 
hde~endent 

* - inchdes one acclamation 

votes 
14485 
9342 
1336 

votes 
1 1822 
7833 
929 

Calgary 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 

Conservatives 1 5 16 1 29.9% 1 O 1 0% 

O h  of votes 
57.6% 
37. f % 
5.3% 

Edmonton 
Lïberals 

% of votes 
58.3% 
3 7.3 % 
4.4% 

votes 
1030 
993 
407 

seats 
23* 
2 
O 

votes 
1209 

?Ho of seats 
92.0% 
8.0% 

sea ts 
21* 
2 
O 

O h  of votes 
42.4% 
40.9% 
16.7% 

O h  of seats 
9 1.39~0 
8.7% 
O O/O 

% of votes 
70.1% 

sea ts 
1 
O 
O 

O/O of seats 
1 00. Oof0 
OYO 
O ?/O 

sea ts 
1 

O h  of seats 
100.0% 



* - includes M l e  acclamations 

Alberta 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 
Ind. Liberals 
Socialist 
Labour 

seats 
33* 
1 
I 
1 
1 
O 

votes 
29634 
1 5848 
1695 
13 1 1 
1302 
214 

Rural Alberta 
LLberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 
h d .  Liberals 
Socialist 
Labour 

% of votes 
59.3% 
3 1.7% 
3.4% 
2.6% 
2.6% 
0.4% 

* - includes nine acclamations 

votes 
18863 
9923 
1347 
1311 
555 
2 14 

Calgary 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Socialist 

% of votes 
60.2% 
30.8% 
5.1% 
4.1% 
1.7% 
O. 7% 

seats 
36* 
2 
1 
1 
1 
O 

votes 
45 12 
4330 
747 

Edmonton 
Liberals 
Consenratives 
uidependents 

O h  of seats 
87.8% 
4.9% 
2.4% 
2.4% 
2.4% 
0% 

votes 
6259 

% of votes 
76.3% 

Aiberta 
Liberak 
Conservatives 
Independents 
Socialists 
Ind- Liberals 

O h  of votes 
47.1 % 
45.2% 
7.8% 

1595 
348 

sea ts 
2 

votes 
47748 
43 73 7 
3639 
1814 
47 

seats 
1 
L 

O 

O h  of seats 
IOO.OOh 

19.4% 
4.2% 

O h  of seats 
50.0% 
50.O0/0 
O 0 a  

% of votes 
49.2% 
45.1% 
3.8% 
1.9% 
0.05% 

O I 
0% 

O 

seats 
39 
17 
O 
O 
0 

0% 

O h  of seats 
69.6% 
30.4% 
0% 
0% 
0% 



RuralAlberta 
Lïberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 
Socialists 
Ind. Liberals 

votes 
32986 
26 102 
2996 
1558 
47 

Calg am 
Conservatives 
Liberals 
Socialists 

O h  of seats 

% of votes 
5 1.8% 

votes 
6 700 

% of votes 
67.5% 

Edmonton 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Indaendents 

41.0% 
4.7% 
2.4% 
O. 1% 

2973 
256 

sea ts I % of seats 

seats 
37 

seats 
3 

votes 
1 1789 
t 093 5 
643 

Alberta districts 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 
Labour 
Socialists 
Non-Partisan 

armed forces 

O !  of seats 
74. 0O.o 

13 
O 
O 
O 

?%O of  seats 
100.0% 

29.9% 
2.6% 

** - includes £ive automaticaUy elected as  members of armed forces 

26.O010 
0 O/O 

0% 
0% 

% of votes 
50.5% 
46.8% 
2.8% 

* - hcludes six automaticaiiy elected as members of 

votes 
542 12 
47055 
6569 
3576 
784 
416 

O 
O 

sea l  
2 
1 

O 

% of votes 
48.1 % 
41.8% 
5.8% 
3.2% 
O. 7% 
0.4% 

0% 
0% 

Rural Al berta 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Independents 
Socialists 
Non-Partisan 

Calgary 
Conservatives 
Labour 
Liberals 
Independents 

* - includes si.. automatically elected as members of armed forces 
** - includes five automaticaliy elected as members of armed forces 

votes 
43896 
30702 
4462 
439 
4 16 

votes 
678 1 
3576 
270 1 
1296 

% of votes 
54.9% 
38.4% 
5.6% 
0.5% 
0.5% 

?40 of votes 
47.2% 
24.9% 
18.8% 
9.0% 

sea ts 
33* 
15** 
2 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
66. O*/O 
3 0.00.6 

! 4.O0/0 
090 
0 O/O 

sea ts 
1 
1 
1 
O 

O h  of seats 
-+-r -0 ,  
33.3 /O 

33.30/0 
33.3% 
O Y0 



Edmonton 
Conservatives 
Liberals 
Independent 
Socialists 

United Farmers of AIberta 86250 
Labour 1 33987 6.6% 

votes 
95 72 

Aiberta 
Liberals 

Conservatives 32734 
lndependents / 28794 1 6.6*:0 0°'~ 

7615 
811 
345 

independent Labour 1 10733 1 3.1% 1 0% 

% of votes 
52.2% 

votes 
101584 

4 1.5% 
4.4% 
i -9% , 

* - mchdes two acclamations 

seats 
3 

Ohofvotes 
34.1 % 

Labour Socialist 

% of seats 
1 00. OOb 

O 
O 
O 

O ?/O 
O O/" 
0% 

seats 
15* 

2628 

Rural Alberta 
UFA 
Liberals 
Independents 
Labour 
Conservatives 

O h  of seats 
24.6% 

seats 
38 

Edmonton 
Liberals 
C onservatives 
Labour 
hdependents 
independent Labour 
UFA 
hdep endent Liber al 
Labour Sociaiist 

Independent Liberal 
0.9% 

* - mchdes two acclamations 

votes 
81272 
52937 
3882 
7239 
1203 

O h  of sea ts 
74.5 

Calgary 
Liberals 
Labour 
hdependents 
C onservatkes 
Independent Labour 
Labour Socialist 

1467 0.5% 

O h  of votes 
55.5% 
36. I % 
2.6% 
4.9% 
O. 8?0 

O 

votes 
20298 
17566 
15842 
15175 
5250 
1745 

- 

votes 
28339 
16356 
9 182 
9070 
5483 
4978 
1467 
883 

sea ts 

O O.0 
O - 

O h  of votes 
26.890 
23.29'0 
20.99 O 
20.0% 
6.9% 
2.3 '/O 

seats 
1 
2 
2 
O 
O 
O 

- -- 

% of votes 
37.4% 
2 1.6% 
12.1% 
12.0% 
7.2% 
6.6% 
1.9% 
1.2% 

% of seats 
1 oo.oO/o 
0% 
O O/o 
0% 
0% 
O ?/O 
oO/o 

094, 

OOh 

- 

O h  of seats 
20. oO,o 
30. oO,o 
lo.oO~o 
O 9.0 
O *'O 
O O h  



Alberta 
UFA 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Labour 
Independent Liberd 
Independent Labour 
Independents 
ludependent UFA 
Liberal Progressive 

votes 

Rural Alberta 1 votes 

Calgary 
C onservatives 
Liberals 
Labour 
Independent Labour 

UFA 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Labour 
Independent Liberal 
Independent UFA 
Liberal Progressive 

O h  of votes 
39.7% 
26.2% 
22.1% 
7.8% 
1.5% 
1.4% 
O. 7% 
0.6% 
0.2% 

67922 
35 144 
25 197 
5 183 
1549 
999 
25 2 

O/O of seats 

./O of votes 
49.5% 
25.6% 
19.1% 
3.8% 
1.1% 
O. 7% 
0.2% 

Independent 1 54 1 0.3% 1 04.0 

votes 
881 1 

Edmonton 
Conservatives 
Liberak 
Labour 
UFA 
Indep endent 
Indemendent Liberal 

,, seats 
42 
5 
1 
3 
O 
O 
O 

% of seats 
82.4°-~ 
9.8% 
2. oO/o 

5 .99h 
O 9% 
O 9.0 
Oolo 

O h  of votes 
44.6% 

seats 1 of seats 
2 j ~ O . O O / O  

votes 
5083 

% of votes 
28.0% 

seats 
2 

O/O of sea ts 
4O.O0a 



Al berta 1 votes 
74187 

Liberals 46275 
C onservatives 27954 
independents 
Labour 14354 
* - mcludes four acclamations 

% of votes 
39.4% 
24.6% 
14.9% 
13.5% 
7.6% 

seats 
39* 

* - includes four acclamations 

O h  of seats 
6 1.9944 

Rural Alberta 
UFA 
Liberals 
Indep endent s 
Conservatives 
Labour 

votes 
7 1 076 
34456 
23832 
6877 
6 156 

Calgary 

Edmonton ' votes 
Conservatives 
Labour 
Liberals 

Liberals 
Labour 
Independent 

% of votes 
33.4% 
22.0% 
2 1.9% 
15.2% 
7.4% 

Yo of votes 
49.9% 
24.2% 
16.7% 
4.8% 
4.3% 

Conservatives 10440 42.8% 3 / 50.0?,0 
votes 

7440 
354 1 
2996 

seats 
38* 
8 
3 
O 
2 

% of votes 

seats % of seats 

O h  of seats 
74.596 
1 5.7Ol0 
5 . 9 O / 0  
O O/O 

3.9% 

seats 1 O h  of seats 

30.5% 
14.5 90 
12.3% O 

3 
1 
1 
I 
O 

-.- -.O 
J J . 3  O 

16.7'0 
O O.0 

5O.O0,o 
1 6.79.0 
16.79.0 
1 6.7°k 
0% 



- - 

Ai berta 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
UFA 
Conservatives 
Commiinist 
Labour 
Independent 
Independent Liberal 
United Front 
Ind. Conservative 
Independent Labour 
Economic Reconstruction 

Rural Alberta 
Social credit 
Liberals 
UFA 
Conservatives 
Communi~t 
independent 
Labour 
Indep endent Liberal 
United Front 
Ind. Conservative 

votes 
163 700 
69845 
33063 
19358 
5771 
5086 
2740 
955 
560 
258 
224 
192 

votes 

Edmonton 
Liberals 
Social Credît 
C onservative 
UFA 
Labour 
Communist 
Economic Reconstruction 

Calgary 
Social Credit 
Liberals 
Conservatives 
Labour 
Co~ll~tlunist 
Independent 
hdependent Labour 

% of votes 
54.3% 
23.1% 
11.0% 
6.4% 
1.9% 
1.7% 
0.9% 
0.3% 
0.2% 
0.1% 
o. 1% 
o. 1% 

-- 

votes 
24079 
8000 
5956 
1645 
820 
469 
224 

% of  v o t e s  

sea ts 
56 
5 
O 
2 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O/O of seats 
88.9% 
7.9% 
0% 
3.2% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

% of votes 

seats 
50 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

@/O of seats 
98. OO/o 

2.0% 
0% 
0% 
0943 
oO/o 
0 O10 

0% 
OYo 
O O10 

seats 
4 
1 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
66. 7O/0  
16.7% 
16.7O/o 
0% 
0% 
0% 
OYo 

votes 
14033 

O/O of votes 
3 7.7% 

- - 

seats 
3 

% of seai; 
50.00/0 



Aiberta 
Social Credit 
Independent 
CCF 
Labour 
Liberal 
Ind. Progressive 
Indep endent Liberal 
Cornmunist 
Ind. Social Credit 
Independent Farmer 
Independent Labour 

votes 
132507 
131172 
343 16 
3258 
2755 
1726 
1136 
1067 
362 
3 14 
25 1 

% of votes 
42.9% 
42.5% 
11.1% 
1.1% 
0.9% 
0.6% 
0.4% 
0.4% 
O. 1% 
o. 1% 
o. 1% 

Independent 
CCF 
Labour 
Liberal 
ind. Progressive 
Ind. Social Credit 
Independent Fanner 

Rural Alberta 
Social Credit 

O h  of seats 

O h  of sea ts 
68.1% 
27.7% 
O O/O 

2. I O/o 

2.1'30 
O O/o 

O 9.0 

096 

votes 
101165 

% of votes 
46.3% 

Calgary 
Independent 

Independent Labour 1 25 1 1 0.5% 1 0% 

seats 
32 

Social Credit 17052 
CCF 

votes 
24467 

37.1% 40. O0/0 

9.0% 

Edmonton 
independent 
Social Credit 
CCF 
Communist 
Ind. Progressive 

O/O of  seats 
6O.O0o 

% of votes 
53.3% 

votes 
23730 
14290 
4266 
1 067 
390 

seats 
3 

Ohofvotes 
54.2% 
32.7% 
9.8% 
2.4% 
0.9% 

seats 
3 
2 
O 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
60.O0/0 
40.0% 
0% 
O O/O 

O 910 



Alberta 
Social Credit 
CCF 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 
Veterans & Active Force 
Labour United 
Single Tax 
Farmer's Labour 

votes 
146367 
70307 
47239 
12003 
3532 
1788 
480 
390 

O/O of votes 
5 1.9% 
24.9% 
16.8% 
4.3% 
1.3% 
0.6% 
0.2% 
O. 1% 

seats 
5 1 
2 
3 
O 
1 
O 
O 
O 

CCF 
Independent 
Labour Progressive 
Labour United 
Smgle Tax 
Farmer's Labour 

O/O of seats 
89.5% 
3.5% 
5.3% 
0% 
1.8% 
0% 
oO/o 
0% 

Rurai Alberta 
Social Credit 

votes 
113452 

Calgary 
Social Credit 
Independent 
CCF 
Labour Progressive 

Labour Progressive 1 1680 1 4.4% 10 1 0% 

Edmonton 
Social Credit 
CCF 
hdep endent 
Veterans & Active Force 

% of votes . 

53.8% 

votes 
15044 

votes 
17871 
7850 
690 1 
3 532 

seats 
47 

% of votes 
38.3% 

% of seats 
i OO.OOh 

35.0% 
13744 1 23.6% 9269 
1252 1 3-2% 

O h  of votes 
47.2% 
20.7% 
18.2% 
9.3% 

seats 
2 

O h  of seats 
30.0?~0 

2 
1 
O 

seats 
2 
1 
1 
1 

40.0% 
20.0°/0 
O 90 

O h  of seats 
40. O?,O 
20.0% 
20.0°/0 
20.0°/0 



Alberta 
Social C redit 
CCF 
Liberal 
hdep endent 
Ind. Citizen's Association 
Labour 
Ind. Social Credit 
Labour Progressive 
United Labour 

Rural Alberta 
Social Credit 
CCF 
Liberal 
Independent 
Ind. Social Credit 
Ind. Citizen's Association 
Labour Progressive 
United Labour 

votes 

votes 

O h  of votes 
55.6% 
19.1% 
17.9% 
3.1% 
1.4% 
1.2% 
1.0% 
0.5% 
0.3% 

i seats 
51  
2 
2 
1 
O 
O 
1 
O 
O 

of sea ts 
89.5 90 
3.5% 
3.5% 
1,8% 
0% 
O?/, 
1.8% 
0% 
0% 

O h  of votes 
58.4% 
20.6% 
17.2% 
I .6% 
O. 8% 
0.6% 
0.4% 
0.4% 

1 seats 
' 46 

O 
O 
O 
1 
O 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
97.9% 
0% 
0% 
O ?/O 

2.1% 
O O10 

0% 
oO/o 

Calgary 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
independent 
CCF 
Labour 
Ind. Social Credit 
Labour Progressive 

votes 
16382 
7456 
565 1 
4217 
3579 
1300 
5 16 

Edmonton 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
CCF 
Ind. Citizen's Association 

O h  of votes 
41.9% 
19.1% 
14.5% 
1 O. 8'10 
9.2% 
3.3% 
1.3% 

s 

votes 
25 145 

O h  of votes 
54.5% 

9239 
9043 
2723 

seats 
2 

seats 
3 

Ohofseats 
40.0% 

?4o of seats 
60.0% 

20.0% 
19.6% 
5.9% 

1 
1 
O 

20.0% 
20.0% 
0% 



Social c redit 
Liberal 
CCF 
C onservative 
Progressive Conservathe 
Ind- Social Credit 
independent Labour 
Labour Progressive 
Independent 
Farmer's Candidate 
Labour 
Non-Partisan Farmer 
People's Candidate 

votes 
167789 
66738 
4 1929 
627 1 
4700 
4203 
2927 
1132 
705 
655 
527 
463 
296 

-- - 

O h  of votes seats % of seats 
85.2Oh 
6.6'6 
3.3% 
1 .6O/o 

1 -6% 
1 -6% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0 O/o 

O O/o 

O?/o 

* - mcludes one acclamation 

Rural Alberta 
Social Crediî 
Liberal 
CCF 
Ind. Social Credit 
Independent 
Farmer's Candidate 
Non-Partisan Farmer 
Labour Progressive 
People's Candidate 

votes 
120594 
48778 
2802 1 
4203 
705 
655 
463 
308 
296 

Calgary 
Social Credit 
Conservative 
Liberal 
CCF 
Independent Labour 
Labour 

* - includes one acclamation 

Edmonton 
S o d  Credit 

% of votes 
59.1% 

votes 
2287 1 
627 1 
5286 
379 1 
2927 
527 

Liber al 
CCF 
Progressive Conservative 
Labour Progressive 

votes 
24024 

seats 
3 
2 
1 
1 
O 

seats 
45' 

O h  of votes 
54.9% 
15.0% 
12.7% 
9.1% 
7.0% 
1.3% 

O h  of votes 
46.2% 

% of seats 
42.9% 
28.6% 
13.3O/o 
14.3% 
0% 

12674 
98 17 
4700 
824 

% of seats 
93 -4% 

24.4% 
18.9% 
9.0% 
1.6% 

sea ts 
4 
1 
1 
O ' 
O 
O 

- - 

*A of seats 
66.7% 
16. ~ O / O  

1 6.796 
OO,o 

O O/O 

0% 



AJberG 
Social Credit 
Liberai 
Con servative 
CCF 
Coalition 
Indep endent 
Liberal Consemative 
Labour Progressive 
Ind. Social Credit 

Rural aber& 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
CCF 
Conservative 
Coalition 
Liberal Consemative 
independent 
Ind. Social Credit 
Labour Progressive 

Calgary 
SociaI Credit 

CCF 
Labour Progressive 
Independent 

votes 
175553 
Il7741 
34757 
31 180 
458 1 
4225 
400 1 
3420 
272 1 

votes 
120422 
69 172 
2 1528 
11159 
458 1 
400 1 
3627 
272 1 
1894 

%of votes 
46.4% 
3 1.1% 
9.2% 
8.2% 
1.2% 
1.1% 
1.1% 
o. 9% 
o. 7% 

% of votes 

- - - -  

seats 
37 
15 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
O 
1 

seats 
3 1 
I O  
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
O 

O h  of seats 
60.7% 
24.6% 
4,996 
3.3% 
1 .6% 
1.6% 
1.6% 
0% 
1.6% 

O h  of seats 
64.6% 
20.80'a 
4.2% 
2. Io/& 
2. 1 9.0 
2.1 O h  

2. 1°'0 

2. 1 9.0 

O O,i, 

votes 

Edmonton votes 
Liberal 

O h  of votes 
40.3% 
27.8% 
26.1% 
4.2% 
0.9% 
O. 8% 

1 O/o of votes 

seats 
3 
2 
1 
O 
O 
O 

Social Credit 
Conservathe 
CCF 
Labour Progressive 
Independent 

O h  of sea ts 
5 O . O 0 i  -- 9 0 ,  
3 J . J  .'O 

16.7% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

29949 
73 15 
7020 
947 
127 

seats 
3 
3 
1 
O 
O 

% of sea ts 
42.9% 
42.9% 
14.3% 
0 O/* 

0 O10 
O 1 0% 



Aiberta 
Social Credit 
Progressive Conservative 
Liberal 
CCF 
Indep endent 
ind. Social Credit 
Coalition 
Labour Progressive 

votes 
230283 
98730 
57408 
17899 
3640 
2393 
2279 
884 

- - -- 

% of votes 

Calgary 
Social Credit 

Rural Al berta 
Social Credit 
Progressive Consemative 
Liberal 
CCF 
indep endent 
Ind. Social Credit 
Coalition 
Labour Progressive 

Progressive Consexvative 
Liberal 
CCF 

sea ts 
6 1 
1 
1 
O 
O 
1 
1 
O 

votes 
151657 
56476 
35233 
9243 
3640 
2392 
2279 
4 15 

O h  of seats 
93.8% 
l.5O/0 
1.5% 
0% 
0% 
1.5% 
1.5% 
0% 

% of votes 
58.0% 
21.6% 
13.5% 
3.5% 
1.4% 
0.9% 
0.9% 
0.2% 

seats 1 O h  of seats 

votes 
39489 
20872 
9766 
220 1 

Edmonton 
Social Credit 

O h  of votes 
54.6% 
28.9% 
13.5% 
3.0% 

Progressive Conservative 
Liberal 
CCF 
Labour Progressive 

votes 
39137 

seats 
6 
1 
O 
O 

2 1382 
12409 
6455 
469 

O h  of seats 
85,7O/o 
14.3Oo 
OO/o 
0% 

Ohofvotes 
49.0% 
26.8% 
15.5% 
8.0% 
0.6% 

seats 
8 

O h  of sea ts 
100.0% 

O 
O 
O 
O 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 



- 

Aiberta 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
Progressive C onservative 
New Democratic Party 
Independent 
Xnd. Social Crediit 
Aiberta Unity Movement 
Coalition 
Prog. Conservative-LiberaI 
Communia 

Rural Alberta 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
Progressive C onservative 
New Democratic Party 
Ind. Social Credit 
Independent 
Alberta Unity Movement 
Coalition 
Prog. Conservative-Liberal 
Communist 

votes 

votes 

O h  of votes 

YO of votes 

sea t s  
60 
2 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 
O 
O 

- 

?40 of seats 
95.29.0 
3-2% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
1.6% 
0% 
0% 

seats 
42 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 
87.S0h 
1 2 . 5 O , 0  
O O/S 

O O10 

O O10 

0 O/, 
09'0 

O h  of seats 
95.5% 
2.3'10 
O O10 

O O/o 
0% 
0% 
O Oh 
2.3910 
0 O10 

0 '%O 

Calgary 
Social Credit 
Liberal 
Progressive Consemative 
New Democratic Party 
Independent 
ind. Social Credit 
Cornmunist 

votes 
3870 1 
17582 
1 3936 
5666 
1469 
126 
10 1 

Edmonton 
Social Credit 

Progressive C onservative 
New Democratic Party 
Communist 

% of votes 
49.9% 
22.7% 
18.0% 
7.3 % 
1.9% 
0.2% 
O. 1% 

votes 
44805 

seats 
7 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

1 3 6 1 6 
13414 
93 

% of votes 
48.7% 

14.8% 
14.6% 
O. 1% 

seats 
10 

% of seats 
100.0% 

O 
O 
O 

096 
0% 
0% 



Alberta 
Social Credit 
Progressive Conservative 
New Democratic Party 
Liberal 
Independent 
Coalition 
Ind. Aog. Conservative 
LibPC Coalition 
Ind. Social Credit 

votes 
222270 
129544 
796 1 O 
53847 
6916 
3654 
1118 
699 
693 

Rural Aiberta 
Social Credit 
Progressive C onsemative 
New Democratic Pany 
Liberal 
Independent 
Coalition 
Ind. Prog. Consewative 
LWPC Coalition 
Ind. Social Credit 

votes 
131202 
48876 
44278 
25256 
6534 
3654 
11 18 
699 
517 

- -  - - 

O h  of votes seats 
55 
6 
O 
3 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O h  of seats 

% of votes sea t s  1 O h  of seau 

Calgary 
Social Credit 

New Democratic Party 1 11645 1 10.S0/~ 

Progressive Consexvative 
Liberal 

votes 
42373 
42225 
14673 

Edmonton 
Social Credit 
Progressive Conservatke 
New Democratic Party 
Lib eral 
Independent 
Ind. Social Credit 

% of votes 
38.2% 
38. l0/0 
13 .2% 1 1.19~0 

votes 
48695 
3 8443 
23687 
13918 
382 
176 

seats 
5 

O/o of seats 
55.6O.0 

% of votes 
38.9% 
30.7% 
18.9% 
li.1?40 
0.3% 
0.1% 

seau 1 of seats 
9 
2 
O 
O 
O 
O 

8 1 -89.0 
1 8 . 2 O 0  
O0/o 

O 00 
0 ?O 

094, 



Appendix D 

Measures of Disproportionaiity 

There are two basic approaches to measuring disproponionality. The first is to 

look at the amount of disproponionality per party. Douglas Rae pioneered this approach 

in his classic study of electoral systems. Rae's measure, 1, reflects the average discrepancy 

between seats and votes. Ir is caiculated by adding together the absolute values of the 

differences between seat shares and vote shares, then dividing by the number of parties. In 

equation forni, this is expressed as follows: ' 

While I is an attractive measure in that it is reasonably intuitive, its main problem is that 

the number of parties present in an electoral system strongly inftueac~;; the outcorne. 

especially if those parties are srnall. In a situation where many small parties compete. I 

will tend to be quite low.2 To deal with this problem Rae introduces a "cut-off" value. 

not counting parties that receive less than 0.5% of the vote. This cut-offis still quite iou 

and arbitrary. however. and does not completely alleviate the problem of sensitivity to 

Douglas W. Rae. The Political bsequerices of Hectorai Lmr-S. rev ed. (Xe% 
Haven: Yale University Press, 197 1 ), 84-86. 

Arend Lij p hart, Elec 1 oral Systems and Parry Sysrerns: A Sti& of TH wg.-Sevet~ 
Democraczes ( Odord : Mord University Press, 1 994). 5 8; Michael Gallagher. 
"Proportionality, disproportionality and electoral systema" Electora! Snrdies 1 0 ( 199 1 ): 
40. 



large numbers of srnall parties. Consequently, the Rae index does not correlate as nrongly 

with other measures of disproportionality as do some other measures.3 

There have been other atternpts to apply this basic logic of a party-based measure 

of disproportionality. Lijphart has suggested overcorning the shortcomings of the Rae 

index by using a fixeci number of p d e s .  One index he developed calculates the average 

vote-seat share discrepancies for the two largest parties.4 W e  this type of index 

eiirninates some of the Rae index's worst problems. the choice of the number of is aiil 

arbitrary. The choice of two parties makes intuitive sense in two-party systems, but in 

multi- party systems, Lij phart' s index would in some cases retum inacnirately low levels 

of disproportionality. For example, the single mernber plurality electoral syaem played a 

s imcan t  role in the outcorne of the 1993 Canadian federai election as Table 4 1 shows. 

Table 41 

Eiection Results, Canada 1993 

Party 
Li berals 

Lijphart's two-party index would take the average of the seat-vote discrepancier 

of the two largest parties (the LiberaIs and Reform), giving a result of 10%. By only 

including two parties, Lijphart's index misses the most significant electoral distortion in 

Reform 
Conservatives 
Bloc Quebecois 
New Democrats 

3 Gallagher, 46-47; Lijphart, EIectoral Systems, 66-67. 

Votes 
41% 

Arend Lijphart. Dernomcies: Pastenrî ojMajoritarim and Cottsensrrs 
Govenvnen~ in Twenty-One Counmes (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1 984). 163. 

19% 
16% 
14% 
7% 

Seats 
60% 

-- 

IVi-Si( 
1 9% 

18% 
1% 
18% 
3% 

1% 
1 50.0 
494, 
4% 



the 1993 election, the lack of reward for the regionally difise Conservative vote. 

Interestingly, Lijphart's two-party index retums a value of 9% for the 1988 federal 

e lea ioc  an election in which the single member plurality system played a much less 

dramatic role than in 1993. Lijphart's two-party index avoids some of the problems 

associated with Rae's index and is quite niitable for comparative purposes as most party 

systems have at least two parties, but it can misrepresent the effects of the electoral 

systern in situations of muitipanism. As the eiections in W i p e g  and many of those in 

Edmonton and Calgary featured relatively large numbers of parties, Lijphart's two-party 

index is not appropriate for this study. 

More recently. Lijphart has suggested the intuitive and elegant solution of only 

measuring the single Iargest deviation fiom pr~portionality.~ This index is simple to 

caiculate and easy to understand. Its simplicity, however, is also its biggest liability. It 

only shows one part of the picture of disproportionality. Again, the cut-off point of one 

Party is d i  arbitrary. Lijphm himself uses this measure as only a supplernentary measure 

to other preferred measures. 

Ail three party-based measures fdl into the difnnilt position of having to choose a 

cutsff  point that is reasonable and not essentiaily arbitrary. For this reason, the second 

method of measuring disproponionality is preferable. This class of  measures detemines 

the total amount of disproponionality for the entire electoral system, not just for each 

Party. There are two versions of this type of measure which are currently widely used. 

The first is the Loosemore-Hanby Index D, deterrnined by adding the absolute values of 

Lij p hart, Electorol Systems, 62. 

Lij phart, Electoral Systems. 62. 



the differences between vote and seat share, then dividing by two. In formulait form. B is 

calculated as foilows: 

D wiil be equal to zero in a case where al1 parties receive exactly the share of seats to 

which their vote share entitles them (perféct proportionality) and will be equal to one in a 

situation where a party (or parties) with no votes r d v e s  aU the seats while a party (or 

parties) with al l  of the votes receives no seats (a theoretical example of perfect 

disproportionality). D is the moa widely used mesure ofdisproportionality, but it has 

some weaknesses. The main cornplaint is that D weighs aU deviations between vote and 

seat shares equally. A situation where four parties each experience a 5% deviation from 

proportionality would r e m  a sunilar value to a situation where one party experienced a 

10% deviation. D thus tends to overstate the disproportionality of PR systems that have a 

number of parties with srna11 deviations from proportionality.8 Monroe extends this 

argument funher and argues that D suffers nom insensitivity to transfers. D registers 

transfers of votes from parties which receive a greater share of the seats than their share 

of the votes entitles them to (advantaged parties where si > vi) to a party which receives 

fewer seats than they are entitled to (disadvantaged parties where vi > si), but fails to 

register transfers From one p m  to another ifboth are either advantaged or disadvantaged 

by the electoral ~ystern.~ Taagepera and Shugart admit that D can be somewhat of a blunt 

instrument and that it c m o t  tell us where the diaonion is occurring. They argue. 

Rein Taagepera and Matthew Soberg Shugart, Seats R Kotes: X k  Effects & 
Detemimnts of Elecrora[ Systems (New Haven: Yale University Press, l989), 1 05. 

Lij phart, Electoral Systems, 60. 

BUR L. Monroe, "Disproportionaiity and malapportionment: measuring electorai 
inequaiity," Electurul Shrdies 13 ( 1994): 1 3 9. 



however, that any atternpt to reduce a situation to one number will inevitably lead to 

some simplification and loss of information. l 0  

Michael Gailagher has developed an alternative measure of deviation from 

proportiodity that tries to address some of the shortcomings of the Loosemore-Hanby 

index used by people like Taagepera and Shugart. Gaiiagher's goal is to combine some of 

the features of the Rae index 1, with the system-based approach of measuring 

disproportionality. He wants to preserve Rae's idea that it is important know where 

disproportionaiity is coming from in our meanires. Gallagher suggests a least-squares 

index which would entail adding the squares of the vote-seat dserences for each Party, 

dividing by two, then taking the square root.ll In fonnulaic form, the Least Squares Index 

is calculateci as follows: 

What this does in practice is weigh the disproportionality by itself so that large 

discrepancies between seats and votes contribute more to the index than small 

discrepancies. The result is a meauire that is Iess sensitive to small deviations from 

proponionality, correcting one of the possible shortcomings of D. This cornes at the price 

of a loss of sensitivity, however. 

In this snidy, il will be the pnmary measure of disproportionaiity because it is 

intuitive and thus simple to understand and to caiculate. It is also the most widely used 

rneasure of disproportionality,12 thus faciiitating cornparison of the results of this study 

with other studies. It is important, however, to remember the limitations of D described 

above, notably its sensitivity to smali deviations and its insensitivity to transfers. 

Io Taagepera and Shugart, 26 1. 

Gallagher, 40-4 1. 

l2 Monroe, 141-142. 
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